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Staring at anecdotes
they breathe air
inheritable
from the ancestors ...
exile and sweetness
the beauty of fathers
significance of
life cycles,
a stirrer of history
harpoon of worries
anchored
in the day
they polish time
Baziak...

Ewa Widacka-Matoszko
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Plato's shadows

The day is clearly opened
cloud torn at the edges releases the sun
further into the secrets - TOMBA
the shape of the shadow moves – SOUL

a delicate leaf wraps a dancing wasp
bends a single pencil of grass
swallows straighten the horizon
shadows out of focus

if you see a picture from a cave
someone sent someone here
the centuries have become visible
the sky
again
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BOOK - IMPERATIVE
From among many possible paths that could be crossed out on the map of ages, a map with a lot of white spots,
I chose - in my opinion - the most probable but also dictated by intuition supported by persistent searches. I
researched many publications from which I made a choice. I believe that the genes of my ancestors are still alive
in me and they suggest solutions historical issues.
An unambiguous (?) answer to the question where I come from, where we come from it will emerge - I hope so from among the many researched roads to the unknown the edge of hypotheses. I open the exploratory research
field carefully, determining more and more new edge lines of departure and access to give a clear message to the
facts, at the same time realizing the risk of error. However, do you the result of a reporting nature will be the
final, fundamental answer? Will I meet the art of discussing with different views, interpreting the various sources?
Openness to explication, where I will find the roots of the family? it was/is like this great, that boundless and
regardless of the settlement. I will accept the fate of my ancestors with all humility for pre-own. People who are
close to me today, which I met in the course search, support such an attitude and absolute honesty and this is
invariably ours approaching.
The research adventure, meanwhile, lasts and brings joy to meetings and a lot of emotions. I suppose that this
unfulfilled longing will never end what's more, the book will remain a "task" for the new generation, I move
barely a stone to an avalanche.
The beginning, the truth about fate, inspiring but we do not ask the dead, moreover, no they should be disturbed.
After all, I remember the maxim: "I do not get convictions it is easy, and if it is easy to get to them, it soon turns
out that they are worthless and unable to resist in battle." (Sigmund Freud)
The book deals with a specific family. However, it can help to get to know many other issues. Previous theories
of scientists on the interesting one topic (more on this later), holistic, hypothetical and predominantly with
contradictory, moreover - dependent on the reference point and assumptions – no they reach the essence of the
detail. Created for several years in different environments scientific research projects on small ethnic groups.
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they are extremely valuable, interdisciplinary, perhaps not quite late, but also for many subsequent stages and
years, and in the meantime from the map the earthly relics of the past and memory are lost - along with the
Departures. I ask: in which age did you come from afar to Sądecczyzna? Where have you buried your ancestors
in what language did you give them your last ministry? The longer and closer you get to you, the more difficult
you are. I respect my life.
It seemed that the journeys of life were pilgrimages along the biblical routes in the Holy Land. In the context of
my experience, however, it turned out that mine, The Holy Land, is the land of the Fathers, wherever they
traveled.
House - feels the power of blood ties. What is the essence of what it is? Some chemical compound in which God's
secret was made? Mystery written, at the same time not described. I'm going over ten years after your footsteps
and I do not have the courage to express the fire of your warrior hearts. You left the unhealed land, running away
from the disease, hunger, wars and oppressors. I am collecting crumbs of your difficult one bread, was this daily
symbol in general yours? I am You hungry, the intensity of such hunger grows. Meandering on the continent
maps, I stop. So many Wojciech family, Maciej family, Marcin family, Jan family...
Who of the living hug this or that? There was a dozen or so out of the world one father's offspring. Those children
who died prematurely, they "gave" their name to another baby. Mothers were leaving young, fatigued.
Looking from the ceiling of linear aircraft to the seas and oceans, you can see miniatures ships and even larger
stones, because the water is clean, the sky is without clouds and does not stop the sun's rays. The waters of history
are, however, muddy. Fewer and fewer people know what it means yes-yes, no-no, according to this principle
simply live, that the earth gives birth to those who love and respect her.
I investigate the well of covered time. The seventh generation is the seventh generation crumbled to dust,
sheltered in the earth and the sky ...
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A DREAM WITH A LEMON
It was at a time when thoughts about my family and its beginnings did not want from me to depart from the
morning awakening and then this happened symbolic dream. Magical, unusual, in terms of its intensity, as befits
the issues that I lived with. I felt nothing at all Atlas condemned to carrying the blue vault, partly like Sisyphus,
who imprisoned the god of death of Tantalus
From the depths of the well some hand, only implicitly, because I only saw the shadows, she gave me part of a
lemon. The first fragment was smaller than half the fruit, in the skin. I ate without thinking, obedient to the
unspoken one command. I took the lemon as a gift. I waited, I was dying wondering. The well had to be extremely
deep, because the next one a smaller fragment was given to me after a long moment. In the well, there was no
water only a muddy mule, but the lemon's skin seemed clean. He was there someone alive, determined by the
administration, died in the depths, descended after everyone together lower and lower, he died for more and more,
and the lemon pieces became immense smaller. I was worried about this character, I was afraid that I was already
out of this abyss it will not emerge. A great fear seized me, I continued in the sacred silence. Recent the pieces
were only chips of pulp. Finally, the movement inevitably stopped, he did not move in the depths anymore, he
left me. I figured in a dream that he did.
Reflecting on all this (in an almost hypnotic state) I got it in certainty that it was someone from very distant
ancestors (irrational a sense of closeness) who tried to support my actions that his story it was not sweet, and thus
searching deep into the well of history will not be easy nor simple. However, I'm not alone. Somebody stopped
the vigil. And what would Mr. Freud say?
I am looking for now, probably irrationally, in every place and time of symbols. This is a fact, not a special
coincidence that I was reported on Beskidzka Street, near Karpacka and Bałkańska. In the Beskids, mainly
descendants live. I am also a "lamb" of April in the human herd - Baziaconka.
I will add later: I have, however, traveled a bit further than to the Balkans ...
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FOREFATHERS. GREAT MOTHER. GREAT STEPPE AND NEBULA
At the beginning there was Chaos (a state before ordering elements), a bit later heaven and earth; history and
learning about them. Or maybe it was different - in the beginning there was Eden, immediately after him a great
steppe, instead of a deluge there was a great hunger, only then death for the first time touched man and the animal
that man loved but killed to avoid hunger. Unfortunately, the hunger did not go away, it changed, it did not heal,
it changed its shades, it passed from the body to the soul. Man has already become almost an animal, that's why
he kept his inner animal and respected his own child. Perhaps this is also why his offspring was only part of the
great Nature that he gives and receives. Hell is born from lack of existence. Everything that is born swells with
the blood of life and loses life for lack of blood. Even the cattle understood that shepherds were necessary to
survive together, protect them from wild animals, from the mighty air.
I have an unjustified (?) Hope that people of that time loved their women, children, cattle, and if in a different
order they loved or comparatively, then we can also respect. Do you see this space, large parts of the continent?

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wielki_Step
Do you feel freedom, view of history? Possible People's Migration ...? I'm standing somewhere nearby. But even
multi-legged shoes do not know judgments of celestial bodies that accept travelers.
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STATEMENTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE 2015:
Hello,
I noticed on the network the search of great-great-grandfather Wojciech, I come from the Marcin line (brothers).
Please contact me on re. I also give mobile phone ...... ... I am interested in everything that is family.
Best wishes
Jola Baziak
***
I warmly welcome.
Yes, that's right, I am looking for information about my great-great-grandfather Wojciech. There are very few
materials on this subject, record books in parishes were usually destroyed, people who would have even
rudimentary messages are less and less. They leave, just as our ancestors left. It used to be a kind of normality:
people are born, die, not much talked about. Only on All Saints, in the "bulletin" appeared the names, names of
the dead and it seemed the only, besides the prayer, the way to nurture the memory about our dead, but often
these names faded slowly in memory. I have some news about the people coming from Zabrze, from the Słabaszów
hamlet, the Baziak brothers. The oldest Wojciech (after father), later Józef and Marcin. All three very well
educated for those times. Wojciech and Józef, probably graduated from the University of Vienna, Marcin, Faculty
of Law at the Jagiellonian University. Wojciech and Józef were court employees in Złoczów and Tarnopol, while
Marcin was a tax official in Wieliczka. (Regarding Wojciech, it would be necessary to stay longer with him
because of his somewhat confused life). (...) I know that these brothers had at least one sister, because at one
point the name Szmid appeared on Słabaszowa. This is a polemized form from Schmidt. Probably in Słabaszowa,
a man married from the German village near Łącko (the current name of this village is Łączki). German village,
that's why such a common name, because German settlers lived there, brought by the Cistercian monastery from
Ludźmierz k / Nowy Targ.
Staszek
***
It is a great happiness for me that you made contact. My heart twitched because we are probably a family ...
Sincerely, Andrzej Baziak - I will speak
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***
Since I have come back to life, I promise solemnly to explore the subject of the family. I will devote the most
attention to this in the month of April. Then I will start traveling on business with an orchestra, but I will keep
looking for our relatives because it's on my heart. I'll talk to Andrzej Baziak. I am asking you for some patient
patience.
Hot greetings from the Podhale --- AB
***
Very Good Evening!
Jola, in Maszkowice, on Wiela lived the son of Wojciech, Marcin Baziak (perhaps the name after being a scholar
of my uncle), brother of, among others: Antoni (Wola Piskulin), Stanisława (Zabrzeż), Jadwiga (United States),
Genowefa (Łącko), Kunegundy (Zabrzeż), my great-grandmother Maria (Zabrzeż). Among these offspring
Wojciech was still Małgorzata, who lived in the town of Beniowa. (...) The father of the said Baziak brothers from
Słabaszowa was also Wojciech married to Katarzyna from the house of Mikołajczyk. They were the owners of a
mill and a sawmill. Briefly. This Wojciech is my great great grandfather.
Thank you for the phone number. I'll call you.
Staszek
***
Hello, Stanisław!
Attached, I am sending an electronic version of the book by priest Jacek Waligóra.
I have constant contact with Jolanta Baziak and I am impressed by her inquisitiveness.
Whenever possible, I try to help. I managed to find some - I think - valuable contacts useful in searching for our
roots. Do you have any information about Baziakow from Kamienica? This is very important.
With deep respect,
Andrzej
***
Dear Staszek and Andrzej
I do my homework all the time, so: after Wojciech and Katarzyna, children: Wojciech, Anna, Marianna,
Stanisław, Jan, Marcin, Józef, Antoni and Piotr, and Piotr Marcin, Marcin Michał, and Michał Tadeusz and
Tomasz. So you are not Janów, and Piotr, Andrzej.
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Jan, however, began Jadwiga, Agata, Karol and Zofia. At least for the moment we know about Antoni. In
Wojciech's line from the next marriage we have Witold, b. in Zolochiv, Wojciech (died in Gostyń) and Andrzej
(died in Warsaw). Andrzej has a daughter Paulina, and Wojciech Andrzej and Marcin. It came a bit.
Cordiality, what about you?
Andrzej, Staszek, family greetings, nice and warm,
Jola
***
I promised my mother that I would deliver a lot of messages and I did. In a word, I "revived" many, many people
while learning about family roots, mine too. Well, it started. I was looking for messages, materials from many
sources, hearing the most often that there is nothing about it. I was born in 1959 in Zabrzeży. I attended
elementary school in Kamienica and Ochotnica, I finished eighth grade at the age of 14. Well, just having so
many years I left my family home in Silesia. But what was there to do to me, child from a large family still in a
situation when I was drawn to the big world so much? There, in Silesia, I graduated from a mining school, then
a technical college, then a job, and studies at the AGH University of Science and Technology, of course, work in
the mine all the time.
So, as you can see, I'm not a writer, and digging up, although to a small degree family history, I wanted to make
this gift to my mother. I have two sons, both live and work abroad. Looking at our Polish reality, I suspect that
their stay there will last at least? it's hard to say who knows or not very long. I am already retired, I live in
Brzeszcze, it is a small town located next to Oświęcim, it is also Lesser Poland. In my free time, and I admit that
I have it a lot, I change into music. I play keyboards with wonderful, unforgettable music of the 60's, 70's and
80's. My playing is rather a result of passion, it is not my way of earning bread. My sons, in addition to their
professions, are also musicians.
Staszek
***
I am sending you one more fragment of the book "From the homely pages of Mikolaj Zyndram, the commander
from Grunwald: Stary Sącz, Gołkowice, Jazowsko, Maszkowice, Łącko, Czerniec and Zabrzeż", Grody 1910.
"Almost on the mountain ridge above the Dybs, there is a modest cabin surrounded by birches, plum trees and
mallow flowers, similar from the bottom to the eagle's nest. Lives here an orphan, 16-year-old Marysia, recalling
something from a fairy tale about enchanted princesses who were alone, alone.
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From her also the chalet stretches a beautiful, scenic view of the silver ribbon Dunajec down and church in Łąck.
Here is also a border mound of three villages, Zabrzeży, Ochotnica and Kamienica ". This 16-year-old Marysia
was the sister of my great-grandmother Regina (family from my dad's side). In the place of this old, former house,
there was another one later, and I was born in it. The rest of the view description is the same. But I wrote.
Best wishes,
Staszek
***
The husband of my great-grandmother Maria Dybiec née Baziak (daughter of Wojciech), Jan Dybiec (my greatgrandfather) died in the First World War. Going to war as a soldier of the Army CK, he left his wife Maria and
a few-year-old daughter Franciszka (my grandmother) at home. Later Maria had two daughters: Marta and
Janina. Marta got married to Janczura from Beniowa, then left for an abandoned post-German farm to Śliwice.
It was certainly after 1947 (Operation Wisła), and before 1949. Another daughter - Janina, after her husband
Augustyniak, took care of her mother Maria to death. Franciszka married Józef Obrzyca.
This Obrez family comes from Brzyny near Jazowska. Józef's father - Jan - went to war together with Jan Dybec.
They were friends. But it probably would not make them think that someday they would be in-laws. Both Jan
Dybiec and Jan Obrzód, died somewhere in the borderlands. Maybe there would be some data in the War Archive
in Vienna. I know that for me data from this source is not available.
Five children were born from Franciszka and Józef: Rozalia (Strzelce Opolskie), Maria (Kamienica),
Władysława (my mother lived in Ochotnica), Józef (Zabrzeż), Janina (Zabrzeż, she died a few decades ago. In
1970, one year. I do not remember). Jan Obrzoda's wife is also Maria. The maiden name – Trzepak.
I will write to you that the military chaplain in this army, in which my great-grandparents served, was Fr.
Eugeniusz Baziak.
Regards,
Staszek
***
Hello, beautiful!
I talked to Andrzej Baziak from Zabrze. Andrzej lives close to the place where Wojciech Baziak's mill stood.
Maybe it's nothing, but it would be worth it this place to visit during a sentimental journey. Of course, he also
knows where the house from which the siblings of our ancestors originated
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from Słabaszowa. Today I sent materials from late Eugeniusz, to a few people for a sneak peek, which I attach.
I warmly greet
Andrzej
***
Dear Jolanto!
I am giving you the answer to a sneak peek at Ryszard Baziak - the director of the ZS in Jelna near N. Sącz. I
wrote that your contact with Nestor Rozalia would be invaluable to our common cause. I go to him with a gift in
the form of a book about EB. Wojciech Baziak, martyred by the Nazis, is mentioned on the monument
in Maszkowice - I have a photo on my computer and I can not copy it yet.
Best regards - Your secret,
almost like the communist Bolshevik revolution
with a well-known nationality
and the majority background in the background
- emissary, AB.
***
Hello
Andrzej, in the attachment is a graphic representation of my ancestors from Wola Kosnowa in the Baziaków line.
The first included in the genealogical list is Jan Baziak, my father's great-grandfather, who came from Zabrzeży.
It remains to be determined is he the son of Wojciech and Katarzyna, whom you wrote about. In other words,
whether the aforementioned Jan Baziak was uncle of the Archbishop. Eugeniusz (brother of Józef). This is just a
loose hypothesis.
Most of the information comes from my grandma Rozalia, née Duda, wife of Antoni Baziak. She mentioned that
Antoni's grandfather, Jan, had a nephew who was very well educated in schools "in the east" and that it was
Eugeniusz. What is in the material is the essence, I still have some details.
Regards
Rysiek
***
Staszku,
I am sending you a scan of the 2005 letter. Then I established contacts family. I need to find REMAINING
correspondence.
Cordially
Jola
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***
In one of the attached scans of letters, there is the name of Kunegunda Baziak from Wola Kosnowa.
In one of the previous letters I wrote about Antoni of Wola Piskulin. Well, the mistake was to be from Wola
Kosnowa. Kunegunda was Antoni's sister, when Antoni lived in Wola Kosnowa, he also took his sister with him.
Kunegunda later married Rusnak to Ochotnica Dolna. They had Jan's son, he lives, he lives in Ochotnica, he
wore me for baptism.
Staszek
***
Jola.
Wojciech's great grandfather's children certainly were born there in Zabrzeży, or possibly in Łącko. Due to the
fact that it was a village, they could help midwife with deliveries (living proof of it is me).
Although born in later years than those whose facts we are considering, I was also born with the help of midwife,
my great-grandfather's sister, who was able to take delivery better than many midwives or doctors. These children
could also be born with the help of a doctor in Łąck. I do not know the facts about whether or not there was a
childbirth center in Łącko, probably not. I think Jola, that everything was rather more brutal.
These stronger children were born, the weaker ones died.
Regards.
Staszek
***
GOOD DAY.
The last post I received told me that I was Peter. Thank you very much for this information. Yesterday after
leaving the museum in Stary Sącz, I located two ladies from the Baziak family. Barbara - director of the School
Complex in Moszczenica and her sister (...) - they have connections with Zabrze. Yesterday I also found my
relative - Ewa Baziak Fijałkowska from Stary Sącz. This is probably the daughter of my father Adam's cousin.
Adam is alive. Ewa's grandmother also lives - that would-be poet Klaryska, whom Adam "stole" from the
monastery, smashed with a spell of charm. I have a few more people in mind. On Saturday, if nothing disturbs, I
will go to Tomasz for a lot with my brother Zenek from Krynica. I have to finish now, because I'm driving my
wife back to work.
Have a nice day.
Andrzej
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Jola,
Today Szmid lives in Zabrzeży on Słabaszowa. In 2013, a tragedy occurred in this house. I remember this house,
I remember those people, this one late. Jana, his sister Maria .... Thank you for the message about Marianna,
Jan.
Regards
Staszek
***
God ... I checked.
Jola
***
Hello,
I am pre-sending some indicative information: a scan of the records of great-great-grandparents (not yet full) with
a note of where I (dated) and a baptismal excerpt which I managed to determine, of course far from the complete
inventory, which I update it on an ongoing basis.
A great request to complete your family line. It is fantastic that the spouse suggested the Poor Clare convent in
Sącz, for Ours were not serfs at the beginning; there are probably very early documents, maybe from the fifteenth
century (?)
I have a more personal question, maybe Daddy will know why Grandpa Adam Baziak was born in Rzeszów?
I will be grateful for all information. The most important, however, is the great joy of this contact. A huge emotion
...
I warmly greet everyone from lowland Bydgoszcz.
Jola Baziak
***
Thank you very "exotic", but it looks nice. Congratulations on your enthusiasm and we wish you further energy
in pursuing your goal. We will try to help.
Greetings on behalf of myself and the family,
Tomek Baziak
***
Hello, I am enclosing my wife's work and a resume of my grandfather Stanisław's biography, developed by Antoni
Cieciura - his grandfather's half-brother.
On the question about Mrs. Adam's grandfather, unfortunately, we do not know the answer.
Best regards on my own and Bożena's behalf
Tomek Baziak
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***
Thank you for your warmth
and immediately invite you to Wierchomla,
as soon as you can.
Regards Beskidzko on behalf of the family,
Tomek
***
(...) So you must take care of it calmly
for the good name of the late Archbishop E. Baziak.
Regards from Ukraine (Niżankowice).
Fr.. Jacek [Waligóra]
***
I assure you of my determination in finding Baziaks. Recently I write on a facebook with Anatoly Bazyak who
lives in Biała Cerkiew. It is probably a doctor who claims that his family has Polish roots and his father and
grandfather were overwhelmed by the people's power. I do not know much for now, but his father promised to
search in some archives.
I also have Baziak Alekxandra from Kramatorsk as a friend, but she does not speak. Staszek asked for his phone
number.
Andrzej
***
Hello Jola, going to Szczawnica we joined the cemetery in Jazowsko. We found three interesting graves and we
wrote down dates on tombstones. We did not go to Tomasz Baziak, because we did not have time.
We will go to him in July.
Warm greetings
Stasia from Jasło
***
Hello Jola, thanks for the info :-)
We are going to "Jana" to Szczawnica, so along the way we have plans for "field research":
Best Regards
Stasia
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***
Hello Jola, we met with Andrzej Baziak in Zabrze on Sunday. He showed us the mill and Słabaszowa. We went
together to Wiela to Tomasz Baziak. He remembers Henia's father - Franciszek perfectly. According to him,
Franciszek is a cousin, with the fact that according to Henia knowledge, the names of the common ancestors did
not fully agree. He knew a lot about Franciszek's siblings, though not all of them. Thomas and Franciszek
maintained close relations with each other - they were just friends and often visited each other. The meeting was
very nice.
I was touched by their hospitality and cordiality.
There were even singing at the accordion.
Best wishes
Stas
***
Jola, how are you writing your book? I admit that recently I have neglected the sphere of searching for family
affinities, but I will do a bit.
I am asking about this writing stage, because maybe you would have some tips on the topic search, a topic around
which one could concentrate more. (...)
The Baziak mill and sawmill was located on the present farm of Zbyszek Janczura from Zabrzeża. Across the
street, next to Janczura's old house, in which years ago I visited for years, there is a Baziak's house.
Best wishes
Staszek
***
I warmly welcome.
Where the lamb was born, the sister of Uncle Tomek from Wiela lives - Janina Zbozień. Maybe next Saturday I
will go to Wiela, maybe I'll find out something.
A few days ago in Łąck was Staszek Baziak from Bielsko and I met him.
Can something have already sent you? I asked him for it.
Staszek says that his great-grandfather was Marcin.
However, this Marcin is probably derived from Maszkowice.
Together with Staszek and his wife, we went to Zalesie on the Baziaki estate.
I greet you warmly!
Andrzej
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***
Hello
Thank you for all the materials sent to us.
We were with my dad on Wiela at Uncle Tomek's. A few hours are not enough for them to be able to be willing
to talk
Uncle Tomek's father Michał was the elder brother of our ancestor John.
Yes, we are from the same Marcin and here Andrzej claims to be his father was Piotr from Słabaszowa
He received such information from you. Uncle Tom also mentioned something like that, that he heard it from his
grandmother.
And at this point my puzzle has been in ruins, something does not suit me here?
I am sending all the written Baziaks from the record books available on the Internet.
I admire your creative talent, although your poetry is too difficult for me I greet you warmly, also on behalf of
Tomek,
Bozena
***
Hello,
Congratulations on a useful job! It will be a great job. I was not in a hurry to answer because I had trouble with
my finger (and it still gets a little limp).
...........
As for the name of Baziak, I think that it is of Sącz origin.
In Sącz itself and in its former province, people with this name are over 220.This should be added to the Sącz
emigrants in the "Recovered Territories" - around 80, so around 300 together.
There are only around 40 Baziaks for the remaining regions. (...)
...... ..
In the database of Polish genetic tests (Polish Project FTDNA) for about 6000 surnames have no name yet
Baziak. There are only two similar: Basiewicz and Bazes. So far, genetics has nothing to help ...
God bless!
ksStanP.
***
My name is Jolanta Baziak. I am interested in the family name in the present Ukraine. Unfortunately, apart from
Wikipedia, the data about the above man - Isaak - appears sporadically. I would like to identify the names of his
parents and place of birth. Can you give me some advice?
I admire your work and warmly greet. J.B.
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***
Dear Jolanta,
from my literature (bypassing generally available internet sources), ad hoc I was able to find only one mention
of Isaak Baziak. It is a work freshly published in Kiev (2014) under the title (in to Polish): "The Great War and
Ukraine - 1914-1918". On p. 517 is mentioned on the return of war refugees from the Austro-Hungarian territory
to the territory of the emerging Ukraine. As the representative of the Central Ukrainian Committee of Galicia
and Bukovina, Isaak Baziak was appointed to the composition of the commission dealing with refugees.
Knowing the fate of Isaac Baziak and determining the facts that you ask for would require a deeper query and
search. I know for sure that reading in the past or preparing some texts, I have often encountered fragments
mentioning the figure of Isaac Baziak. We also know that there is already historical literature in Poland and
researchers dealing with the Petlurian environment, the Ukrainian emigration in the Second Polish Republic and
the idea of Prometheism.
At the moment, time restrictions do not allow me to give you a satisfactory answer. I am pleased that you referred
to Isaak Baziak to me and that you expressed great excuses about my work.
Am I right to assume that you are a relative of Isaac Baziak?
With best regards
Jerzy Necio
***
I regret that the disappearing Internet before Easter did not let me return the greetings. Does post factum count
also? If so, please accept cheerful felicitations from me: Christ has risen! In the Isaac case Baziak I managed on
the Ukrainian forum: [(http://forum.milua.org/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=8905&start=0) Могили на цвинтарі
Баундбрук (США) 6.БАЗЯК Ісаак Григорович член Центральної Ради в КИєві в 1917-18 рр. Народ 1887 помер 1968] find an entry in which the notifier declares that he has photographs of graves of activists of the
Ukrainian Central Council, including Isaak Baziak, buried at the Bound Brook cemetery in New York. However,
he did not present these photographs. On another website - the Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance,
the archivists turn (announcement from 2010) to send all materials (documents, iconography) being in possession
of families, and testifying about people involved in the independence movement 1917-1922.
By the way, I will add that the search engine also threw the address of the Russian-language website with the
name of interest to us. They were given in the context of the Warsaw club «Prometheus». I must add, however,
that the author of the article, precisely
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because of Isaak Baziak's prominent speech, he did not speak positively.
With best regards from the ancient Natangia
Jerzy Necio
***
Good evening,
what you have committed is delightful: "Real moth", "I dust" ... Is the kinship of Isaac Baziak and Eugeniusz, one
more thing (next to, for example, Karaszewicz-Tokarzewscy, Szeptycki) a tangible example seismic power of
modern times, when "nationalization" is aimed in the family, brotherhood of the old Polish Commonwealth
ordered, as in the Roman senate, to decide their representatives about the fate of the sudden and unexpected
disintegration?
I remember Toruń the best. For two reasons. The first, trivial - I studied there for a year. Second, important - my
friend was living there, and those - if they are to be friends, in the sense of true friendship, they are given once a
lifetime.
("The threshold of the starry sky" - http://www.urania.edu.pl/in-memoriam/lucjan-broniewicz-1961-2011.html).
Jolanta, please share the news or write a few words, if only you think it's worth it.
Greeting
Jerzy Necio
***
God bless,
I cannot get to the record books from the period before 1780 from the villages of: Zabrzeż, Maszkowice, Szczereż,
I am studying the genealogy of some of the Sącz families. Exploration in the archives did not work. I will be very
grateful for the answer, where I must search for data before 1780. I am ready to come immediately to the address
indicated.
With words of deep respect
Jolanta Baziak
***
God bless
Unfortunately, we do not have such books. I'm very sorry.
Regards
Fr.. Janusz Paciorek
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***
Hello,
in reply to your letter of 20/08/2015, I inform you that the population registry of the Commune Office of Łącko
has registration records from 1951. We do not have any previous data.
According to the list from the Statistical Office, Słabaszów is a hamlet of the village of Zabrzeż. Currently, two
families live there - Szmid and Drzyzga.
Unfortunately, we do not have more information.
Regards,
Beata Faron,
Registration of the population of UG Łącko
***
God bless!
It's very good that you remembered, because I was Zabocył. I have already checked half of the parish in the files
and found nothing. In the afternoon I will keep checking. I asked one gaździna from us, but she also said that we
do not have such names. I mentioned that there are a lot of Baziaks in Łąck.
My classmate is married and is also called Jola Baziak. So I know Jona very well. I will also mention that last
Sunday in the church in Przemyśl there were Zaduski musicians and the 10th anniversary of the Podhale region
branch in Łąck.
During the sermon, I recalled the ancestors of 3 famous people; Bl. Celestyna Faron, priest Archbishop
Eugeniusz Baziak and the ancestors of the current President Andrzej Duda. At the ceremony there were many
guests among them, prof. Julian Dybiec. For the moment, I greet you from Ochotnica.
Have a nice afternoon with God,
Fr.. Stanisław [Kowalik]
***
Hello Jola,
A new Baziak, David, found by Andrzej, contacted us.
David is very interested in the history of the Baziak family,
his great-grandfather and Henia's father were brothers. He asked you to contact me,
so I took an email from him and let him send it to you.
What about you? How do you work on a book?
With best regards,
Baziaki from Jasło
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***
Parish of St. Mikołaj in Tylmanowa writes:
Best wishes. I have been in Tylmanowa since 1992 and I have never met with the name Baziak - even among
those ordering Masses. for their deceased loved ones.
With God, Fr. Marek Mroczek
God bless!
***
Jolanta, I have read all the files in our parish, I have not met such a beautiful name like Baziak. I even asked the
older parishioners, saying "that there was no such name on the nose". I think that during the holidays or other
holidays, many people come to us and then they could sign in as residents of Ochotnica Górna. Best regards
from snow-capped Volunteer. I wish you further discoveries related to Family Pedigree. Stoop! Bywojcie!
Fr.. Stanisław Kowalik

On this post I am interrupting the report (selection censored). Many events, thanks to authentic, spontaneous
voices of my noble Interlocutors, I do not have to report in my own words. Thank you.
However, however ... a few sentences still specifying some facts should be added between the lines.
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GOOD MORNING
Hello, United Entertainment Enterprises, head of the band - Jolanta Baziak, today we perform at your schedule.
- Good morning, a contemporary nomad. Please, repeat the name.
- Jolanta Baziak.
- Through or through?
- By, why are you asking, director?
- Because if you are from my family, you are from my family, people bearing the name you mentioned belong to
one family. Now sit down and tell me quickly - who is Archbishop Baziak for? In this way, we will establish the
most easily and quickly the degree of kinship.
I came to the House of Culture "Hutnik" in Gostyń on business with the Czech team of the Meisner family. It
was a group associated with the ZPR's agreement with Pragokoncert for many years, and the technical team well
knew the scope of their duties. So, I could deal with clarifying family relationships with my uncle from the
Borderlands. At that time, I was a very young girl and I admit that I knew little about my family, and I kept my
maiden name, being the last of the Baziaks' nest in Pomerania, I thought so at least.
Events were scheduled, the time of stay passed, we exchanged addresses, telephones, very hearty hugs "on a
bear", and my uncle was a magnificent posture, and I went on my way - to spend the night in a hotel, and then on
a continuing "route".
In those years of the splendor of the ZPR, we were occasionally at home. My children, Kamil and Olgierd, were
born in the "route", hiding in the "route" with the children of the Czechs. Kamila is still fixing her "Cyrceka"
doll, the only one she had at that time, coming from Prague. She ran with her on the stages of the country's culture
houses and told everyone that she would become an actress. And she became an actress, but not stage. She
graduated from PWST in Wrocław.
Hotels are not child-friendly, so I and my husband bought a caravan, first small Polish, then bigger - Italian. The
day started early. It was necessary to prepare warm meals for children, roll up electric cables, adapt a car for
driving (check brakes, fuel condition, mirror settings, etc.), warm up in winter, move children safely and settle
down, then on the road - to the next and next cultural center, to new audience. In the place of natural work related
to the stoppage, much more had to be done. Bring several canisters of water for cooking and washing, perform
household kitchen duties, settle the distributors, issue ticket blocks, all prints, advertising, all this had to fit in a
seven-meter trailer. Food shopping, communication with employees and the office (there was no question about
business mobile phones yet).
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I had a staff map and full orientation in the area. Distributors had to be kept in check, sharply, under full control.
They passed reports like in the army. I also had all financial settlements, from the simplest withdrawals in cultural
centers, to the fees of artists, technical workers, distributors; in the field and final at the base in Warsaw.
These were "my universities". Every day there was a new situation, a problem, equipment and people failures,
and the team leader was a small and the youngest person at that time in Poland - at the age of 20. We had a dog
with us - Golf Alsatian. He watched the trolley and his flock. It happened that he had bitten a policeman (not a
policeman) from this guard who came too close. On another day, he leaped from the leash and the neighborhood
children informed me happily: Ms. Lady, Ms. Lady - Golf in the yard play with the boys on the ball.
I corresponded with my uncle, sometimes I called. Cordial conversations were warm, but more could not be met
anymore.
Only now are the returns to the old nests.
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LETTERS
***
Maria Wiaderna, Świdnica 2005
(...)
As for us, my grandmother, Kunegunda Baziak, came from Wola Kosnowa near Łącko. I did not know her because
she died when I was little, I only know that there were eight of them, but I never met anyone. Two sisters went to
the USA, grandmother was the youngest. My father was born in May 1924 in Wola Kosnowa, as a young boy, he
was taken to Germany for forced labor, then to the concentration camp in Dachau, where he stayed until the end
of the war. After the war he lived in the province Opole. He got married there. I was born in Głubczyce in 1951.
We lived in Świdnica. (...)
From a family I know from my father's side, my father's cousin in Kosovo Wola. I learned that the Lady also
made contact with them. I only know that Eugeniusz Baziak, the Cracow bishop, was my great-grandfather's
nephew. (...)
Mrs. Jola, myself and my brother, his son and family from Wola Kosnowowa have black hair, talkative, cheerful,
open to the world and people. If you are similar, then perhaps not only the name connects us.
I would love to know.
Best regards, M.W.
***
Władysław Baziak, Wałcz 2005
(...)
Well, I do not know much, because when I returned from the army, I began to emigrate around the country. There
was no work in the mountains. The mother got married a second time. Wanting to learn and work I went to the
Wrocław province, from there after two years to Płock and worked in a petrochemical plant. Then I went to
Wałcz in 1965, now I am retired, I have four sons.
My father Baziak Wilhelm died in 1945, born in 1915 in Zabrze. (...) Baziak Jakub, Wilhelm's brother, younger
than him - he is dead. Grandfather Baziak Marcin - wife Baziak Zofia née Rzepiel. I know from my grandmother's
stories that I have a family in Stary Sącz, but I have never contacted them. (...)
You have the soul of a poet, an artist. At the load book "Poems selected" in the photo you have a smiley face ...
here is the family data ...
and greetings, W.B
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***
Andrzej Baziak, Żagań 2005
Unfortunately, from my late Wojciech Wojciech's account, I know that in the beginning probably in the 90's, you
were in Gostyń, where your meeting took place. (...) I also know a lot about this subject, but my mother Jadwiga,
who received the letter after receiving the letter, and who agreed to take up the subject, has the most news. Gives
the address…
In the 1980s, my uncle's (also now deceased) was looking for ancestors Andrzej (lawyer, he lived in Warsaw)
and collected some materials. All this will be told by my mother. I will certainly mention about myself and my
family.
I am also interested myself (...).
Ps. I give several addresses of Baziaks in Lower Silesia. They are all probably displaced from the Borderlands,
I think. My Family from Zolochiv and Lviv.
I combine greetings, A.B.
***
Jadwiga Baziak, Gostyń 2005
(...)
Since 1992, two brothers died, namely my husband Wojciech and his brother Andrzej. Andrzej lived in Warsaw,
where he got married and had one daughter tied to the maiden name. (...)
My father-in-law, Vitold, I know that he had sisters, but did not I have brothers? He had brother cousins. One of
them was the Archbishop of Cracow Eugeniusz, the other Zdzisław, they lived before the war in Stryj, he was a
tax official. The children did not have. There was also Mieczysław, who after the war probably lived in
Wałbrzych, but because he was a pre-war communist, the family broke up all contacts with him. Apparently my
mother-in-law secretly helped him materially.
My son was a political activist, but he supported the Dmochowski's idea with an anti-Pilsudski, he ran for the
deputy, but for political reasons he was eliminated. He was a high postal officer in Warsaw, and after his
marriage in 1928 he moved to Zolochiv, where they had their home.
I also know that there was also a cousin who was a junior high school professor in Zakopane. They also had a
son, Andrzej (third in one generation). He lives in Gorzów. The Szaflary village is connected with the Baziak
family.
My husband's brother Andrzej went with his daughter in Podhale to look for "roots." (...) There was a legend in
the family about the Baziak brothers who came to Podhale from Hungary. They said goodbyes and went away.
One of them went to the area from which the father-in-law came from. (...)
I warmly greet the whole family, J.B.
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***
Andrzej Baziak, son of Mieczysław, e-mail 2005
(...)
Baziaki have lived in Nowosądeckie for many generations. I always wondered where they came from: Slovakia,
Hungary, Romania? Once my father was looking for relatives in Romania in the Hungarian zone, as well as in
the Czech Republic or Moravia, and maybe Ukraine (Baziuk?)
I am curious about the results of your search. Will your work end, will you still be interested in it?
Good luck
and best regards to you and the whole family, A.B.
***
Bartholomew Baziak, son of Andrzej and Alicia, e-mail 2005
(...)
As far as I know and remember, the name Baziak can come from the poor
residents of present Hungary. (...)
Best wishes, B.B.
***
This is the harvest of traditional correspondence, with a great carrier for me energy, but modest in volume. How
precious, priceless. They have also survived few printouts from e-mail from that time. Everything else has gone
forever in virtual clouds of the internet.
I'm sorry, my dear!
I was not apparently at the point of time in which I turn back to the beginning, a point that may seem like a black
cosmic hole, and it is just another form of matter.
Palimpsest from which the original text has been removed and it was saved again, but he is. I had to grow up a
bit and to get some food.
Thanks to ultraviolet rays, it was possible to read, among others
De republic Cicero or Gaius Institutions.
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DAVID’S DREAM
He woke up in the shepherd’s hut. Although the dream was very real, he could not answer where he was, which
was God's year. He dreamed of wandering with herds through the great steppe, the mountains, the forest glades
and the rocky passes, the rushing glittering rivers. Everything lit up with the rising sun, peaks still in the clouds,
although the slopes are already sharp, awakening inexplicable fear, but also love. A sense of great free freedom.
Where was he? Where is? She remembers the little shepherd who played in the mountains and the sheep and
other cattle looked with human eyes, and then he saw the old king and the great Goliath. He heard the vague
promise of something big. He fell asleep, as if he had fainted. The next awakening was painful. He thought he
was dying. And what will happen to these sheep? What will happen to cattle? There was a great silence, but there
were wars and slaughtering behind the peaks. His path wound up to the throne of God for there, behind the priests,
was the biggest from whom everything and sheep and himself. He was convinced of that with all his being. If
someone asked him, he would not know what love is, but it was she who was beating from behind those
mountains, where wars were overflowing. He knows the Supreme Shepherd. This Shepherd told him that from
his poor loins an important person would be born and he would smile with goodness luminous like the sun. And
it was high. He had never had similar mists under his skull before he drank liquor or dusted it. Now he heard the
throbbing of many horses, their neighing, the sounds of battle, but it was still a dream, from which he slowly
woke up. Oh, you must do it, because they're coming from idle idiosyncrasies. A distinct groan, like a human,
reached his ears. Seeing nothing, he raced ahead of his voice. He climbed. And finally, the smallest of the herd,
alive, crying, tangled in thorns. He had hard hands and a hard heart, but he hugged her, freed her, and went down.
From then on, he changed, he felt the dignity and justification of life, and the promise of a dream carried him as
if he were flying. He looked at the sky. He saw a heavy cloud, which he quickly wandered, leading. (This cloud
is probably a cloud of history that will lead us to unexpected places).
She let go the lamb where she was safe. He sat on a stone, he prepared the closest leaf and played it, swearing
the downpour, and the grandfathers stood by and listened to, listened to in great contemplation, and behind them
past and future, dressed up as women - old women and young people, some pregnant women.
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FROM THE DANUBE OVER DUNAJEC, MAYBE FROM MIRNY...
And that's how it began. Over twelve years ago, vide first letters. Meet with Wojciech Baziak in Gostyń, I was
awakened by a sense of guilt and neglect resulting from withdrawal from family search. However, it was over
ten years ago, when on the portal Kresy24 I found an entry for the search of great-great-grandfather Wojciech. I
have taken correspondence in this matter with Staszek Kulig, who is the author of the advertisement. At the same
time, electronic contact was established with Andrzej Baziak from Nowy Sącz. Thanks to the digitization of the
Liber Baptisatorum books of the diocese of Tarnów by Family Search, the list with the baptisms of my Baziaks
was systematically growing, and with it the first conclusions, speculations and clues. Where's our family from?

Name:
Event Type:
Event Date:
Event Place:
House Number:
Gender:
Father's Name:
Mother's Name:
Volume Beginning Year:
Volume Ending Year:

Josephus Baziak
baptism
11 Mar 1784
Ochotnica Dolna, Ochotnica Dolna, Cracow, Poland
8
Male
Mathias Baziak
Margaritha Harlaconka
1784
1820

Page Number: 1, GS Film number: 1896394, Digital Folder Number: 004645552, Image Number: 00005
Other information in the record of Regina Baziak from Poland, Tarnow Roman Catholic Diocese Church Books

Name:
Event Type:
Event Date:
Event Place:
House Number:
Gender:
Father's Name:
Mother's Name:
Volume Beginning Year:
Volume Ending Year:

Regina Baziak
baptism
29 May 1790
Kamienica, Kamienica, Krakow, Poland
1
Female
Florianus Baziak
Sophia Franczyk
1787
1844

Citing this Record, "Poland, Tarnow Roman Catholic Diocese Church Books, 1612-1900," database, FamilySearch
(https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:XP19-7V1: accessed 9 December 2015), Sophia Franczyk in entry for Regina
Baziak, 29 May 1790; citing Baptism, Kamienica, Kamienica, Kraków, Poland, volume years 1787 - 1844, page 17, Tarnow
Diocesan Archives, Tarnow; FHL microfilm 1,897,937.
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However, it is impossible not to light up some important issues. In the middle of 1770, and so, two years before
the official partition contract, the Sącz region was incorporated into Austria (we are interested in the Austrian
partition here) and thus it was one of the first countries to leave the Commonwealth. In 1772, all of Galicia
became a part of the partitioning nation and, over time, its administrative status changed. After several years of
functioning of the Sądecki Poviat in the Wieliczka region in 1782. Because of administrative reform (consisting
in liquidation in Galicia of 6 districts and 19 districts and replacing them with 18 circulars) the Nowy Sącz
constituency was introduced, the largest in Western Galicia.
Registrations were regulated by a decree of 11 November 1563. Council of Trent for the whole Universal Church.
Few documents have survived from that period. Because of the First Partition of Poland Austria occupied Podolia,
part of Volhynia with Lviv, Przemyśl and Tarnopol, previously occupied Spiš and Orava, as well as areas located
to the south of the upper Vistula - Galicia and Lodomeria.
From March 15, 1782, parish priests kept parish priests based
on a constitutional legal act issued by Emperor Joseph II. The
parish priests of the Roman Catholic parish became civil
servants. From August 9, 1786, the clergy was subject to
ecclesiastical and state authority. Entries were made
separately for each village (parish) in Latin. Innovation in
relation for entries based on The Roman Ritual and the Ritual
of Piotrkow were among others entering the house number,
including in baptism books.
The Sącz Courts, number:
Adamik: 1040; Agas: 210; Bachta: 870 (part of the line);
Bacia: 1,280; Bawełkiewicz: 270 -1 family in Poland; Baziak:
850 -1 family in Poland; Berdychowski: 880 ...
and next…
(forum.gazeta.pl> Forums> Society> Nationality Slavic)

Cover of the original book founded in 1786.
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Fragment of the entry in the Josephine model. In the absence of appropriate record
books, The metric is used for genealogical research.

In 1782, Emperor Joseph II also
introduced the obligation to have
permanent names (which does not
mean that protonazwisks were not
used, eg Jezusek or Złyduch). Until
the introduction of church
records, considerable liquidity
occurred and variability of names.

So, we have a temporary cessation - double in a way - in 1782. Thanks to the first "revealed" dates and place
names, we can initially draw a map of population settlement. I mark, initially, because surprises and later
additions await us:
Ochotnica Dolna
1784 house No. 8 Mathias Baziak + Margaritha Harlaconka, son Josephus (?)
1788 house No. 8 Nicolaus Baziak + Teresa Tomasko, daughter of Rozalia Tylmanowa
1784 house No. 8 Mathias Baziak + Margaritha Harlaconka, son Josephus (?)
1788 house No. 72 Hiacy Baziak + Margaritha Havlak, son of Stanislaus
Tylmanowa
1784 house No. 8 Mathias Baziak + Margaritha Harlaconka, son Josephus (?)
1788 house No. 72 Hiacy Baziak + Margaritha Havlak, son of Stanislaus
Tenement house
1787 house No. 8 Simon Baziak + Ewa Migacz, son of Adalbertus
1790 house No. 1 Florianus Baziak + Sophia Franczyk, daughter of Regina
Maszkowice
1790 house No. 14 Petrus Baziak + Sophia Kwicionka, son of Adalbert
1792 house No. 17 Antonius Baziak + Regina Slabazsowka, son of Jacobus
Roztoka near Łukkowica
1785 house No. 12 Adalbertus Baziak + Brygida Piszczek, son Andreas
1789 house No. 16 Paulus Baziak + Cunegundis A bit, daughter of Thekla
Zagorzyn
1786 house No. 9 Franciscus Baziak + Agnes Rusnarczyk, daughter of Agatha

Apart from the rather high house number in Tylmanowa in the near time (1784 - house No. 8, 1788 - house No.
72), we notice very low numbers: "1" in Kamienica, "8" in Ochotnica Dolna, Tylmanowa and Kamienica, "9" in
Zagorzyn, "12" and "16" in Roztoka and "14" and "17" in Maszkowice, and the numbering of fumes (houses)
was introduced around 1698 based on knowledge about the order of building. The house numbers play a key role
in the Josephine Books and Status Animarum. Interesting - the numbering in Sądecki has survived to this day,
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Zalesie 1731 Iohannes

Map 1

Map 1

View from Wiela near Maszkowice, Maszkowice 85
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which allows you to dispel
doubts
about
family
connections. New cottages
were erected near the old ones
and numbered in the order of
construction,
ie
house
number 85 was created, for
example, next to No. 83, and
earlier, not far from 19, on the
same role. Now, we can do
nothing else but to get
historically and topographically to the "nests". Following
the trail according to Map No.
1:
Ochotnica
Dolna,
Tylmanowa,
Kamienica,
Maszkowice, Młyńczyska,
Zagorzyn
and
Zalesie,
looking for individual

From the hill above Zabrzeżą, looking at the Dunajec

fumes from around 1786, we invariably climb up to the present day (predominantly), writhing like snakes, lanes,
above the village. It's hamlets, chunks or scraps (places originally chopped or burnt in the forest). The question
is, who were those settlers who had to make some space on the ground among the deep forests? What we know
about Lower Volunteer? - Located in the heart of Gorce, it connects hamlets in the valleys of the Furcówka,
Forędówka, Jaszcza and Jamny streams or those - scattered high on the Gorce slopes. According to the vetting
from 1765, the following belonged to the Czorsztyński eldership: Krościenko, Szczawnice Niżnie and Wyżnie
(roles 10, farms 8, mills 2); Tylmanowa. Ligaszowa and Kłodne (roles 18, porczków 4, homesteads 6, mill one);
Ochotnica (roles 44, mill one); Maniowy (roles 21); Huba (homesteads 5); Sromowce is low and medium (roles
12); Sromowce stokowo (roles 10, Zagród 7); Kluszkowce (roles 12, homesteads 9); Hałuszowa (role 1,
homesteads 6); Krośnica (zarębków 14); Mizerna (scratches 7); Tylka (6 clams, mill 1); Grywałd (roles 9) and
Czorsztyn (Collection of Małopolska documents, vol. VI, Wrocław 1974). Our Ochotnica is surrounded by the
Kiczory peaks (1282 m above sea level), Jaworzyna (1288 m above sea level) and Przysłop (1165 m above sea
level) from the north and the ridge of Lubań with Runek (1105 m above sea level) from the south. Mighty valleys
and significant height differences give this part of the country a unique one landscape. Densely forested slopes
cover numerous pastoral fields. Glades
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The road leading to the house No. 1 in Kamienica

created as a result of a severalhundred-year pastoral economy.
The pastures are located close to the
bottom of the valleys, which serve
and serve one another for
communication. A unique route
passes through Knurowska Pass
today, and through TylmanowaRzekę was a trail that was once
called a royal road. The oldest
mention about the Ochodnik River
is located in the location certificate
Tylmanowa from 1336, and about
the village already in 1413, locating
it was not a one-off act, because
Stones in the Kamienica River
Ochotnica localization privilege in
1416 received from Władysław
Jagiełło, specifically had the privilege to receive Dawid Wołoch (Krakow, March 20, 1416, on Friday after dry
Sunday) and in the event of castle danger in Czorsztyn, he should have been "and all the inhabitants of the towns
of the above-mentioned Valachi " with his people.
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Therefore, we Władysław of God's grace, the king of Poland, also of Krakowska, Sandomierz, Sieradzka,
Łęczyca, Kujawska and Lithuania, the supreme prince, Pomerania and Prussia, the Lord and heir, we declare to
whom all present and future readers of this document are obliged to give, which way we want to restore the usable
area of our kingdom and the income from them happily enlarge, according to with the right of diligence and
wisdom for Dawid Wołoch, our faithful, we give, confirm and willingly give many permissions as a village
council in our village of Ochodnicza (...) always and forever. Dawid received two fields, tavern and mill, freedom
from benefits, hunting and fishing of wild animals, and fishing in the Volunteer River.
It was David's duty to return the fourth part of the hunt, and his men ought to "pay" około Saint. Marcinina
tribute of three rams or goats and three large cheeses from one hundred sheep or goats. (...) In addition to
Saint.Wojciecha, every resident of the mentioned village, having flocks of sheep or goats, will give a small
goat or lamb to the mayor. (...) Next, there are obligations related to war expeditions and ensuring that we
perpetually make free inhabitants of the aforementioned village and the village administrator from all judicial
authority and supremacy of all ... "(Translation from the Latin text was made by Stanisław Czajka, source:
Archives of Historical Records the city of Krakow, ref. AD 79, pp. 1067-1069, 1607). Stanisław Czajka reports
that the Vlachs arrived in the Sącz region in 1406 at the latest. In the Liber retaxationum

The road to the Baziaki hamlet in Zalesie ... and the older buildings there
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New roof on old bales - Ochotnica Dolna

from 1529, the wording is mentioned in Ochotnicza and Valachis, in conscripts, in addition to peasants (saddles),
farmers (zarystników) and bailiffs the Wallachian courtiers are mentioned (Collection of Małopolska documents,
vol. 6, Wrocław 1974, p. 279). In lustration 1616-1620 and 1627-1629, the village was called Volunteer
Volunteers, while in 1652-1664 lustration there is no adjective Wołoska and summaries of the act from 1416
(Historical Atlas of Poland, Cracow Province in the second half of the 16th century, part II comments, indices,
Warsaw 2008). Ochotnica Górna, formerly one of the hamlets of Ochotnica, is called Babieniec, (originally
Babiniec), a former village, whose founder was Walenty Ochotnicki, the mayor of Ochotnica in the years 15661578. In Serbian, this word means grazing hall, mountain pasture (Dictionary of the Polish language Samuel
Bogusław Lindego), which confirms that there were the Wallachian pastures here. The name has survived in the
definition of one of the peaks and surrounding meadows - Wierch Babieniec. Songs, sung to this day, recall the
Wallachian pedigree. On the Babiece Hill there was a unique phenomenon of building stone shacks, brought by
Wołochów from the Balkans. In 1578, the existing Wallachian law was abolished and the population was forced
to serfdom, excluding "wolaks" - that is, people were relieved of burdens due to a new settlement. In the 16th
century, only a few cases had Polish names, the others were of Balkan and Russian origin, eg Janczura, Turek,
and Rusnak. Traces of this population remained in the names of mountain ridges, glades, roles and hamlets, in
vocabulary and economy.
NOTE: lustration = purge of government
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The Vlach language has not been sufficiently researched so far. The Wallachian dialects were derived from Latin; being a
continuation of folk Latin. It was created among the Romanised Illyans and Thracians, probably in the areas of Epirus,
Thessaly and western Macedonia. Around the 6th century, Wołosi crossed the Danube, and their language influenced the
language of the Slavs flowing from the north. This process also deepened the reception of Christianity with the Old Church
Slavonic ritual language. The mixing of Illyrian, Thracian, Romani, Slavic, Greek and Turkish (Protobułgarzy) factors has
determined the Creole character of the Wallachian language. Nowadays, there are four East-German languages separated,
as it is supposed, from the Wallachian language: Dacoruman, ie Romanian and Moldovan, Arumian, used by Arumuns,
residing in Greece, Albania, Romania, Macedonia, Bulgaria and Serbia, Meglenorumu, used by Meglenorumun (they are
called themselves Vlasi) inhabiting Greece and Macedonia, istrorumuński, used by Istrorumuns living in Croatia.
As a result of the migration and settlement of Vlachs lasting from the 12th to the 16th century, numerous words of the
Wallachian origin were borrowed from most Central European languages, especially to the dialects of the Russian language
and to the noise highland. For example, in the dialect of the highlanders there remained: shepherd - the main shepherd, sheep
cheese - sheepskin - sheep milking vessel, honielnik - shepherd's helper, jarka - sheep who did not have juveniles, juhas shepherd's helper, flock - herd of sheep, klag - rennet from the stomach of a veal, a koliba - a portable hut, the shepherds
used to sleep in it.

High military contributions to various troops were paid by volunteers during the Swedish deluge, they also paid
to the Czorsztyn castle, to the eldership, the village council and the parish priest in Tylmanowa. They paid and
later, when Tatar and Wallachian banners were stationed there (1662), army repeatedly in short intervals took the
so-called "Winter bread" most often by force, i.e. agricultural products, livestock and cash (see: Stanisław Czajka,
Ochotnica history of the village of Gorczany 1416-1986, pp. 44-49).
A new privilege, or rather confirmation of old land use, forests and glades by the residents of the village gave
Michał Korybut Wiśniowiecki in Warsaw, December 11, 1670. In Castrensia Sandecensia Relationes from 1615
it was noted that on the slopes in one flock, the number of sheep was 900 pieces,

We go inside?
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and in another 72, not counting calves, heifers, horses, goats and oxen. On Studzionki, for example, a hut and
possessions posadow Posadowski and Gron. We know from this cadastre that the Vlach's population was engaged
exclusively in shepherding. Settlement in the glades in Ochotnica Dolna is predominantly of a monstrous
character, which favored the hiding of robbers in the winter, about which to tell a good few words, which we will
do in another place. Here only the signal that sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, from this area derived several
famous robbers, including Bródka and Łazarczyk and leader of peasant rebellions, Jan Czeczuga. In the 18th
century, the most famous robber of Podhale, Józef Baczyński, was active here. Meanwhile, until 1621, the village
council was in the hands of Wallachian descendants (Jakub Ochotnicki) and then passed into the hands of the
next gentry. At the end of the 16th century, agriculture began to be cultivated and later beekeeping. The village
still retains the layout of the Wallachian chain, with buildings along the river valley, with settlements in tributaries
and numerous hamlets, farms located on old claddles and on clearings. Right in relation to the mentioned clasps
with high probability it was not settled very long, and the population did not intend to allow disclosure of land
hidden in forests. The courts of law and the office of the informer-informer were created. Burdens in difficult
times resulted in many anti-feudal rebellions of peasants and complaints, retaliations and coincidences spread
against the "rape" of officials. In the 18th century, due to the influx of Polish population, Wołosi and Ruthenia
were already a minority. The Austrian army entered the Czorsztyn area in 1770, which was sanctioned by the
partition in 1772. The Starostwo ceased to exist in 1811 and the village became the possession of the Austrian
treasury, included in the so-called "Chamber goods".
Under the ruler's rule there were changes in the social and cultural life of the entire Galicia, including the
Sądecczyzna region, which, administratively and culturally part of Galicia, developed its own path. In the first
years of Austrian rule there were also changes in the national and religious structure. Emperor Józef II in 1781
and 1788 brought German settlers from the areas of Rhineland, Baden, Hesse, as well as Silesia and
Hungary, on favorable terms began to settle in, among others, in Nowy Sącz and neighboring villages
(including Chełmiec, Biczyce, Stadła, Podrzecze, Świniarsko, Gołkowice, Barcice, Dąbrówka, Biegonice,
Kadcza and others). They were in the majority of the Evangelical-Augsburg faith. They dealt with agriculture,
breeding and crafts. Royal property was liquidated, huge monastic goods were lost. The fate of the inhabitants of
Ochotnica until the end of the 19th century was incredibly difficult.
The trail around Baziaków in Ochotnica Dolna breaks down in 1788, and in Tylmanowa a century later - in 1890.
We cannot determine whether they were born in Tymanowa or just baptized newborn, because in Ochotnica
Dolna the parish did not exist, it was also digitized, probably mistakenly double entry in both locations from 1784
house number 8 Mathias Baziak + Margaritha Harlaconka,
NOTE: cadastre = a comprehensive recording of land and boundaries; gentry = well born, well-bred people
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son Josephus (?) The parish in Tylmanowa existed before 1350, it was originally called Villa Ywconis and
belonged to the deanery of the long-Polish Longus Camopus (Długopole near Nowy Targ), the Diocese
archdiocese, the Cracow bishopric, at least according to Jan Długosz. In the village in the 15th century, there was
a wooden church dedicated to Saint Nicholas, funded by the Kálarans. Tylmanowa was a parish for
Ochotnica after the peasants and the village administrator built them there in 1566 church. Nevertheless, the
village belonged to the Tylman's parish until 1925. 29 IV 1756 - due to the fire of the church - the parish registers
and foundation document of the church in Tylmanowa were destroyed, and on February 1, 1813, the fire
destroyed the temple in Ochotnica Dolna.
Locating the house numbering (48, 49, 55, 72), one can guess, that births concern the Lower Volunteer and
Marcin's estate, not far from the place where I was given a place at the table with specialties of my own
production, with products

From the right: Housekeeper Kunegunda, Baziaconka Józefa from Zabrzeży and the author. Three Baziaconki in the
house of Kunegund in Ochotnica Dolna

from the farm, in the scenery of antlers hanging on the walls, because the husband and father-in-law were hunting
a lot. On the opposite hill, high up, stands a chapel with the Resurrected Christ blessing a detour and Kunegunda
alone already living in it (born in 1904). The initiator and animator of the shrine was late. Jan Rusnak, married.
She mentioned that the family from her husband came from Volhynia, and she remembers the sisters more,
because as a child, they brought up their children.
Unfortunately, I did not get to the open-air museum in Studzionki, where there is a private exhibition founded in
the 1950s by Zygmunt Stypa, a violinist sensitive to the beauty of Gorce, who carried out ethnographic plans
until his death (in 2002) - saying: "When God created the world, he did not have time for everything. However,
he created some places with his own hand - Studzionka's exemplum ".
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The hosts encouraged photography to get around, highland hospitality

From 1994, the nephew, Wojciech Muleta, and Natalia continued the work and began building the chapel in
which they got married in 2009. In 2008, they bought from the family the kings from Ochotnica Górna-Jaszczego
the old forge. I remembered that information when I was looking for the oldest buildings in Ochotnica Dolna.
The news reached me that this or that cottage had just been demolished, but there might still be something to buy.
- Am I interested?
One afternoon I met with Mira, she lives in Lublin, she was at her parents place in Bydgoszcz. We talked about
literature, what we're both currently working on. I outlined her book's climate, I added a few reflections of nature
overall. She said: "Your homeland has grown a little bigger. She was right.
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WALLACHIAN CHARACTER OR MUSIC COMING FROM HEAVEN.
OUR FATHER OURS
Wallachian character mysterious and scientifically not fully researched. Deep topic and the scientific horizon is
remote and dependent on the assumptions of the researcher, the state of his knowledge, his nation and the thesis
he is trying to document. Everyone would like to have only for themselves Vlachs today: mainly Romanians, but
also Slovaks, Croats, Hungarians, Serbs, Czechs, Ukrainians, Poles, Albanians, although there was no full
agreement to the end Twentieth century, especially in Catholic circles. They were called rather unflattering, first
because of unspecified faith. This is not true, as it turns out.
Of course written sources exist but they are subject to subjective interpretation. They are complemented by
archaeological sources, mythologies and legends. From this group, apparently, they came Roman and
Byzantine emperors: Aurelian, Claudius II, Diocletian, Justinian I. The Vlachs do not associate their history, they
easily succumb to theories of one type or another, eg Russian, Croatian or Ukrainian. They do not remember
historical history, they have a strong sense of freedom (Illiria - "the land of free people"), they assimilate quickly.
The closest to the truth are those researchers who, despite tedious investigations, cautiously renounce absolute
certainty with this old wisdom of the Greek philosopher Socrates, because the story - the jealous woman - urgently
protects the secrets of the alcove and reluctantly agrees to cooperation.
We are interested in the context of the journey and the newcomer, not a stranger and a stranger (as defined by
some authors of entries in encyclopedias). It is worth noting the lack of borders for swift rivers, mountain
elevations, winds and rains. He cannot be a stranger to mountains in the mountains or a shepherd in the valleys,
and finally a farmer in the fields. Having a land when a man acknowledged it as his own, when he started to set
boundaries, was associated with acquiring, often with the transfer of blood.
The word Vlach comes from the German / Celtic walh / wealh "stranger", "stranger". originally meaning a Celtic
speaking man, then "Romanesque". It is an exoetnonym. "Wołochami" were determined both mountain shepherds
and newcomers from the south, with the term also including Serbs. (Https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wołosi)
Hypothetical migration routes:
- Wołosow come from the southern Balkans, they came to the area of present Romania at the turn of the first and
second millennium, the regions of Macedonia, Serbia and Bulgaria are considered the cradle of Wołochów.
- According to the Dakorumu theory, Wołosi are indigenous people from Moldavia, Wallachia and Transylvania
- areas of present-day Romania. Maybe the cradle of Wołochów is Epirus?
Abbreviations and simplifications only serve to outline an extremely complex problem and even written sources
do not offer a reliable diagnosis due to
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imprecise terminology and limited perception of authors. During the exploration of the topic, there were more
and more questions and doubts. As Ilona points out Czamańska: "When and how Wołosi found themselves in
the Balkans and in Central Europe, it remains a mystery."
In which direction my heart beats, where is it going?

On the left, a map with the outline of the Southern
Balkans hypothesis, by Piotr Kłapyta,
http://www.porozumieniekarpackie.pl/195,a,wol
osi-nomadzi-balkanow-i-ich-rola-w-kolonizacjiluku-karpat.htm; right Romanian traditional,
hypothetical model of Vonochowa and
Romanian ethnogenesis, by Bogdan Giuşcă,
2005, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rumuni)

The oldest written records of Wołochach come from the territory of the southern Balkans and are found in
Byzantine sources (Emperor Constantine Porphyrogenetes). In the 8th century, the chronicles recorded the village
of Vlahorinhini in Aegean Macedonia. We also find information about "wandering Wołochach" (Βλαχων όδιτων)
in 976. Between the Prespa lake (modern Macedonia) and the city of Kastoria (modern Greece) they deprived
Dawid Komitpula, the brother of Bulgarian Samuel, the oldest son of the Macedonian feudal, as reported
Georgios Kedrenos. Kekaumenos claimed in the eleventh century that the Vlachs are descendants of the Daks
and Bessów who were driven from Sava by the Serbs to Macedonia and Thessaly. A certain part of Vlachs in the
tenth century was to move to the south, to the areas of modern Greece, while maintaining communication with
the rest of the north. But…
Another Byzantine written source records the expansion of Wołochów: 1094 - the Balkan Mountains; the
Wallachian settlement is also certified from the Holy Mount Athos, from where they were expelled in 1105; 1164
- Dobrogea; 1202 - Southern Carpathians (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wołosi).
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Anna Komnena, during the reign of her father, Alexius, considered them to be Myzów, a nomadic people who
had long been living in this area. In the eastern part The Balkan Peninsula was mixed with the Bulgarian,
Petcheneks, and later Kumanami, also called Kipczakami or Połowcami. In 1185, an uprising against the
Byzantine Empire broke out in the territory of the Bulgarian state, as a result of which the prisoners adopted the
title of Czar Wołochów, Bułgar and Kumanów - Imperatores Bulgarorum et Blachorum, w tytuł . I cannot
resist quoting some important, in my opinion, details: "In 1203, the Tsar of Bulgarian Kalyan, in a letter to Pope
Innocent III, wrote that he rules over Bulgarians and Wallachians, as did his ancestors, Simeon, Peter and Samuel,
or rulers still the first Bulgarian state in the 10-11 century. Not only that, in the correspondence between the Pope
and Kałojan appeared for the first time the term Vlachia, meaning Wallachia. The Bulgarian car was sent to the
Pope by the Archbishop of Bulgaria and Vlachia, Bazyli, in turn, Innocent III, in his bull from 25 February 1204,
awarded Kałojan the royal crown and established a Roman Catholic church for the province of Bulgaria and
Vlachia. From this it can be concluded that the Bulgarian state then had a territory densely inhabited by the
Wallachians, that they were called Vlla, that it must have had a specific administrative framework since it was
called a province. Now, ask yourself where the province of Vlahia was located? In the light of known source
materials, there are several ways to explain this issue. The first possibility is related to the fact that in the last
period of existence of the first Bulgarian state and at the beginning of the existence of the second Bulgarian state,
Bulgaria also included Macedonian lands densely inhabited by Vlachs. It cannot be ruled out, however, that
Bulgarian periodically included Wołoska Lowland, although there is no such source that would mention it clearly.
We do not know exactly when the Wołosis colonized this lowland, but undoubtedly in the thirteenth century this
process was completed. In the middle of this century, there were the Wallachian state structures, the principality
of Seneszlau and Litovoia, and later the principality of Walachia. Although all these countries were then
dependent on Hungary, there are indications that the territory of Wallachia was previously strongly associated
with Bulgaria. (...) The Hospodars of the Wallachians, like the Bulgarian Asenowicz, took the name of Jan, taking
over the authority. (...) Admittedly, the Bulgarian lands, it is predominantly mountain territories, which were also,
at least in part, inhabited by Vlach's population, but it seems most likely that the Vlachia province, which at the
beginning of the 13th century is part of the Bulgarian state, is later Wallachia. After 1241, these lands fell away
from Bulgaria and the last quarter of the 13th century, they found themselves under the nominal supremacy of
Hungary "(Ilona Czamańska, Wołosi - watchmen of the mountains, in: First edition of the Pastoral Calendar for
2014). In 1308, an anonymous description of Eastern Europe was made about the movements of the "Roman
shepherds" in the lands between Macedonia, Achaïa and Thessalonica. After being destroyed by the Normans of
the Empire

NOTE: bulla = Papal bull: a type of letter or decree issued by the Pope
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The Great Wallachia was founded in Thessaly and Epirus. "This Thessaly was described in the 13th century as
the Great Wallachia. In the Middle Ages, a great date in relation to territory, it meant both the area, especially
in comparison to another, smaller territory, referred to as small, as well as the homeland - the place from which
further migration took place. In this case, both interpretations are possible. Mała Wołoszczyzna was also nearby
in Etolia. "(Ilona Czamańska, Wołosi - watchmen of the mountains, in: First edition of the Pastoral Calendar for
2014). We should also mention the Collection of Stefan Duszan's rights (Dušanov zakonnik), a collection of
Serbian law issued by the tsar in 1349, pointing to the Byzantine provenance.

The Wallachian wedding, 1920s
Lužná, www.karpaty.pl

Hungary. Holiday after "bemérés" (measuring sheep's
milk), Szászfenes, photo by László K. Kovács, 1943

On the Macedonian-Albanian-Greek border, especially in Moscopol, in today's Albania, Wallachian merchants
carried out lively trade of their products. In 1789, the city burned down and the richer population (Cincari) moved
to the Macedonian lands, to Wallachia. Wołosi (Maurovlachi, or "Czarni Wołosi") also settled the Croatian
part Dinaric Mountains and areas on the Adriatic, where they were assimilated with Roman Catholic Croats.
Only the Vlachs who settled the Istrian peninsula were an enclave of their culture and language (the 15thcentury migration from the islands on the Adriatic).
In the Middle Ages, the Vlachs used to pass sheep in the areas of Transylvania before the Magyars. The novel of
the past (Ruthenia) from the turn of the 11th and 12th centuries mention that the Vlachs occupied the Slav lands,
to which the Hungarians later came. It was reported that arrived in the Slavs, and the Hungarians controlled
the lands twice. "Anonymous Chronicle of King Béla, otherwise known as the Hungarorum Gesture, reported
that the Slavs, Bulgarians and Wallachians lived between the Danube and Tisza. She referred to the latter as "the
shepherds of the Romans" and the territory of Pannonia as the Roman pasture. According to the chronicles of
Szymon of Kéza, the Wallachians were to occupy the lands of Panonia and destroyed by the Huns. If this was
the case, it would testify that they would not only cultivate mountain and lowland pastoralism "(Ilona Czamańska,
Wołosi - watchmen of the mountains, in: First edition of the Pastoral Calendar for 2014).
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The Vlachs inhabited the entire
Carpathian Mountains, most often
Maramures, but also began to settle the
Wołoska Lowland and the Moldavian
Upland. In the fourteenth century Tartars
withdrew from here because of the
"black death". In the depopulated areas
after the departure of the Mongols
between the Carpathians and the Danube
and the Dniester, several nationalities
were established, merged into two state
organisms – Moldova and Wallachia.
Without taking into account the
abovementioned nuances, one can accept
two main hypotheses, black and white
hypotheses, to say, but definitely order.
So I will use his opinion, the
ethnographer Piotr Kłapyta, for the
precision of the author's next
publication: "The Southern Balkan
hypothesis assumes that Wołosi are in
the
Balkans
a
"Paleo-Balkan"
population, coming from a Romani
Thracian, Illyrian population and OldMongolian, inhabiting the southern part
of the Balkans (Macedonia, Bulgaria,
and Serbia). The Thracians and Illyrians
were ancient Indo-European peoples
who from the Bronze Age inhabited the
Balkan Peninsula (areas south from the
Danube). After these areas were Greece. Shepherd with a cane curved end, so-called "Glitsa",
Skamneli, Zagori, photo: Tsopanos, 1955, Brotherhood of Epirotes
occupied by Rome, a long-lasting, 300
Sarakatsani in Athens
to
500-year-long
process
of
Romanization
(Latinization)
and
assimilation of these peoples began with Rome, which led to the emergence of the East-Radom foundations
Vlach's language (dialect). The Wallachian population engaged primarily in settled agriculture, during the
expansion of the Slavs in the 6th and 7th centuries was partially displaced from fertile agricultural lands and cities
to mountain areas, where it was forced to lead a nomadic pastoral economy. After conquering these areas by The
Slavs along with the Albanian shepherds had to pay tribute to Slavic elders. Historical evidence also indicates
that the Wołosas have partially assimilated with the Slavs and Avars, leading a joint expansion towards
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western and northern (Croatia, Slovenia, Austria?). Close cooperation Wołochów with the Slavs allowed the
Vlach tribes to spread significantly during the migration of peoples and numerous Slavic borrowings language.
The relics of these oldest Balkan Vlachian groups are contemporaries \Arumuni, Istroromanie and Karakaczanie
living in the Balkans. "
Quoting, I reversed the order because the Dacoruman hypothesis is today challenged decisively and Romanian
researchers are willing to accept other solutions.

Balkan ethnic minorities - Istrorumuni, (http://balkanistyka.org/balkanskie-mniejszosci-Ethnic-Istro-Romanians /)

"The Dacorumian hypothesis was created in the nineteenth century and was preferred by Romanian historians
who considered the Wallachians to be the protoplasts of the nation, Daks and Thracians, Romanized on the
territory of present Romania during the Roman occupation (106-271). After the evacuation of the Romans, these
people were protected in the Southern Carpathians from the invasion of the Goths and the Alamans. Then they
were to gradually migrate south, occupying the mountainous areas of the Balkans to Greece, and north to the
Western Carpathians. Against this hypothesis, however, is evidenced by the lack of references to larger groups
of the Romanesque population in the Southern Carpathians over more than seven centuries (up to the tenth
century). According to historical sources, the Roman population inhabiting Dacia was evacuated along with
Roman military crews. Linguistic research also points to the lack of Dako-Wołosko-Romanian continuum, but
they testify to a clear relationship between the Romanian language and the Albanian (Illyrian) language, which
indirectly indicates strong influences from the south "(Piotr Kłapyta, Wołosi, Nizhany Balkans, 2014).
Piotr Kłapyta, emphasizes that "Wołosi constitute a separate ethnos in the history of Southern and Central Europe,
which for historical and social reasons (structure
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tribal-tribal, scattering and lack of a common language) did not create independent state structures. Under the
collective name of Wołochów, there are several ethnic groups that make up the internal structures of archaic
family clans that have blended in with local communities and nations over the years, gradually losing the qualities
of the tribal community. Despite these changes, Wołosi, as an originally pastoral community, was characterized
by a certain hermetic nature, which allowed her to keep her relics today among numerous contemporary groups
living in the Carpathians. In the Western Carpathians, the Wallachians have made an important contribution to
the formation of the cultural community of highlander groups (Ruthenian, Polish and Slovak) by providing them
with a mountain pastoral system, vocabulary and patterns culture, while in the Southern Carpathians this ethnos
gave birth to the nation Romanian. Arriving in the Western Carpathians, it is already heavily urbanized VlachoRuthenian ethnos distinguished, in relation to the groups inhabiting them, the Eastern rite. Since the 10th century
Wołosi were Christian Orthodox rite, which was conditioned by centuries-old historical and cultural relationships
from Byzantium "(Piotr Kłapyta, Wołosi nomads from the Balkans, 2014).
In the seventh century, the Greek word Vlah (Bλάχ) was already known, in the southern Slavs: Vlah, Vlachi,
Vlasi, Vlachie, and Vlech. In Serbia and Croatia, so-called general Sheep herders. It is also accepted that the term
derives from the Germanic word walh/wealh, which originally meant a person speaking in Celtic, then
Romanized languages. Egzoetnonim would then be given by other settlers. In Serbia, the term Cincar was used
- "five"; The Vlachs would be the descendants of the fifth Roman legion stationing in the Balkans. They also go
back to the Roman roots, to define Armâni, "A man who stays", a local man. Let us not be too hasty and premature
that we already know everything, because there are also other, more complicated theories?
The German scholars assume that the name Wołoch comes from the Celtic tribe of Wolku Tektosagów (Volkae
- Tectorages - associated with Walloons from Italy), following the traces encountered from southern France, to
the Balkans, discovered by Germanic tribes and named "Walchъ", "Walach" - "stranger".
Among the tribal residences, Moravia and the borderland with Slovakia are mentioned. There they were to meet
the Slavic tribes. According to this theory, Slavs borrowed the name of the tribe. "German researchers based their
reasoning on this matter on, among others on the fact that in the Old Bulgarian language the members of this
tribe are Vlachs. They try to justify their theory of the origin of the word Wołosi and that the name appeared in
the area in which the Germanic, Romanesque and Slavic tribes encountered and mingled. The zone of this contact
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they located between the Danube and Drawa (the one in the Balkans - Józef Stec). Researchers these indicate that
the name has been adopted, has existed and is in use only where Celtic tribes first appeared, centuries ago, and
in later centuries Germanic tribes appeared.
A somewhat different theory on the origin of the term Wołosi was given by Polish researchers - Józef Putek or
Jażdżewski. Dr Putek believed that the Slav tribes gave the name to Wołochom. (...) Comparing German theory
with the theories of Polish scientists, it can be stated (significantly simplifying the problem) that they are very
similar to each other (...). Fastncht claims that the name Wołosi is associated with a group of people that respects
Wallachian law, or engaged in pastoral activities (shepherding profession). This term should be understood as
pastoral people associated with the Balkans and the Carpathians. Wołoch is a shepherd, grazing his herd in the
mountains "(towarzystwo-zagroda.pl/.../rodowod-buczkowian-i-poczatki-osadnictwa/).
But…
Reaching up to around 1000 BC - around 385 BC The Illyrians (regarded by most scholars as the protoplasts of
Wołochów) settled in the areas of Epirus, Thessaly and western Macedonia. "Illiria" in their language meant
"the land of free people". Abri, Albanians, Amantini, Andizetes, Arbanitai, Ardiaei (Vardaei), Ardiani,
Arrianes, Atitani, Autariatae, Azali, Breuci, Briges, Bylliones, Carni (truths), Catari, Celegeri, Ceraunii,
Chelidones, Colapiani, Cornacates, Daesitiates ,
Dalmatians, Daorsoi, Dardani, Dassaretae, Daversi,
Deraemestae, Deuri, Dindari, Ditiones, Docleatae,
Enchelaeae, Glintidiones, Grabaei, Histri (truths),
Iapides, Iasi, Illyrioi, Labeatae, Lopsi, Maezaei,
Meslcumani, Narensii, Ortoplini , Oseriates,
Pannoni, Parentini, Parthini, Penestae, Pirustae,
Plearaei, Sardeates, Scirtari, Scirtones, Seleitani,
Triballi (truths), Taulanti - Illyrian tribes are
enumerated
by
Marcin
Niewalda
(http:
//www.genealogia.okiem.pl/wolosi_historia.html).
In the following centuries, Romans, Goths,
Visigoths, Slavs, Turks appeared at the meeting of
cultures ..."Let us note here that Vlach's ethnos is the
result of assimilation processes, the peaceful,”
civilizational" Latinization of the peoples included in
the Roman state; similar today
A highland pastoral settlement (katun) in the Prokletje
mountains in Albania, (www.porozumieniekarpackie.pl)
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assimilation and modernization processes threaten the existence of Wołochów. Most probably, the first great
migration of Wołochów to the north, behind the Danube, took place before the 6th century (before the Slavs'
expansion into the Balkans). (...) However, it is possible that the descendants of these "Romano-Daks" initiated
migration to the land of ancestors ". (Tadeusz Andrzej Olszański, Wołosi - forgotten people of the Balkans,
http://zakorzenianie.most.org.pl/za11/06.htm).
Summing up the above subjectively chosen from many sources, the discussion about fatherhood and
nomenclature, w in Vologda, the following distinctions were accepted: Dakorumunów - living in Romania,
Moldova, Ukraine, Serbia, Hungary, Slovakia and Bulgaria; Arumun - Greece, Albania, Romania, Macedonia,
Bulgaria and Serbia; Meglenorumunów from Greece and Macedonia, Istrorumunów living in Croatia and
Morlachów from the Dinaric Mountains.
Today, the Vlachs live in the area from central Greece (Thessaly) through the areas of Epirus and Pindos, Albania,
Macedonia to Serbia, Bulgaria and southern Romania (Dobruja), while Ruthenians from the Carpathians - in
Poland, Serbia, Slovakia, Hungary and Ukraine. In the Balkans, the Wallachian invaders struggled with seasonal
transmutation shepherding, consisting of grazing, often even thousands of herds between summer pastures high
in the mountains and areas located in the lowlands, coasts or in the valleys - in winter. In the 11th and 12th
centuries, the herds were driven for the winter season from pastures of Stara Planina to the Black Sea, from the
Rhodopes to the Aegean Sea and the lower Danube. In addition, agriculture, as well as trade and transport, were
made up.
In the Middle Ages, a knighted layer was formed in this group (for example, the Moldovan cavalry fought in
1410 at Grunwald), which often gained the privilege of being counted among the Polish nobility. At the same
time, there was a peregrination along the Carpathian arch. In 1373, a group of Wołochów arrived in the vicinity
of Dynów (on the San River), while in 1373 another entered the New Sacza during the royal reunion, where they
were discussed by: queen Jadwiga with Władysław Jagiełła, prince Witold and the Hungarian king Zygmunt
Luksemburgczyk. For 1406, the invasion of Wołochów on Stary Sącz dates to the 1416 location record for Dawid
Wołoch, the above-mentioned Ochotnica in Gorce. On the Żywiec region near Wadowice, Wallachian shepherds
arrived in the second half of the 15th century. In the 16th century they were certainly present in the areas of
Belzyce, Chełm and Lublin, in the Muszyna area, in the Beskid Sądecki, in the Silesian Beskids, the forests of
the Sandomierska and Oświęcimska Basin and the Żywiec Beskids.
In Slovakia, the Vlachs came from the 14th century from the direction of the Marmara-Zakarpattia region and
straight from the Balkans via the Hungarian Plain. Spis was recorded itinerant shepherds in the fifteenth century,
and the next settlement wave affected Górna Orawa and falls on the sixteenth century, mainly covering the voids.
The Vlachs arrived at the latest

Note: peregrination: leaving one's homeland and wandering for the love of God
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on the borderland of Silesia, towards Moravia and in the 17th century this movement ended. Population Vlachia
was assimilated and only in the first phase had the character of pure ethnos. "The history of the Wallachian
colonization shows that the settlement of the Carpathians with the pastoral population of Balkan provenance took
place in five centuries and was not a one-off process. Colonization of new areas did not take place either in
geographic order, < successively>, but the chronology of the settlements based on Wallachian law was
conditioned by the then prevailing ownership and settlement relations ... "(Piotr Kłapyta, Wołosi nomells of the
Balkans, 2014). The Sejm constitution of 1624, during the reign of Zygmunt III Waza, was heading to force the
Wallachians to buy land and settle in the mountains. This document states: "... many harmful things are happening
in our countries, for keeping the Wołochów and Serbs unassociated and loose (...), so that no one would of any
state, he did not weigh such people..."
Many scholars assume that the cause of Wołochów migration was the fall of Constantinople in 1453. The Turks
occupied the Balkan Peninsula: "Not only the artists but also the Wallachian population were displaced from the
Balkan countries seized by the Turks, looking for places to live and practice religious practices in their faith. She
found them, among others in Poland. In 1340-1369, King Casimir the Great annexed the lands of Halicka Rus to
the Polish Crown, which resulted in the population of Roman Catholic and Orthodox denomination in one
organism "(Jacek Stachiewicz, Skarby Podkarpackie 1 (26) / 2011). On Halicka (Red) Rus in the Middle Ages,
East Slavic Ruthenians, West Slavic Poles, Hungarians from Transylvania, and Transcarpathian Wallachians
settled in the Middle Ages. The descendants of the last nation - mixed blood - are Hucula, Boyko and Lemkos.
At this point, it's time to add that we have not mentioned any more about a very important group of VlachRuthenian origin. "Until today, the scientific community has failed to develop a common view concerning not
only the origin of Wołochów, but even the Lemkos. The views of the two camps clash. The Ukrainian concept is
that the Lemkos and Rusnets come from the Eastern Slavic tribe of the White-Croatians (Krasowski 1992,
Sapoliga 1992, Magosci 1987) and from the ninth century until today there is a settlement continuity. They deny
or ignore the Wallachian settlement, which - as Tomasz Mazurek writes - <is a contradiction of obvious historical
facts>. The second concept, developed by other scientists, draws attention to the fact that archaeological materials
are missing so that such settlement would relate to the state of white Croatians (Barwiński 1999).
In the Beskids there were two separate settlement waves - Wallachian and Ruthenian, and together with a small
population of the Polish native <gave birth to the present native inhabitants>. Reinfuss and Czajkowski are in
favor of this thesis "(Tomasz Mazurek, The Nature of Cross-Border Contacts between Polish and Slovak
Ruthenians, Past, Present, Future, in: Geographical Works, n. 121 Institute of Geography and Spatial
Management, Jagiellonian University, Krakow 2009).
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If anyone had doubts about the distinctness of Walachian ethnos or considered the influx of this population to
our areas as God's permission, I am serving the example of even the village of Lubycz, located near the border
with Ukraine, the old Polish province of Bel. In the voids of the area, there were numerous locations of villages
on the Wallachian Law, due to the military and pastoral potential of Wołochów in the 15th and 16th centuries,
the document of the Duke of Mazovia, Siemowit IV the Elder, was prepared for the brothers: Miczka (Myczek)
and Jakub Wołochów from 1422, from which it appears that they obtained prince privileges (noble) and
inheritance of the village. They probably saved one of Bełski's prince in battle with the Tatars. "The princesses
secured individual participants against the loss of a privileged position in the rural community and pushing them
into the role of peasants, which would be unavoidable in eliminating some of the prince's offspring
in his rights of inheritance. They also hampered the possibility of buying stewardship or its parts by outsiders.
Common management made it easier to survive crises. In this
situation, the title of the prince was entitled to both individual
owners of particular heritage parts as well as equal
participants of the superpower - the head of each family. (...)
These communities were characterized in the light of
research L. Wyrostka and P. Dąbkowski, deep conservatism,
striving to maintain the existing lifestyle, continuing group
bonds, and finally unwillingness to enter in closer relations
with the local surroundings. The sense of a community of
group solidarity was evident both in property, family and
public matters "(Grzegorz Jawor, Elite settlements of
Wallachian law in Red Ruthenia. Changes and persistence:
on the example of the village of Lubycza in the Bełż Province
Greece. Women dressed in traditional Wallachian
from the fifteenth to the mid-nineteenth century). Grzegorz
clothes. Metsovo. Easter 1969, PanagiouJawor states that in 1564, the kniaziow families (village
Pavlopoulou Archives A.
councils) were 7, in 1699 - 10, in 1744 until 17. They
grubbed forests, expanded property areas, deposited relatives and relatives from neighboring villages but also
free peasants. They did not pay any rent, they did not provide labor, which led to opposition of the king's tenants
"especially in comparison to the Ruthenian customs". It was necessary to abolish the Wallachian law and replace
it with serfdom. One can also suppose - says Jawor - that "similarly to the inhabitants of other Wallachian
settlements, very early, probably in the 16th century, they lost their sense of ethnic identity, growing into a local,
Russian environment."
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The Volks of our Volunteers then appear under the name Ochotniccy, for example Jan (who died before 1705)
held the Jasieńczyk coat of arms, was a Zytomyr subtext, a town writer, a Krzemieniec manor and a regent of the
land of Krzemieniec, and a Volhynia regent in the Sandomierz confederation in 1704. In Polish Herbarz Kacper
Niesiołowski also features Anastazya, a nun in Lwów, Władysław - a Zytomyr sub-league, and Jan Nepomucen,
born around 1760. We remember, however, that in 1652-1664, the adjective "Wołoska" was not there anymore,
or Ochotnicki, or at least some of them she left the area.
In July 2014, a session of the Commune Council took place in the Chamber Hall meeting hall, where the topic
of the elaboration of the Lower Volunteer monograph was discussed. Dr Przemysław Stanko stated at the time
that he was "an employee of the Institute of History at the Papal University in Krakow and for several years has
been scientifically involved in the Gorce settlement as a mountain range from the beginning of the first mentions
of settlement to the end of the Old Polish period. He informed that the monograph of the Ochotnica Dolna
commune will be based on extensive archival and library research, both at home and abroad, because it is
necessary to conduct archival queries to thoroughly learn the history of all villages that make up the current
commune. He emphasized that the invaders plundered the country from historical material and this material is
found in archives outside the country, e.g. the Archive of the Court and State in Vienna, the Central Historical
Archives of Ukraine in Lviv, in the Former Secret Archive of Berlin and the Secret Vatican Archives. A huge
part of materials regarding the history of the commune is also stored in Poland at the National Archives in
Krakow, Central Archives of Historical Records in Warsaw, the Archive of New Files in Warsaw, the National
Library in Warsaw, the Diocesan Archives in Tarnów "(Protocol No. XLII / 14 from the Session of the Ochotnica
Dolna Municipal Council). With some surprise, Dr. Stanko's information was accepted that the location document
from 1416 is not faked, but "puffed up", i.e. interpolated, preserved in a copy from the 17th century, and in 1564,
the Vlachs do not appear in vetting, but in 1413 from another document it is known that Ochotnica already
existed. According to the author, Mr. Stanko does not notice the fact that in the thirteenth century, the Turkish
turbulence swept through Poland. She left behind ruins and extinct habitats, whose settlement lasted for a very
long time and was associated with repeated locations of the village, moreover, that Dawid Wołoch did not
necessarily have to be the first founder. The monograph is created, we wait. The most impatiently are probably
the inhabitants who love their Gorce, like a gentleman, unknown to me, who is very lively and encouraging
tourism in this region: "Indigenous forests are just like a dazzling district for mushroom lovers who pass by here
on the autumn weekends. Ochotnica can offer a finite range of table-type gingerbreads, starting from the most
prized and chased porcini mushrooms, across: boletus, boots, kites,
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sliced chanterelles, chanterelles and honey chicks, while other rarely encountered species. In addition, the tourist
and accommodation foundation are extremely diverse commune" (tags: volunteer rooms accommodation lodging
gorce).
REDYK KARPACKI, OR "THE HISTORY TO THE OSCYPKA SOURCES"
In 2013, the meeting accompanying the "Carpathian Redyk" event as part of the International Cultural Project on
the "Wołoska Culture Trail" was organized under the title "Wandering to Oscypek's sources". The traditional
migration of shepherds with sheep it leads through the territories of Romania, Ukraine, Poland and Slovakia and
Czech. The concept of the Trail was created in Ochotnica Górna as part of the project
Leader + and develops thanks to the joint action of the highlanders of the Silesian Beskids, Żywiecki and Low.
The event was accompanied by a display of oscypek and buncu in Ochotnica Dolna, because Oscypek is a product
of Wallachian shepherds and it came to Podhale along with them. The first mention of the production of this type
of cheese is found at the location of the village of Ochotnica in Gorce (1416). The danes that burdened the
inhabitants were characteristic of Wallachian law: lamb dishes and cheese dishes. For special occasions, sheep
cheese was squeezed in wooden molds, giving it the shape of animals: lambs, deer, roosters, and in the past these
cheese figures were magical.
Polish cheese, despite the protest of the Slovaks, gained the EU certificate of a traditional product in 2005, citing,
inter alia, on the mentioned location document. The Wallachian people did not isolate themselves, bringing their
heritage into the culture of all nations and social groups with whom it was given to meet on their path. The donkey
settlers absorbed the culture on the trail of their wanderings, fulfilling the role of both the carrier and the catalyst
for cultural and civilization transformations. By the same token, the Vlach culture can be understood as the whole
of the Carpathian culture in all its colorfulness and richness. Their leaven was the deposit of the pastoral culture,
brought from the depths of the Balkan Peninsula and improved on the developed areas, and thus constantly
evolving. Fused with the culture of populated lands - it determined both universalism and about the diversity of
the peoples of the mountains. (...) Apart from the pastoralism, the Wołosas brought blacksmith culture, glasswork
products, construction of mills, blankets and sheets. They were settlers for special tasks, for fighting with the
Carpathian forest, for introducing pastors' methods unknown on the agricultural, fertile plains. Their migrations,
one of the largest and most important transhuman movements, created culture The Carpathians, moving like a
huge transmission belt, customs, languages, and even religions between the communities through which the land
passed. Vlachs could be called one of the forgotten, still mysterious fathers of Europe. " (Jadwiga ŚrodulskaWielgus, Małgorzata Maciaś et al., The Wallachian Culture Trail. Ochotnica - the beginning of the road). I
recommend reading this article in its entirety, written with the knowledge of the subject and heat, a language as
scientific as literary. (www.porozumieniekarpackie.pl/290,pobierz,koncepcja-rozwoju-szlaku).
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About Redyk, I would write and write about the trail ... I will only refer to the last quoted words - "mysterious
fathers of Europe", because it is simply associated with another event. "Wałasi, father of ours", a competition of
playing on pastoral instruments in Łomnica Zdrój. The Institute of Europe of the Carpathians and the highlands
for the parish and the Wos ask the Poles of the Carpathian Mountains for the competition ... "I can play soloists,
there will be 5 minutes on the band, one performer can play on many instruments and sit up to sleep, repertoire
can be derived from the rose that the performer comes from, the music book for two age categories: a category
up to 15 years and a category 15 to 115 ". (tenpiotrkulig@gmail.com) However, music comes from heaven, from
where the shepherds drew inspiration and came back to heaven, it was carried by the wind and cloud, they listened
to the verses and cattle, the Lord God listened to the same with his court and hosts, He knows all languages, and
the language of Wołochów is referred to as creole, or mixed, and belongs to the group of East-East languages
based on folk Latin.
MAGIC, GOD ANIMALS, DOCTORS, BACE
The Wallachian shepherds left a permanent mark on the Polish language. The names and definitions used to this
day are: baca (baca - bács, bacsó, j. Hungarian; bača, j. slovak) - main shepherd, kolba (koliba) - shelter, koszor
(barrack) - fencing, kyrdel (kerdel) - flock of sheep, trombita - wooden instrument, etc., etc. Toponyms such as:
Kiczora, Magura, Groń, Przysłop and many others are repeated in almost all areas of Wallachian peregrinations.
The Dunajec probably glances wistfully at the vague memory of the Danube, or perhaps drops in the circulation
of nature carry the memory of water.
And shepherd, oh, shepherd, it was and is Someone, hard and reliable - he must know everything. He knows folk
beliefs, predicts the weather, he can heal. Psychologist and philosopher. It organizes the pastoral hut economy
and has a large population among the local population. In Gorce there was a conviction about the wizard's magical
abilities. Bacowie people are tired but happy. They left the cottage with a spring parade, they returned in autumn.
They stood up before the sun and after sunset they went to sleep in the huts. The most primitive koliby were built
once from stone. There was a fire burning in the koliba, watra. This holy fire had no right to expire. The smoky
cheese smoked in the smoke. During the day, shepherds and juhas had unchanging duties, both economic and
related to the survival of humans and animals, and the weather was changeable, often extreme. When they fell,
they played, sipping ... a thick drink of bitten marlin.
After returning, you had to settle accounts with gazps from entrusted sheep and products - "sage farms". You
paid for sheep that died or went missing. For such a sheep the shepherd paid the equivalent in cash and when the
sheep bit wolves or fell, he gave the owner its skin and meat. For each sheep given to the pasture, the hosts
received a fixed amount of cheese from the shepherd.
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Leon Wyczółkowski, Baca, 1902, owner: Muzeum Okręgowe im. Leon Wyczółkowski in Bydgoszcz, photo:
Wojciech Woźniak

The most famous mage among the Gorce Gorges was a man named Bulanda, Tomasz Chlipała. He was born in
the Bulanda housing estate in Szczawa in 1853, he married Marianna Wojtyczkówna in Lubomierz with the
Dziedziny estate. Who he married is important due to the further course of events. He capped over 50 years in
the clearing of Jaworzyna Kamienicka. When he once fell ill, his wife went to Levoča
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and from there supposedly come these mysterious and quirky skills communicated to Bulanda. He also died
unconventionally (1913). He invited the neighbors, handled them personally, said goodbye, and at the end he
said: "I swear to you sunnier, you have swallowed me and won, gosh, taunt to you, breeze, send it according to
my needs and you, please call me a sum ... (...) My beloved ones, I'm gone now, because I'm cas. Be with Gods.
" After these words he left for the day-care center and he died at night. Stanisław Kurek, a storyteller, gave the
truth and legend about his life from Konin. (Sebastian Flizak, Ethnographic Materials,
www.wanczyk.d.w.interia.pl) Tomasz Chlipała funded two chapels for oneself and his sacrifice in Lubomierz,
the second in the clearing at Jaworzyna (1904). People's messages there are a few of the chapel, and the fact that
he saw during the sleep the souls who are lamenting, wandering in the mountains and for them the chapel, so that
they can pray. And the fact that the dead daughter asked her father in a dream to build a chapel in a clearing,
using water from the Kamienica River. According to another message, Bulanda set up a chapel where he found
the robber treasure, and the owners were happy that God would guard the robber's good, while people were afraid
of sacrilege. Under the foundation he hid his magical book. Another version states that Bulanda found treasures
hidden elsewhere, he revealed his secrets just before his death from under Babia Góra. When the man tried to
extract the treasure, he was threatened by lightning or vipers. Next to the chapel you can sit down on a bench,
pray with your souls wandering (robbers?), contemplating the mountains and looking far away at west side of the
yellow trail leading through the forest to the largest cave - Zbójnicka Jama.

Kamienica 1796 house No.7 Simon Baziak + Francisca Bulanda, daughter of Magdalena
An interesting fact is that in the Old Russian sources Velesъ, Volosъ bogawie - it is a Slav god. Epithet skotij bog,
usually translated as "god of cattle", comes from an old-fashioned journal. An annual novel Повесть временных
лет (Повѣсть временныхъ лѣтъ) made in Kiev in the second decade of the twelfth century by the monk Nestor
(circa 1113). In the chapter on the nations of the world, we read: "After Japah the Japheth was followed by
northern and western countries: Media, Albania, Little Armenia and Great, Cappadocia, Paflagonia, Galatia,
Colchis, Bosphorus, Meotyda, Derewia, Sarmatians, Taurians, Scytia, Thracians, Macedonia, Dalmatia, Molos,
Tessalia, Lokria, Pelen, Peloponnese, Arkadia, Epirus, Iliryk, Slavs, Lichnice, Adriatic, Adriatic Sea. He received
Jafet and the islands: Brittany, Sicily, Eubea, Rhodes, Chios, Lesbos, Cyteria, Zacynt, Cefalonia, Itaka, Korcyra,
part of the Asian side, calling itself Jonia, and the river Tigris, flowing between Media and Babylon. It has
Dniester from the Sea of Ponce towards the north and the Caucasian Mountains, that is Hungarian, and from there
to the Dnieper, and other rivers: Desna, Pripyat, Daugava, Volkhov, Volga, which flows to the east, in the section
of Semowy. In Japhetowa, the department is: Rus, Czudź and all peoples: Mera, Muroma,
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Weś, Mordwa, Czudź Zawołocka, Permian, Peczera, Jamianie, Jurga, Lithuania, Zemigoła, Korś, Letygoła, and
Liwowie. Lachowie and Prusowie, and Czudów will stick to the Sea of Wareskiemu. The Waregas are sitting
above the sea: this way towards the east to the Seminary department; they sit on the same sea, westward, to the
land of England and to Italy. Jaffa's and this generation: the Waregs, Swedes, Normans, Goths, Rus, Angels,
Galicians, Italians, Romans, Germans, Korlags, Venets, Fragas and others; and they sit from west to south and
they are adjacent to the Ham tribe. " (https://ariets.files.wordpress.com/.../ senior-novel-past-years-pol.pd).
The aforementioned Veles, Wołos, is also the god of magic, art, poetry, craft, wealth, fertility, cattle keeper and
lord of the underworld, often depicted in the form of an impressive phallus.
Thanks to the entries in the chronicler's chronicle - we feel related many among the nations of the world, as
descendants of Japheth, let us be glad that not from We come from Chama.

OVER STONE AND FOR ZALESIA. YOU CAN LEARN
Adam, man (in Hebrew) is a woman and a man, not his own name, as it was assumed to be. Woman and man are
biological unity, "become one body," as subtle St. Paul. Shepherds, people living close to the earth, stayed without
women for many months. Even the toughest must have felt the lack of warmth of the human body, closeness.
The original instinct leads to fusion and procreation. From numerous records, we know that it was different with
fatherly love, maybe because of the amount of sponges to feed (?), Maybe the oldies' streak to the youngsters, as
described in the Reymont Peasants. A lot of children were born, sometimes fifteen from the mothers.
Nevertheless, for example, the Lemkos in the ornate chair during the great holidays sat not gazda a gaździna.
Professor Bolesław Faron in a collection of sketches. Back to the roots he mentions in History closed in an old
chest, Build a house and the death of his mother about the great impact on his upbringing of the very mother,
about motherly and filial love. Jan Długosz (Latin: Ioannes Dlugossius 1415-1480) - an eminent Polish historian,
diplomat and clergyman, he was born in Niedzielsk near Brzeźnica to a middle-class noble family, but we write
about him here for other, non-historical reasons. Father, also Jan, had a dozen or so children with two wives,
including three descendants of Janów Długosz, which we will remember a little later. Only the eldest became
famous as the father of Polish historiography.
In the Dunajec Valley human traces were found in the first phase of the Bronze Age. Excavations in this area
also revealed the settlement at Babia Góra in Zabrzeża, one of numerous on the route, inhabited by the population
of the Lycia culture of the Latin capital, i.e. in the second period of the Iron Age - IV century BC. until the
beginning of e.e. (see: Maria Cabalska, Report on archaeological works conducted in the Sądecczyzna region in
1961, Kraków 1962, Władysław Pierzga, 700 years Kamienica Gorczańska, Kamienica 1997).
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From 1330 a document of location on the harsh roots of today's Kamienica comes from the priests' convent of
Stary Sącz, Katarzyna Odolana, which gave the infertile forests to Krystyn on the Old Village of Psrebit on the
Kamienica and Zbluda river, above the village of Boczów.
Forgive me, please, but the following quote from the article by Władysław Pierzga, Where did Krystyn the
founder of Kamienica Gorczańska come from? - located in the pages of the respectable Łąck Almanac - in no
way can be summarized in any way, for the author, whom I had the pleasure to meet personally, moreover, for
reasons of intrinsic and complicated details recorded there:
My huge fascination with this WORK [Łącko and the commune of Łącka, pr. Zb., ed. Julian Dybiec, Kraków
2012] is of a special nature, because as an indigenous person, from an early age I absorbed every, even the
smallest detail, concerning the history of my beloved Little Homeland (...). One of such opinions, which was
created based on a very wide and diligent query, I want to share here. In the chapter "Old Polish Day" by prof.
dr. hab. Felix Kiryka on pp. 70 and 71 is a short paragraph devoted to the village of Kamienienica in the Gorce
region. We read: "In 1330 Krystyn from Stara Wieś called Przebyta (de antiqua villa Presbiti), obtained from the
monastery permission to locate the village on 120 Franconian lands stretching on both sides of the Kamienica
and Zbludza rivers, in exchange for a 4-man village council, (...). "The copied text of the original Location
Document of the village of Kamienica is included in the Małopolska Diplomatic Code, ed. Fr. Piekosiński,
Kraków 1876-1905, vol. II, no. DCI; 1330 die 9 m. Martii, in Stary Sącz and contains, among others such a
record: "(...) contulimus et dedimus discreto viro Cristino, sculteto de antique villa Psrebiti nuncupata, (...)."
Where, then, p. prof. F. Kiryk took the name "de antique villa PRESBITI" !!!, because in the here called KDM
is clearly written "PSREBITI" !!! and for this Code, in this chapter, professor repeats many times! The same
name of the village "PRESBITS (RETRACTED?)" From which it was supposed to arrive, the founder of
Kamienica also used Dr. P. Stanko in the 92th issue of Gorczańskie. News from 2009 in the article "Six centuries
of the parish in Kamienica".
Both Dr. Stanko and prof. Unfortunately, Kiryk did not reveal what other historical sources (as it is fashionably
called today - "artefacts") based their historical inquiries. Dr. Stanko in his "investigations" went even so far, that
he wrote in the article quoted in Gorczańskie Wieściach that "placed in 1330. The building was bordered by the
former village of Boczów and the currently non-existent village PRESBITY (Przebitą?) (...). The area of the
contemporary commune (Kamienica) in the 13th century was, in part, from at least 1257-1280, the property of
the Stary Sącz Poor Clares (the lower and middle part of the Kamienica run) and the Cracow prince (...). The
upper part of the valley was in the hands of King Władysław Łokietek, whose son, Casimir the Great, only in
1345 gave the grounds to the poets, on whom, at the end of the 16th century, Zasadne, Zalesie and Szczawa
were located ". In this article, he also writes further, which, in fact, contradicts his earlier thesis that "The Village
of Zabrze, nearest to the Kamienica in the 14th century, is mentioned in sources only in 1312, (...)." Reading this
article, the impression that Dr. P. Stanko did not read the Lokation's Townhouse Act from 1330 at all, because it
is clearly written there; "(...) predijs a part of our store is located on the Szamos said kamenec Blusa and flow
across our country Boczow
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Manson franconicus to a hundred twenty Cadiz Panthonis molendinatoris;, (...) "or" a part of the forest in our
goods located on the river called Kamienica and on the river called Zbludzą up to 120 Frankonian lans
above (from place) Panthonisa (man's own name Pęt, Pet ?, author's note) miller, (...). "So since the location
and for a long time later, Kamienica was adjacent to the monastery village of BOCZÓW, and then, almost 30
years later, with the village of BYNIOWA along Jaworowy Potok - about which we can read in Bynia's Location
Act. Thus, in no case did the house adjoin, because it could not be adjacent either to the village of Przebyta or
Presbita !, because it was not !!! or the village of Zabrzeż. Until the appearance of this "revelation" by Dr. P.
Stanko, it was widely known that the year 1280 is the beginning of the history of the Poor Clares of St. Sophia
and that the so-called "The convent of the Order of Poor Clares" was a one-off act, and not spread over the years
1257-1280, as he writes in the quoted text, Dr. Stanko, as the foundation primarily concerned the area, and only
later village-villages already existing in this area and mentioned in this "Foundation Document".
So far, there has been much confusion over the Kamienica's past. Several have been tried times, even in "very
learned works", move its date of creation to 1297, at other times it was confused with the city of Kamienica, the
predecessor of Nowy Sącz, and then with Kamionka - in the village near Ujanowice in the area of Limanowa,
and this with the village Kamienica in the Przeczyca parish in Pilzno because of the Document issued on behalf
of King Casimir the Great in 1345, and on behalf of the Kamienica in Cracow, Piotr Krobicki, in the town books
of Biecz in 1608. A firm statement by Professor. F. Kiryka in Łąck's monograph quoted here, that "The location
of this village called Kamienica, however, occurred only in 1345, and it was based on the royal privilege,
however, made by the same village leader, namely Krystyna", there cannot be any the real way, because the said
royal "PRIVILEGE" from 1345, he entrusts "przeoregy MIKOŁAJOWA KERSTANÓW" and not "VIRO
CRISTINO "- to her husband Krystyn, as it is written in the Document issued by the Poor Clares from Stary Sącz,
the royal forest on the Kamienica River, in order to locate the village under the Magdeburg law, on 60 Franconian
fields and give Mikołaj - the village administrator 2 free fields (...) and obliges him to participate in a war
expedition with one armed (...). The real founder of the Kamienica, the Kamienica of Krystyn (Cristino), and not
MIKOŁAJ KERSTAN, he did not have to be "officially" obliged to perform his duties in the event of war,
because such a duty rested on him because of his birth and belonging to the knighthood. (...), ... we are dealing
here with a graphical error often occurring in medieval manuscripts. This mistake was unintentionally committed
by the scribe Henry, who was on duty at the "court sisters of God dedicated to God", when he wrote the Kamienica
Act of the Tenement House on their behalf. This peculiar "swirl" in place of the letter "O" (Porebiti = Psrebiti)
was read as the letter "S" and thus created a "strange" unknown noun, as for some the name of the village
"PSREBITI", which in fact, it never existed, and later uncritically repeated as "Presbiti" and after a specific
attempt to spolszczenie took the form "Przebyta" ... (Almanach Łącki, No. 19, 2013).
One typo and no more confusion. I made the thickening for specific reasons. I was very interested in this
Panthonis, which we know nothing about, in contrast to the founder Krystyna, which is discussed later in the
article by Władysław Pierźga.
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It is worth recalling in what circumstances the Poor Clares of Poland came into possession of such large areas
and who King's providence was.
Kunegunda (1234-1292) "from God's grace Duchess of
Krakow and Sandomierz, Mrs. Sądecka and Pieniny, was
the daughter of the Hungarian King Bela IV (1206-1270)
from the dynasty Arpads (of Turkish origin), princes and
Hungarian kings, from mother Nikai Maria Laskarina,
daughter of the Nicene Emperor, Teodor I and Anna
Angelina. Sister Kunegunda-Kinga, Saint. Małgorzata
Węgierska (1242-1270), was offered by her father to God
at the age of three and half a year for saving Hungary from
the Tatar invasion. At the age of ten, she lived in a
Dominican monastery, which her father raised on an island
on the Danube. There, she made her religious vows and
from the hands of the Primate of Hungary, she received the
consecration of virgins. Repeated attempts to marry her for
trying for her hand, including Charles of Anjou and
Bolesław the Pious met with a categorical refusal.
Beatified in 1789, in 1943 it was canonized by Pope Pius
XII. Another sister, Jolenta, Johelet (1244-1298?), She
was born as an eighth child, she was sent to Krakow for
the court of Kinga and Bolesław V the Chaste, to marry
her there. In 1256, her engagement with Bolesław the
Pious took place, and two years later she married Jolenty,
14 years old (after a special dispensation). She was also
called Helena. According to Jan Długosz, they were to
give this name to Jolanta Polacy. The spouses were
brought to Kalisz, Gniezno, Oborniki, Pyzdry and Śrem
Franciscans. They judged justly. After the death of her
husband and brother-in-law, Jolenta and her sister Kinga
in 1279 joined the convent of the Poor Clares in Stary
Sącz. When Kinga also died, Jolenta moved to the Poor
Clares in Gniezno. The obituary from Ląd presents the
date of her death in the opinion of sanctity - June 17 ...:
"Here
is the pearl of the road, from the ducal house of
Sanctuary table with the image of the Patron
Jolanta, holy lady from the imperial family. After the death
of her husband, she took that order, and in this law she died until she died in*. Pope Leo XII approved her
worship as blessed in 1827, the beatification ceremony took place only in 1834.
* Upon the death of her husband, she entered the Order of the Poor Clares and remained in the law until death).
NOTE: When entering a Roman Catholic convent and becoming a nun, Sister took vows of poverty, chastity and
obedience.
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Kinga was "engaged for the future" according to the canonical formula of Sponsalia de futuro, sponsalia pro
futuro. This form of engagement was used, or rather a marriage for juvenile descendants of the dynasties ruling
in Europe, to seal the marriage of alliances, up to the "working age". However, there was a condition that they
both agree to physical closeness. Kinga did not express such consent.
In Nowy Korczyn (why there - check in historical sources) - Bolesław told her desire to preserve her virginity,
first for a year, renewing her will in the following years, and finally, not without his protests, both married couples
agreed on marital purity, and Bolesław gained the nickname "Bashful". It resulted in an unpleasant lack of a male
descendant-successor. Kinga sacrificed her considerable dowry to the rebuilding of the duchy after the Tatar
invasion in 1241. On March 2 of the year 1257, on the prince's rally in Korczyn, he gave his wife Kunegund as
compensation for the dowry used to fight the Tartars and reconstruction of the country after their invasion,
Sądecki area with the privilege of ownership. Kunegunda was widowed on December 7, 1279 and soon - on July
6, 1280, she issued a foundation document for the Poor Clares in Sącz. In 1287, three sisters: Kinga, Jolanta and
Konstancja (1227? 1233-1288 - the above-mentioned Halychyna duke, who supported evangelizing missions in
Ruthenia), donated monastic habits. Konstanz's marriage with Daniel, prince (Daniło) Rurykowicz sealed a
peculiar union of Orthodoxy with Catholicism. She took the path of asceticism as a Dominican woman after her
husband's death. Together with his daughter Świętosław and other nuns who were staying in the Sącz cloister at
that time, they had to flee from another Tatar invasion. They were sheltered at the castle in Krościenko in the
Pieniny Mountains. Kinga died July 24, 1292. She was buried under the floor of the convent chapel in Stary Sącz,
later the relics were placed in a coffin on the altar where they rest until today. There was an unsuccessful
information process, and then another beatification was initiated, after the appeals of King Jan III Sobieski. June
10, 1690 Congregation on Rites approved the eternal worship, and the next day Pope Alexander VIII confirmed
it, giving Kinga the title of the blessed. In 1742, the canonization procedure was opened, but it was only in the
1990s, after the age-old and multithreaded obstacles, that the bishop of Tarnów Józef Życiński established the
Historical Commission to examine the documentation. The work was completed on May 26, 1994. Pope John
Paul II confirmed miraculous healing through the intercession of BI. Kinga, February 12, 1999, and June 16,
1999, he canonized her on a pilgrimage to Poland, during an extremely solemn Mass in Stary Sącz, among
enthusiastic believers. Amen.
The sisters, including two saints and one blessed - as descendants of the Arpad, after all, they were of Turkish
descent. A little chuckle of fate? Konstancja has not been officially worshiped, but it continues in the monastery
of St. Dominica, where Konstancja is considered the founder.
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The son of Gézay and the great-grandson of Arpad, Wajk, contributed to the Christianization of the Hungarians.
In 997, he took the name Stefan. On Christmas Day in 1000 he was crowned King of Hungary. He died in 1038.
The Arpad expanded their kingdom; in 1102 it was joined by a personal union with the Kingdom of Croatia, then
they entered the areas of Transylvania, Slavonia, Slovakia, and they also subordinated the land of HalychoVolodymyr. The Arpad dynasty expired for King Andrew III in 1301.
R. 1782 monastic property, and in 1811 took the church silver. Monastery, which after death St. Kunegunda
burned down, he was once defensive. The great altar built the abbots of Konstancja Jordanów, 1696, as evidenced
by the inscription on the steps. In the chapel of St. Kunegunda, converted from her cell, rested the corpse of this
saint, now on the altar placed. In the church, besides its plasterboard Gothic and several beautiful paintings, it
deserves special attention of the refined pulpit sculpture, built in 1671. At the bottom it lies in a life-size old man
in a gallop, with a vine growing in his vine, on which the limbs of the grapes stand; a pulpit placed in the middle
of it. Souvenirs storing after St. Kunegundzie in the monastery are: a kneeler, a glass, a spoon, a ring, a reliquary
that has always accompanied her. Her head was gold bound with silver, but it was later returned. The chasuble
was also taken with gold, its work. Outside the church, we watch two monuments, one dedicated to Jauowi with
Lipia Lipski, an old-town ruler, who died in 1631 and the other in memory of Stefan Lipski, who died on 1627.
On the stone Gothic doors, an inscription: S. L. A. D. 1597. At the end of the city, there is a chapel of St. Rocha,
built in 1664 to commemorate the mighty air, as shown by the inscription above the choir on the vault. In Stary
Sącz, today a poor and small town, after all a rather neat and pleasant impression on passing, young princes, sons
of Kazimierz Jagielloń lived, and passed from the bustle of the capital, under the guidance of expert masters
Philip Kalimach and Jau Długosz, educated themselves on future men and the fathers of nations. Here, our patron,
Kaźmierz, grew up, Jan Olbracht was brought up here and Alexander, the kings, more defeats which trouble
Poland for their reign than for a good government; Władysław, the lord of Czech and Hungary, and the end of
this great and noble Zygmunt, who for almost half a century with the gentleness of his father wisely and happily
Polish ruled, healed her bloody wounds, he raised her to the previously unknown degree of power, glory and
glory, and began to reign his rule the golden age, rightly from his name Zygmunioicskirn called. I thought of my
few centuries past. The severe defeat of the war, the years of blissful peace and prosperity, the happy and sad fate
of this beautiful land have slowed slowly before my eyes. (Trip to Czorsztyńskie, crossed out Bronisław
Gustowicz, a member of the former geographic society in Vienna, Warsaw 1881).
Today, hardly anyone can write in this way, as in the nineteenth century, and if he found himself a follower, he
would become a sentimentalist, contemptuously mocked, it is a pity that our language is becoming more and
more flattering.
In 1238 Henryk the Bearded died. His son, Henryk Pobożny, took over the orphaned Bolesław V (1226-1279,
the last from the Lesser Piast line, the Sandomierz duke from 1232 and from Cracow from 1243) and over the
territories of the Sandomierz duchy. In 1243, the magnates of Krakow appointed
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to the throne of Bolesław V, who after the battles with Konrad Mazowiecki regained dominion there. Thus, the
Sącz good at that time fell under the jurisdiction of Bolesław and Kinga, and neighbors of the Cistercian convent,
who came to Poland in the mid-twelfth century. In 1234, the Voivode of Kraków, Teodor Gryff, donated
extensive forest areas at the foot of the Gorce, in the Limanowa poviat., taken in 1380 by King Ludwik Węgierski
as part of the revindication of royal estates.
Jan Długosz noted that in the
second half of the fifteenth
century, in the village of
Kamienica there is a wooden
parish church. Virgin Mary.
Today's settlements indicate
where the settlements of the first
settlers were built and we know
that in 1661, then residents were
taxed from 55 fires. In the
serfdom,
the
population
consisted of peasants, farm
workers, salads, cottagers and
bailiffs. Sources show that the
tenement-dwelling peasants, in
addition to their duties to the
village leader, the presbyter and
the Cracow bishop, as well as the
monastery, were obliged to
provide services to the king.
Introduced
by
Ludwik
Węgierski, they survived until
the first partition of Poland, when
Kamienica, like other areas of the
southern wall, came under the
Austrian
rule
and
the
monasteries' good were lost.
We already know almost
everything about the Kamienica
location. It's time to put your foot
there, so I bet. Cemetery, Holy
mass on the tombstones old Sącz
family names, but in vain there to
look for Baziak who were
baptized in the parish church
(houses: 1, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 14,
32, 47, 54, 82). Priests, probably Entrance to the courtyard of the monastery - Stary Sącz
going for a Sunday lunch, they
informed me that I would not find anyone like that in the new cemetery, and that only the symbolic cross remained
after the old cemetery. Everything took the fast-paced Kamienica river during numerous floods and cataclysms
in some difficult years.
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A new cemetery in Kamienica

Where to look for a home at No. 1? - Behind Mikołajczykami, towards Zabrzeża, the oldest buildings are on the
right. The natives do not know, you must ask the old village administrator. He heads the Łaziska and Zawiersze
hamlets, constantly up. It is "1", the only one here a building. The youth in the door knows nothing, he did not
hear anything. Under the grocery store, good people say that maybe I can find those from the tenement
(apartment) house in the neighborhood? In the area, I know. We talk about this and that. They are confounded
that, as they drew a family tree - they invited all known living people, put food and vodka on the table, they
dressed themselves festively, but nobody came, no one came! "From the eighteenth-century sources, it is known
that the parish priest [Uf, it is no longer the Great Step, and unfortunately serfdom] were the following residents
of the Tenement: Jan Augustyn or Cedzidło, Jan Franczyk, Antoni Barnaś, Szczepan Stręk = Stręczyk?),
Wawrzyniec Baziak and Antoni Noworolnik.
Kamienica 1819 house No. 88
Kamienica 1853 house No. 19
Kamienica 1864 house No. 19

Petrus Baziak + Magdalena Noworolnik, daughter of Catharina
Marianna Baziak + Thomas Franczek, daughter of Marianna Franczek
Marianna Baziak + Thomas Franczek, daughter of Regina Franczek

Augustine had a field from his cottage to Dybc, two other fields and two meadows and a <garden in front of the
windows>. In total there were 4 acres and 458 records. Franczyk had a field above the garden on the Kamienica
River, a field on the Hill and the other on the bank and a meadow on the garden. In total, there were 5 acres and
325 registrations. Barnaś had a field on Ubocz, a field near Górka, a pasture in Górki and another under Górka,
totaling 5 acres and 575 attractions. Stręk, however, only had a field near the cottage, a meadow under the cottage
and pasture over the cottage, which gave a total of 2 acres.
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and 438 attractions. The most modest possessions had: the aforementioned Baziak (only the field on Kąty
[winning J.B.] area of 1270 heights) and Noworolnik (garden under the cottage and field near the hut, which
together gave only 971 records). In addition to what has been said, the bishops' visitors have repeatedly stressed
that it was not commendable to former antecessors [= predecessors of the PS], I did not remember this habit from
the entire parish house of the bailiffs; how many of them should do the priesthood day in a year, but the priest
will be plebes of the Apostles>. The parish priest, who was quite often an organist at the church, was all the time
in charge of the parish priest. He was supposed to receive 19 grain drums and oats every year from the faithful
of the parish. The priest's pain, apart from matters related to the maintenance of the temple, was the lack of a
vicar. He appealed for his message to the Cracow bishops, and then (from 1786) to the Tarnów ones. "
(Przemysław Stanko, Gorczańskie Wieści, No. 99, 2011)
We can already see a clear fragmentation of farms, impoverishment of the population. We are interested in
Wawrzyniec Baziak, whom we do not find in the list of Baptists in the Kamieńice parish, but its field on Kąty
(see Map 2) is pregnant towards the Lower Volunteer, is located on the ridge, moreover, on the Blue Trail.
The Blue Trail runs through the square, runs along the Kamienica River valley to the Przyslop Pass and leads to
the Ochotnica Valley. On the way, you pass the trail called "Papieżówka". In the 1970s, for almost two weeks,
Cardinal Karol Wojtyla lived there in a hut, he paved the road himself with the boulders of the Kamienica River.
From the Przysłop pass, the trail runs through: Nowa Polana, the Świnkówka glade and Gorce Kamienicki to the
top of Gorca (1228 m).
The next record also contains an extremely interesting
information:
"My
great-grandfather
Antoni
GORTZOSKI [underlined J. B.] (in German spelling)
was born in 1850. high in the mountains in the hamlet
Gorcowe near the Gorc peak (1230 m) in the
Ochotnica Dolna parish. Gorcinski flows out of those
mountains - it flows into the Ochotnica stream and into
the Dunajec river in Tylmanowa. These places can be
found on every Gorce tourist map and Beskid Sądecki.
His sister's name was Słaboszewska [emphasis and
commentary - family name, Słabaszowska - J.B] and
she lived in Zabrzeży, my brother got married

Map 2
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in the village of Kicania near Łącko, where it gave rise to the local branch of the family. " (Jolanta Gorczowska,
Znad Poprad, June-July 2008, No. 6-7). Pradziadek p. Jolanta he was born in the hamlet Gorcowe and called
Gorczowski, "his sister was called Słabaszowska - according to the author - and lived in Zabrzeży", etc. An
excellent example of giving people names from toponyms in their place of birth. A large number of them dates
to the Middle Ages, when the Wallachian Shepherds arrived. In addition, they constitute documentation of the
spread of the family. We direct today's stereotypes of thinking towards the realities of those times. It is worth
noting ć the very origin of the name Gorce (mountain range, river, hamlet) from the old Polish word "gorze"
(burn, burn), i.e. firing methods forests by the Vlachs high in the mountains. Gorcowscy apparently also settled
in Kamienica, because it is a stone's throw.
1819 house No. 12
1867 house No. 14

Josephus Baziak + Theresia Gorczowski, son of Casimirus
Michael Baziak + Marianna Gorczowski, daughter Anna

Births in the Baziaks house expire in 1874, also
according to the digitalization of baptisms, but soon
we will meet with the Słabaszowski women, in other
places of the charming Sądecczyzna region.
Meanwhile, further queries and more surprises.
My faithful team was always the map, especially the
map of Targeo, on which I could travel freely,
looking, from the bird's eye view, pecking close to the
ground, looking even at houses with specific numbers.
That's how I detected the Baziaki hamlet in Zalesie!
- I thought, house numbers 8, 9, 10, 12, 13; 16 near
Brzegi (from the side of Zbludzy) No. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7;
Augustine No. 2; Blinkers No. 14, 15; Franki, No. 17,
18; Sopaty - further numbers. They are but they are
not ...
On the commune's website I found the information:
"So in the seventeenth century People appeared at the
foot of Modynia. It was a group of several men who
cut down the forest, prepared the land for cultivation
and built wooden houses. It is possible that they
initially returned for the winter to family farms. Then,
when they became self-sufficient, they were able to
settle permanently with their families.
Terrible river House
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According to historical sources, in 1698, 13 zawartniki lived in
Zalesie: Mikołaj Augustyn, Wawrzyniec Sopata, Matus
Brzegowy, Jakub Czech, Szymon Pach, Walenty Migacz,
Maciej Franczyk, Jan Stachoń, Jakub Sado, Benedykt
Mikołajczyk, Bartosz Ślaga, Wojciech Smek and Michał
Wąchała. Zalesie (first mentioned about Zalesie, Nalesia, in
the sources historical dates from 1653). It belonged to the
order of the Poor Clares and did not have its own parish. The
settlers from Kamienica moved to the north, to Szczawa and
Zbludza due to the hardships of being in the former place. They
started the grazing of sheep and oxen and set up huts and The Baziak hamlet in Zalesie
barracks. A century later, in 1799, 2449 people lived in the
Kamieńice parish, including in Kamienica 1011, in Zbludzy
289, in Szczawa 506, in Zasadne 147, in Zalesie already 396.
The shoreline, the only one with no real name, only with a
foreign-sounding name, Matus ..., which, however, has become
established. 13 cranberries ...
It is difficult to hit. The road is winding up, it is bumpy, winding, narrow. More like in Kamienica inhabitants of
buildings passing by are shrugging, there is no such, they did not hear. I lose hope with every answer. Along the
way, a few abandoned huts in ruins.
I'm asking the headmistress of the local school. She refers to the lady janitor, who is the oldest there. The woman
remembers that Baziaconka lives in the Mikołajczyki settlement, she is a widow, her husband died tragically in
the forest. I leave the letter at the doorstep. I'm talking with an age-old gaździna nearby. He speaks kindly, dialect,
some little understood for me that, according to her knowledge, the neighbor is not from those tenements, and
Joncek, her brother, lives in Łącko.
Fortunately, we have Andrzej from Nowy Sącz on the team (see Sentence Pages). He is a believer, it means that
from the first correspondence he "believed" in the House.
I remember looking for a dinosaur in a city housing estate. We told grandson Sebastian that we would not find a
dinosaur today, and he said, "But we will look around."
Yes, Andrzej, we will be looking around.
The landscape in the snow quietens, a kind of nostalgic sadness appears.
They are, but they are not ...

NOTE: Quietens: Silence, the lack of audible sounds
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NEST
Found on the web: UCHWAŁA NR 9 / IV / 2011 OF THE COUNCIL OF ŁĄCKO COMMUNITY dated
January 28, 2011, the Budgetary Resolution for 2011. And there, among others: Making drops on Wiela's way
to Baziak in Maszkowice (funds from the Sołecki Fund). Concrete. Invaluable Andrzej Baziak from Nowy Sącz
(I refer to Wyimków from correspondence 2015) waiting at home, we drink coffee. A trip to the golden fleece,
prepared by him, planned, agreed. There is so much to say, we will see each other for the first time, but we will
talk on the way, not much time, and the plan is impossible to implement. So, to Wiela, to Uncle Tom. A
premonition that this time I'm on a hot trail. They are waiting. Wonderful. Touchingly. We do not waste time,
we bend over pictures and notes. Of course, I try to take notes, first the survey.
Tomasz Baziak was born on April 10, 1926. I do not believe it. April 10 is the date and my birthday. Kacper,
granddaughter, runs in, I do not believe my grandson from the daughter's side, Kinga's no men omen, also his
name is Kacper. It begins magically, in a divine sign. Uncle Tomek gives in one breath the names of his siblings
and the date of their birth, first brothers: Józef (1910), Antoni (1912), Stanisław (1916), Jan (1923), Franciszek
(1923), Tomasz, in person (1926), Michał (1927), Tadeusz (1929), then sisters: Józef (1917), Stefania (1918),
Wiktoria (1921 - she died a child with measles), Stanisław (1922), Janina (1933). The oldest of brothers - Józef
went to Kolomyia for work and then to France before the war. Children Tomek has seven: four daughters and
three sons. We are at Margaret's place, near Maria. Jan and Czesław co-host on their father’s land - 14 hectares.
Daddy, Michał (1874), he emigrated to America, returned and built a new house at number 85, near the old, brick,
at number 83, which was built by Marcin (1792), grandfather. Tomasz from Michał, Michał from Marcin, greatgrandfather Piotr (sic!). Saved. With Uncle

With Uncle Tomek on family papers and his sister, Janina Zbozeń, where a lamb had just arrived, photo by Andrzej
Baziak

Note 14 hectares = about 35 acres
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They stand from the left: Stanisława, Stanisław, Antoni, Stefania, in the middle of Maria - Tadeusz's mother; they
are sitting from the left: Tomasz, Stefania's son - Stanisław, Tadeusz - Andrzej's father; reverse to photography.

We walk around the farm, a short visit to the house below, surrounded by well-groomed orchards. There was a
lot of trouble with the road, only recently Thomas got stubborn and finally made a "spot-on". In a moment we
will go to Janina's sister, maybe I will come here someday, maybe. They will wait for me.
In Janina Zbozeń, a lamb was born, it is still wet. They do not want to give it to me because I'm going to get dirty.
A worried mother quickly runs into the small one and both of them go slowly to the rest of the herd, behind the
fence. I got a strange gift again, symbolic. This little baby was born when we were crossing the path between
Tomek and Janina's farms. I am stunned and joyful. Happy sheep.
Maszkowice (1280 Maszkouice - according to a commentary on Mp 2, 487, 1283 Maslkowicze - copy from the
17th century, Mp 2, 486, 1292 Mascouia - copy from the 17th century, Mp. 2, 521, 1417 Maslkowice - copies
from the 17th century, Mp 4, 1164, 1470-80 Maszkowycze - DLb. 2 pp. 252, 1504 Macskouicze - Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, 1648, 1564 Miaszkowicze - LK 1 p. 168), 12 km from W Stary Sacz. (Historical and
Geographical Dictionary of Polish Lands in the Middle Ages, part IV, electronic version)
The plot of Maszkowice has not been preserved. It is believed that the founder was Maszko and hence the
patronymic name of the village, located in the first settlement phase. Maszko or his heirs had to be bought out,
because Maszkowice became property of the prince and from 1280 passed into possession of Poor Clares
in Stary Sącz. (In the times of Dlugosz, there was no (?) Village council there, for this problem,
NOTE: plot=record
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it was-it was not, let historians argue). Księżna
Kunegunda gave the monastery 28 names, including
Maszkowice. In 1283, Pope Martin IV approved the
monastery's foundation and his salary, in 1292
Wacław, King of Bohemia, Prince of Kraków and
Sandomierz, also approved this foundation. A dozen
or so new neighboring villages were located on
German law, and in those that were previously
located on Polish law in 1373, Elżbieta Łokietkówna
also ordered German law, while combining villages
of less than 24 łans. In 1417 in Maszkowice, the
existence of a mill was recorded. Ksienia Anna
Kurowska gave the mill a lifetime to Krystyn, under
the condition of independent renovation. In that year,
there was an inn outside the mill. Together, they
occupied Kmiecie 16 fiefs, they did their "charm" in
spring and winter, they paid rent for "1 yard, 1
rooster, 2 cheeses and 20 eggs, Sep after rye, 2 quarter
oats and 4 grams". The following years brought small
changes in "taxing", to buy back work for 4 fines,
inclusive. In Złoty Potok, which was not identified, a
gold bullion was searched for, which was indicated in
the will of Piotr Wyżga (recorded in Długosz's notes).
Aleksander Jagiellończyk, in 1504, issued a permit
to search for this gold in the fields, in forests and
Men from the left: Tomasz, Antoni, neighbor; women from
in patch for three years for himself, and then for the
the left: Janina, Maria - Mama Tajik, children and
royal
treasury Stanisław Tarnowski from Poznań and
neighbor's wife. (Family archive)
Paweł from Gdańsk .
In the Land Judicial Records of the Łódź Family, vol. 1, 1526-1759, edited by Adam J. Vetulani, Wrocław 1962
(title of the original Registrant Press scabinalium law Alemanicis farmhouses Łącko, Czerniec, Maszkowice,
Zarzecze and other related to estate in Łącko, in his own inheritance, and the bottom of the possession in one
community's rule. Clearly in the ancient Sądecz) there are entries from sołtysów surnames and sworn, for
example: Kozak, Fryk, Torawa, Kijowczyk, Cietrzew. I will return to this, how interesting in every respect,
publication. It is an inexhaustible treasury of knowledge about law, customs, vocabulary, human vices, but also
nobility and respect for values. Due to the impossibility of borrowing, I spent many, many hours in the library
over two volumes of the book, sometimes even laughing at some of the parts, to scandal. Unfortunately, with
other entries, "criminal", hair bristled, and this was no longer heard in the ritual library silence.
Note: łans=fiefs (fiefdom)
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If you are talking about Maszkowice, it is necessary to mention about Zyndrama and the settlement, about the
births of the inhabitants of Maszków and the whole Sącz region. It is impossible to mention the extensive
literature of the subject, explain opposing positions. We provide reliable information and, as I said, known.
Zyndram of Maszkowice, a knight of the match, the sword-bearer of Krakow and the royal, the Sun's coat of
arms, with his economic activity caused quite a stir in historical literature. At various times and places, he
possessed many goods with his wife Anna. However, there is no doubt about his participation in the expedition
of Władysław II Jagiełło against Witold and Krzyżaki. He commanded the crew of Kamieniec Litewski during
the campaign. The king gave Kamieniec "under guard" to the knight Zyndram and set off for Grodno. In 1410,
our knight took part in the battle of Grunwald, he served as the obo Polish troops and commander of the
Cracow banner. Henryk Sienkiewicz immortalized him in the Teutonic Knights, although episodic, but as an
honorary, courageous and strong one.
Zyndram received a royal village of Królików (located after 1389 "in the Polish forest between Jasliska and
Deszno, now Królik Polski), Jaśliska (located at a similar time, now Jasło), which after his death returned to royal
estates. In Jasliska, the peasantry was given a free-for-all for 20 years. In 1393, Zyndram was suing the Willow
in the case of the mill saw and for establishing the ownership of the mill in Jasło. He was suing for debts and
punishments in the Sanok land. He bought, sold, rented, pledged and most often did not put himself on trials
royal courts and guilty courts. For example, he bailed out the bishop of Krakow, Piotr Wysz, 320 fines for
his flock and horses, he was accused of hiding villains, for damages done by the family. Zyndram's list of
"revenues and expenditures" is long. In Jaszkowa he argued with Wołochami, which "should keep in the peace
commanded by the king." In the lands belonging to the Przemyśl archbishop he had the duty to defend against
the Beskid robbers, in the New Town Korczyn confirmed the royal document for the Franciscans from Krosno.
a variegated figure.
After the death of her spouse, wife Anna continued to participate in numerous trials, as heir, and after her death,
relatives on both sides.
Was Zyndram a Pole until the end is not known. The Zyndram family could have come from the Czech Republic
or Moravia because it was the nations that were commanded by the royal and prince's troops against the Teutonic
Knights. There are also voices about German descent, but who knows ... (see Historical and Geographical
Dictionary of Polish Territories in the Middle Ages, part IV, Institute of History of the Polish Academy of
Sciences 2010-2014, electronic version). The local tradition dates from the end of the 16th century and is passed
on.
Castle remains cannot be associated with the medieval period. Archaeological excavations from 1965-1968,
described in numerous reports, published in serious scientific periodicals, testify to the discovery of artifacts from
the Bronze Age and iron era. Are there really no medieval traces?
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Another important issue: Zyndram of Maszkowice (around 1350 - c. 1414), as Władysław Semkowicz established
it, was a descendant of the village owners of Maszków in the monastery properties of the Order of Poor Clares
(see Przegląd Historyczny 11/3, 1910, pp. 261-287). At the battle of Grunwald, Zyndram - no doubt - he was a
Polish militant army, he checked the battle ranks on the royal side, just like Witold on the Lithuanian wing. After
the battle, the track of Zyndram's "military" activity breaks off.
And here in 2015 we have a sensational discovery on Zyndram's Mount. They emerged under artifacts from the
periods mentioned, the ruins of an ancient settlement, about 300 years older than the palace in Greek Mycenae
and were built between 1750 and 1960 before the birth of Christ (dating based on radiocarbon analysis). The
oldest is an example of a stone wall in the history of construction in Poland, over two and a half thousand years
older than the monuments of Romanesque architecture.
PAP from 3/09/2015 reports that archaeologists and students from the Jagiellonian University in Kraków they
discovered monumental stone constructions typical of Mediterranean areas. Finding the weight of Troy and
Mycenae, I was seduced by the information about the plum preserved for so long. "200 people resided in the
excavated settlement. However, this was not the story of one generation. People lived there and reproduced by
500 years! It is possible that it was the oldest stronghold in Europe. It is not known, however, what civilization
these people belonged to. " Presumably they came to the area around Zyndram's Mountain from today's Hungary.
- ". Residents were not the indigenous people who lived in Małopolska since the end of the Stone Age, but a
small, up to two hundred colonists from the south, from the areas of today's Hungary," explains Dr. Marcin S.
Przybyła from the Jagiellonian University
Outdoor retaining wall with a length of up to 140 meters, internal face made of stone blocks 4-5 layered, it could
have a height of over 2.6 meters, there was also a one-and-a-half-meter high moat and an entrance gate in the
form of a corridor. Earlier, archaeologists found a figurine of "a violin idol".
Undoubtedly, archaeologists will return.
Troy and Mycenae discovered Heinrich Schliemann, the son of a poor pastor, a fantastic and a dreamer. Although
he was called a fool and adventurer, in 1870 - after numerous adventures and travels - he began excavation works
on the Hissarlik hill (now Turkey), based on Homer's well-known mythology - Iliad, which he knew by heart the Bible of the Hellenistic world. Metaphysical, allusive works, between the human and divine worlds. Heinrich
examined all the threads, measured the distances that Homer had overcome. April 15, 1873 was established as
the final day of digging. That day, Priam's treasure was discovered, as Schliemann believed. Ancient Troy,
however, was much lower. It's like a cake, nine layers in a huge area. The time of establishing the settlement
coincides with the departure of the people of Israel from Egypt. In the found jewels he dressed his 20-year-old
wife, a Greek woman, and whispered ... Helena. Nothing, nothing is Maciekiczanie, Zyndram, it's yours. Perhaps
it is thanks to the stubborn legend that more generations of archaeologists are copied here.
NOTE: 1 meter = 39 3/8 inches
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COURSE ODYSSEY
Antoni Kurzeja, From the homeland of Mikołaj Zyndram, the commander from Grunwald: Stary Sącz,
Gołkowice, Jazowsko, Maszkowice, Łącko, Czerniec and Zabrzeż, Grody 1910; digital version Jacek Gałysa
I have had a Cornish publication for many years, maybe forty. I brought her from Wieliczka from my uncle Zbyszek and Eugenia Baziak, my father's younger brother. There are photos there: great-grandfather of Marcin
and his brother Józef, father of the future Archbishop Eugeniusz. In addition, some brief information about who
was born on Słabaszowa, in Zabrzeża. Also mentioned is Baziak from Szczereja. This thing has been encoded
in my memory as a kind of memories. And so, it has been for years. She covered herself with dust. The author
has long gone to eternity.
I have not been in Wieliczka since my father's death, and Zbyszek also left earlier, after the oldest - Kazimierz.
It turned out that this book is a guide to the places mentioned in the title, what is more, you can read from it what
is in the subtexts and between the lines.
On the right side of the road you can see a large complex of orchards, it is the village of Maszkowice, the cradle
of Zyndrama. In the first roadside orchard, we see the custom of our people, built a large stone cross with the
inscription Marcin and Rozalia Zbożniów in honor and praise of God. Behind the orchard, we stand on the bridge,
near a small wooden tavern, next to it, there is a road to the village - and this way we come to the spacious
courtyard of Marcin Zbożnia. Typical is a house, built on the fashion of the old-manor manor house, with a porch
on pillars, decorated with an old-Polish picture of the image of Our Lady of Czestochowa and surrounded by
grapevine greenery. Extensive barns and stables covered with tiles, indicate prosperity and prosperity - everything
as in Pan Tadeusz - there is no hill and poplar. (...) And our brother's brother, Wojciech, an eighty-year-old old
woman, and robust as a snot and having black hair still like a crow, will take guests to the top of Zyndrama. This
is interesting for people, such Wojtek, whom neither years nor hard work can force, real flint people.
Well, there, among them, "my" lamb was born.
Among the noble hosts [Szczereż], one should mention Wojciech Baziak, an exemplary farmer, sending
his son to school. From Szczereja, a delicious view expands to the Dunajec and Nowy Sącz valleys lit by evening
lamps (...).
From Obłazów we go down a road that turns left and here we have a new, beautiful mountain panorama, on the
border of Czerńca and Zabrzeża. There was once a mill here, called "U Pojdra", a dozen or so steps up, the
"Jealous" Inn. The adventurous Dunajec was washing up, in access to good humor, two important places in
succession. He cleared the miller and then, one night, he lifted the inn "Jealous", leaving no trace of it. Behind
the bridge on the mill, we can already see a huge tavern in Zabrze, a competitor of Zazdrosna. The tavern is called
"Kałużna". In front of her, to the right, lies a mill
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View currently

called "Zelij>: property of the Słabaszewski family. Our
Kałużna - is an inn dating back to the times of St. Kinga.
In 1631, "royal", Zabrzeski, "sits" in Kałużna - with his
broad spouse. Here hetman Zbójecki Mikuła - at the head
of twenty teams - continued Barcice, Gorce, on
Tylmanowa and with his company he was going to
Kałużna, where he often spent pleasant moments with a
charming innkeeper. Opposite the farm Kurzeja zarębek
Groń, where, according to Morawski, once stood a castle
or a castle. Further westwards, Wójciki rises up, this is
the nearer path to Ochotnica. (...) Next to Zbożnia, there
is a road leading to further four loops: Słabaszowa,
Jarosz, Kluczniki and Równice. Słabaszów, the richest hedgehog of all, was once full of delicious apples, pears
and plums.
The brothers Wojciech, Józef and Marcin Baziacy were born and raised in Słabaszowa. The first two, after
completing their military service, joined the court and served as office directors. Mr. Wojciech Baziak has already
retired and as the owner of many houses, he lives in Zolochiv. Mr. Józef Baziak serves in Tarnopol, and finally
Mr. Marcin, the youngest, is a tax manager in Wieliczka and the owner of a beautiful house with a garden.
Mr. Antoni, the author in the bliss of the underworld, even the Lord does not realize how much he made the
bartenders, mentioning only among the brothers Wojciech, Józef and Marcin, apart from the sisters. It was enough
to add - among other things, only among others.
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The farms in Boczów [today already Zabrzeż] are divided into so-called roles, the area around 32 acres. Half of
this area is called half-stone, and the fourth part is "quarterly": There were three roles: Kurzejowa, Bulandowa
and Pierzgowa. At the beginning of the 19th century, the half of Kurzowa's role, the so-called półrole belonged
to Szymon Kurzeji. Where did he find himself on this half-year, when and where he was born, it is not known,
because in 1801, for the rectory of Wojciech Mroziński, he burnt the church in Łąck, and the records were burnt
with him.
[Boczów] Szymon Kurzeja left four sons and two daughters. Son Józef, the oldest, b. in 1809, after studying in
Podolińce on Spiż and Jagrze in Hungary, he became a priest and as a curate, died in Wiśnicz in 1847. Second
son Michał, born on in 1813, the year of the memorable terrible war at Leipzig and the death of Fr. Józef
Poniatowski, he married in the yard, under no. 27 in Zabrze, with Katarzyna, daughter of Maciej Karcz and
Katarzyna of Bandyków. The third son, Józef again, got married at Wale in Łąck, and finally the youngest son,
Antoni, settled in the half of his father Szymon. The older daughter followed Baziak to Wiela, younger, Marya
- for Tomasz Cebula in Boczów. (...)
In Zabrze, every peasant loved learning and children, and sent
them to schools. Between 1870 and 1880 There were 8 junior
high school students, Huza, Kurzeje, and Baziaki, Faron, and
finally Walenty Szczepaniak. Everyone lived very poorly in
Sacz, but they were learning well. (...) The local people have
come to this side, probably from across the Danube, as
evidenced by numerous songs about the Danube, living in the
mouth of the people, such as
Danube, the Danube, cold water in you from country to country,
they talk about you Old geese for pillows, and young for
Danube.

Title pages regarding Wojciech and Marcin Baziak in:
Szematyzm Kingdom of Galicia and Lodomeryi for 1887, Lviv
1887; Lviv 1901
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Józef Baziak, father of m.in. Archbishop
Eugeniusz and Marcin Baziak, brother of Józef
and my great-grandfather, Adam's father.
Photographs were taken by Stanisław
Bochyński, accommodated by Antoni Kurzeja
in his publication.

The circuit court in Zolochiv. This court has
one of its own District-city poviat court in
Zolochiv and 9 poviat courts, in Brody, Busko
and Gliniany, Kamionka Strumiłowa,
Lopatynia ... A systematic appointment, 1
president, 7 advisors, 1 secretary of the
council, 8 forensic adjuncts, 1 head of
auxiliary services, 1 office adjunct, 1 book and
ground bookkeepers, 7 chambers, 1 prison
house manager, 8 court servants, 3 helpers of
court servants (...)
Kanc. - Baziak Wojciech (p. 86).
In Szematyzm Kingdom of Galicia and
Lodomeryi for 1901, Lviv 1901: C. k. Starosty
in Wieliczka: two county courts: in Wieliczka
and Dobczyce. Office. under. - Baziak Marcin
(p.72).

The current state of the mill, at house number 37

The arrival of the next one probably drank during the invasion
of the Huns and the later Avars against which the people fled,
seeking shelters in the mountains and forests.
Michał Kurzeja, of whom Antoni recalls, "he could not suffer
the unpleasant reign of Jews in the court," and he had an
ideological basis for it, along with with Franciszek Huza and
Tomasz Cebula, they went to Kamienica, to Marszałkowicz, to
buy Zabrze, and he demanded 40,000 zlotys. They lent along
with the other sum for 16 years (until 1888) at Bank Włościański
and they paid, without 20 acres adjacent to the manor. In 1872
parcellation was carried out and in 1882 the court part was also
recovered, dismantled the barn and stables, and the so-called
arrest was bought by Piotr Marek.

Zabrzeż
1873 house No. 37
Petrus Marek + Joseph Baziak, daughter of Helena Marek
1866 house No. 9
Anthonius Kurzeja + Marianna Baziak, daughter of Ludvica Kurzeja
1866 house No. 13
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, daughter of Agnes
1864 house No. 13
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, son of Petrus
1862 house No. 13
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, son of Mathias
1861 house No. 11
Josephus Baziak + Regina Manicyron, son of Joannes Nepom
1861 house No. 13
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, son of Mathias
1859 house No. 13
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, son of Joannes
1857 house No. 13
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, son of Stanislaus
1855 house No. 13
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczik, daughter of Marianna
1854 house No. 13
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, son of Josephus
1852 house No. 13
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Kotayczyk, daughter Anna
1851 house No. 12
Franciscus Wietrzak + Catharina Baziak, daughter of Catharina Wietrzak
1850 house No. 22
Jacobus Soputa + Hedvigis Baziak, daughter of Marianna Sopata
1850 house No. 11
Sebastianus Duda + Marianna Baziak, son of Anthonius Duda
1850 house No. 13
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, son of Mathias
1849 house No. 13
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, son of Adalbertus
1848 house No. 9
Antonius Kurzeja + Marianna Baziak, son of Joannes Kurzeja
1845 house No. 9
Antonius Kurzeja + Marianna Baziak, son of Adalbertus Kurzeja
1838 house No. 11
Sebastianus Duda + Marianna Baziak, daughter of Brigid Duda
1835 house No. 13
Mathias Baziak + Agnes Kozielet, Justyna's daughter
1834 house No. 37
Joannes Slabaszewski + Maria Zablocki, daughter of Catharina Slabaszewski
1833 house No. 13
Mathias Baziak + Agnes Kozielet, daughter of Agnes
1831 house No. 44
Valentinus Baziak + Hedvigis Kuzionka, daughter of Rosalia
1830 house No. 13
Mathias Baziak + Agnes Kozielet, daughter of Marianna
1827 house No. 13
Mathias Baziak + Agnes Kozielet, daughter of Catharina
1824 house No. 13
Mathias Baziak + Agnes Kozielet, son of Joannes
Zabrzeż, low house numbers related to the family: 9, 11, 12, 13, 22, 24, 37, 44
An insightful reader will notice that dates of baptisms (a more complete list in the Appendix) begin with
parceling in 1872 to 1824. Entries require detailed analysis.
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Fig. Stanisław Nowak, view remembered by the author from childhood
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MILL. FLOW AND FLOW. RAFTSMEN
"Eugeniusz's grandfather, Wojciech Baziak, was a highlander and lived in Łąck [in Zabrze, dopis J.B.] near Stary
Sącz, where he had a water mill and a sawmill with his wife Katarzyna Mikołajczyk. His son, and Eugeniusz's
father, Józef, was educated at the University of Vienna and eventually became a court official in Tarnopol ... "
- gives Fr. Wacław Szetelnicki in the position of Archbishop-Exile Eugeniusz Baziak Metropolita Lwow. Mill
this is not "Zelij", once the responsibility of the nuns of the convent of the Poor Clares. So where is it? I
was looking for a mill in accessible literature including virtual ones. The object was not rentable but purchasable.
He hid under the inconspicuous term "confession". If the mill is the water that drives it. On the Kamienica River
- but not. Puzzle. The location of the mill?
Eugeniusz's grandfather was without a doubt a highlander, he lived in a hamlet in Słabaszowa - Zabrzeż 13.
There is this mill, which has been closed for a long time, on the other side of the river, near a pier, near Zabrze
37. Today, the stream is scarcely rolling, it is barely dripping, it grows up in a natural way. The construction of
the asphalt road to Kamienica blocked its way but he tries to break through the asphalt, behind "Kałużna". It
probably goes farther.
We're here. In the open space, we are welcomed by a Man-Surprise! Unbelievable, I receive a precious gift in the
form of drawings of a former mill by Stanisław Nowak, sketched out of a child's memory. Stanisław teaches at a
nearby school, he indicates where he used to be. We enjoy cool juice in the garden, a magic drink.
The mill was operated alternately by its neighbors - Janczura and Baziak. We're talking with Maria and her
daughter Jadwiga, in a house that has been invariably in the family since 1872. They convey their memories.
Unfortunately, the sentiments will run out of time. We'll see each other in closer unspecified time.
Another guest house and another surprise. A few years ago, the thresholds of the Zabrze family were crossed by
members of the Farkas family from the United States, looking for their Sącz roots.

From the left: the author, Teresa Chmielak née Baziak
and "Pychotka", i.e. Monika and Andrzej from
Stanisław's father and grandfather Stanisław, in Teresa's
house, No. 7
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Jadwiga and Maria Baziak nee Gromala,
wife of Wojciech, son of Stanisław from
father Piotr and first wife - Katarzyna
Marek, at home number 37

Zofia Baziak, daughter of Jan and Maria née Gron was born on 5 May 1897 in Zabrze. Father Jan (born 1859)
was the son of Wojciech and Katarzyna, née Mikołajczyk. Zofia immigrated to the United States in 1921 and in
the same year she married a Slovak Juraj Farkas, an immigrant from 1913, older to him by 9. The wedding took
place in Torrington. Andrzej, son of Zofia, came to Zabrze.
Arrival Lists 1892-1924 is available on the Internet. The island of Ellis Island itself is in the New York city port,
near the island of Manhattan, in the United States. It was called the "gateway to America." There was a major
center for the admission of immigrants coming from Europe to the east coast. Until the closure in 1954, the station
adopted about 12 million immigrants. After arriving on the island, they were questioned by officials and
examined by doctors. In most cases it was a quick procedure. The ban on admission included: "idiots, mentally
ill, paupers, polygamists, people who can become public burdens, suffer from abominable or dangerous infectious
diseases, have been convicted of crimes or other heinous crimes, have committed offenses against morality" and
those who have they did not have the means to travel deeper into the country. " Some have spent long periods in
hospitals. About 3 thousand of them died here. Only about 2 percent of people had to return to Europe. Human
drama has taken place here. The island is devoted to the book Wyspa klucz by Małgorzata Szejnert, published in
2009. Ellis Island was not the only gateway to America. The emigrants reached different states, Australia and
other overseas countries. Not everyone came back.

A scan of selected materials imported by the Farkas family from the United States, acquired thanks to Teresa Chmielak
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Cd. skanów ze Stanów Zjednoczonych, pozyskanych dzięki Teresie Chmielak

New York, Passenger Lists (Ellis Island) – lista niepełna
Michał Baziak
Maszkowice, 16 mar 1899, 23 lata, Galicja, departure port Bremen,
arrival port New York, S(single), ship Lahn
[Tatuś Tomka – wrócił i wybudował dom]
Wladysl Baziak
Maszkowice, 16 mar 1901, 25 lat, Galicja, departure port Bremen,
arrival port New York, S(single), ship Barbarossa
Piotr Baziak
Maszkowice, 23 mar 1904, 30 lat, Galicja, departure port Bremen,
arrival port New York, M(merried), ship Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse
Jan Baziak
Maszkowice, 26 oct 1904. 25 lat, Austria Polish, departure port Bremen,
arrival port New York, S(single), ship Neckar
Franciszek Baziak
Lacko Galicja, 03 jul 1904 11 miesięcy, Austria Polish, departure port Antwerp,
arrival port New York, ship Ktoonland
Rosalia Baziak
Lacko Galicja, 03 jul 1906 3 lata, Austria Polish, U.S. Born, departure port Antwerp,
arrival port New York,Cirizenship Status X, ship Ktoonland
Zofia Baziak
Maszkowice Galicja, 05 may 1906, 17 lat, Austria Polish, departure port Bremen,
arrival port New York, S(single), ship Cassel
Regina Baziak
Wola, Austria, Polish, 08 may 1907, 17 lat, Austria Polish, departure port Antwerp,
arrival port New York, S(single), ship Vaderland
Tomaszi Baziak
Maszkowice, 24 mar 1907. 25 lat, Galicja, departure port Bremen,
arrival port New York, S(single), ship Main (English translators’ Grandfather)
Maryanna Baziak
Kicznia, Galicja, 13 aug 1912, 18 lat, Austria Polish, departure port Bremen,
arrival port New York, S(single), ship Cincinnati
Rozalia Baziak
Maszkowice, 12 jul 1913, 16 lat, Galicja, departure port Cuxhaven,
arrival port New York, S(single), ship Amerika
Marya Baziak
Maszkowice, 12 jul 1913, 19 lat, Galicja, departure port Cuxhaven,
arrival port New York, S(single), ship Amerika
Zofia Baziak
Slov. Ves, Cz. Slov, 20 jan 1912, 22 lata, departure port Rotterdam,
arrival port New York, S(single), ship Mongolia
Mary Baziak
Vlomsk, Poland, 19 apr 1924, 16 lat, claims U. S. cit, Polish, departure port Hamburg,
arrival port New York, S(single), ship Lapland
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Cd. scans from the United States, obtained thanks to Teresa Chmielak

We must necessarily see the area from above. First, however, we are tasting the products of the company
"Pychotka", cakes, ice cream ... along with the parents of Andrzej - Maria and Stanisław, with his wife
Monika and their resolute daughter. Andrzej from Nowy Sącz also has questions. We start the forest paths
along the slopes of significant hills surrounding Zabrzeże. You must be a master not to lose the breakneck
places of the path. The area operates with the force of eternally living nature, and the transparency of the air
allows the registration of a vast panorama. We lift the imagination. Of course, we stop at the tops of the hills
and absorb. We breathe. Our people are here. As on the Mount of the Transfiguration.
They are waiting at the bottom. I do not have to repeat. I see everyone for the first time, emotion and the state of
discovery of gravitational waves. No! Only registration, waves predicted Einstein. They are 1.3 billion light years
away from us. This explosion was. Now it was registered and was called working "wrinkles of space"
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Aunt Józia Sądel, surrounded by children and grandchildren, Jozia's brother - Stefan and his wife - arrived from
Rytro. How not to sip another coffee? Consistently - papers on the table, notes. I already have a lot of data, but too
many of Wojciechów, Marcinów and Janów. The dates and generations are wrong. Wojciech, son of Wojciech and
father WOJCIECH, Jan from his first wife, Piotr from his second wife, but Jan from his first wife had a son ..., etc.
Etc. Zwariuję with these Baziaki.
Antoni Kurzeja mentions Wojciech, Józef and Marcin, and there were slightly more siblings from one father,
Wojciech (1822): Wojciech, Maciej, Anna, Józef, Marianna, Stanisław, Jan, Marcin, Marcin, Piotr, Agnieszka (see
Appendix). Notes from Zabrze, they were even more confused. I felt lost. Aunt Józia, therefore, undertook the task
of organizing, writing down, reaching out to those I cannot visit now. For a short time, correspondence came. This is
a multi-page file that requires special attention, so valuable and helpful.
I'm also going to meet Bora, a highlander from Zabrze, who I've heard a lot
about before. He descends from the choir of the church in Zabrze.
Władysław Baziak, retired today, a well-deserved chemistry teacher and
biology in the School Complex St. Kinga in Łąck, winner of the Golden
Apple Sądecki after a few seconds of eyesight he states in each other's eyes,
yes - it's Baziaconka. Will we save this mill?
Anecdotes and jokes about Władysław Baziak will tell you beautifully.

Władysław Baziak. "Góral z Zabrzeży"

Józef - "Archivist" from Zabrzeża with her brother Stefan from Rytro
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Two example pages (out of 44) manuscripts Józefa Sądel, from Baziak house, June 2015.

Wojciech, born in 1822, educated his sons, he soon died. Marianna Baziaconka remained in Słabaszowa, but the land
is already in the possession of Szmidtów - by way of sale, as the current neighbor declares.
At Słabaszowa ... from a distance ... look. Beginning and End, such a small-scale Alpha with Omega.
1890 house No. 13
1824 house No. 13

Scale sketch,
geological map, 1942
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Antonius Smidt + Marianna Baziak, son of Joannes Szmidt
Mathias Baziak + Agnes Kozielet, son of Joannes

Słabaszowa roof in greenery

Staszek Kulig and her mother lived in the conviction that Wojciech left his children to Marianna and left for the
Borderlands. It turned out, however, that he married only in Zolochiv. His brother Piotr, on the other hand,
married twice: with Katarzyna Marek, and after her death with Blanche Baziak. This fact escaped the orphaned
consciousness, leaving a painful wound for many years. The matter was clarified thanks to the former
correspondence and "censuses" of Aunt Józefa.
... Finally, I managed to finish my "mission", I took on myself, I put in a huge job and work for my age and
health ...
greetings
from all Baziak z Zabrzeży
Józefa Sądel
***
Jola,
You see, I was convinced all the time
that my great-great-grandfather from Wojciech's side was Wojciech.
In turn, you wrote to me that the father of my great-grandmother's sister,
meaning Małgorzata Udziela from Zabrzeży-Paproć was Piotr,
therefore, this Peter was also my great-great-grandfather
for mom's part. This is a valuable tip
and how much it changes.
Best wishes.
Staszek
In 1824, Maciej's second son, Jan, is born. Wojciech is still born in Maszkowice, Jan on Słabaszowa, but
Wojciech (son of Wojciech) gives birth to the nest of Zabrze (see Appendix, Tree II).
Zabrzerze's history is as intricate and mysterious as many other villages in this area. No location certificates. The
settlement was established between 1280 and 1292. In the 13th century, the village council had a tavern and half
a canoe. Zabrzeż was subordinated to German law (rent economy, division of the village into the fields, the head
of the village leader and the functioning of the court bench). In the 14th century there were settlements: Boczów
and Byniowa, and Boczów is mentioned already in 1330 on the occasion of locating a tenement house, when
Katarzyna, priests of the Poor Clares, noted that the village was founded on the Kamienica rivers and Zbludzą,
and will border, among others with Boczów. Once again, we read about Boczów on the sale of Zabrzeży in 1358.
Kresnia Konstancja sold to brothers Piotr, Paul and Jan Zabrzeż and added Boczów with free roles and taverns.
Jan Długosz wrote about Boczów about 1470 that it is a village in the Łącko parish, in which there were four
fishing grounds with a rent depending on the size of the roles. Yeomen they gave the monastery 1 rooster, 2
cheeses, 20 eggs. Whereas the village of Zabrzeża (to which Boczów belonged) was the sixth denomination of
rents. Pleban in Łąck
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belonged to sheaf and hemp tithing from four fields of mantis, worth 4 fines. At that time there were no taverns,
farms and mills in the village. In 1536, it was reported that Boczów together with Zabrzeżą had 1 fief, an inn, a
mill with 1 wheel and 2 bailiffs. Duties in the 16th century were as follows: in 1529, paid tithes were paid from
the entire village to the presbytery in Łąck. In 1564, they were paid to the court in Stary Sącz 4 peanuts from the
field and given Sep (osep) rye and oat, framed, written down, chicken and 4 days of labor a year (alternatively
hens or money). In the list of Zabrzeży together with Boczów for 1629 there are taxed arable lands - 4,
homesteaders with the role - 8, no role - 3, mill 1, sawmill 1; the total amount of salary from the village was 29
florins and 6 cents and Antoni from Zabrzeży was responsible for making payments. In 1698, it was reported
that in Zabrzeź together with Boczów there are 4 peasants, 8 cottagers and 16 cottages. At the border of Zabrze
and Czerniec, the largest water mill was Zelij. After the dissolution of the Order of Poor Clares, the mill became
the object of the fair. In 1782, the royal property was suppressed and monasteries. In 1799, the government sold
Zabrzeż hr. Stefan Skrzyński, and already in 1801, he sold the village to Ignacy Chociatowski and his wife,
Apolonia from Grodziskis. In 1827, Chociatowski donated half of the Zabrze property to Jakub Chociatowski.
Later, after the death of Apolonia, Jakub and his sister Salomea from Chociatowskie Myszkowska inherited the
other half. In 1842, Zabrzeż was bought by Maksymilian Marszałkowicz, the owner of Kamienica, and soon
Zaberek leased Berek Krumholz from him.
We already know the next story. I was convinced that since the line of the family from Kamienica was going to
end, they were closest to Słabaszowa. There were many indications for this, for example the names of the close
to inhabited women-wives – for example Mikołajczyk.
However, in order not to lose the confused trail, we must return to 1790, to Piotr (the first baptism record in
Maszkowice available now).
1790 house No. 14

Petrus Baziak + Sophia Kwicionka, son of Adalbertus

1004. It happened on February 3, 1793 in the office of the Meadow. - I came to the office of the commune
administrator, my father and my son-in-law and I make the ordinance in the presence of this office with my
children, son-in-law one Piotr Baziok [son] and son with his own Maciej Kwitem, also with his second son-inlaw Tomasz Turek. Which ordinance I, father, as my own chickens to best save in your weakness, then I will do
it, and ordinance at the office and with witnesses, that they do not complain about me and live in harmony with
each other, as God's law commands. And first, I give my son-in-law to my son-in-law, I give up the half-life of
eternity, so too, as well and to his successors, at which I live, and debts that I cannot pay, he will be obliged to
receive and receive receipts from those debtors, as they are satisfied by everyone, or by me, or by the son-in-law
of Piotr Baziok. Which he owes first to Paul Wnęk tynfów 20, his sister tynfów 18, Wawrzencowi Pustce tynfów
6, which in sum makes all the debt of tynfów 44. Maciejowi Kwitowi my son
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I give the other half to both him and his successes, and to Tomasz, my son-in-law, I give the cottage and land
under six drill bits, from which this cottage will pay nothing, only numbers to the monarch's treasury, and son
and Piotr from the grotto and cottage Baziok will pay for duty and complete serfdom. Which regulation is signed
with the sign of the cross of the saint by the mayor of Maszków, and by credible sinuses. Datun: die et anno, ut
supra. Antoni. Receives father and host of the whole role. Marcin Pasiud, mayor of Maszkowski. Paweł Wnęk
sworn. Piotr Duda, the mayor of the region. Mateusz Arendarczyk sworn. L [ocus] s [igilli]. - This law by Antoni
Kwita later subdie 21 April Fools [21 IV] 1796 kassowane and others made and approved.
(Księgi Sądowe Wiejskie ..., vol. I, p. 136).
Antoni Kwit after three winters the sentence changed, canceled the previous record and made a new will.
1028. Ingresses of the law of Piotr Baziak in Maszkowice. It happened at the Maszkowice and Meadow offices,
on April 21, 1796. When a hard-working woman, Antoni Kwit from the village of Maszkowice, a farmer ...

Court Books
Countryside ...,
vol. I, pp. 158-159).
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So the role, called "Kwiatówką", was passed to the owners of Baziak in Maszkowice and it remained to this day.
The family grew, spread (see Appendix, Tree I, Tree II).

An exemplary receipt with the podium of the mayor of Lodz, Franciszek Duda

Nestorka Rozalia Baziak née Duda, aged 94, Wola
Kosnowa with the author, photo Andrzej Baziak, next to
the wedding photography of Rozalia and Antoni, 1937,
from the family archive of Ryszard from Jelna
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At Bożena and Andrzej in Nowy Sącz, with Bożena and Tomek from Wierchomla Wielka

A horse with a row who is not mistaken. Staszek finally established the proper great grandfather, I was led out
of error by Bożena from Wierchomla Wielka, wife of Tomek "Młodszy", because our Zabrze inhabitants from
Maszkowice, not from Kamienica. Even the uncommon memory of his uncle Tomek played him a trick, because
he "lost" Marcin after Marcin. [Piotr (ca. 1760) + Zofia Kwit; Marcin (1792) + Klara Stec; Marcin (1843) +
Anna Pierźga; Michał (1874) + Marianna Kurzeja].

From the left: Aleksandra, Jolanta, Stanisława, over the heads of women Henryk, Jasło
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The Baziak family from Jasło, and Henryk derives from the Kadczy, one cannot add one ancestor, maybe a
rafter? Many facts are waiting to be discovered, riddles for solution. A single man is a Mystery, and a House? A sign, Enigma, Mystery. At Janeczka née Baziak in Czerniec, daughters of Piotr and Rozalia, granddaughter
of Piotr and Blanche we are chattering about the depth and disadvantage of the rafter and his family. My father
belonged to the strict, hard circle of the river's people.

Janina - daughter of the rafter, Czerniec
and the tombstone of parents and
grandmother

Andrzej Huza in Almanach Łącki 11 from 2009 remembers the pre-war holiday of 1934, heavy rain and flood
in July, to the extent that the roof covered the bridge from Krościenko and settled down in Zabrze. This
adventure, about which he wrote, began with an August morning on the Zabrze "bindudze". At times the sun
bore the calm waves of the Dunajec River, at other times the current pushed the raft on the rocks, she rubbed
against the bottom, wedged in the corners. If there was a problem, the only tools were the ax and the drill, the
material - flexible juniper branches. A paddle fastened from the bow and stern was called a "vehicle". You heard
the stories about Retmans, in this case about Frank Huzie and a wooden bridge in Kadcza, which fell on his raft.
Under the bridge in Gołkowice, there was usually a strong current, then the rafts were stopped, and passengers
were ordered to jump to the shore.
Five peasants stood on the front ride, the view unusual, the thick pole of the paddle bent like a willow switch,
we with clothes, ready to jump. Fortunately, you did not have to jump the raft passed along the dam ... It is true
that you no longer have old, powerful, dark ones and the vast forests, you do not have these dense and
inaccessible border forests, nevertheless the forest is over 1/3 of the area of the upper basin of the Dunajec and
Poprad. As it used to be so, today, when they let go of ice, when a severe and cruel winter with reluctance before
the triumphant spring goes away, people are surrounded by a silvery current of rapidly running waters. With
noise, the lumberjack releases a prepared tree in the winter, the rafter hastily takes down the rafts, and soon all
their clusters cheerfully and they are running fast down the river. The wave of competition runs with life; the
dizzying pace of modern economy is deeper and deeper up the river, imposes its rhythm on the areas, forces
them to comply and submit. Old customs are lost irretrievably. Jeno has heard about them here and there.
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Album Szczawnickie, or the waterfront of the
upper Dunajec in twenty-four views drawn
from nature by J. Szalay, Kraków 1858

Rafting on the Vistula,
Gazeta Toruńska,
June 1873

In 1928, residents of Kadcza, Czerniec, Sucha Struga, Szczawnica, and Czorsztyn came to prominence among
the general population living in rafting. Zabrzeży, Piwniczna and Barcice, Jazowska, Brzyny, Maszkowice,
Krościenka, Gabonia, and Obidzy. 120 raftsmen, and only 21 of them considered it a major occupation. (see
Wiktor Ormicki, Contemporary Rafting on the Dunajec and Poprad, Warsaw 1928).
I feel their fleshy, deep smell by pushing the old prints. Rafting has changed nature to a purely tourist, but it still
has the characteristics of a "strong adventure". Bożena and Tomasz "Junior", who belong to a close group of
family search partners, have sent links. They concern the territories of today's Ukraine and, among others, rafting.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3-lzK8ANdE; www.youtube.com/watch?v=FijGy8e2Vro;
www.youtube.com/watch?v=fq9oXD7w9jk
Maybe someone from you, Readers, decipher the following mysterious record?
Bazaka prope Zavogyi ... .. flisatus, on the edge of the right column. Is a child born on the Baziak raft?

A fragment of the Slovak book of baptisms. I point to a record with a drawn triangle. In the boxes above and below the
house number is given - in this position a dash (missing) and a triangle resembling a tent on a raft are displayed.
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ALIAS LAW ORDERS
Many families have not always had a reason for happiness. It's not just hands to work but the mouth to feed. The
problem was inheritance, the marriage of daughters, their dowry, the fragmentation of farms.
Gazeta Wiejski Klucze Łąckiego, edited by Professor Adam Vetulani, a friend of priest Archbishop Baziak, they
cover legal material from the beginning of the 16th to the beginning of the 19th century. They do not contain
entries from Kamienica, Zbludza and Boczów (other books that have not been preserved) and do not reflect the
whole of events, to a small extent only if the annotation remained, if one of the parties made a payment or at the
request of the dominant authority. The book is an induction, to which was transcribed purely, there were no
protocols of cases. Thus, the parties' body language and other details are not considered.
Entries initially appear in Latin (and things had to be in Polish), and there are significant time intervals. The
method of forcible deposition of "emptiness" or roles "with another nickname called" ("desert left") mentioned
occasionally, does not explain the serious problem of areas left after the runaways from farms, today we would
call they are "unprofitable" (e.g. due to economic regression after Swedish invasion, river floods, fires, unhappy
times of crop failures and military contributions). The closeness law was rarely used, more often forced
deposition, and an inscrutable life was under the layer of law.
If we intend to use the books, we must be familiar with the dense ones in terms of introduction and technique of
conducting and publishing principles.
The first names (surnames) that appear in the book are: Słowik, Maśle, Torawa, Kozak, Pojemieres, Żonakowski,
Kijowczyk, Krawcowicz, Górny, Zaziębło, Bratkowicz, Jasowicz, Cietrzew, Kulig, Karcz, Biały, Rozwora,
Ipolit, Zelejski, Kwit, Jach, Wiktorek, Zarzecki, Kurzeja, Łysopal, Wyrwich, and Znojek, Węgrzynek, Jawor ...
For example, from Torawy, the deceased children "took origin from this name". The illiterate parties placed
under the contract the sign of the cross in the presence of witnesses and sworn.
(Year 1567, vol. I., item 193, p. 79) - The "Zelij" mill was sold to Piotr Kwit and Bartosz, brother, because the
lessee - Stanisław [Posadowski], the miller of the Lublin region did not please Starostwo Sadowski. Under the
date 1577, (item 253) there is information about the sale of a mill by Marcin Wiernek to a man named Matys
Klimkowic, and in 1583. (item 276) Matys Duda sold the mill to Wojciech Marcule. The descendants of
Wojciech Marcule, "the hardworking Jan and Bartholomew passed the mill in Jelenia Góra" in 1601 to Marcin
Głowatka. In 1639 the mill in Zeleju was worth fines 22. Year 1672 - Wojciech Cieślik vs. Szymon Zelejski. In
the dispute over the mill, it was established that Zelejski fled and the mill belonged to Cieślik, but Zelejski would
retain the right of pre-emption (item 552). 1696 - Kasper Zalejski records the mill after his father, Wojciech,
married to Ewa Szczawnicka. Unfortunately, Kasper and his wife incurred debts which they had not repaid, so
Katarzyna Pelagia Wierzbieciopnka, the priests of the Sądecki convention, gave the Jewish mill to Casimir's and
Regina's grape family in 1719, not forgetting to enumerate all the burdens.
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Equally interesting is the record from Boczów: "on this right almost in the meantime were sitting on the ground
of Jakub Ipolit, the head of the meadow, Bartosz from Zarzecza, Stanisław Słowik, Urban Kozak, Marcin
Torawa, Antoni Wiktorek. " We also know that "he was sitting on the farm in Boczów, Broda and there was no
record" (role in the role of an unknown - as the footnote says). The owner was finally, and it is not known for
how long Maciej Nowak "For fines 12 coins and the Polish number" (item 286). Next, Marcin Słabaszowski on
the role of Kukuczkowska, he sells the land with all his penalties Sebastian Jantkowic with possible pre-emption
rights.
In 1597, the sale of the Slabaszow rag was made for the first time. Wacław Kosnowski [born in Wola Kosnowa]
he sold his "jam" to a hard-working Tomasz Jaworczyk from Zagorzyna and "made a deposit under the green
rod" (item 329). In 1623 (item 501) - another purchase of the cone on Słabaszowa. The agreement between
Wawrzyniec Dzierzek and Tomasz Rydz concerned the "piece which he made himself". Zarębek, therefore,
embraced the ever-growing area of the earth, another "bite". The seller received 10 fines, added one beehive
with bees and a half a barrel of beer for the contract writer and witnesses.
Jan Perdoł alias Rozwora, Klimkowic alias Koziawola alias Kijowczyk (kind of Kijowczowego) alias Podsiadło
"let go of their roles". What names were they finally given? Under each item of the book are hidden secrets how
long and wide this land is in the key of the meadow, as written down and not written down, as promised, as
indebted, as marred, names or nicknames. Emptiness was deposited on the void, for example Jan Turek on the
Tarnowska field (item 542), but with the right of inheritance. The inheritance by the youngest male descendant
was the innate law. The sons of Maciej Kulig z Cezrnca, Kasper z Kadcze, Jan, Błażej z Boczowa, Jakub and
Andrzej donated Stanisław's "homeland" to Christianity and love. In Zagorzyn in 1674, they sit, among others
Turek, Dzierzek, Duda. In 1682, Jan Rusnak was placed in the cowshed in Czernec (item 587). After the Khotyn
war several Turkish prisoners settled, they were given the name "Turks" and all Turks. in Sądecki they come
from here.
The codex of 1670 consisted of a dozen or so paragraphs, and the chief demanded that the agreement and the
fear of God would flourish in the monastery properties, that all would live in Christianity while living the
divine commandments.
Smoking was strictly forbidden (under the penalty of three fines) and playful life in a state of arms not only
under penalty money, but also on the backs, also marten (type of prison room) at the church, decree of the
magistrate court in 1690. The law required:
• Attend the church on holy days and on Sundays, confess at least once a year, under the penalty of a pound of
wax each time.
• Respect the commune administrator, and whoever would pay off, pays six fines and sits for three on a Sunday.
• That sons may not marry in another country and not let go until they promise, that they will come back.
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• To admonish neighbors regarding the necessity of sowing and negligence to report, under the penalty of three
fines (counting 48 coins of the Polish number).
• The ban on smoking is repeated with reference to the law of 1663.
• Do not take loose people.
• Who can - horses hide.
• For drinking vodka, beer, and serving in a presbytery inn, and for a loss brewery, you pay a penalty of ten
fines.
• The obligation to defend the banks against the Dunajec and others has "kozdy".
• Embedded in the void have the right to inherit, and if anyone returns you should pay damages to you.
• Taxes themselves should be given without admonition and not by women.
• Repair roads and fences.
• Which will allow sin in the flesh and the offspring will have no husband, "to repent of such an unprofitable
sin, and the hosts who did not observe it, in whom should a whore show up at home, a farmer should give a
pound of wax to a church, and a sinner should be given three penalties, and four at the church, four in the
marten, and out of the village should they be banished if they do not repent; and they did not come in
marriage "(such expulsions from the countryside often happened, new empties were created).
• Millers who only banish the bakers are subject to twenty plagues.
• Who should divide in half and make "always stay at the ground".
The above-mentioned points of law were confirmed in 1679, increasing the penalties, and making the content
of the records easier. Items of usury and due commissions have been added for sowing somebody else's role and
cattle rentals. The most interesting seems to be a new point 21, which speaks of the grazing of sheep in the
conventional forests, that of every sheep's shelter from the twenty sheep of the twenty sheep, or by the money
of three zlotys from every hut, a few bushes, or a few capons, from forty sheep to milk, one cheese, which would
become a hundred cents, cloths, and dresses should be handed over from every corner of a hut, lambs should
be given away by all who have sheep, apart from the house, Zbludze and Zalesia. And that it is often betrayed
in the display of sheep, because they are not exactly showing them to them and they are dying, which makes the
Lord's convention disappear, therefore, as the Walachian law carries [pogr. JB], we make such a decision that
any one should conceal: if one sheep and one has a gulf, if two or three, four or more, all that would be lost to
him, and he who is sheep, for this betrayal fifty plagues he was punished, we order the sins. " Also, the law was
tightened in 1702, banning emigration, forest ravages, and fire - that is, firing them. The years 1711-1712 are
described as the most difficult times: salary, smoke, tithing, all kinds of acts and contributions, and soldiers'
hideaways. There were also other types of penalties, in 1722 Jakób was treated for example Wąchała for "too
much compromised smelling" (sniffing?), Here on two holidays before mass
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and the sermon had to hold a loin with a pendant, it was thirty, two court fines to be pledged, and if it does not
work, all the others will pay a monthly bill to the court. On settling on the emptiness in Maszkowice, on the role
called Gałyszowska, in 1720 (item 622), the priests Katarzyna Siemieńska mentioned Wojciech and Jadwiga
Słabaszowski to the decree of Father Mikołaj Oborski - bishop of Laodice, Suffragan of Cracow from 1660, to
settle for ever, "even if he was a stranger". In 1720 local settlers were still punished for cutting off lagoons and
logs and firing them; Andrzej Duda, Jan Klimek, Sebastian and Marcin Gromal, Wawrzyniec Bednarczyk, Kasper
Mokrzycki and Stanisław Bryndzak were punished - three fine, three court fines, twenty plagues, and a bunch of
other wines - half of the punishment. The law court sanctioned in 1722 punished Piotr Cebula from Maszkowice
for imprisonment and other material ailments for quarrels, noises, accusations unjustified for theft, or a desire to
be beaten. The date of paying taxes is repeatedly mentioned, on Saint Wojciech 23.04. and Saint Marcin 11.11.
In Czernec, the division of land after the death of Father Rusnak was judged between Tomasz and Jan Rusnakami
and Anna from the re-marriage of Cwikowska and other minor female children from both marriages –
meticulously and justly, without forgetting anything (item 678). The most important thing about the precision of
the division of the property after Jakub Gargula is the entry from the item 679 is a real masterpiece. Horse one,
cows four, oxen one pair, two small calves, ... two axes, old scythe with a ring, nails defending in fifty and seven
harrows, ... three quarrels, ... two dresses, one black for tymfów five, ... a good four buckle, One pig, faceted
butter, ... On the other hand, to the height of legal complications, it is necessary to raise the entry from item 683,
whose message cannot be summarized, because it is about marriages with offspring and without, and debts
between Dzierzki, Faronami, Kałużne, Kurzejami and Łazarz. Such a civil case for the division of property, in
the predominance - see above, nowadays there would be several years with a wrap.
A court of justice was asked for fair compensation for orphans remaining after the bloody clashes of neighbors,
most often held in the inn. It was not always necessary to enforce. Whoever was at fault often felt responsible for
it, and reported, because "after an unfortunate accident, in part, he caused a great deal of cause from that
side, it became a settlement and reconciliation, so that the children would be left satisfied, and mainly conscience
in the face of God's fear. The sons were taken into the care of the family, and when the children "come to growth
and reason "they can regain their father's role, provided they pay for their upbringing; the sum has been set at
eighty zlotys. Another example from a good heart flowing out: the elder brother hosted the fatherhood, which,
however, had the younger brother's habit, and so now of handing over, the younger brother took pity on him and
took half of the role from his elder brother, "that in his old age he would not become scorned" (Judicial Book

Note: tymfów = the colloquial name of the first Polish silver coins minted in 1664-1667, initially in the Bydgoszcz
and Krakow Mines (Wikipedia); Suffragan = Assistant (Bishop)
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Wiejska Klucza Łąckiego, vol. I: 1528-1739, ed. Adam Vetulani, Wrocław 1962; Judicial Book of the Village
Key of Łącka, vol. II: 1744-1811, ed. Adam Vetulani, Wrocław 1963).
There were also frequent cases, described by Reymont in the Peasants, there were many such Boryns.
We know that in 1807 Franciszek Duda was the mayor of the region, in 1811 Szymon Arendarczyk. An
interesting fact is that the book from the years 1526-1739 to 1946 was in the private possession of Mikołaj
Ćwikowski from Zagorzyn. The volume was transferred to the Municipal Library in Nowy Sącz, then to the State
Archives in Nowy Sącz, subsequently to the Archives of the State City of Krakow and the Krakow Voivodship,
where it is currently located. The Code was intended for the entry of Registrar judicial acts ... in the field of
economic and social relations. There were probably three judicial districts (county courts) - Łącki, Zagorzyński
and Kamieńcki, which consisted of village headmen or village leaders and lay judges from each village, called
sworn or sworn magistrates. Anno Domini 1712 (in item 602) is mentioned as a sworn in the Zalesie Mathaeusa
Brzegowy, and in 1731 (item 686), among others Johannis Baziak de Zbludza et Zalesie.
After the dissolution of the monastery estates by the Austrians, the authorities were established in Łąck and there
were court courts for the entire key, the so-called years. The institution of checkers (those who reported
irregularities in relation to the right to a court) assumed detection and extermination of crimes. That's how the
judiciary underwent a significant transformation, becoming more repressive.
The excerpts from the books, taken and summarized above, have been selected to depict certain social and
economic phenomena, and the persons appearing in them and dates are more or less directly related to the history
here. We do not notice in the books mention of the "high" mill, so we cited, for example, signals of ownership
changes in relation to the "lower" mill, called "Hey" (Hay?).
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MULTI-THREADED
______________________________________________________________________
Land registers of the Klucze Łącki also contain information about the existence of orchards and fruit harvests,
dried plums - given on the occasion of the lease agreement of 1550. The beginnings of farming, and then
gardening and orchard, date back to 1257, when Kinga from Hungary brought, and she instilled the idea of
cultivating fruit trees. Wiktor Bazelich says that fruit-growing in Łąck a long time ago, from where in the
thirteenth century raw plums and apples were transported to Gdańsk. (Wiktor Bazelich, Historie starosądeckie,
Kraków 1965). In the 17th and 18th centuries, there were large orchards of plum trees and apple trees in these
areas. The development of fruit-growing has not been crossed by the suppression of the monastery by the
partitioning powers, the meadows have become the property of the so-called chamber, or state, and the Austrians
upheld the horticultural tradition.
The Łącka Droga Owocowa Association publishes a list of publications which should be attached to the
application for the registration of the product sheep apples:
1. Stanisław Baziak, Łącko for centuries
2. Antoni Kurzeja, From the homeland of Mikołaj Zyndram, commander from Grunwald, Brody 1910
3. Henryk Stamirski, Łącko's Past (l.1251-1782)
4. The jubilee diary of the gardening exhibition in Poznan, 25. IX. - 3. X.1926., Poznań 1926
5. Stefan Ziobrowski, Sady near Łącko
6. Bolesław Faron, Return to the roots, Krakow 2000
7. A copy from the priest Józef Piaskowy 1898-1923, in: Historia Parafii Łącko prepared by priest Józefa Puta.
8. Julian Dybiec, History of fruit growing and fruit culture in Łąck and his surroundings, typescript, Krakow
2007
9. The Day of the Blooming Apple Tree, Gazeta Krakowska, 11 May 1959.
10. A party in Łąck under blooming apple trees, Dziennik Ludowy, 12 May 1959.
11. Łącko Commune, a folder published by the Commune Culture Center in Łąck
Stanisław Baziak and Łąck have been in the first bibliographic position for centuries. The
book is not digitized, so I asked Andrzej for photographs of the pages.
The author of the book stipulated that the writer is not, and if it is from civil duty. Modest,
open and hard-working, born in Łąck in 1914 from the parents of Jakub and Jadwiga, a
tailor by profession. He took part in the September campaign, the pseudonym "Corner",
then he was in captivity from which

Fig. Andrzej Baziak,
Nowy Sącz
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he managed to escape. Member of the ZSL and ZBoWiD, decorated with the Polonia Restituta Cross. Zdawkowo
recalled: "The political troops included: in Czarny Potok - Andrzej Pogwizd, Antoni Cycoń and Tomasz Duda.
In Szczereż - Józef Maciuszek, Tomaszek and somebody else. In Jazowsko Feliks Trzajna, Jan Maciuszek and Michał Trzonek. In Zarzecze - Jan Turek,
Naleziony Łukasz and someone third. In Łąck - Tomasz Talar, Antoni Koszut and
Stanisław Baziak, in Olszanie - Józef Potoniec, I do not remember other people.
In Antoni Jędraczka's Kitsch, Józef Jurkowski, I do not remember the third. In
Wola Kosnowa - Antoni Tomaszek, Piotr Dziedzina, I do not remember the third
one. In Wola Piskulinie - Józef Kwit, I do not remember the rest, in Zagorzyn Wiktor Kowalczyk, Antoni Wnęk and Piotr Piksa, and then Antoni Myjak was
replaced by Antoni Wnęk, who moved to another position (organizing military
teams). Marian Kurnyta took the oath. (...) Finally, we need to discuss the
organization of self-government in the years from autumn 1944 to the end of
1947.

I obtained a photograph and a scan of the document from Mrs. Jadwiga Jastrzębska, the president of the Łącko
Land Lovers Society and the secretary of the Almanac Łącki editorial office - a half-yearly published under
the patronage of TMZŁ. The publishing house is historical, cultural and social. I would like to thank you for the
opportunity for invaluable regional knowledge, which I could draw from many well-edited Almanac numbers.
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At the request of the Sącz secret police, especially the underground Mayor of Nowy Sącz, Józef Maciuszka, who
was appointed by the ROCh, was first ordered, in the Łącko commune, Piotr Łękawski, to organize a municipal
self-government, and this task was later entrusted to Maciej Talar, appointing him underground head, also
recommending the appointment, together with the village activist, village leaders. The following people were
elected to the village elders: Jan Szlęk - Czerniec, Franciszek Łękawski - Czarny Potok, Piotr Stawiarski Jazowsko, Karol Wnęk - Kicznia, Stanisław Baziak - Łącko, Jan Fryzowicz - Szczereż, Tomasz Najduch Maszkowice, Jan Stawiarki - Obidza, Franciszek Łatka - Brzyna, Wiktor Kowalczyk - Zagorzyn, Piotr Gałysa Zabrzeż, Jan Turek - Zarzecze ... ". (Almanach Łącki 14, 2011).
With the initiative of building a monument in Zagorzyno commemorating the fallen and murdered partisans of
BCh and members of the folk underground from the villages of Wola Kosnowa, Wola Piskulina and Zagorzyn,
activists addressed the president of the ZBoWiD circle in Łąck, Stanisław Baziak in August 1977. They provided
a list with names of 20 people, which should be commemorated on the blackboard. The Voivodship Committee
of the PZPR in Nowy Sącz demanded biographies. The monument was unveiled in October 1979, thanks to the
help of many dedicated people and their material support.
From the letter of Maryna Chwalibożanki to Melchior Wańkowicz, published
in Głos Podhala in 1938:
Because our land of the Nowy Sącz is also the limits. It is also a frontier belt. It is also an important land and it
is worth being interested in it. Sure. There can be no comparisons. With us it must be better, brighter, higher,
because it is after all higher. We have a full understanding of the state apparatus. There is great confidence in the
authorities. What proof of how many speeches and meaningful local government conventions. Our peasant knows
that in the person of his own Gazda Powiatowy he has the best guardian, the most sincere, because he is a wise
Friend. And he knows that in every misfortune he will find a compassionate heart, a wise counsel and a helping
hand. But this is not the most important thing - because if there were more people like that in such positions, it
was like that everywhere. I bring good news from young people. For pessimists tear their garments, they mourn,
they shout, that rural youth can only fight at weddings, that demoralization, that it is bad, that they will perish.
They are already trying to write a young tragic village in small-hearted hearts: Mane Tekle Fares! Let us, together
with us and with Mr. Monsieur Melchektia, investigate our school in Silesia!
Day 28 December. White clean walls. 40 people in the class. Young, joyful faces. Kittens and boys. This is an
agricultural development course. The course begins. There is an agricultural instructor from Sącz. But lectures
lead only for one hour. Because he opened the agenda, the agenda was set by Staszek Baziak and Antek Mark,
Antak Faron, Staszek Ćwikowski appointed lectures and he himself promised to give a "sermon". And I really
did not want to believe my ears and eyes, although among these young people, I've worked a lot with them for
years. How these boys work! How they say! Antek Marek begins. Propellers black, dry, eyes like coals. For him
one only exists: the horse was chased, the music and the girl. But no. In the pews sit charming Myszkowianki,
Czerniecki dziopy
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in the poviat, the famous Kicznianki, "not so much about their beauty" but to best always know everything and
"meet" and our meadow girls - he does not see them. A hand armed with chalk paints cells and the wisdom gained
in an agricultural school tries to make friends easier. Listen to Staszek Baziak how you clarify the duties of the
contestant, how he copes well not only with complexities and the art of perfect expressions, but how the whole
room is holding the head, military, because that's where the youngest prick with pins, and one of the stitches was
just what she wanted to tell her about the stringers. (Krzysztof Chwalibóg, Almanach Łącki 16, 2012,)
"Wonderful" pre-war times, the heart is growing and is, after all, "upper".
Immediately after the war, Stanisław Baziak became the artistic director of the folklore group, he supported Józef
Marek, Zofia Faron, Maria Dybiec and Stanisława Wadowska in this activity.
In 1947, one of the Warsaw daily newspapers could read: "... Highlander group from Łąck under the leadership
of Józef Marek danced with robber and chairman with unparalleled dexterity and bravado. She did real miracles
with the ciupagami, which flew in the air and returned infallibly to the hands of the owners, no one having to
touch. There was no soulless acrobatics in this dance, but a beautiful embodiment of turbulent rhythms. " (Life
of Warsaw 1947 No. 104 of April 17). After this success, a team was appointed for a trip to the Soviet Union on
the first Polish light industry exhibition in Moscow. They left for Moscow in August 1949. The band of
Franciszek Kurzei took part in the 5th World Youth and Student Festival (August 1-9, 1955). in Warsaw), and
August 6 was the Polish Youth Day. There was a parade of bands from Victory Square to Plac Zbawiciela.
In 1958, after an 11-year break, the celebration of the Feast of the Blossoming Apple Tree was resumed (the first
took place in 1947). "The band performed by Franciszek Kurzei with performances on pipes (Franciszek and
Władysław Kurzeja) and playing on an ivy leaf (Michał Myjak). (...) At the beginning of June 1958 there were
eliminations between provincial folk groups of the Municipal Cooperative. The team from Łącko won the first
place at the time, ensuring their participation in the main jubilee celebrations on the tenth anniversary of the
Agricultural Cooperative Headquarters. Celebrations these took place on July 2-3 in the Congress Hall of the
Palace of Culture and Science "(Folk Art, R. XXIII (66), 2008, pp. 3-4).
It happened in Warsaw ...
Already in the years 1931-1932 there was a band under the protection of Michał Piksa, whose repertoire had
chats, chants, violin and harmony playing, as well as on ivy leaves, or concertos for violin and wind. She founded
the formal group in 1933. Maria Chwalibóg - teacher in Zarzecze, then in Łąck along with Józef and Tomasz
Pyrdołami. The head of the school, Stanisław Gronuś, used the oil lamp as an attempt. "Zbójnicki" and "Wesele
Weeks" were re-created, presented
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CD covers: "Ciupaga" and
"Małe Łącko"

premiere in 1938 with the participation of Góral Łąckich and Lachów from Podegrodzie.
During the war, the band members were in concentration camps, in German captivity, in partisans. Maria
Chwalibóg took refuge in Lviv, from there she was deported to Ural. She returned to England with Anders army
and did not return to Poland.
In 1952, "Little Łącko" was created. The first instructors were Stanisław Baziak, Józef Marek and Jadwiga
Kędzierska. Franciszek Kurzeja was associated with this group, but also Father Doctor Stanisław Kowalik, who,
being a young man, danced in the "Górali Łąckich" band. The first success of the band was to win the "Silver
Ciupaga" at the 6th International Festival of Mountain Folklore in Zakopane in September 1973. Two years later,
the "Golden Ciupaga". Singing and dancing club Łącko is also represented today by the band - "Ciupaga",
including: Piotr Krzywdziński - lead, vocal, Magdalena Talar - lead, vocal, Paweł Banach - pipes, vocals, Marcin
Pietrzak - seconds, vocals, Mateusz Plechta - seconds, Jakub Continuous - accordion, Paweł Gałysa - cymbals,
Andrzej Talar - bass, vocal, Dominik Baziak - double bass, vocal.
And now we are going to Tuchów and Brzozów, regions near Rzeszów. There, Stanisław of Wola Kosnowa
migrated "behind the bread" after the Second World War and Jan from Łącko - referred to today in Brzozów as
a "human-orchestra". His sons, Marek and Andrzej, were members of the Ukraine team.
Rock band founded in 1983 in Brzozów. "The name of the band comes from the border
region of the country with which we are adjacent. When asked where you came from,
how the name Brzozów was mentioned, or other city names in the area, it did not say
anything. That's how the name of Ukraine was, and it was like that. " First
composition: Grzegorz "Adolf" Adamowski (CKM, MARTWY FIOLET, BLUFF),
Grzegorz "Gawron Gawroński" (BLUFF), Robert "Materatz Matracki", Piotr
"Czarny" Kuliga, later joined the composition of Mietek Readło (Wee Wee's,
GENEZYP KAPEN ). The band changed composition many times. They played in the
band, among others, Andrzej
Andrzej Baziak,
drummer of the band
Ukraine
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Baziak, Stefan Wolanin, Artur Kośmider, Robert Dżulo Gdula (KYRIE ELEISON), Jacek Szpak, Marek Bazyl
Baziak (PSY WARS, SKUNX, STEFAN PHASE, STILL LIFE, KYRIE ELEISON), Jurek Sawicki (EVIL
DREAM, PSYCHOPATIA), Grzegorz Geco Bałut (STEFAN PHASE), Kazik Byczynski, Sławek Bajerowicz
(STILL LIFE, DILEMA), Daniel Giermanski, Daniel Czuba (KYRIE ELEISON, Darek Scibor, Kurgan
(COROZZONE) .The band has recorded the tape "XX Century" and a CD with the same title. Recently, the band
consisted of Stefan Wolanin git.voc., Mietek Readło bg.voc., Gregor Gawronski voc., Marek Bazyl Baziak git.,
Voc., Sławek Bajerowicz Dr. Robert Rogoz, Sławek Bęben also collaborated with the group. (BUBTA BUB),
Jacek Halerz (BLUFF), Siczka (KSU). The first major events are: Warsaw Rivera-Remont March 1985,
Częstochowa Juwenalia 1985, Jarocin 1985, Rokoteka in Lviv.
In 2016, the band is planning to play min. Rock on Marsh, Jarocin Festival, West Festival in Ukraine!!!!
http://www.imprezy.rzeszow.pl/imprezy/koncert-ukraina-i-secesja-pub-kultura-rzeszow-9092.html
Eh, those highlanders. Element. Dancers, musicians, firemen. How they "circulated" once, must so and extinguish
the fire, the blessing of heat and the curse of destruction. Many Baziaks remained in the genes.
Many people joined the OSP ranks, including from: Czerńca (1910), Wierchomla Wielka (1927), Maszkowice
(1934), Czarny Potok (1935), Zagorzyna (1941), Zabrzeży (1946), Kadczy (1946), and Obidzy (1957).
The chairman of the OSP in Zabrzeź in the years 1946-1962 was Jan Bucyk, and the post of the head was held
by: Kazimierz Gromala, Franciszek Adamczyk and Roman Sądel. The fire building was missing. The equipment
was kept by Franciszek Stanisz and Józef Janczura. The commission for the construction of the firehouse was
established by Roman Sądel, and the plots under the facility were handed over by Józef Janczura, Tadeusz
Adamczyk, Piotr Stanisz, Jan Baziak and Józef Marek. (see Antoni Baran, Historia OSP w Zabrzeży, Almanach
Łącki 11, 2009).
In Czerniec, the first president of the guard was Jan Ćwikowski, followed by Franciszek Klag. OSP was involved
in the activities of: Stanisław Sopata, Józef Pyrdoł, Franciszek Franczyk, Jakub Arendarczyk, Tadeusz Zbozień,
Walenty Piksa, and Władysław Kurzeja, Antoni Kurnyta, Józef Jawor, Jan Pasiud, Władysław Gurgul, Piotr
Baziak and Eugeniusz Baziak. They built a fire house, worked with private tractors in the forest and in a
sawmill, they delivered construction materials. They supported electrification of hamlets. In 2009, the centenary
of the TSO was celebrated in Czerniec. (see Almanach Łącki 11, 2009).
The Volunteer Fire Brigade in Wierchomla Wielka was established in 1927. In July 1947, during the "Vistula"
operation from Wierchomla Wielka and Mała, the Lemko families were displaced and actively operated in the
firefighting unit. In Wierchomla Wielka there were several Polish families and a few mixed families, of whom
there were only 6 druids.
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Strange lives were affecting the firemen of the Nowy Sącz land.
The "celestial team" in Łącko are: Stefan Gromala, Augustyn Franczyk, Stanisław Dybiec, Józef Dybiec,
Franciszek Dybiec, Jan Grabiec, Władysław Dziorny, Stanisław Baziak, Antoni Arendarczyk, Jan Arendarczyk
I, Jan Arendarczyk II, Ludwik Arendarczyk, Eugeniusz Piksa , Władysław Arendarczyk, Antoni Dybiec, Jan
Kucharski, Jan Dąbrowski, Andrzej Duda I, Andrzej Duda II, Franciszek Duda, Jan Duda and others ... (see
Almanach Łącki 11, 2009).
The "Vistula" action was forcibly taken by the Lemko population. However, other poor inhabitants of the area
were recruited to the Recovered Territories. Everywhere, posters and announcements were hanging; the land and
houses were promised "for free". The first ones went back from forced labor in Germany and prisoner-of-war
camps. In the summer of 1945 Zarzecze left: "Marcin and Józef Jurkowscy, Antoni Gromala from Wierchów,
Łukasz Naleziony and his family, Jasiurkowscy from Sobla, Władysław Gromala from Obłazek, Józef Gromala,
Stanisław Babuśka from Potoków, Antoni Baziak and his family, Władysław Drabik and Jan Kucharski from
of the village, Antoni Ćwikowski from Czerńca with his family. Later, the next ones left, such as Franciszek
Jurkowski with his family, Jan Kulasik with his family, Filomena Gałysowa with his sons, the Lipieniów family,
from which famous sportsmen - wrestlers come from. " The Zarzecze settled near Kamienna Góra, Wałbrzych
and Jelenia Góra. (Rozalia Kulasik, The Settlers went to the West ... Almanach Łącki 16, 2012).

Sitting from the left: Michał Żywczak, Tomasz Baziak (chronicler), Andrzej Sikorski, Jan Żywczak, Andrzej
Izworski, Józef Ogórek, Wiesław Skorupa; in the first row from the left: Wiesław Hnatyszak, Eugeniusz
Zieliński, Sylwester Zieliński, Krzysztof Bołoz, Jarosław Bołoz, Adam Król, Robert Bagnicki, Paweł Bołoz; in
the second row from the left: Wojciech Ogórek, Krzysztof Bagnicki, Wiesław Zieliński, Mateusz Zieliński,
Michał Zielinski, Adrian Bołoz, Mateusz Białowodzki, Marcin Broniszewski, and Seweryn Łomnicki.
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Genowefa Chromczak and Tomasz Baziak from Wiela

To the Recovered Territories (Szczepanów near
Kamienna Góra), Genowefa Baziak, the oldest
daughter of Piotr, and her husband Piotr Węcławik set
off from Łącko. They returned to Łącko after some time.
Their daughter, Genowefa Chromczak, lives here. The
youngest female branch of Piotr - Władysława, born in
1931, she entered the 18th century at the Congregation
of the Sisters of St. Józefa in Tarnow, commonly known
as Józefów. The novitiate was held in Kluczbork. She
worked as a tutor in a kindergarten in Wrocław, then as
a dressmaker and stewardess in Przemyśl. The novitiate
ended with the perpetual Profession of Saint. in 1958 in
Kluczbork.

A letter came to Cracow from Kluczbork, dated January 10, 1958:
Sister Alano,
I participate in Your joy and gratitude to
God ... For this day I send my best wishes
...with a blessing + Eugeniusz.
Archbishop Eugeniusz Baziak, uncle
Władysława
She took the religious name of Alan. For a
long time, I wondered about that name unprecedented in convents - did she hear
about the history of Alanów in her
childhood?

I received the letter of Archbishop Eugeniusz
Baziak's letter as a gift from Genowefa
Chromczak with a letter from her cordial.
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A photograph of Władysława-Alana - the youngest and Stanisława Genowefa - the oldest daughter of Piotr I received
a gift from Chromchak

She had a bond with them? I wanted to ask her when she was alive, now too late. The next branches of Sister
Alana were the parish houses in Kozie, Mielec and Gniew, Przemyśl, Polanica and Ostrowiec Świętokrzyski. In
1973, she was sent to Paczków and served nineteen years as a sacristan in the church of the Redemptorists. Sister
Alana left for the Lord in Paczków October 27, 2014
Aunt Gienia is a wonderful person. We were not allowed to meet, but friendly, open telephone and
correspondence contacts allow us to build a bond. From her letters, I learned that grandfather Stanisław was one
of the sons of Piotr's great-grandfather. Stanisław raised six children, including Władysława and Genowefa (in
the photograph). Genowefa married Piotr Węcławik. Both in 1945 went to the Recovered Territories, near
Kamienna Góra. Unfortunately, my mother fell ill, and my parents returned in 1953, living in Łąck. Four children
were born from this marriage, including the twins - Genowefa and Jan, who stay in the Lublin region and have a
few grandchildren. Aunt, as a person now alone, travels to holy places, hence it is difficult to find her in Łąck.
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THE WARFUL DIFFERENCE
Baziak Stanisław (another Stanisław), second lieutenant, fell? died? in 1920 in Krasnoyarsk. Jarosław
Chmilewski informed the list of fallen and dead soldiers of the Polish Army in Siberia in "Sybirak", Organs of
the Siberian Association in 1939. The list was based on a historical survey of the Historical Section of the General
Command of the Soldiers' Circle, b.V. Siberian Division W.P.
Name and surname, assignment, rank, date and place of death, comments:
Adamiec Ferdynand 1.p.strz., Strz. - -, 10 November 1918
Bagnoński Kazimierz? Choir. - -, 24 May 1920, Krasnoyarsk, executed
Aries 3.p., Strz. - -, 1919, Lenki
Baranowski Józef 3.p.strz., Strz. - 1919, Bernaul
Barański? Choir. - -, 1920, Krasnoyarsk
Baziak Stanisław? Sec. - -, 1920, Krasnoyarsk..…………………………………….
Without additional data, we will not determine the final fate of this Stanisław. We know, however, that at the end
of 1918, a Polish military formation was created in Nowonikołajewsk in Siberia - the 5th Polish Rifles Division.
The 5th Division was part of the Army of Kolchak, who fought with the Red Army for a free Russia. Kolczak
tried to persuade the Polish Army Command in eastern Russia to send the Fifth Division to the front against the
Red Army. French general Michał Janin - the main commander, under the pressure of the commanders of the
Allied troops - issued an order to evacuate, designating the V Polish Division as the rear guard, behind the Czech
corps. Poles fought at the Taiga station, Krasnoyarsk and Klukvnnaya station. Kolczak was shot by the
Bolsheviks in Irkutsk.
In September 1919, we received a message from General Józef Haller and Józef Piłsudski about the immediate
evacuation of the Far East to the country. Colonel Kazimierz Rumsza organized 60 trains for this purpose.
During the fighting, the rear guards suffered significant losses, including transport. Colonel Walerian Czuma in
December 1919 issued a proclamation to the Russians that the Poles are fighting only in self-defense, and the
soldiers understood that the war between Poland and Soviet Russia was interrupted. A large part of the division
managed to cross Krasnoyarsk, however, telephone connections were broken and partially undressed - by the
rebellious Lithuanians - the railway track. The last eight transports did not have a chance to get out. Previous
Polish trains have reached Klukwiennaja station, and there - with frozen locomotives - stood helplessly Czech
and Latvia.
We can learn about the fate of these people, among others from publication Casimir Omiljanovich Syberia has
more than one name and Sergius Leończyk V Siberian Division of Polish Marksmen and the end of its activity in
the Yastsevo guberniya (1919-1921). Poles, former prisoners of the Austrian and German armies, were trapped
in V.
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News from the front. Polish troops are still retreating, we know from the telegrams that they provide us daily,
praising: "Nikaki piercers with Poles", that they defeated Judenicz, Denikin, Petlura, Bałachowicz, Wrangel,
Kolczak and various French-American-English interventions. They will also defeat the Polish bourgeoisie and
merge with German workers, opening the way to the universal revolution. After interrogation, about 11 rounds
of locks every day and a guard and Chekist enter the room with a list on which those who were to be executed
were placed. I will list those whose names I remember: Józef Baziak, teacher by profession, "Gierc" from the
vicinity of Rzeszów, soldier Wiszniewski - Poznaniak, inż. Baroniecki, Pawicki – grandson insurgent of 1863,
Sienicki - captain of the tsarist army and many, many others whose names I do not remember. And how many
died from exhaustion, dysentery, typhus and other diseases. And how many lost the senses, like Lieutenant
Dienstl - a Lviv. (Adam Nowak, My memories, Rocznik Kolbuszowski, 2001/5)
Adam Nowak related his wartime experiences. Already after the neutrality of the Poles, the Bolsheviks sent a
delegation to Klukwiennaja station to conclude a capitalization agreement. After the capitulation, some of the
soldiers fled, and those who stayed in Krasnoyarsk found their way to the labor camps. In December 1919, an
Engineering Brigade was formed from the prisoners of the Fifth Division, including a construction department,
accommodated in railway wagons. They were transported into forests behind Krasnoyarsk. They were
encouraged to set up communist circles. Among them was Bolesław Piechowski, grandson of the insurgent from
1863, who was appointed secretary of the circle. He could not stand the pressure and fled to Tomsk.
Unfortunately, he wrote a letter for which Nowak was arrested and transported again to Krasnoyarsk in the last
days of April 1920. He was placed in the basement of the building with the banner "Guberskaja Czerezwyczajna
Komisja do Borby with Counter-revolution Sabotage and Speculation" [I give the record of memories] and
interrogated. Terrible hunger, bedbugs, cockroaches, rats, barrel as a canteen for 100 people. Typhus reigned. All
waste was thrown into the darkness. In the next building, "etapnają tiurma" was located. Poles from the 54th
Division, Polish prisoners from the Austrian and Tsarist armies and Siberian troops were already there. The
commander was a Jew, a Czerezwyczajki agent. So Józef Baziak was shot in 1920 in Krasnoyarsk, Stanisław
Baziak was buried in Krasnoyarsk (typhoid?), Adam Nowak survived.
Adam Czesław Dobroński, during a query at the Polish Institute and the Museum of General Władysław Sikorski
in London, reached about 400 records of the Siberians, specifically to the "Questionnaires about the experiences
of Polish students in the Middle East", from April 1943. The survey was conducted and collected Colonel Stefan
Bobrowski. Here is one of the relationships:
In 1941, on June 20 at three in the morning, four NKVD members arrived, they told us in 30 minutes that they
would be able to leave. They took us with my mother and daddy alone. We wanted to collect better things from
home or from food, so they did not give us anything, just like a few loaves of bread. They said everything would
be there, where they would take us.
Note: capitulation=surrender
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Mommy wanted to go to her brother to say goodbye, they tied her up and put her on the cart, and they never let
him go anywhere. They brought them to the station, the NKVDs closed to the freight wagon, and locked the door.
For one wagon of 35 people and around each train for two NKVD rifles. They were transported for 26 days, and
only one bucket of water was given to 35 people a week. Twelve days at the station, they let everyone out into
the field for one hour so that we could use fresh air. At that time every man, like a dead man, collected grass and
ate. If anyone wanted to go to the site, it was all around us, just like the one in the yard, the NKVD people stood
and did not let go anywhere. The nation starved to death, the NKVD were thrown into the field, they did not even
bother to bury. After such a long journey of martyrdom, we were transported to Siberia to the Altai Krai, a small
region, a caressing lestranchoz, a collapse of the spine. There were very large forests and four barracks, a
commandant's office, a shop, a table, a stable, and that consisted of puppets. They gave us a hut made of boards,
which already had a lot of Polish population sent in 1940. The apartment was very dirty, at night it was impossible
to sleep, because the vermin was very biting. Various kinds of dirt were in the apartment like cockroaches,
bedbugs and vermin. In no way could this be dirty, because in one barrack 60 people lived. Nationality was
Polish. There were 470 people in all, one barrack in which the Russian population lived. The conditions were
very difficult, as it was necessary to make a standard of 70 sq. m (square meters) of snow, throw it out of the
road or bend the forest and fold it into 3 cubic meters. From the standard, 70 kopecks were paid. The norm who
will make it will get 500 grams of bread. It was difficult to make a standard, because Daddy was taken to prison,
my mum was old, only my sister was 22 years old, my brother was 12 years old and I worked with such hard
work. (...) The commanders and chiefs were terribly vindictive over the Poles. They closed after prisons and
judged. The commander always did a meeting of Poles and said that he would not think about returning to Poland,
that Poland is gone and there will be no Poland to see how my hair grows on my hand and how you will see your
ear, then you will return to Poland. The headman always said that God did not exist. If God was there, you would
not come and why He would not take you away from here. (...) Because the Poles, the Polish spirit, persevered,
however, lost their faith, always in the evening gathered and prayed to God for their homeland. (...)
On August 12 (1941) they published for us prayer books and passports, and in the evening, there was a meeting
where the head read us the amnesty of 1941. (...) On October 9, all our students bought the wagons by paying 50
rubles per person and went south. For the work we had a lot of overdue (rubles), we did not receive for work
when we left. They brought us to the south, they sent us after the kolkhozes. They took us to the Kalenin no. 12,
the former Kazakhstan region, the Turkestan region, the Old Ikan. The flat was made of clay, there were no beds,
we slept on the ground. There were also very heavy conditions because there was not even a lepiekika bread.
After a few months, we heard the organization of Polish troops, and children and the army began to be transported
abroad. It pleased us greatly that Poland was again being formed and it is possible to organize the Polish Army,
but I signed up to the orphanage in Turkestan, two brothers and a nine-year-old sister. They saved the junkyard
from school and took it to Wrewska, where the Polish Army was organized. It was difficult for us all to leave this
torment, but it is difficult to name, God willing and so directs our fate, I had to leave my mum and my sister with
great pain in my heart and sorrow, and my little sister and brothers had to leave in such a long and unknown way.
Because I wanted to be in the help of my homeland and my family
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no, who could not leave Russia in any way. I think I will be able to rescue my mommy from this captivity sooner.
I went abroad from Wrewska on August 10, 1942.
Baziukówna Anna, 17 years old, Vilnius-Trakai poviat, Vilnius province. The original spelling of the
relationship has been preserved. (Adam Czesław Dobroński, In the memory of children, Zesłaniec.pl, pp. 41-54).
Here is Baziuk's account, it cannot be ruled out that it is a Baziak home - because the 17-year-old was in the
Russian language zone where she could be called - illuminates just one aspect of the stay of children in Siberia,
and the topic is cavernous, we will return to it yet.
For the recollection and commemoration of Wojtek Baziak, born in 1925 in Maszkowice, an orphan,
eyewitnesses of his death are demanding. He died on January 21, 1945 in the twentieth year of his life, tortured
by the Nazis.
On the day of his torture and death, he ran to his sister. That's where the Germans came to set fire to the nearby
houses on the hill. They took Wojtek Baziak and Józef Kozarczyk from the home. Captured, wanting to prove
that they are not partisans, they asked to lead them to the village administrator in Maszkowice, Mr. Jarek. He,
however, afraid, for fear of himself and his family, said he did not know them. Nazi soldiers were celebrating
with Wojtek and Józef in a cruel way: they beat them with gun butts, they kicked when they were almost
unconscious - they were squatting with water and they beat. Their suffering was confirmed by Józef Stabkowska,
who at that time worked in the kitchen with Faron. The victims did not have any defense, they shouted painfully:
"Jesus, Mary" At 22:00, the Polish partisans blew up the Royal Castle in Helena, where the SS, Gestapo and
ammunition were located. I was in front of the house, we stood outside everything, because in the morning we
were going to be burned. This explosion caused that the Germans in Maszkowice, signaling with a trumpet,
alarmed everyone. At that time, Wojtek and Józef were shot behind the barn at Faron. In the morning they were
found under their hands in a kneeling position, in the snow, frozen, ossified. At Wojtek I saw a wound under my
chin, passing through the tongue to the top of my head. At Józef, the bullet shot in the back of the head came out
with his forehead. As a 13-year-old girl, I went to the funeral of these martyred victims. When the funeral
procession was heading to the cemetery in Łąck, the Nazi plane flew in, lowered flight, and bullets spilled from
the machine gun. Father Marian Brach exclaimed: "People fall on the ground" and he himself fell among the
graves. I do not remember today whether they dropped the coffins to graves or whether there were prayer
ceremonies. It was scary.
S. Genowefa
SOLDIERS-PROOFERS: THE LADIES OF THE CHŁOPSKA, THE FOLK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC, THE
"ROCH" ON THE WEBSITE, THE YOUNG FOREST, WE WILL CALL YOU - TO THE APPEAL!
According to the entry in the Book of Fallen and Murdered BCh Soldiers in 1940-1945 from the area of
Przeworsk, Jarosław, Przemyśl and Nowosądecki: Baziak Stanisław, born on 2.11.1904, in Wola Kosnowa area
nowosądecki,
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armer, member of the commune BCh command in Łąck, arrested on 16.1.1943, he died in unknown
circumstances.
Wawrzyniec Baziak from Zabrzeży, rafter, died on the front in 1939, his body was found and buried by his
father, Piotr, at the cemetery in Bronowice near Krakow. The story of Wawrzyniec's death was also described by
Jan Zając in the article September 1939 in my memory, Almanach Sądecki, R. XVIII, No. 3/4 (58/69).
Władysław Baziak, born on in Stary Sącz, he died in Oświęcim in 1943, camp number 95265.
In Stary Sącz, a military headquarters is in the municipal cemetery from World War II. A monument in the form
of a triptych was built here, crowned with a cross with a crown of thorns, and inscription tables.
BOJOWNIKOM W HOŁDZIE / MIASTO STARY SĄCZ / 1939 1945, while on the sideboard we read: KOMU
DROGA DO NIEBA / 1939 1945 / ŚP / PAMIĘCI BOHATERÓW / KTÓRZY ZGINĘLI w WALCE / Z PIERCE
W WALCE / Z HINWIERZEM / W OŚWIĘCIMIU / KS. KONDOLEWICZ JÓZ. LAT 71 / BARAŚCIAK
STAN. 26 / BAZIAK WŁADYSŁAW 30 / BORKOWSKI ROMAN 28 / BĘBENKOW ANIELA 36 /
BOCHYŃSKI WIESŁ. 23 / CABALSKI JAN 17 / DANIELSKI FRANC. 39 / RYNGE WŁADYSŁAW 40 /
INŻ. EMINOWICZ JUL. 42 / ESSEN GERARD 36 / GĄNCARCZYK WŁAD. 43 / GÓRSKI TADEUSZ 38 /
GUC ANTONI 44 / HAJDYŁO ALOJZY 26 / HANKE WILHELM 56 / JEŻOWSKA STAN. 46 /
JĘDRZEJOWSKI JAN 48 / JARZĘBIŃSKI WŁAD. 47 / KRONENBERG SWORD. 29 / SHOULDER
WINCEN. 40 / KOWAL FERDYNAND 55 / KOZANKIEWICZ ZBIG. 27 / KWIATKOWSKI FRANC. 48 /
KUBOWICZ MARIA 35 / LEŚNIAK MICHAŁ 42 / LEŻAŃSKI WŁADYSŁ. 39 / LIPIŃSKI WIKTOR 22 /
MALIK ZYGMUNT 48 / MICHALIK JÓZEF 37 / MYĆ MIECZYSŁAW 31 / NOWAK TADEUSZ 38
(http://grobywojenne.malopolska.uw.gov.pl/en-US/Home/Obiekt/661)

ANOTHER FATE MAN
DISTRICT COURT AT RADOM. The Civil Division of the District Court in Radom hereby calls on art. 1778
upc. absent and from whereabouts Stanisław Marian Baziak, son of Marcin and Zofia, born on March 25, 1903,
so that within three months from the date of printing of this announcement, he appeared in the District Court,
because after that date, the fact of his death will be confirmed. (Co 210/45), KA-438 (Polish Monitor of February
12, 1946)
The half-brother of my grandfather Adam, never reported, because he died in 1944 in the concentration camp in
Dachau.
Grandfather of Tomasz from Wierchomla Wielka, Stanisław Józef Baziak survived the war. After returning
from captivity he cooperated with the Home Army.
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The war machine consumed many lives, not
only on the fronts. Guerilla, camps, labor
camps, transports of civilians to forced labor
as a form of extermination policy of the
occupant against Poles. These types of
slaves The Third Reich is estimated at
around three million. For voluntary export to
Germany gave its consent very negligently
percentage of the population.

Remember (j) us.

A brief biography of Stanisław is given above Józef Baziak was
developed by Antoni Cieciura, provided by Bożena and Tomasz
Baziak
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ARCHBISHOP EUGENIUSZ
______________________________________________________________________

Marriage act of Józef, father Eugeniusz, with Franciszka Maderska in Tarnopol, Book of Marriage, 1889; Entry in the register
of births, 1890 (http://agadd.home.net.pl/metrykalia/301/sygn.%201354/indeks.htm#48)
"I am a good shepherd, and I know my [sheep] and they know me" (John 10:14).
Late. Father Archbishop dr. Eugeniusz Baziak was born on March 8, 1890 in Tarnopol. [April 13, 1890 baptism to Eugeniusz
Juliusz in the parish church in Tarnopol gave by the priest Feliks Rydel]. He attended elementary school in this city. Still
living his peer, a compatriot and colleague from the school bench, a doctor by education, introduced us to his friend
Eugeniusz, a very lively boy, carefully and religiously raised by his parents, but without any symptoms qualifying him for
the priesthood. It was not until the Tarnopol grammar school, under the influence of a charming encounter with the person
of the parish priest of that time and the later archbishop, priest. Father, Doctor Bolesław Twardowski and his catechist,
Father Professor Michał Lewicki, junior high school student Eugeniusz begins to grow serious, becomes an altar boy. It
attracts the attention of the environment with its spirit of concentration, prayer, and it is characterized by great modesty,
purity, a certain intimidation towards others, as well as humility that is rare in this age. In a word - he is a serious young man
about high culture. No wonder that the parish priest assesses him as the quietest and the most diligent altar boy. In 1906 he
graduated from high school, he is mentally and spiritually mature, enrolls in the theological faculty of the Jan Kazimierz
University in Lviv and joins the Archbishop's Seminary where, in the radiance of the truth and grace of Christ, from the
pastor of two great scholars and saintly Archbishops - Józef Bilczewski, archaeologist, expert in the Roman catacombs, the
Eucharistic lover, one of the first implementers of Rerum Novarum Leo XIII of 1891 and the decrees of St. Pius X on early
communion from 1905 and 1910, as well as Józef Teodorowicz, the author of numerous scientific papers, a man of this
measure, what Rops or Riccioti - alumnus Eugeniusz Baziak prepares for the priesthood, which he valued so much all his
life and for one day - already as a bishop and rector of the Seminary - he said to his pupils and seminarians: "The priesthood
is so great,
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Archives Eugeniusz Baziak in Krakow, Personal file, Eugeniusz Baziak, 2nd grade junior high school student
that nothing can enlarge it - you just have to be faithful. " And he was
faithful to him from his priestly ordination, which he accepted on July 14,
1912 [in Przemyślany] as the youngest of his colleagues, separately in
extraordinary conditions and circumstances - because during the field mass,
in the basilica, which was the vault of a beautiful July - summer blue
firmament, highlighted by rays streaming down from the solar reflector (p.
1).

Archives Eugeniusz Baziak in Krakow, Personal file, Souvenir of the Primory, obverse Church of the Holy Apostles
Peter and Paul, Przemyślany
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Archives Eugeniusz Baziak in Krakow, Personal file, Memorial Book offered in evidence of reverence and gratitude
by "Polish Society of the city of Stanisławów"

To his great predecessor in the Archbishop's capital, Józef Bilczewski, for the grace of the priesthood, he rescues
himself by initiating an informational process of beatification and spreading the cult of the candidate for the
altars.
After the ordination, the young priest Baziak works in parish pastoral care, initially as a vicar in Zhovkva, and
later as the administrator of the parish in his native city. Thanks to personal qualities and the charm he always
exerted on his surroundings, as well as thanks to the special gift of capturing the faithful - he became a prophet
even in his native Tarnopol. During the First World War he also performs the duties of a military priest and from
this abrasion of the army, he will have a military discipline for his entire life, first for himself and then for his
subordinates. Therefore, he had throughout his life the opinion of a rather strict father, very just, avoiding even a
shadow of protection, bearing in mind the first place and the truth of Christ, which he felt the guardian. He was
a general in purple, who thoroughly considered all his decisions, and therefore they were usually irrevocable. He
could not only command, but also listen to his superiors, whom he showed a special respect. He descended from
this land as an Orthodox Mother Church.
In 1919, Archbishop Bilczewski appointed Father Baziak the prefect of the Seminary, and in this position - using
the proximity of the University - he works scientifically, completing his doctorate studies obtained at the
University of John Casimir in 1921.
Because the prefect Baziak performs his duties well, he is given a new and more difficult position, namely the
vice-chairman of the Seminary and professor-catechist of the female seminary and in this position, where he
becomes a teacher of God's grace, although he is a relatively young priest and working in rather difficult
environment. One of his former students, today a serious professor, about his priest, the catechist, Baziak, says:
"He was a priest who was able to preserve his dignity, he exerted his own charm. He kept a distance to us, so we
were not only afraid of him, but also respected and loved him. He not only taught us, but instead and raised, and
in his pedagogical methods based on the already known then and the famous forester teacher. "
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Archives Eugeniusz Baziak in Krakow, Personal file, Press release
In 1931, Archbishop Twardowski sent him to the borderlands of the archdiocese, to Stanisławów - the largest city of the
diocese after the metropolis - as (p. 2) parish priest, where he will be pastor for two years and leave a beautifully renovated
collegiate church. It will shine here with such a pastoral talent that his fame will reach the Holy See, which honors him with
the dignity of the Apostolic Protonotar.
As a parish priest, Stanisławów will win the hearts of his believers so that they will say goodbye to him for tears, though for
them it is not an honor that their father - as they called him - on 15 September 1933 on the Feast of Our Lady of Sorrows is
by Pius XII elevated to the episcopacy. The bishop, on the day of his consecration, surprised him about this fact on November
5, 1933, as Thomas Becket, an English bishop from the 12th century, once said: "... when I was called to the Metropolis, I
traveled with the feeling of the front officer to the staff for instructions, and here the heavy bishop's cross falls on my
shoulders. " And from now on, for over 29 years, this Cross of the Truth of God will be stuck in his heart and so tender and
tender for a subtle heart that it will turn into one big wound and be covered with scars like a knight's chest in war.
After consecration, as titular bishop of Foceanski, he becomes the suffragan of Archbishop Twardowski and the rector of
the Seminary. From this period - as if he were golden in his life - he would become a zealous and very hardworking vicar
general of his Ordinary, as an educator and artist-sculptor of priestly vocations, which he shaped with his personality, always
marked by the authority of the body over a high spirit. self-discipline with a sense of responsibility before God and people.
Note: Protonotar= protonotary apostolic is the title for a member of the highest non-episcopal college of prelates. In this case an
honorary prelate on whom the Pope has conferred this title and special privileges.
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The seminar for Rector Baziak was
the proverbial eye in the head, and
in his speeches to the alumni he
said that the seminary – holy
school, school science and who
would look at it differently, let him
know that his place is not here,
because the Church is not about
quantity, but about the quality of
priests and those who in the first
place they place the love of God
and neighbor and in their lives they
will give priority to infinity before
worldliness. He did not only aspire
for such ideals, but he also prayed.
If the cleric wandered late into the
seminary church - which often
happened with the office of the socalled a sacristan - he could see in
the church choir the light reflecting
on the violet episcopal violet - he
was the one who recommended his
adepts to the priesthood to the
Archives Eugeniusz Baziak in Krakow, Personal file, Souvenir of Consecration,
Divine Master who was also the
obverse, reverse
rector of the first seminary and
who transformed his alumni,
simple fishermen into tongues of the holy apostles of the whole world and terns people (p. 3).

Archives Eugeniusz Baziak, Memories of priest Dr. Jan Szurleja, 8 pages of typescript
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Archives Eugeniusz Baziak, Memories of priest Dr. Jan Szurleja, 8 pages of typescript

In this rector's office, he also materially helped not only poor seminarians, but also secular academics, he was very discreet
and delicate, so as not to offend the personal dignity of a young man.
He also arranged for a holiday home for clericals who had no place to spend well-deserved holidays, which was a great boon
for him. He also renewed the seminary church, giving him a beautiful marble altar, and the chapel of the beautiful Rosenow
polychrome.
At the end of the academic year of 1939, he resigned from the rectory of the Seminary, and appointed his foster-child to the
successor of his seminary. Professor of dogma, Doctor Stanisław Frankel, later martyr of the Nazi invader. This change was
dictated by the necessity of greater dedication to the affairs of the Archdiocese and the advanced age of Archbishop
Twardowski, who was approaching the age of eighty, whom he helped to build, inter alia, the magnificent Church of Our
Lady of the Divine Gates.
On September 1, 1939, he began a new, most difficult chapter in his life Archbishop Baziak. The tragedy of the Homeland
and the martyrdom of the Polish nation will also be his personal drama, because in his episcopal speeches he emphasized
that he is not only a bishop but also a son of the Polish nation. When, on the first day of Nazi aggression, the first bombs fall
on Poland, including Lviv, when the first dead and the first wounded begin calling for help and rescue, Bishop Baziak will
personally hurry with the help of a priest, as a Christ's paramedic, regardless of his own danger. And from now on, he will
share the misery of his dioceses and priests until the end of the war. With his tender and sensitive pastoral heart, he felt very
painfully all the blows striking the nation and the Church, but he was particularly hit by Nazi shots
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From the Genowefa Baziak archive, Wieliczka
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Archives of the Metropolitan Curia in Krakow, Files of Archbishop Baziak, Letter of Fr. Cardinal Stefan Wyszynski to Fr.
Archbishop Eugeniusz Baziak, dated February 22, 1951.

invaders immediately after entering Lviv, the first hostages, recruited from professors of the University of
Technology and the University of Fr. Dr. Komarnicki at the forefront, taking over the building of the Curia and
Seminary, dispelling clerics, arresting and tormenting the aforementioned rector of Father Frankel and especially towards the end of the war - increasingly frequent roundups and deportation to youth works - mass
arrests and summary public executions, murdering priests - often after a few weeks. When a specter stood before
the sheep of his flock, and especially the families of the arrested
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Archives of the Metropolitan Curia in Krakow, Files of Archbishop Baziak, Letter of Fr. Cardinal Adam Stefan Sapieha to
priest Archbishop Eugeniusz Baziak, dated April 27, 1951.
death of starvation ordered the device at all parishes and monasteries of the so-called hungry cuisine, in which hundreds of
dinners were given every day, which of course could not please the occupants who everywhere, and even here, watched a
dangerous organization (p. 4). So, you did not get around without harassment and threats. But Bishop Baziak is fearless, he
becomes everything to everyone and brings everywhere not only spiritual comfort, but also material help. One of the priests
who survived the prison and the camp, with tears in his eyes, on the news on the death of the Archbishop he recalls: "I was
in the camp, I was broken and battered at the roll-call,
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Archives of the Metropolitan Curia in Krakow, Files of Archbishop Baziak, Letter from Fr. Archbishop Eugeniusz Baziak
from June 1, 1956 to Bishop Franciszek Jop, he attached 15 thousand letters to the letter. at the Spiritual Seminary in Krakow,
on the bishop's list, Jop attached the answer

I thought about my and other similar hopeless situations, I felt very unhappy and forgotten, and at the moment of
despair in my heart, a new prisoner, the newcomer gives me a certain amount of money and a written scrap of
paper - the handwriting known to me - but who remembers it about me - I read the following words: continue
and trust, strengthen others too, I remember you and others pray for you and bless you - your Eugene. These
words soothe the pain of body and soul.
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Archives of the Metropolitan Curia in Krakow, Files of Archbishop Baziak, Protocol on the Approval of Governments and
the Statement of Fr. Archbishop Eugeniusz Baziak from December 3, 1956, that he now includes the government of the
Archdiocese of Krakow (at 16:00)

It is the Archpriest of Poland - the father, like a mother, has not forgotten her child, she has pained herself and
the suffering person knows how to enjoy others, because she is a shepherd who would willingly give life for his
sheep. " In 1944, the Holy See appointed him the titular Archbishop of Parianski and coadjutor with the right to
the passage of Archbishop Twardowski, after his death November 22, 1944, his successor, and thus Archbishop
Metropolitan (Lviv). In his first speech to the priests who came to lay down to their priests
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the archbishop of the homage, he will, among others, recommend special
protection to the altar servers, from which priestly vocations will be
recruited in the future. At the same time, he pointed to himself, for his
priesthood as well it was born from the altar boy.
In April 1946 he left for Lubaczów and in May of the same year, together
with Cardinal Sapieha, he co-consecrated his priest, priest Dr. Jan Stepa, to
be the bishop of Tarnów.
And then Cardinal Sapiecha liked him so much that in 1950 he asked his
fellow-man Eugeniusz for help in ruling the Archdiocese of Krakow, and
after the death of Cardinal in July 1951 he became his successor and for 11
years as a bonus pastor not only ruled his Lubaczów -Krakowską fold, but
also watched over it and guarded her, defended her and prayed for her. For
her also - as he said with humor - he divided his heart into two parts.
Archives of the Curia

Archives of the Metropolitan Curia in Krakow, Files of Archbishop Baziak, Letter of the airline "Sabena" to Archbishop
Eugeniusz Baziak sent from Brussels regarding the flight to Rome for the Second Vatican Council, January 24, 1962;
below the translation of the letter
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From this during the Krakow period special attention should be paid to the Missions of all Krakow, because the
dynamism of his bishopric was precisely the sense of responsibility to God for the souls entrusted to him. His
merit was also great - even a historical aftertaste – was and the fact that the Archdiocese of Krakow received for
two bishops of suffragan, whom he consecrated personally.
This period also abounded in crosses, the most severely injured by the pastoral heart of such facts as the notorious
trial (p.5) of 1952, in which Archbishop Baziak was also accused. A bold and masculine attitude, which falsely
accuses false accusations of the so-called during the Stalinist period, he admired the entire Polish nation and the
whole world, but he paid for this admiration as he once did. Jan Chryzostom, leaving the diocese until October
1956.
After returning to the diocese he took very energetically to build a church in Nowa Huta, but when the
construction permit was withdrawn and the square for the church was removed, he responded to these harmful
facts with dignity not only in protest, but also in peace, balance and prayer. As the Lviv and Cracovian
Archbishop, he was also a great friend of the male and female orders, he was particularly concerned with the
contemplative and cloistered monasteries. He also sought cooperation between the diocesan and religious clergy.
In December 1958, he celebrated his bishops' silver jubilee. On this occasion, the Holy Father, Pius XIII, for the
faithful service of God and the Church gave the jubilee the dignity of the Assistant to the Papal Throne. Jubilee
celebrations took place in Kraków and in Lubaczów, because he was the archpriest of both archdioceses. The
Silesian Archbishops, with whom he had friendship from pre-war days, took part in them. As part of this
friendship, during the war he gave refuge to Silesian priests seeking refuge from Nazi terror. In a rematch,
Archbishop Baziak in November 1960 took part in the priesthood ceremonies of Bishop Adamski, and in April
1962 in the silver jubilee of Bishop Bieńko. In 1960 he went to Rome, the Apostles, to give the Vicar of Christ
the number of his exile. Pope John XXIII, apparently knowing his special sensitivity to ethical and moral matters
of the clergy and soliciting the internal priesthood discipline, appointed him as a member of the Conciliar
Commission for the disciplines of the clergy and the faithful, He returned from Rome spiritually but physically
weakened. He was seriously injured in April 1960, there were very dangerous days, but this time, death
capitulated to his personal energy and medicine. You see, God did not need Him yet [Pogr. J.B.]. He was healing
and rejuvenating. Always very hardworking - now he began to double down. He refused to offer his services to
anyone, but - like his Master - he wanted to serve everyone (page 6) and this zealous pastoral ministry was
appreciated by the Splendid Cracow Chapter, at the request of which the Holy See appointed him Metropolitan
of Krakow without changing the current state.
He personally dealt with official matters, he did not allow anyone to do anything. It was not at all greedy, but it
was his priestly and episcopal zeal for his entire life, which slowly, but systematically devoured him. It is a
common feature of all old people that they are very hardworking, as if they were afraid that they would not be
told about them, that they eat bread for free, if they wanted to do something else.
P.p. 3.6.1962 devoted a church in Tarbrzyn, area Tomaszów Lubelski, and the next day he was already
in Zakopane, on the priesthood's silver jubilee, amazing everyone with the phenomenal memory of past facts and
events and with his truly fatherly and friendly heart.
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The spirit of the Archbishop was still very willing, but the flesh was increasingly bland and this burning for the
glory of God and the salvation of his soul had to end as it ended. On June 12, 1962, he went to Warsaw for a twoday conference Episcopate. On the night of 14 to 15 June suddenly the Archbishop died of a heart attack. He left
so quickly that he had not even been able to provide medical help, but she helped him the one he called at the last
moment of his life, Mater Dolorosa.

Archives Eugeniusz Baziak in Krakow, Personal file, Obituary

He left unexpectedly - and now when everything rather appealed in the long years, he left literally one month
before his golden priesthood jubilee, the jubilee, which he celebrated on July 14, 1962, and to which he cooked
himself and himself and priests of both dioceses. He fell at the post as Semper Fidelis Miles Christi and as the
successor of two holy bishops: Jakub Stepa - a humble monk and Stanisław - a fearless martyr. He imitated the
first in humility and the other in a relentless bravery: both - in the great piety and holiness of life.
Through his priestly 50 years he was for us a salt, a light and a clear signpost, which guides us which way leads
to Christ.
He was for us the proverbial Indian mountain, about which Indians (p. 7) write: "In our country there is a mountain
that is higher than all others." (...) This mountain is the "black dress" (so the Indians call the priest). His heart is
as strong as a rock: he does not change, he tells us the word of truth and we believe him. We are always sure of
our path if we look at him as our guide. In the summer of his life, he taught us, and now when the snow of many
winters his head, and his face is covered with furrows of life, we recognize our spiritual leader in him. He is the
mountain that leads us to God.
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On June 18, 1962, the late Father Archbishop Baziak took his last ingress to the Wawel Cathedral, next day after days of hardship and suffering - to be the last archbishop of Lubaczów and Cracow in the Zebrzydowski
Chapel, to which countless masses of the faithful led by over a thousand priests, almost the entire Episcopate
with the Cardinal and Primate of Poland, Doctor Wyszyński at the head, who developed the 8th Reply of the
deceased over the coffin of the late Archbishop St. Stanisław Biskupa: "The shepherd of the flock falls in the
middle - the groom's sleeping spouse lap - Mother weeping for joy in a son who lives vicys the sword. ".
I offer this handful of memories to my Archbishop, grateful for the sacrament of the priesthood received from
his hand (p. 8).
Ks. Dr. Jan Szurlej
Memories of priest Szurleja has been quoted here in exchange for the calendar of the life and activity of the
Archbishop Baziak, a detailed calendar - it contained the Suffering Shepherd in his book, Fr. Archbishop Metropolitan of Lviv Eugeniusz Baziak (1890-1962) priest Dr. Jacek Waligóra. I also recommend a valuable
earlier publication by priest Dr. Wacław Szetelnicki Archbishop-Exile Eugeniusz Baziak Metropolitan of Lviv
(two editions). Both items include the preface of the pen by Fr. bishop, then cardinal - Marian Jaworski. Ks. Jacek
Waligóra uses in Niżankowice, famous for miracles, so I trust that, devoting his time and strength, he will reach
many facts, especially on the last days of Father Baziak Archbishop in Lviv.
Not all facts have been included in the above-mentioned memories, so it is necessary to be more specific about
some. I will return to my emphasis: "God did not need him yet" (1960), because in 1962 God probably needed
him and called to himself.
At the Second Vatican Council he
went to his successor who became
the Pope and then Saint John Paul
II. Baziak chose and consecrated
Karol Wojtyła as auxiliary
bishop. He made the episcopal
consecration on September 28,
1958. "I want to have bishop to
do, not for decoration " - he said.

Photograph from the funeral, in the foreground Primate of Poland Cardinal Stefan
Wyszyński
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Consecrator in Konsekrowany
(http://ikomutoprzeszkadzalo.pl/ato-polska-wlasnie/ingres/?lang=pl)

To look with the deepest veneration on his life at the archbishop's coffin, one must also get out of the evangelical
parable of the shepherd. This shepherd has a dual expression in the Gospel. We see him as he walks in front of
his sheepfold, as he stands above his sheepfold, watching as he watches over and defends. But we also see this
evangelical shepherd (...) when he is looking for a lost sheep (...) and finds her, and he finds her, brings him to
the fold and rejoices, rejoices (...) - [Continue to connect the power and the cross in the life of the deceased
archbishop.]
Ks. Bishop Karol Wojtyła,
Homily of the funeral, Wawel, June 19, 1962.
Divine Providence helped him to carry out this part of the Church of Christ, which is the Cracow Archdiocese,
through very difficult trials. Among these attempts, his own strength gradually eroded into exhaustion.

Grave plate
in the Wawel Cathedral
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In this way, he devoted his whole life to his last breath for God's cause. With the great dignity and dignity of the
church he carried a heavy cross, which is the path of his earthly life joining the path that all people lead the Savior
of the world. He also had a deceased priest. the archbishop of the special devotion to Our Lady of Sorrows, on
the day of her feast, on September 15, 1933, received a bishop's appointment. (...) The Archbishop died in the
fiftieth year of his priesthood, almost on the eve of his jubilee ...
Ks. Bishop Karol Wojtyła,
Appeal after the death of Archbishop. Eugeniusz Baziak, June 19, 1962.
In the last months of World War II, the archbishop took over the succession of the metropolitan Church in Lviv
after his deceased predecessor, Archbishop Bolesław Twardowski. He took over the succession over the difficult
one, it would be reasonable to say: dramatic Yes. His divine service, Divine Providence, has entered a great
historical drama. Was not this drama what happened because of the Yalta decisions? Was it not such a drama for
the Shepherd to leave the ancient capital of Latin metropolitans, the venerable Lviv cathedral and so many
splendid temples of this city and the entire archdiocese? I remember that when we were celebrating in Lubaczów
the twenty-fifth anniversary of his episcopal consecration, the archbishop connected his entire episcopate with
the liturgical secret of the day: September 15 - Feast of Our Lady of Sorrows, Mary standing under the cross of
her Son. And the feast of the bishop, who fell to stand under the cross of his church. I myself enlisted a huge debt
to the Metropolitan of Lviv. I was given two weeks after this meeting in the Lubaczów proclamation to receive
from his hands the episcopal ordination in the Wawel cathedral, to assist the bishop as a pastor of Archbishop
Eugene until his death in June 1962.
Pope John Paul II, during the 4th pilgrimage to the Homeland,
Speech in the oraczowa proclamation, June 2, 1991.
He chose me ... emphasized John Paul II and he always celebrated Mass on every anniversary of the death of his
consecrator. For the deceased, he preached homilies, moving, deep, filial, in places where the Great Pilgrim Pole
was currently in the world, including in Krakow, June 15, 1999. It seems that the incredible providential paths of
Wojtyla and Baziak's fate were recorded in God's script. Perhaps even the Creator revealed to Baziak a fragment
of his script, because the Holy Father recalled years later: I remember today, that the Archbishop took me by the
hand and led me to the waiting room where the priests sat and said: Pope. The Pope described this event as
"prophetic." It was 1958, shortly after the appointment of Karol Wojtyła as auxiliary bishop, for which Baziak
was eager for the Holy Father.
Eugeniusz Baziak, who went through a lot in his life, clearly began to appreciate the combination of intelligence,
piety, pastoral zeal and internal strength shown by Father Karol Wojtyla. He also says something about
archbishop Baziak himself that this formalist, and even a strict man, did not become discouraged by the
completely different priestly style of Wojtyła.
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Wojtyła's openness could have struck others as a
terrifying selflessness. Archbishop Baziak, who could
well have imagined himself floating on kayaks with
young marriages, like flying to the moon, had to
understand that Karol Wojtyla is a priest to the bone.
(George Weigel, Witness of Hope: biography of Pope
John Paul II, Znak, Kraków 2005, p. 192).
The departure of Eugeniusz Baziak was commented on
in the pages of L'Osservatore Romano: With the death of
Archbishop Baziak, the Polish Episcopate loses one of
its most distinguished representatives, the faithful whom
it looked after - a loving and firm father, and the Church
- vigilant and responsible up to the borders of the
shepherd's heroism. (...) His determined, though silent,
action aroused great admiration of those who were given
to assess its value. (...) John XXIII received him with all
his exuberance

Bas-relief, in the XXV anniversary of the
death of Eugeniusz Baziak, he offered John
Paul II and Ordinary and clergy Archdiocese
of Lubaczów
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Commemorative plaque in the cathedral in
Lviv

paternal heart, appreciating in him the example of apostolic zeal, overcoming any obstacles. He died, leaving
behind an instructive example of generous ups and downs of apostolic energy.
Lviv has kept in his heart and memory until the last moments of his life. His greatest pastoral drama took place
there; traumatic experiences and painful decisions. I will repeat the words of John Paul II: Was it not such a
drama for the shepherd to leave the ancient capital of Latin metropolitans, the venerable Lviv cathedral and so
many wonderful temples of this city and the whole archdiocese? From the Lviv cathedral, Eugeniusz Baziak
saved the miraculous image of Our Lady of Grace, then stored in his private chapel in Lubaczów.

Archives of the
Curia Metropolitan
Archbishop in
Krakow, Files of
Archbishop Baziak,
Letter from the
Primate of Poland
to Fr. Cardinal
Karol Wojtyła (1
page)
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Archives of the Metropolitan Curia in Krakow, Files of Archbishop Baziak, Letter from the Primate of Poland to Fr. Cardinal
Karol Wojtyła (2 page)

At the Archives of Eugeniusz Baziak, in his personal briefcase, there is a pocket schedule for 1945. It is not
signed, so initially we do not know who it belonged to. At first, I could have thought that these were the records
of the Archbishop. After a deeper analysis it turned out that are the notes of Fr. Deputy Director of the
Seminary - Stanisław Bizunia, arrested by the NKVD on the night of 3 to 4 January 1945, at 1.05 - the first entry.
The next record appeared on January 13, on Saturday: about the 3rd and cross-examination. he left at 14 Butrym
(illegible). On Monday 15 - I packet; 17 - from 22 am to 4 in the morning "conversation" at Połczynska, at 14
"dawkieła"; 22 on Monday - II packet. 24 January for 24 prot. in the matter of the Uniate Orthodox church
Kukurudzińskiego and Przełęcki (illegible). January 30: we stayed in Three. 2.3 and 4 February - export.
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Archives Eugeniusz Baziak, a pocket planner

On February 25, the priest noted: Januszek, he left, February 26 - IV packet. Under the date On March 8, on
Thursday, we read: from 13 to 16.39 crosses. main. On March 26, the following were entered: at 8 pm "Biesiołki"
without a prot., And 28 at 14 in the cell of 117 priests. CHW. and next: at night, 2nd with prot. P. in cell 65 in
the courtyard building.

On April 9, the priest received the VI package, and on April 13 he wrote: he came to the cell of Fr. Mosquito.
The 7th parcel arrived on April 23. On Sunday, April 29, Fr. Bizuń heard screams in the courtyard " save people!"
On May 3, the torturers played music and wrote down the protocols. VIII package. The day after receiving, i.e.
on May 8, a record: Bendeza robbed me, at night about 2 shooting. Subsequent hearings took place
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May 9, 14, 22 and 23 May at night. On May 27, the priest underwent a liver attack, he was given an IX packet,
and 31 took the first outdoor walk. Already on June 2 at midday, the interrogations resumed, and the liver attacked
again. On June 7 at 22.30 I left.
After the intervention of priest Archbishop Baziak, priest Stanisław Bizunia was released, but 25,000 rubles were
demanded. On June 27, he left Lviv, going through Bochnia and Kraków to Przeworsk.
In January 1945, the NKVD arrested Archbishop Romuald Jabłrzykowski and Bishop Adolf Szelążek. At that
moment, Baziak was left alone, as the only Pole from the higher clergy, in the USSR. During the summer, the
Seminary building was opened. Seminarians were prepared for evacuation. In August 1945, Fr. Archbishop
Baziak was forced to leave the episcopal residence. He moved to the Franciscan monastery. He was called four
times for all-night interviews. It was indispensable to leave all the clergy to Lviv. In September, the last priest
ordinations were held, in October alumni along with the educators went to Kalwaria Zebrzydowska. The archives
of the Curia were evacuated. The original image of Our Lady of Grace in the cathedral was replaced by a copy.
Transports were prepared. In March 1945, the Curia was closed. In April, immediately after the resurrection,
Archbishop Baziak was taken to the NKGB headquarters to force him to make the final decision to leave in three
days. He was called again four days later. Forced by violence, he eventually left Lviv on June 27, 1948.
Ks. The archbishop was often attacked by the Bolsheviks; hence he spent a lot of time at the SS house. Józefitek.
At his own disposal, he received a room after the general mother. And if he did not want to live in the sisters'
house, he probably did not want to expose them to the more frequent visits of the NKVD. For all religious orders,
such visits were commonplace.
The very day of departure from Lviv was a great experience for everyone. Based on the preserved memories, it
is possible to determine the place where the train was substituted. It was a Lviv station - Lewandówka (due to
the proximity of the place also called Lviv - Bogdanówka). Initially, the transport consisted of 46 wagons,
including two "saloons". At the last minute, a medical transport was scheduled to leave on April 27. Thus, the
entire transport consisted of 76 wagons. (...)
Based on the chronicles of the Franciscan monastery, we can learn about other details related to the departure
from Lviv, Fr. Archbishop E. Baziak. The chronicler wrote: I ks. the archbishop had to leave with us. Immediately
in the morning he hid with the Joseph's sisters because they had promised him to drive him away in a Soviet
provincial car. He did not want to make this pleasure. The Soviet’s came several times and asked where the
"episcopate" was. He was looking for him and at the station. They appointed a special "salon" for him and they
would say goodbye to him with the orchestra - what a parody! But our shepherd cleverly acted. He came quite
unnoticed with the ordinary rover of the Dąbrowski repatriation commission. (...)
Again, the memoirs of the Franciscans and Bernardines will be supplemented with such memories prof. R.
Gansińca. On May 11 he wrote: Indeed, trucks and personal cars were given, as all are here, with military
service. For supervisors and for the sake of improvement, he managed to load 2 non-stylists, who also went to
the station. They put them there right away..Bishop to the passenger car and put up an honor guard who did not
let anyone
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he did not allow the Archbishop either to let him leave his compartment, so that the archbishop could not say
goodbye to anyone, nor did the Lviv residents, who were numerous at the station, bless them. He was simply kept
as a prisoner and that's it. (...)
"Escape for the whole day" Archbishop thwarted the plans of the Soviets. The fact of "finding" the Archbishop
was used to make it, although with a small "pump", not as planned with a great parade, take him to the station.
(...)
Let's return to the descriptions of the transport itself. Passenger car - a living room, had additional protection. In
a separate compartment, a Soviet officer accompanied the whole road, while in the corridor a soldier was on duty,
whose task was to look after the train. In addition to the military guardians, the wagon was also a delegate of the
Soviet authorities and a representative of the State Repatriation Office, for whom Eustachy Łoś was the only
person responsible for this transport.
The trip took place only in the evening about 9 or 10 hours. According to the Franciscan chronicler, the train
started at 11 in the evening. (...) The journey did not last too long, because the train stopped in Biłohorskie Forests.
(...) Actually, the train did not leave Lviv, and it was only rolled into another station. Why? Based on memories,
you can try to answer this question. The Soviets probably thought about "ending farewells". (Father Jacek
Waligóra, Suffering Pasterze, Rzeszów 2013)
Citing a large fragment of the book by Fr. Dr Waligóra made consciously significant shortcuts, and I omitted the
relevant footnotes, because the publication should be read in full with focus and attention, getting into detailed
analyzes of the facts and documents referred to.
On June 3, 1946, all the Lviv churches were closed except for the cathedral, the parish church of Saint. Antoni
and the parish church of Saint. Mary Magdalene - closed in 1945 but re-opened in 1946. Traces of Polishness
were erased, cemeteries were devastated. After the evacuation of the Roman Catholic clergy, the Greek Catholic
Church was liquidated. The Bishop of the Greek Catholic Church of Teodor Romża was murdered in 1947.
It was also happier, even on Christmas Eve, Christmas Eve 1944. Eugeniusz Baziak, after arriving at the
Seminary, went through a wafer with the educators and clerics and sisters working in the kitchen, and ate all
supper, for which beef was served because of the lack of fish. This surprised the hierarch, who asked: Is meat
now given on Christmas Eve? In response, one of the priests said: It is probably a sea cow. Despite the joyful,
as it might seem, experience of these holidays, all those present were giving themselves, not yet at the time still
undefined, fear for further fate of them and Lviv, in view of the Soviets taking back the reign in the city. "
(Grzegorz Chajko, www.kuriergalicyjski.com)
Archbishop Baziak stopped in Przemyśl after crossing the border. He spent some time in Tarnów with his family,
then in Kraków with Cardinal Adam Sapiehy,
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and in Kalwaria Zebrzydowska, where he placed the Lviv
Higher Seminary, liquidated at the request of the Office for
Religious Affairs on September 28, 1950. On August 13, 1946
he arrived in Lubaczów, where the apostolic administration
was established in the Polish part of the Archdiocese of Lviv,
the seat of the Archbishop and the Curia.

Archbishop Eugeniusz Baziak, a portrait made of
photographs at the request of Andrzej Baziak.
Author: Mariusz Hryń

In the years 1945-1948 a seminar in Kalwaria, 20 new priests
were ordained. In 1946, there were 637 priests from the
Archdiocese of Lviv in Poland, and in 1948 there were 674
priests (in the meantime, from 1839, 189 priests died including in prison 17, and 48 were murdered, 15 priests were
missing). In year 1958, the number of Lviv inhabitants was
75,718. In 1950, the UB suddenly became interested in priests
from the former Archdiocese of Lviv staying in Poland.
(Perhaps this should be associated with some Soviet
instructions and the next stage of fighting, on both sides of the
border, with the Ukrainian Insurgent Army). The grand action,
which probably included seven provinces, was to establish
clerical contacts with the Lviv metropolitan and connections
with the citizens of Soviet Ukraine. Around the archbishop, the
loop began to tighten again. (Jacek Żurek, Lviv's fate of
Archbishop Eugeniusz Baziak, Bulletin of the Institute of
National Remembrance No. 12/2004)

In 1951 he came to Krakow as a coadjutor of Cardinal Stefan
Sapiehy, and after him He took over the leadership of the
Cracow diocese. December 1, 1952, in the evening Archbishop Baziak was taken to the seat of the Provincial
Office of Public Safety. He refused to condemn the priests arrested on suspicion of espionage, he was under
house arrest. He could only contact his chaplain, and the food provided him with UB. He did not let himself be
intimidated. On December 16, 1952, he was arrested on suspicion of espionage and imprisoned in a prison in
Krakow at ul. Montelupich.
Archbishop Baziak could not bring much into the process at that time, and only the compromising "Lviv"
materials were collected, but not very much related to the matters of the Kraków Curia. As one of the most
important hierarchs, he could not be just as convicted, even if he did
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and in a directed process. There was also the possibility of his death in detention (only in September 1953, almost
after three years of investigation, in the courtroom, in the light of the film chronicle, Bishop Czesław Kaczmarek,
who gave the impulse to arrest the Primate of Poland). However, the release of the Cracow bishops was not so
simple, there was also the problem of the empty metropolitan capital. On December 4, with General Edward
Ochab (deputy member of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the PZPR), Bishop Michał Klepacz
talked the Ordinary of Lodz and a member of the Main Commission of the Episcopal Conference held the same
day (the commission to which Archbishop Baziak also belonged was the "brain" of the Episcopate, under the
leadership of the Primate). The meeting took place at the initiative of the authorities, and Ochaba clearly wanted
the Episcopate to support all the communists' moves in the matter of the Krakow curia and agreed to nominate
suitable candidates for them in Kraków. (...) The simultaneous placement in the prison of the archbishop
coincided, not coincidentally, with recognition by the Primate of the vicar of the capitular diocese of Katowice,
"priest-patriot" Filip Bednorz (referred to by the Primate as "an old drunkard" who drinks at the expense of
ZBoWiD23). The concession in Katowice resulted in another repression, and Primate Wyszyński began to speak
about the "Katowice-Krakow" method, aimed at the "bishops" taking over the bishops by the state authorities.
On December 23, the Primate met with Franciszek Mazurek in Wilanów, trying to downplay the "Krakow case":
"I discussed the matter of Arc [y] bisku] by Pa. Baziak. I have shown that Arc [y] b [isku] p is the most loyal,
calm, moderate member of the Episcopate. The Main Commission lost the supporter of the "Agreement".
Moreover, Arc [y] bisku] p bears a punishment for someone else's fault. Card. Sapieha, as an old man, had a great
mess in his papers, and he did not quite know what an offense is and what is not, what is allowed and what is not
allowed in a new state. Besides, he did not attach much importance to the warnings being made that the files
should be sorted out. After the death of the Cardinal, no one took to this matter. I believe that by respecting the
Cardinal. All this was led by Fr. inf [facilitate] [Stefan] Mazanek, and only he knew what was in the files
and in the Curial Archives. When Fr. The Mazurka died, no one was able to investigate it, if only because it was
not considered the most urgent thing, and Arc [y] bekka] p. Baziak, as Vicar Capitular, considered himself a
temporary man. - I received the promise of Marshal Mazur that he would report my opinion to the Government.
As for the Bishop of Rosponda, I received the assurance that I would run cautiously, and the old man would be
able to stay in his home. "
On December 24, 1952, a few hours after the last interrogation, Archbishop Baziak was released from prison
together with bp. Rospond ...
Doctors then said emphatically: if you want to have a martyr, then leave him alone in prison. After eight days of
interrogations, Baziak was released from the order to leave Krakow. He was forbidden to hold office. He went
first to Krynica, for the sake of devastating health, and then to Tarnów, to his mother's and sister's home. They
were looked after by the sisters of Józef from the general house in Tarnów, coming from the service on ul.
Limanowskiego 15. In the general house, the Archbishop had a small room at his disposal, and, after the
extension, a larger room on the new floor. Ks. Cardinal. Marian Jaworski repeatedly expressed his gratitude for
the environment of the Outcast's concern. When celebrating our century in Lubaczów, he said, among other
things, that he would like to thank you in public for the sisters in the hardest years, they surrounded Joseph with
concern that "the Home Guardian's arm was extended Nazareth. " The mother - Franciszka née Mederska - died
on March 29, 1954. On November 3, 1956, Archbishop Baziak returned to Kraków again. (Jacek Żurek, Lviv's
story of Archbishop Eugeniusz Baziak, Bulletin of the Institute of National Remembrance No. 12/2004)
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The first Roman Catholic parish in Nowa Huta
pw. The Sacred Heart of Jesus was erected on
June 15, 1952 by Eugeniusz Baziak without the
permission of the authorities. On March 17, 1957,
he devoted a few meters cross in the parish of
Bieńczycka at the junction of the then Marx and
Majakowskiego streets. This cross was moved to
the wasp in a solemn procession. Teatralne,
where the first church was to be built in Nowa
Huta. On 3 May 1957, Baziak devoted a plot in
Nowa Huta, where the church was to be built.
The inhabitants of Nowa Huta defended the cross.
The cross remained in the meantime. However, it
was not possible to build a church. April 19,
1960, Fr. Mieczysław Satora received a letter
demanding the removal of the cross. On April 27,
1960, when the workers started excavating the
cross, the inhabitants of Nowa Huta stood in his
defense. The protest was suppressed, and the
cross was destroyed. The authorities confiscated
2 million PLN collected by the residents for the
construction of the church. The construction of
Archives Eugeniusz Baziak in Krakow, Personal file, Nekrolog
the temple took place in another place, after seven
Franciszka Baziak, Archbishop's mother
years thanks to the efforts of Bishop. Karol
Wojtyła. Work began in October 1967, and in
May 1977 Cardinal Karol Wojtyła consecrated
a new church. Ks. Cardinal. Stanisław Dziwisz on the 50th anniversary of the consecration of the square for the
construction of a church on the estate Teatralny on November 10, 2007, at the church of the Sacred Heart of
Jesus, he sacrificed made of bronze - Krzyz Nowohucki Memorial - referring to the first cross from 1957. The
author of the monument is Stefan Dousa and Krzysztof Ingarden.
Baziak often prayed to Saint Judy Tadeusz advocate in matters hopelessly human.
There was a saying among the family and
relatives in a desperate situation: Only our
Archbishop can help here.
Archives Archbishop Eugeniusz in Krakow from
March 19, 2012 is currently in the walls of the
Pontifical University of John Paul II in Krakow.

Note: PLN- Złoty (Polish currency)

Memory board. The history of Nowa Huta cross
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Archives Eugeniusz Baziak in Krakow, Personal file. A poem by hand, written shortly before death, then rewritten on
the machine

Under the rule of Archbishop Bolesław Twardowski in Lviv, an initiative to organize archival files of the
Archbishop's Curia was created. Until 1939, the Curia Archive was in the archbishop's palace at ul. Czarnieckiego
22. Personal files of the clergy were destroyed by Archbishop Twardowski in September 1939, for fear of soviets.
In October 1945, resources The Archdiocesan Archives and the archives and library of the Seminary were
transported to Kraków, Tarnów and Kalwaria Zebrzydowska. On the initiative of Archbishop Eugeniusz Baziak
and priest Dr. Marian Rechowicz in the 1950s these files were placed in the building of the Catholic University
of Lublin, they were sent to the Bishop's Curia in Lubaczów in 1978. There, they began to organize them.
During the evacuation of Lwów and various fortunes, the files were
mixed up, the record books were taken over twice by the Soviet
authorities, not all of them returned. In the middle of 1995, the
Archive was transported to Krakow. Until 2000, this institution
functioned in Krakow under the name Archive and Library and the
Museum of the Lviv Latin Metropolis. Unfortunately, part of the
resource, i.e. the Archives of the Metropolitan Chapter, is in the
Central State Historical Archives of Ukraine in Lviv. People looking
for ancestors born in Kresy go to Krakow and browse microfilms, as
is popularly said - "in Baziak."
The painting, graces famous, Our Lady of Graces was painted by
Józef Wolfowicz on the order of Lviv Lviv - Wojciech Domagalicz
because of the death of his daughter Catherine. Initially, he hung
nearby her grave, and then in a new chapel. Archives Eugeniusz
Baziak in Krakow, Personal file. A handwritten poem, written
shortly before his death, then rewritten on the machine Image
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An image of Our Lady of Grace in Lviv

Archives Eugeniusz Baziak in Krakow, Personal file

Before the picture, King Jan Kazimierz thanked for the victory at Beresteczek. On April 1, 1656, he placed him
in the main altar and made royal vows offering the Mother of God to the Mother of God and proclaimed her
Queen of the Polish Crown. The painting also gained papal crowns in 1765. Archbishop Eugeniusz Baziak,
leaving Lwów in 1946, took with him the original that accompanied him in Lubaczów. In 1974. it was placed in
the main altar of the Lubaczów proclaim. Two copies were made, and the original was deposited in the treasury
of the Wawel Cathedral. The first copy was crowned at Jasna Góra in 1983 by John Paul II, the second - in Lviv
in 2001. Our Lady of Grace, called the Lovely Star of the city of Lviv, is the main patron of the Archdiocese of
Lviv. Its feast is celebrated on April 1 in commemoration of the marriages of King Jan Kazimierz.
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The image of Our Lady of Grace was registered on a photograph from May 5, 1952, made in Lubaczów in a
religious house, at a ceremony organized for the assembly of Josephine and the closest family on the 50th
anniversary of the priesthood of the Archbishop. The picture shows three sisters from Eugeniusz: Władysława
Baziak, Maria Szikulowa, Helena Kotowicz, nephew of Jan Mach (he returned from Siberia with Anders's
army) with his wife Janina Maria and daughter Ewuna and sister Józef and a personal chaplain. A similar
view, with the archbishop, was published in the book of the pen by Fr. Wacław Szetelnicki.
Returning from both archives in Krakow: Archives of Metropolitan Curia in Krakow and Archives of them.
Eugeniusz Baziak, I visited the collective grave of the Joseph's congregation in the noble old cemetery in Tarnów,
where they rest in God - the mother and three sisters of the Metropolitan. After his mother's funeral, Eugeniusz
Baziak expressed his request: "Remember and leave me a place in the tomb next to my mother."

Tombstone and plate with surnames of Josephine sisters and Władysława Baziak, Maria Szikulowa and Helena
Kotowicz, Tarnów

At the cemetery in Tarnów "On Burku" does not rest Stanisław Mach, a landowner family with patriotic
principles, the daughter of Józef Baziak and Franciszka of Mederski, the fourth of the sisters, because he met her,
her children and husband cruel fate. Stanisława and two sons shared the fate of thousands of Poles from the
Eastern Borderlands. They were deported to Kazakhstan, in April 1940 (based on the resolution of the Political
Bureau of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Ukraine (b) of March 2, 1940, taken at the request
of Beria and Khrushchev), died on "inhuman land". Only Janek, then a minor, managed to survive the slaughter.
The body of Captain Franciszek Mach was found by the son after many years of searching for family and friends
in Bykownia in 2000, in the mass grave of NKVD victims, among a thousand victims of Stalinist crimes.
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Cracovia Leopolis 2 (34) 2003, Editors and Barbara Czałczyńska, p. 1
(http://www.mbc.malopolska.pl)
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In the book of priest Szetelnicki, there is a photograph,
as I mentioned, signed only "Fr. Archbishop Eugeniusz
Baziak among the closest family ... ". Of course, I
guessed who the people around the archbishop were.
However, I did not know the name of this little,
beautiful girl. Recently, I received a telephone call,
some woman's voice with a slightly different accent,
she asked if I was the person with whom she wanted to
talk. After a moment, both of us were speechless with
emotion. Ewa called Ewa, daughter of Jan, lives in
Switzerland, has son Jonka and husband Martin. She
found me a miracle, and thanks to the help of p. Artur
from the Archive "Baziak" in Krakow.

In the photograph: Stanisława Mach with her husband
Franciszek and sons Joze and Janek, Lublin 1938, from the
archive of Ewa Neidhart-Mach

Józef Baziak - judge, father of the archbishop, daughter of Stanisław, on the right her son Jan Mach, from the archive
of Ewa Neidhart-Mach
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Eva, as she put it, "melted into feelings." I knew about the tragedy of the family of Stanisława Mach from the
house of Baziak, but I did not know all the terrifying details.
Captain Franciszek Mach was an activist of the Polish independence movement before the First World War. He
belonged to the Field Teams of Sokolich, later to the Rzeszów structures of the Rifle Association. On December
12, 1914, he reported in the 2nd Infantry Regiment of the Second Brigade of the Legions. He became famous on
the front, he fought among others in the Carpathians. In 1918, he abandoned the Austro-Hungarian army, made
his way to Ukraine, joined the 13th Infantry Regiment, and in August 1918 he joined General Haller's "Blue
Division". Franciszek Mach commanded the company of the 54th Infantry Regiment. "On August 17, during the
successful offensive of the Polish army
and the panicky back of the Bolsheviks,
his unit was suddenly cut off from the
main forces by the attack of the cavalry
of Marshal Budyonny. Lieutenant Mach
with a bayonet lunged at the enemy,
kidnapping behind them the remaining
soldiers who managed to break through
the enemy ring. He was wounded at the
time of breaking through and was briefly
taken prisoner. He managed to escape.
For this he was decorated with the
highest Polish military decoration. The
trace of the Cossack saber around his
neck remained until the end of his life.
Www.podkarpackahistoria.pl/.../bylprzyjacielem-lisa-kuli-zginal-wkijowie). The heroism was, after years,
appreciated and awarded the Virtuti
Militari order, which he received in the
name of the Father - Son Jan. Franciszek
continued his law studies and returned to
the army. He served, among others in the
Border Protection Corps near Suwałki,
later in 8 pp in Lublin. He found himself
in areas occupied after September 17 by
the Soviet army. In April 1940 he was
arrested and imprisoned in the NKVD
prison in Przemyśl, taken away in
autumn by transport No. 104 to Kiev and
murdered on the night of September
12/13, a shot in the back of the head at
the headquarters of the NKVD at
Karolenkiwska St. 17. The corpses were
Place of last rest Cpt. Franciszka Macha, from the archive of Ewa
taken to the collective "graves" in
Neidhart-Mach
Bykowo. Victims of genocide are resting
in: Katyń, Miednoje, Piatichatkach in the suburbs of Kharkiv, Bykowo near Kiev, probably among others in the
suburbs of Minsk in Kuropaty in Belarus and in places we do not know yet.
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I was intrigued by a single plaque written in Russian, placed on a tree trunk (see photo on the left) with the date
of arrest and execution of Franciszek Mach. He surprises, in the context of a burial in the mass grave of the
NKVD offensive. Looking for a clarification of this fact, I found the answer on the website of the Embassy of
Russia in Poland.

The concept of the state policy of the Russian Federation on the commemoration of victims of political repression:
(...) In the "Concept of long-term socio-economic development of the Russian Federation for the period up to
2020", approved by the regulation of the Government of the Russian Federation of November 17, 2008, No.
1662-р, the leading role in the innovative development of the country is attributed to the creation of human
capital, that is, the creation of such a socio-cultural environment in which the objectives of society development
are clearly defined, and such tasks are formulated in the construction of national identity, such as:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

building a state of law, based on the observance of human rights and the rights of social and ethnic groups
that make up the country's population
harmonization of inter-ethnic relations in the country and strengthening its positive image abroad;
supporting the moral development of society, including active patriotism.
Russia cannot fully become a rule of law and become a leader in the international community without
honoring the memory of many millions of its citizens who have been victims of political repression. In
this respect, it is particularly important to understand the tragic nature of Russia's experience as a country
and its citizens after the events of October 1917, which involved the destruction of tradition, the loss of
cultural continuity, and the breakdown of relationships between generations. Because of repression, the
country was affected by social disasters. In addition to the colossal losses suffered during the civil war and
the Great Patriotic War, Russia has been affected by numerous other tragedies, including:
persecution of representatives of various denominations;
post-revolutionary emigration of the best-educated people and long-standing discrimination against those
representatives of the pre-revolutionary elite who decided to stay in Russia;
collectivization, which resulted in numerous victims among people sent in and outcast, as well as the
destruction of peasant farms, which for centuries were the basis of the state's economy;
a hunger connected with forced collectivization, which consumed the lives of millions of people;
mass repressions, because of which millions of people were killed, imprisoned in Gulag camps, deprived of
their property and deported.

In 1953, the leadership of the USSR began rehabilitation of victims of political repression. It was made at the
request of people injured because of reprisals, as well as their relatives. In the years 1955-1962, to the families
of those who were shot, civil registry offices, in accordance with the instructions received from relevant
authorities, issued death certificates with fictitious
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the dates and causes of the deaths of the people who were shot. From 1963, civil registry offices began issuing
death certificates, in which the exact date of the shooting was given, but in the place provided for entering the
cause of death a dash was put up. At the same time, places of mass executions and graves were not announced,
and the documents concerning them remained secret.
In 1987, the rehabilitation process was resumed. Until that time, millions of victims of repression had not yet
been rehabilitated in the USSR. On September 28, 1987, a committee of the Political Bureau of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union was established to examine additional materials related
to the repressions of the 1930s and 1940s and early 1950s. On 4 July 1988, the decision "On the erection of the
monument to the victims of lawlessness and repression" was taken.
On January 16, 1989, the Decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR "On Additional Measures
to Restore Justice in Relation to Victims of Repression in the 1930s and 40s and in the Early 1950s." Extrajudicial
decisions of "threes" and "special colleges" have been repealed. Support has been given to initiatives on the
erection of monuments to victims of repression, as well as maintaining the burial sites of victims in a proper state.
On November 14, 1989 and March 7, 1991, it was declared unlawful and repressive decisions regarding forced
resettlement of nations were lifted. On August 13, 1990, reprisals from the mid-1920s to the 1950s were
considered illegal and all rights of political repression were restored to their victims.
In 1989, mass rehabilitation began. Many mass graves were established and announced, including Kuropaty,
Lewaszów, Butów and Kommunarce. The first books of memory of people who lost their lives or were lost
without a trace because of repression appeared.
After the events of August 1991, the Government of the Russian Federation continued the rehabilitation program,
strengthening it with legislative acts. It was admitted for the first time that political repressions in pre- and
Postalin times were used. On October 18, 1991, the Act on the Rehabilitation of Victims of Political Repression,
in force until today, was adopted. October 30 was proclaimed the Day of Remembrance of Victims of Political
Repression. (...)
Hundreds of books of memory were published with the names of repressed persons, thousands of studies and
collections of documentary materials on repression, memorial signs and monuments commemorating the victims
of repression were established, archival materials were continued, and thematic museum exhibitions were
created.
In the years 1991-2014, 3,510,818 people were rehabilitated, and they were considered subjected to political
repression and rehabilitated 264,085 people (children of repressed persons).
In connection with the entry into force of the Federal Constitutional Law of 21 March 2014, No. 6-FCC "On
admission to the Federation of the Russian Republic of Crimea and the establishment of new entities within the
Russian Federation: the Republic of Crimea and the city of federal importance Sevastopol" was issued Decree of
the President of the Russian Federation of April 21, 2014, No. 268 "On the rehabilitation measures of the nations:
Armenian, Bulgarian, Greek, Crimean Tatar and German, as well as state support for their rebirth and
development", which envisages an increase in the number of applications for issuing certificates on the
rehabilitation of victims of political repression by persons of these nationalities.
Over the years that have passed since 1953, the rehabilitation process in Russia has not been completed. The
exact number of people repressed remains unknown. It still has not been erected
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nationwide monument to victims of political repression. To date, no work has been done to find burial grounds
for victims of repression. In many regions (Altai Krai, Republic of Komi, Republic of Tatarstan, Pskov and
Samark Oblasts and others) in the published books of memory, the names of almost all repressed persons were
indicated, but in some entities of the Russian Federation such books have not yet been written. It is unacceptable
to repeat attempts to justify repression with the specificity of those times or to deny the fact of their existence in
our history. (...).
Main activities in commemoration of victims of political repression.
As part of commemorating the victims of political repressions, the following undertakings are planned:
• creating places of remembrance in places of mass burial of victims of political repression in order to
commemorate victims of political repression and develop these places;
• providing access to archival documents and other materials regarding the issue of political repression, in
accordance with the standards of the Russian Federation (...).
The list of children deported to the USSR - (Siberia, Kazakhstan), which left Russia with General Anders'
army, was developed by Iwona Kopańska, thanks to the materials sent by Jacob Wengeld of Brisbane. It contains
names so far about 10,000 people at an estimated 30,000. On list:
Surname and first name - Place of residence: Mach Jan - Oudtshoorn; South Africa
Janek returned to the country. He defected about 35,000 kilometers to get back to the House.
In Lubaczów (from the end of 1947) he attended high school and high school. One from graduates, Zdzisław
Daraż, published the position of Zawieruch nad Sanem, in which he recalled: "Our year has promoted many great
people. Witness about them their professional careers, education obtained. It comes from, among others: 13
doctors, 17 teachers, 2 lawyers, 6 engineers, 2 priests, and four people graduated from other universities. The
dramatic fate of Janek Mach, who came back from Siberia in a circuitous way. " Zdzisław Daraż and Jan Mach
also published in the Towarzystwo Miłośników Lubaczowa Gawęda A graduate’s chat - the '50th, Rzeszów 2003
year. In it, brought by Ewa from Switzerland, I found details of wandering and John's return.
Three days after the arrest of her father, two Ukrainians and two Jews loaded their family Machów to freight
wagons going to Lviv. They passed Kiev and after three weeks they reached Kazakhstan, then further to the
kolkhoz Annowka. They worked over hunger. In March 1941, they were transported into the steppe to sowie 1,
in June they learned that they could move to Uzbekistan. Apparent freedom, but ... They sold the last ring of my
mother and the camel team reached Kustanaj. In Tashkent they were again driven to the soviet of Politdel, to the
cotton harvest. They fled their last remaining strength to Samarkand, then to Kattakurgan. Stanisława was taken
to a Polish hospital, Jozio was also ill for three years, Jan was in an orphanage with a group of about 60 children.
In August 1942, hospital staff buried their mother in the field
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Ewa and her mother Janina, son Jonka and uncle, at the funeral of Father, Jan Mach, 20/04/2007, from the archive of
Ewa Neidhart-Mach

of cotton, Józia in a collective grave behind a hospital, Janek was 12 at the time. Some of the children were taken
to Krasnovodsk and the Soviet ship to Iranian Pachlawi, then to Tehran, ultimately to Isfahan, "the city of Polish
children". The next stage was Iraq and South Africa. After a further quarantine, a group of about 500 children
was left to Oudtshoorn. From April 1943, Janek was again a pupil of the second and third class, in the following
year IV and V, in 1945 - VI. The end of the war and the desire for further education in the gymnasium. Stop in
Johannesburg and waiting for a visa to North and South Rhodesia (Zimbabwe). In Kattakukurganie, he found
him in 1945 and 46. He graduated from the first, second and third semesters of the third grade of junior high
school. Siberians were traveling to different countries and continents, Janek only wanted to go to Poland. He
wrote a letter to his uncle and aunts, they waited. They did not want to release him, he was 17 years old. It helped
uncle's statement about care and maintenance. So, he went to Mozambique, where the ships were prepared. They
were calling to ports: Mombasa, Der-Esallam, Aden. Through Suez and Mediterranean, they reached Naples,
then by train through Austria, Czechoslovakia to Zebrzydowice and Czechowice-Dziedzice, because it was there
that the formalities in the Repatriation Office had to be made. He got a ticket to Katowice. The family meeting
took place at the Josephine Sisters, my aunts and uncle kissed him on the head, then they went to the Curia in
Lubaczów. Jan graduated from the fourth grade of high school, he graduated in 1951 at the age of 21. He felt
"care" from the authorities, but also from the church side. He was told that contacts with his uncle were poorly
perceived. He dreamed about humanistic studies. Uncle Eugene convened a meeting without the participation of
the interested party. They advised that due to the threat of conscription to the army, and that "Johnny for theology
will not go, and for other studies there is no chance." The council submitted documents to the UMCS in Lublin
for veterinary medicine. He finally had some freedom. Fell in love
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with a student of medicine, a future wife of Janina, Ewa's mother - a pediatrician extremely dedicated to small
patients. (based on: Jan Mach, Tułacze childhood and youth, in: Gawędę absolwenta - 1950s, Rzeszów 2003).
Archives of the Metropolitan Curia in Krakow have two archbishop's files: Personalia (vol. 1) and Hourglasses,
condolences (vol. II). I was not particularly interested in the briefcase with obituaries and condolences, especially
when I noticed the mistakenly given place of death in one of the obituaries. I was hoping to discover letters,
private correspondence, something heartfelt. Evidently, however, Eugeniusz hid himself with strong feelings,
outside he was tough, inscrutable, separate, in the crowd lonely. However, if they were so, they were confiscated
in Lviv.
In the first file I found, among others Order of the District Court in Tarnów, dated February 1, 1963, issued based
on a will, stating the law to the inheritance of the deceased. Writing about Jan, I remembered that document.
Sister, the only man among the heirs, Eugeniusz signed the car of the Warsaw brand (reg. No. KR-7842), probably
for the sake of the family, believing that it may be useful to the sisters in old age or with the thought that he would
sell it, and maybe because of his expiation for his severity and the apocalyptic fate he experienced.
I spent a long time remembering the photograph from the funeral in the book of Fr. Jack Waligóry. Is the sister
of the convent there included in the frame is Alan – Władysława Baziak? You can agree with the signature "Family of the deceased", although it is not her.

Photograph from the album Archbishop Eugeniusz Baziak, passed by the sister of Józef Sister Alan, or Władysława
Baziak. Archives of Genowefa Chromczak, was scanned by Andrzej Baziak from Nowy Sącz, and Wojciech Baziak made
technical repairs of scans.
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Unique photos refer to Eugeniusz Baziak's visit to the Beskid side of the family, June 1961

Ks. Wacław Szetelnicki described in detail the circumstances of the death of Archbishop Baziak at the Catholic
House "Roma" in Warsaw. The religious sister who took care of the ailing Archbishop for many years went to
the monastery for the night. The door was closed, there was no telephone in the building. The driver ran too late
after the ambulance. Due to extensive heart attack, there was pulmonary edema and strangulation. Eugeniusz
Baziak died after receiving the sacrament of sick people, whom he received from Bishop Edmund Nowicki from
Gdańsk, temporarily staying at the hotel. Prayer at the
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Primate Stefan Wyszyński and Bishop Zygmunt Choromański would recite in the morning. Down Warsaw was
promptly arrived by Bishop Karol Wojtyła. It was established that Baziak will rest in Wawel. With corpses to
Krakow, she traveled, among others sister of Józef, a longtime nurse. And it is she who appears on the photograph
with the signature "Family of the deceased."
Many facts and details, and some are important, I omitted - starting from the strict education of my father and the
great religiousness instilled by my grandmother, Mederska. Eugene, as we know, chose the path of fidelity and
obedience to God. In time World War I, from 1917, served as a chaplain in the Austrian army.
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Taking care of the soldiers, he fell heavily on typhus. In 1921 he defended his doctorate Fri. "The fight of Jesus
with the Pharisees." On 9.11.1932 he was awarded the Knight's Cross of the Order of the Rebirth of Poland in
the fifth grade "for merits in the field of public work" by the President of the Republic of Poland.
These few smiles in the photographs, and even find information about my soul mate. During the Lviv period he
was friends with the Nestor brothers, especially with Father Florian Nestorowski - Capuchin, he also often visited
the monastery. Then they also met in Bolków and Wałcz. This friendship lasted until the death of the Archbishop.
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Father Zygmunt knew from his childhood what it means to be a borderland fighter and he knew how to be in
historical Bolków, combine the duties of a priest with the duty of a Pole. (...) It is not surprising that Archbishop
of Lviv, Archbishop Baziak, who had met the Nestor brothers in Lviv, took a liking to Zygmunt's valuable soul
and found a dedicated friend there. He spent most of his vacation days right here in Bolków, always for each
hospitable house, or rather presbytery - a monastery, at a time when both Nestorows stayed in this house. He did
not look for a respite at the foot of Giewont (...), but he preferred - in his hard days, use the bread and salt of his
friends. In time
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in constant contact with the Archbishop, when I wrote to him and I knew that he was not in Lubaczów, just in
case I was addressing Bolków. And mostly the address was correct. (Father Michał Milewski, Father Zygmunt,
Michał Nestorowski 1915-1966, Gdańsk 1982)
The fact that Pope Pius XII gave Pope on 25 October 1946 to the Primate of Poland, cardinal, seems a marginal
fact. August Hlond and the Metropolitan of Krakow, Archbishop. Adam Sapieze has special powers in relation
to the Greek Catholic clergy in Poland. The Pope appointed Cardinal Hlond Delegate of the Holy See to the
Eastern Churches in Poland, and the Congregation for Eastern Churches gave appropriate instructions. On
January 9, 1947, at the Polish Episcopate Conference, a commission for the Eastern rite was established,
composed of: the ordinary of Lviv, Bishop Eugeniusz Baziak, bishop of Przemyśl Franciszek Barda and bishop
of Tarnów, Jan Stepa. Because of the work of the commission on March 31, Cardinal Hkond appointed the canon
of Basil Hrynyk as Vicar General of the Greek Catholic Diocese of Przemyśl, and on April 1, Fr. Andrija Zupko
on the vicar general of the Apostolic Administration of the Lemko region.
The final blow, inflicted on the Greek Catholic Church, was carried out in the period from April to July 1947,
the "Vistula" action, as a result of which the faithful of this Church were deported and dispersed in the areas of
western and northern Poland, and the consequences of which the Church feels painfully to this day. On the eve
of its implementation in Poland there were still 114 Greek Catholic priests. 62 priests were resettled to the
Western and Northern Territories, except that seven clergymen were taken to the USSR after being arrested, and
22 of them were detained at the Central Labor Camp in Jaworzno. The diocesan clergy met the same repressions.
In 1947, only one Basilian monastery remained in Warsaw. Among the displaced there were over 140,000 people:
Ukrainians and Lemkos. There were mainly Greek Catholics and a smaller number of Orthodox in this number.
(...) 654 sacral buildings, thousands of hectares of land and forests became the property of the state and religious
houses. Some of the 250 churches took over the Roman Catholic Church, 23 Orthodox churches took over the
churches for the wishes of the faithful. Huge losses of the faithful, decimated clergy abandoned male and female
orders, liquidated church societies and institutions, devastated and ruined churches, irretrievable loss of
immovable and movable property, liquidation of many valuable archival, library, museum and cultural heritage
assets - all this happened the oldest and largest Przemyśl diocese of Przemyśl and the Christianity of over 1000
years. As a result of the administrative and police operations of the regime, the south-eastern lands of Poland,
numerous from the churches and shrines, were empty due to the lack of faithful and priests. A similar fate befell
the Apostolic Administration of the Lemko region, existing since 1934 in the area inhabited by the Lemkos. (...)
Greek Catholic priests who avoided the Holocaust and remained in Poland tried to continue pastoral work among
the Ukrainian population dispersed after the "Vistula" action and the Lemkos Greek Catholic denomination. (...)
Destalinization of 1955-1956, socio-political and economic changes after Władysław Gomułka's team came to
power
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Greek Catholic Church, which, however, proved futile. (...) Despite the obstacles, the number of Greek Catholic
institutions has steadily increased ... (Grzegorz Baziur, From Communist Terror to the Truth to Win) Experience
of the Greek Catholic Church in Poland and Slovakia - an Attempt of Comparison, Historia Ecclesiastica, V,
2014, 1).
Let's give one example:
Unici tried to recover the church of Saint Norbert in Krakow. After a year of efforts, Archbishop Baziak allowed
the community to celebrate the liturgy on January 7, 1958 in the chapel of St. Dorota Church of St. Catherine.
The security service employees "snorted", photographed, scared.
"Uniate Bishop Peter Kryk recalled: When in Krakow they awarded us the chapel of St. Dorota at the Augustinian
monastery - there was nothing in it. And then Nowosielski's father, a retired railway man who served the priest
daily Mitrat Deńko, once said: - I have a son who paints, if the priest mitrates, he will paint some icons. Iconostas
[Jerzy Nowosielski] to the chapel of St. Dorota will be solemnly devoted to Easter in 1972. The Krakow Greek
Catholic community will also be appreciated by Cardinal Karol Wojtyla, when during the visit of the parish, on
November 15, 1972, he will give a famous sermon: Jesus once addressed very important words to his Apostles.
He told them: "Do not be afraid - Trzaryko Mała, for it pleased God to give you the kingdom"
(https://sztukpuk.art.pl/documents/428.html)

About the painful history of arrests and so-called the process of the Krakow Curia

The communist authorities of the Polish People's Republic, in agreement with the NKVD and the KGB,
recognized that for the good of the communist forces the Polish Church should be weakened. One of the
performers of this task was Colonel Julia Brystiger, PhD student of philosophy at the Sorbonne, former model of
Picasso, pseudonym "Luna", "Bloody Luna" and others. The then appointed director of the 5th Department of
Social Security Office was "under the care" of the affairs of the clergy and creative circles. On the instructions
of her officers, she wrote: "Indeed, the entire Polish intelligentsia is against the communist system and there is
virtually no chance of re-education. It remains, therefore, to eliminate it. However, since the mistake made in
Russia after the revolution in 1917 cannot be made, exterminating intelligence and thus delaying the economic
development of the country, it is necessary to create a system of pressure and terror so that representatives of the
intelligentsia do not dare to be politically active. "
She died - supposedly - as a deeply believing Catholic, neophyte. Perhaps more appropriate would be the
pseudonym "Gorliwa? (more on: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julia_Brystiger).
Note: mitrates = an extinct stem group echinoderms (Wikipedia)
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Based on the testimony of the "broken" priest Józef Lelita, arrested on November 12, 1952 in the parish of RabkaZdrój, where he was a vicar, at the headquarters of the Krakow Curia, because of, among others, documents and
objects extracted during the exhumation in Katyn in 1943.
At the turn of November and December [1952], UB arrested Archbishop Eugeniusz Baziak himself. At that time,
he was the apostolic administrator of the Cracow diocese. Earlier, until 1951, as a metropolitan of Lviv he
managed from Lubaczów, the remaining part of his diocese in Poland. His arrest even for the people who were
used to terror was a shock - former military chaplain, the bachelor of the Order of Polonia Restituta, the second
primate of the Polish Church, treated like an ordinary criminal ... Over the past years the archbishop as he could
have avoided statements on political matters, and when they came information about the involvement of priests
in the underground, he said he did not want to know anything. Now he has been extremely brave. Although the
best investigators (Major Kozłowski and the captains of Midro and Mederer) took care of him, he failed to break
it. As a bishop he had some considerations, he was treated more gently. He confessed that he knew about the
hidden valuables and the activities of priest. Lelity. However, when asked about the details, he always replied: "I
do not know," "I do not remember." He even tried to convince himself that he had sclerosis. He did not give any
names except those he knew they had previously burdens on. He said he did not remember what he was talking
to. When the interrogator told him that he knew about dollars buried in the garden of the Lubaczów curia,
Archbishop Baziak took the blame on himself, stating that he was the one who ordered the burial of money. The
answer to the repeated question, who did this command invariably: "I cannot answer this question because my
conscience does not allow me to reveal the name of the person who buried the dollars above." The bishop was in
custody until Christmas - on December 24, 1952, he was turned into a police guard and ordered to live in Tarnow.
The espionage investigation against him was discontinued in the summer of 1953, when priests Tadeusz
Kurowski, Bolesław Przybyszewski and Czesław Skowron were released from custody. He learned about the
course of the trial from Father Andrzej Bardecki. He also told him what really saved him from the brutal treatment
and the bench of the accused. It turned out that he was saved by prof. Julian Aleksandrowicz, head of the
hematology clinic ... (Wojciech Czuchnowski, Cracow priests in court (2), Full text:
http://wyborcza.pl/1,76842,1130510.html#ixzz45hlLOszR, 15/11/2002)
On February 8, 1953, 53 members of the Polish Writers' Union wrote a resolution to the authorities of the Polish
People's Republic, signing their names and first letters of the names in support of the death penalty sentences.
ZLP resolution:
In recent days, the process of a group of American spies connected with the Kraków Metropolitan Curia has been
taking place in Krakow.
On February 8, 1953, members of the Krakow Branch of the Polish Writers' Union express our absolute
condemnation to the traitors of the Homeland, who, using their spiritual positions and influence on some of the
youth concentrated in the KSM, acted hostile towards
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of the family and the people's state, they cultivated - for American money - espionage and diversion.
We condemn these dignitaries from the higher ecclesiastical hierarchy, who favored anti-Polish plots and showed
help to traitors and destroyed valuable cultural monuments.
In the face of these facts, we commit ourselves, in the work of our more combat and insightfulness, to the current
problems of the struggle for socialism and sterner opponents of the nation - for the good of Poland, strong and
just.
(...) What did the writers demand? Time was like history showed that by defending priests they could save their
lives. The communist authorities clearly hesitated. They needed 'social support'. They wanted to share
responsibility.
The Communists act was criminal and shameful. You had to be an idiot to believe that the American intelligence
curator operates in the American curia, using it as its tool against the communists. But even if someone believed
it, he would have to think that losing priests is too much punishment.
The letters signed under the resolution were not idiots. They were, after all, educated people, light-hearted,
knowledgeable, well-informed, understanding the nature of the changes taking place in Poland and their direction.
They were, it would seem, humanists who constituted the elite, that is, people whose task was to defend universal
principles, disagree on such actions of the authorities that would be particularly barbaric, anti-human, unjust.
Krakow's writers had three issues. They could protest sharply by choosing the path dictated by their human
dignity and the culture they represented, the heroic path, the path that would somehow be the path of martyrdom.
If they chose this path, God and history would reward them lavishly. Stalin died in a month. Repression would
end, and they would be proclaimed national heroes in glory and glory.
Those writers could also act honestly and pragmatically, diplomatically. They could condemn priests and at the
same time demand in the name of humanism to give them life. They could, by the way, use a pair of snatches
that could make the communist authorities easier. They could, for example, propose the following formula:
"Communism won. Communism is right. Communism is good. Communism is strong and generous. As such, he
can forgive blame, forgive. Turn the priests to death sentences for life imprisonment. "
Krakow's writers could also be silent, though the communist authorities certainly pushed for them to condemn
the priests. If the Krakow writers did not speak, the repressions of the authorities would be the smallest in relation
to them. They could lose their warm positions, get a print ban. However, it would not be too high a price for
honor and fidelity to the basic dimensions of humanity, for not being downcast, not accomplices of the crime.
That's what they should know then, they would not pay forever. The criminal system was connected with the
person of Stalin. He already had his years. His death must have brought changes - political thaw.
Krakow's writers chose the fourth way. The content of their speech was such that between the lines you could
clearly read: "Make a judgment, speed it up". At the same time, and on this occasion, they laid, on their knees, a
homogeneous tribute and an oath of allegiance to the criminals and the actual traitors of Poland.
This resolution was, let us repeat it once again, criminal and shameful. Those who signed it, signed not only
under the death sentences for three priests and under the terms of long-term prison for other priests, but also
signed in this way under the other crimes of Stalinism. They, after all, used their names, their authorities,
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to support Stalinism, to strengthen it, to justify it. (...)
Her moral eloquence is not diminished by the fact that
Stalin died a month later and the death sentences were not
carried out. (Stanisław Krajski, Catholic Gazeta Website,
December 1, 2001)
Who is Jacek Wołowski, author of the article
... which shortened human faith - wrote criminal novels,
among others: Walter, Kidnapped child, Codename
washing powder, The thistle is in the dark, Anastasia likes
advertising, selection of reportages Today, the inventory,
subjective guide My Warsaw.
Priests and civilian prisoners were subjected to torture.
Father Józef Fudali died in prison. The trial before the
Military District Court in Krakow against 4 priests and
three civilians, took place from January 21 to January 26,
1953 - as a demonstration of the process of enemies of the
people. The hall attracted activists of parties, youth
organizations, and the documentary of betrayal was made.
Radio recordings were systematically broadcast. The
accused were charged with spying activities for the United
States.

Polish Diary No. 24/1953
(http://www.blogmedia24.pl/node/66445)

The following people were sentenced to death on 27
January: Józef Lelito, ps. "Szymon", former chaplain of
the National Military Organization, Michał Kowalik, ps.
"Wołodyjowski", arrested on October 28, 1952. for
receiving a crafted letter from Józef Szponder, indicating
the alleged address of the transfer point, Edward
Chachlica, ps. "Artur", arrested September 19, 1952 in
Liszki (at the time of his arrest he studied Polish
philology at the Jagiellonian University), priest
Franciszka Szymonka from Rabka, arrested on November
16, 1952 on the charge of helping Fr. Józef Lelita,

PAP news from January 27, 1953, Polish Diary No. 24/1953
(http://www.blogmedia24.pl/node/66445)
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sentenced to life imprisonment. Ks. Modesta Witek Brzycki, arrested On November 17, 1952, notary of the Curia,
he was sentenced to 15 years in prison for cooperation with imperialist history, priest Jan Pochopień, arrested on
November 17, 1952, notary public of the Curia - for similar "offenses" - for 8 years in prison. Stefania Rospond,
from the Congregation for the Living Girls' Rosary, heard the sentence - six years in prison. The half-sister of
Jan Szpondera, arrested on 19 September 1952, worked at the family farm in Liszki. At her address, Szponder
sent parcels for Fr. Józef Fudali.
Bishop Stanisław Rosponda, a suffragan of Kraków, was arrested on December 1, 16, 1952, and from 16 to 24
December he was kept in WUBP prison in Kraków. He was not sued, although he was forced to leave the diocese,
just as Archbishop Baziak was treated.
The convicts waited for the execution of sentences on death cells. There were no judgments. By virtue of a
resolution of the State Council of August 18, 1953, they were turned into a life imprisonment. The later fate of
these people, despite re-review processes, are unenviable. People who managed to survive until April 27, 1956
took over the amnesty.

A bit later and more joyful in Krakow
The stumps from which Stwosz hewed the largest figures came from old 500-year old trees, this wood is over
1000 years old. The masterpiece master from Nuremberg was reminded by the outstanding art historian Professor
Karol Estreicher in the
Recovered Treasure - altar
by Veit Stoss, broadcast in
1981 - "It was moving
when, after so many years
searching for this altar,
fears for him, I suddenly
saw
these
wonderful
sculptures. "
For fear of being able to
start a war conflict at any
time, in August 1939 the
altar of Wit Stwosz was
decided to be dismantled. The
most
important
sculptures were dismantled
and removed from the altar
of St Mary's and basreliefs. – Over - they were
transported by Vistula to
Postcard issued on the occasion of the renovation of the altar of Wit Stwosz after his
Sandomierz, in wooden
return from Germany. Mariackie Publisher, 1957, photo: Kołowiec,
boxes. They were very
http://krakow.fotopolska.eu/311997,foto.html?o=b63949&p=1
carefully wrapped and
secured.
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They were deposited at the local seminary and in the cathedral. On the other hand, the empty wardrobe of the
altar was covered with carpets and remained so until March 1940, until the German occupation authorities
decided to take her to Nuremberg. And what happened to the figures taken earlier to Sandomierz? - They also
came to Germany. They were initially in the treasury of the Third Reich. - But those huge buds were disturbing
there. - Finally, the mayor of Nuremberg received permission from Hitler himself to collect all parts of the altar
in Nuremberg (part of the broadcast).

Leon Wyczółkowski, Wnętrze kościoła Panny Marii w Krakow, 1926, wł. Museum District im. Leona
Wyczółkowskiego w Bydgoszczy, photo: Wojciech Woźniak
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Professor Karol Estreicher found the work with the help of Americans. The altar returned to Krakow by train in
May 1946. It was preserved at Wawel in 1946-1950, then in 1957 it was handed over to the church authorities.
Consecration in the St. Mary's Church Metropolitan of Cracow and Lviv, Archbishop Eugeniusz Baziak.
Probably it was one of the happiest days in his weary life.
On April 13, 1957, the ceremony of the official handing over of the altar took place in the hall of the Wawel
Castle. The government was represented by Deputy Minister of Culture and Art Tadeusz Zaorski, the church side
Archbishop Eugeniusz Baziak. The secretary of the Provincial Committee of the PZPR was present Lucjan
Motyka, Bolesław Drobner and the director of the Conservatory Institute in Dresden, doc. Dr. Hans Nadler. After
the welcome of the guests by the Vice-Rector of the Jagiellonian University, prof. Bochniak, an outstanding
conservator of works of art, prof. Bohdan L. Marconi. On behalf of the government of the Polish People's
Republic, Tadeusz Zaorski expressed his gratitude to prof. Karol Estreicher, Mariusz Słonecki and Jerzy
Szablewski, thanks to whom the altar returned to Poland and was carefully protected. Ks. Archbishop Baziak in
the speech stated that the altar is a national treasure, and therefore care for its whole is the duty of all Poles. He
thanked the state authorities for transferring the treasury to the church of St. Mary, because his place there. It is
true that the press mentions a reference to an epochal event among nonsensical PRL news, but there is a recording
of Polish Radio. Thanks to this, I can listen to the voice of the Archbishop, my touching meeting with the Voice.

The 25th anniversary of Eugeniusz Baziak's episcopal consecration, in the procession including Bishop nominee Karol
Wojtyła, Lubaczów 21/09/958, from the archives of Genowefa Chromczak
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Quite recently, on January 28, 2017, Archbishop Stanisław Gądecki mentioned him to Archbishop Marek
Jędraszewski, appointed Metropolitan of Krakow on December 8, 2016: - "Archbishop Marek, you go from
Wielkopolska to Lesser Poland, following in the footsteps of famous saints Church of Kraków: Prince Adam
Stefan Sapieha, Eugeniusz Baziak, Karol Wojtyla, Franciszek Macharski, Stanisław Dziwisz. "

Leon Wyczółkowski, View of the Wawel from the side of the Vistula, 1915
incl. District Museum Leon Wyczółkowski in Bydgoszcz, photo: Wojciech Woźniak
Leon Wyczółkowski, Wawel Cathedral, 1920 (?), And the Regional Museum
them. Leon Wyczółkowski in Bydgoszcz, photo: Wojciech Woźniak
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CLUES
Polish etymological dictionary of Alexander Brückner, published in 1927, gives under the slogan from 1697 basia, today bazia, 'sheep', and cat, 'kitten', p. swap; diminutively to swamp or lamb; Dear, dear, they cry for
them. Therefore, there was a suggestion that the name Baziak may come from a sheep or a lamb, from calling
baś-baś !, baź-baź !, basiu-bassiu !, baziu-baziu !, etc. Another suggestion that everything started from Basil.
Well, I've done a lot of work, I've lost a few months to
look for Basil in my family. After Kazimierz Rymut:
"Baziak - from the name Bazyli, quoted in Poland since
the 13th century. Name of Greek origin from the 'king,
king' of basileus. In Russia, it was Vasily, Wayl. " No
Basil, I excluded the patronymic name. I am a born ram,
let it be, but from a research point of view - theory also
unacceptable. Maybe a nickname? In the Sącz region,
the phenomenon is frequent, in the Court Books ... alias
... and this alias is in effect perpetuated as a surname.
Popular in Poland are names derived from the names of
the competition. Probably not the case. Features of
appearance? –
Nothing indicates it. Remains of residence, not in
Poland. In order to determine the etymology of the
surname, one should follow as noted in historical
documents. In the Austrian Partition, the obligation to
have permanent names, as we know, was introduced by
Emperor Joseph II in 1782. I noted records a little earlier
than 1782. During the search, reality turned out to be
complicated, typos, a variety of Principles

Zasadne, Simon Baziak

Kamienica, Woyczech Bazia
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Maszkowice, Piotr Basiak, National Archives in Krakow,
Nowy Sącz Branch, Land issues, contributions, certificates,
photo: Bożena Baziak

in records of parish Roman Catholic parish. (see Appendix) Entries were made by the priest in the form declared
by the interested, phonetically. It happened that the Reverend was ignorant or had his own view of the name and
wrote it down as he thought it should sound. It cannot be ruled out that priests appearing as civil registrars received
official guidelines.
Many contemporary names, for example in Małopolska, are related to subsequent phases of colonization under
German and Wallachian law, and on the local land they were phonetically polonized. The names of the cores
were also influenced by Hungarian, Czech and Turkish influences. We noted the name in the hamlet "Baziaki",
in the hamlet "Zasadne". Following this trail, I searched for the names of villages and towns with a similar record
throughout Europe. Fascinating virtual journey. For example: in Hungarian: Báziás, In German: Baziasch,
In Serbian: Baz jash, Bazjaš. Let's go, adventure! To modern Romania.
Different parts of the territory of present-day Romania in the early medieval era were part of the Goth empire
(Oium) from 271 to 378, the Huns empire to 435, Avars in the 6th century and the first Bulgarian Empire from
the 9th to the 11th century. These areas were invaded by the Eastern Slavs, Madziarów, Połowców, Pieczyngów
and Tartars. Contemporary Romania was founded in the mid-19th century from the merger of Moldavia and
Wallachia, and then extended its territory to the provinces of Transylvania, Banat, Bukovina and Bessarabia,
losing of them during and after the Second World War. Until the reunification of the most important Duchy of
Romania in 1859, each of them was divided into various political units.

Note: Polonized = was the acquisition or imposition of elements of Polish culture including the Polish language;
Oium was a name for an area in Scythia (modern Ukraine). (Wikipedia)
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BAZIAŞ, CARAŞ-SEVERIN, BAZIAŠ PALANKA
BAČKA

Baziaș in the Iosephin Map of Banat, 1769-1772

1826 - Bazias Palanka Backa Serbia Danube Donau
Original Lithographie Kunike

The link to the book The Rock of Babaké was sent to me by
Bożena Baziak from Wierchomla
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Isabella P. Romer, writer and traveler, published
in 1843 in Bentley's Miscellany, vol. XIII, short
story-reportage of The Rock of Babaké. She
wrote about traveling on Banat. She came to,
among others to the tiny town of Baziaş,
however, it appears clearly in print - Baziak.
Print imprint? The mistake of the author
herself? Anyway, in Baziaş, at the inn, she
began to take a sketch for the reporter, in which
he mentions, among others meeting with an old
woman, Wołoszka, speaking a language similar
to French. She described the Iron Gate, the
Golubacz Castle in Serbia and the picturesque,
romantic rock of the Danube Gorge.
Golubacz, the most important fortress on the
Danube, was built by the Hungarians around
1335. It has 9 towers, with heights between 20
and 25 meters high, and the defensive walls
count about 2.8 meters thick. They climb high up
the hill above the main road that passes through
the two lower gates. In 1391 it was captured by
the Turks. It has been the object of fights many
times. In 1428, during the siege of the fortress,
one fell from the most famous knights of Europe,
personification of the knights' virtues of the
Middle Ages - Zawisza Czarny from Grabowa. At
the behest of King Władysław Jagiełło, he stayed
at the court of the Hungarian king Zygmunt
Luxemburg. During the trip

he was taken prisoner by the Turks and was beheaded.
Near the village of Baziaş, bordering Serbia, the Danube
River begins its run through Romania. Most of the terrain
covers the Southern Carpathians with the mountains of
Banat, Tarcu-Godeanu and Cernei. The population is
concentrated in two major cities: Drobeta-Turnu Severin and
Orşova and in about fifty villages. Near Baziaş are: Bacova,
Bazoşu Nov. Rumans live here today, the second is Serbs
(about 50%). It has also been assumed that the founders of
the settlement were southern Slavs ("the elders"). In 1554,
the Turks called the village "Deffer" (postpone).
Babaké rock

Baziaş Monastery has always been considered a
sacred place of Orthodox Serbs. According to legend,
the founder was to be the first Serbian archbishop Saint Sava, the youngest son of Stefan Nemanja,
Rupan Rastko. He was born in 1169. When he was
17 when he was thinking about the wedding, the
monks came from the Mount Athos. Rastko asked
what life on Holy Mountain looks like. They left
together - without Stefan's father's knowledge.
Golubacz fortress, in which Zawisza Czarny died

The Danube Gorge, photo along the river; in the middle
runs the border - to the left Romania, to the right Serbia.
Statue of Emperor Dacian Decebal, the last leader and
king of Dak (1st century AD), carved in rocks of
impressive dimensions. (Some dimensions of the
monument: distance between eyes 4.3 m, height of the
nose 7 m, width of the nose 4 m). The monument was
created in the 90s of the twentieth century on the
initiative of a Romanian historian Joseph Constantin
Drăgan (1917-2008). The alpinists worked on its
construction, the Italian sculptor Mario Galeoti was
watching over the project. The work was carried out for
almost 10 years. The goal of the construction was to
mark Romanian contribution to shaping European
culture.
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Rastko became a monk, taking the name Sava. That was the will of
God. After a few years, my father became a monk - Simeon. In
1219, Sava was appointed Archbishop, reformer of the Church in
Serbia. He died in 1236. Serbs in Romania organize an annual big
holiday - "Bal St. Sava ".
Sava was to stay on a patch of land at the turn of the Danube due to
a raging storm. He directed the words "Bas Zias" to the wind, "Beat
ziaşť" (holy wind?), And this is how the location of the monastery
was named. According to another knowledge, the monastery was
Entrance to the monastery church in
created much later. He was often burned and rebuilt, even during
Baziaş
Turkish rule. Now the monastery and the former monastery
building have been carefully restored by Serbs living in Romania. The plaque in front of the fence has been
engraved in two languages.
Baziaş wrote a lot about history and modernity on his blog Mircea Rusnac, nostalgically recalling the glory years
of this quiet and rarely visited by tourists place that remembers the conquests of the Romans.
In the 10th century, Transylvania was incorporated into the Hungarian kingdom of Stefan I Holy. In the 14th
century, the Wallachia and Moldavia duchies were established in the Carpathians, which in the 16th century
became dependent on the Ottoman Empire. In 1541, as a result of the partition of Hungary, Transylvania became
an independent duchy under the authority of the Turks. This is where King Stefan Batory came from (Báthory
István, born on September 27, 1533 in Szilágysomlyó, from 1571 prince of Transylvania, from 1576 the husband
of Anna Jagiellon and Iure Uxoris king of Poland and the Grand Duke of Lithuania).
Hypothetical "mine" was not there anymore, when the railway line was built from the Oravita station towards
Baziaş, but the thing is worth reminding. The first railway line was opened 20 (21?). In August 1854 and
connected the Transylvanian city with the river port on the Danube, only 19 years after the first railway in Europe.
The line was 62.5 km long, it was used to transport coal. From January 12, 1855, it was served by the Austrian
railways, because the region was part of Austria and later the Hungarian part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
On November 1, 1856, a line for passenger traffic was opened. On November 15, 1857, the episode of SzeghedinJimbolia-Timisoara was released, followed by Timisoara-Stamora and Timisoara-Baziaş-Oravita-IassenovoStamora-Moravita. On July 20, 1858, the complex was connected with Vienna. The locomotives weighed 24.6
tons, the maximum speed was 60 kilometers per hour and the power of 220 hp. They were transported from
Vienna to the Danube. In Bazias, in 1843, only 10 people lived, while in 1880 the number of residents increased
to 516. The port, built
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in 1795, the Austrians modernized in 1854. The customs office of Palanka was moved here. The first head of the
office was Joseph Brandstetter, the owner of the hotel with a restaurant and a casino. There was a stormy life in
town, even all night. There were 21 trains per day, apart from boats and barges on the Danube. The town was
visited by crowned heads and numerous artists. Among them were: Josef Frant (1862), Austrian Emperor Francis
Joseph, twice (in 1862 and 1869), Prince Charles Hohenzollern hiding under the false name Carol Hettingen
(1866), Empress Austro-Hungarian Elżbieta, a Danish writer Hans was hosted Christian Andersen, poet Mihaija
Eminescu, and in 1924 was born in a Polish-Hungarian family writer Peter Dumitriu.
The final station of the Baziaş railway line was the beginning of the Danube trip to the sea. Trains from Vienna
arrived in Baziaş on Tuesdays and Fridays. The trip was continued by boat to Orsova, Odessa and Constantinople,
often from Paris. The real "Road to the East". Unused since 1950, the monumental station building was
demolished after 1960, when it was thought that this place would be flooded by the Danube. During World War
II, Baziaş was guided by route, 5 of Polish airmen - "quietly", ran over Durazzo in Albania, Baziaş on the border
between Romania and Yugoslavia, and headed straight to the area of Lviv. This route was 1,100 km long
Relation of the traveler: Commercial traffic here is great and mostly grain, to which the route of the iron railway
to Bazias on the Danube contributed greatly here. (...) Yes, going to the north, after a few-hour drive we got to
Vezsena, a small village on the Tisza itself. (...)

http://rcin. http://rcin.
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During the four annual fairs, the local trade is extremely lively, the Vlachs, Turks and Albanians arrive, and the
horses, oxen, swine, lard, honey, wax and titles are the most important objects of trade. (...) Debrecen is the
middle point of Hungarian nationality, customs and dress (...) The land was sold at very low prices, and thus the
colonists were encouraged to settle. And they were various colonists: Germans, Serbs, Wołosi, Bulgarians,
Hungarians and Armenians, even Frenchmen and Italians. However, Serbs and Wołochów settled here the most.
Until now, the emptiness of lying, oily, black and loamy earth, taken up for cultivation, began to yield richly,
namely wheat; they produce here barley, rye, corn and even rice, titles and wine. The climate of the eastern part
of the province is completely the same as in Italy, but the winter becomes very hot, due to its location between
two rivers. The eastern mountainous part of Banat is rich in forests, full of various trees and shrubs. Banat fetuses
abound in copper, lead, tin and zinc; near Oravice hard coal was discovered in a very good species, next to which
there is also gold and silver (Władysław Korol Zieliński, In the Land of Arpada. According to his own memories,
Warsaw 1882).
The time of splendor Baziaş cannot remember Vera, giving birth to her son in Dióskál, an emigrant to California.
In her name I was attracted by an extremely intriguing entry Bazias (ba'zi-ash).
Gender Female
Event Type Baptism
Event Date 21 Jul 1886
Event Place Dióskál, Zala, Hungary
Gender Male
Father’s Name Gabor Vaslinger
Mother’s Name Vera Bazias
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The early history of California, which was ac- Bazias (ba’ziash) [w j. ang. Character, ah yes]. A small town in
Hungary... Vera Bazias. Hungary ... Baptism of son: Day
Month 1886- Place.

Hungary, Catholic Church Records, 1636-1895, database,
FamilySearch
(https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:XK1Z-MMT )

ÚJVIDÉK, WHEN YOU WILL COME?
Another trail - latitudinal - goes to the city of Újvidék, founded in 1694 by the Serbs, today's Novi Sad, in
Vojvodina, now in Serbia.

Name Nicolaus Baziak
Event Type Baptism
Event Date 06 Jul 1829
Event Place Újvidék, Bács-Bodrog, Hungary
Gender Male
Father’s Name Andreas Baziak
Mother’s Name Barbara Recsan

GS Film number: 639141, Digital Folder Number: 004594752,
Image Number: 0007

Hungary, Catholic Church Records, 1636-1895, database,
FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:XK1ZMMT )

Bács-Bodrog, (j. Hungarian) Bács-Bodrog vármegye, (German) Batsch-Bodrog, (in Serbian) Backobodroška županija. Bács (Serbian: BAC) was established as one of the first committees of the medieval
Kingdom of Hungary in the 11th century. Bodrog (Serbian: Bodrog, Bodrići in Slavonic) was also created in the
XI century, near today's Backi Monostor. Bács-Bodrog was founded in 1802 from the connection of Bács and
Bodrog.Terena from 16th century to 1699 belonged to the Ottoman Empire, then to the Habsburg monarchy.

Core (words-names) "Bač" (Bács) is of unknown origin, and its occurrence was recorded in the Middle Ages
among Vlachs, Slavs and Hungarians. Paleo-Roman, Romanian, Slavic or Old Turanian pedigree is allowed depending on the adopted hypothesis. According to Hungarian historians, the proto-name may come from the
first owner of the castle in BAC (Bács), and his name, in turn, from the baya-Turkish dignity. In the present
Serbia, the name Bazjak was recorded in: Vrbas - 1 family, Zrenjanin - 1 family, Subotica - 1 family, Kanjiza 1 family.
The Old Continent has been inhabited since Neolithic times. People of Indo-European origin (we do not include
ethnogenesis here) settled in three waves: in 4,200 BC, 3,300 BC and 2800 BC The Illyrian tribes probably
arrived probably the earliest, and later other Indo-European peoples, including Dakota, Celts, Sarmatia (Yazgiv)
and Gepidzi.
We must briefly recapitulate the extent of the problem in historical, ethnic and geopolitical terms, in the most
interesting area of Vojvodina and its smaller region, Baćka. This part of Dacia was successively part of the
territory: the Kingdom of the Irases, the Empire of the Huns, the Gepids, the Avarat Khanate, the First Bulgarian
Empire, Great Moravia, the Kingdom of Hungary, the Serbian zone of Jovan Nenad, the Ottoman Empire, the
Habsburg Empire, the Empire Austrian, Austro-Hungarian, Kingdom of Serbia, Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and
Slovenes, Kingdom of Yugoslavia, Socialist Federation of Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Serbia
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and Montenegro, and since 2006 is part of the independent Republic of Serbia. (Many scientific pages of annałs
have been written about the history of these areas, the entire library).
Slavs, ancestors of modern Serbs, arrived in the 6th and 7th centuries. In the 9th century, the capital of the
Bulgarian empire Titan ruled Salan, whom Hungary defeated at the beginning of the Xth century. According to
Serbian sources, Ilija Vid became the first known leader of Bacsensis in 1068 and was Serb. According to
Hungarian historians, he belonged to the Gutkeled clan, from which many Hungarian families originated. The
Kingdom of Hungary was defeated by the Ottoman Empire during a cruel period and the fateful battle of Mohacz,
fought on August 29, 1526, in which the Hungarian army, commanded by King Ludwik Jagiellończyk, was
defeated by the Ottoman army under the command of Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent. The Turkish army
numbered about 80,000 soldiers, including 35,000 and 15,000 Janissaries and 300 guns. The Hungarian army
was estimated at 25,000, including 12,000 rides and 20 guns. The losses on the Christian side amounted to 15,000
dead and wounded, and the Turks were shortened by the head. During the fight there was also an event that
directly threatened the life of Suleiman. He attacked him 35 knights, most died, three of them, however, clashed
with a paladin. He killed all three of them with a sword, but after the battle in Kanuni's armor, seven arrows were
stuck. Suleiman was allied with Jan Zápolya. The acquired lands went under the rule of the Habsburgs. In 1528,
Jan Zápolya declared himself an Ottoman lass and asked the sultan for help, and a year later the Turks won Buda.
The Turkish-Austrian war for power in Hungary broke out. In 1541, the Hungarian lands were divided into three
parts. The central part of the country became a Turkish province. In the east, a duchy called Transylvania was
founded, dependent on the Ottoman Empire, and the western part with today's Slovenia and Croatia was ruled by
the Habsburg Hungarian kings. Over the years, fighting continued at the borders. The Turks ruled over the
conquered lands for 150 years. In 1699, Bačka became the property of the Habsburg monarchy. In the 17th and
18th centuries, due to the large number of Serbs living here, the region was called the "land of the Serbs".
According to the Austrian census of 1715 and 1720, the Serbs, Buniews and Šokci consisted of the majority of
the inhabitants of the province, however, in the 18th century, the Habsburgs had to carry out intensive
colonization after the wars with the Ottomans, because the majority of the Serbian population was minted and
Muslims were displaced. The new settlers were mainly Serbs, Hungarians and Germans. Many of the Serbs also
emigrated from the north-east and moved to either Russia or Banat. In 1848 and 1849, Bačka belonged to the
Serbian autonomous region as part of the Austrian empire, and between 1849 and 1860 it was part of the province
of Serbia and Tamiš Banat, the official languages were German and Illyrian, i.e. Serbo-Croatian. After 1860,
Bács-Bodrog was again part of the Kingdom of Hungary, and in 1867 became one of two independent parts of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The Great Power existed for 51 years, from 1867 until the disintegration in 1918
and the end of the First World War.
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By the way: Č - the letter of the Latin alphabet
with the diacritical sign háček is a letter in the
Hussite alphabet, used for writing a voice
written in Polish with the two-part number. This
letter is used in the spelling of all West Slavonic
languages except Polish and Kashubian and in
the spelling of South Slavic languages that use
the Latin alphabet. It was also included in texts
written in Latin. It is commonly used in
transcription and transliteration of Cyrillic texts
and corresponds to its Cyrillic alphabet graf Ч.

Danube and Drawa, Croatia

In the Balkan region, we meet many place
names with the diacritical háček sign; in
Hungary and Serbia, among others: Bačka
Palanka, Bačka Topola, Bačko Petrovo Selo,

Bački Petrovac, Bački Jarak, BAC, Bačko Gradište.
In Albania, however, the phrase "bases" (not "bač") appears in the municipality of Baz: Rretr-Bazi, Bazi Diber,
Baz, Baza, Bazë, Fushë Baz, Bazja, Bazjë. In Turkey, we will also find places like Bozüyük.
Another name mentioned below with the name we are interested in is dated as well as the previous one only in
the first half of the 19th century, however German-Lád in Somogy, unlike Újvidék, is located on the left side
of the historic Mohacz, often called the Hungarian Thermopylae, in Baranja. The commune now belongs to
Hungary, on the border with Croatia (we are headed west again, latitudinally). Below Mohacz, there is the
Danube-Draw stretch, at the border of Hungary, Serbia and Croatia. Here, the Danube "begins to go crazy" - as
they say - remembers (because according to scientific research the water is endowed with memory) the
ignominious defeat of the Hungarian army and Ludwik Jagiellończyk from 1526.

Date Baptism 12 Jan 1836
Event Place Német-Lád, Somogy, Hungary
Gender Male
Father’s Name Josef Halasz
Mother’s Name Juli Baziak
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Hungary, Catholic Church Records, 1636-1895,” database,
FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:XKRQ757 : accessed 17 September 2015), Josef Halasz in entry for
Gyorgy Halasz, 12 Jan 1836, Baptism; citing Német-Lád,
Somogy, Hungary, Tolna Megyei Leveltar, Budapest (National
Archives, Budapest); FHL microfilm 600,587.

The website (Serbian) does not include data from, for example, Croatia or the USA and several other countries.

Country Our Records
Hungary 18 rodzin
France 4 rodziny
Serbia 4 rodziny
Canada 3 rodziny
Slovakia 1 rodzina

http://www.locatemyname.com/serbia/Bazjak:

The trail is becoming more and more intriguing. The name Bazjak is not uncommon in Croatia. Currently, about
100 people live in that name in Croatia. Many of them live in: Livade (Oprtalj), Buje, Buzet, Rudine (Buje), and
Zagreb. From Baranja, I suggest a fascinating journey to the Istrian peninsula.
The map was created by Bezjak from Croatia or Slovenia, unknown to me. Thank you for paying attention to the
issue of the difference of the entry Bazjak-Bezjak. I must admit that I could hardly read the nuances of
publications published in Croatian or Bosnian…full acceptance of the statement as they call it Bezaki, where in
the latter level of (no) acceptance is expressed the opposite of Bezak as the Significant Other or belonging to a
group whom Bezak calls Vlah. " (Sandi Blagonić, Attachment to the ethnical history (sub) ethnic groups of
Vlaha and Bezaka in Istria).

In the cover of Selo Bazjaki, http://bezjak-narod.blogspot.com/2013/07/geografija.html
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The above fragment shows that some of the researchers ethnic group Bezaki (Bezjaki) opposes Wołochom. We
read further: "In the Balkans, Vlah was most often used for Romani (Romanian) or subsistence groups, mostly
inhabited by nomadic populations in the hills of the Balkan peninsula. The inhabitants of the coast, initially
using the name Vlah in that sense, begin to use it for peasants and from The Vlach von Vlach, referring to Morlak,
is also in the wake of the Turkish war in the Croatian regions, and Vlah puts a mark on the Orthodox or the Serbs
in general. a sign for Slavic inhabitants who move from the Turkish to their territory while the Turks use it for
all the Christian population under their rule in the Balkans (natasha: Vlasi, Opća encyclopaedia a. Zagreb:
Jugoslavenski leeksikografski zavod, sv 8, 1982. Skok, Petar Etymological Dictionary of Croatian or
(https://www.google.pl/search?q=Code+Monified+Vlah).
Moving (or even identifying the name) of the ethnic group Wo łachów on the Morlachów resulted in
considerable misunderstandings. They were perceived as "Aliens". There are several interpretations: the word
Morlach comes from the Italian Morlacco and Latin Morlachus or Murlachus, being a related Greek
Μαυροβλάχοι Maurovlachoi. Petar Skok suggests that it comes from the Latin Maura and the Greek Mauros. The
direct translation of the name Morovlasi into Serbo-Croatian would mean Black Wołoch (Etnonim and phrases
moro / Mavro / Mauro vlasi). The 18th-century writer and abbot Alberto Fortis in the book Viaggio in Dalmazia,
1774 (Travels in Dalmatia), writing about the Morlachi, believed that the etymology came from the Slavic "sea"
- the "Sea Vlachs". It was believed that the Greeks called Upper Vlachia "Maurovlachia" and this name could
come with them. Still other theories suggest that this applies to camps and pastures that were founded in "dark",
"demonic" places. The Moravian family owned flocks of 200 to 600 sheep, and poorer, around 40 to 50. Fortis
traveling through this "wild" and "virgin" country noticed that they speak Slavic, and because of migration from
different parts of the Balkans are Orthodox and Roman Catholic denominations moreover, they differ physically.
Some with blonde hair, blue eyes and broad faces, others are brunettes with narrow faces and a different type of
character. Zorzi Grimani described them as "cruel, but steadfast", Edward Gibbon called "barbarians", while
Fortis praised their "noble barbarity", moral virtues, families and friendships, though the breasts of women, too
long from prolonged feeding of infants, did not delight. They sang melancholy stanzas related to the Turkish
occupation, accompanied by a stringed instrument called the goose. Manfred Beller and Joep Leerssen identified
their cultural features as part of the South Slavs and Serbs etiquette. I. Lovrić confirmed that the Morlachs were
Slavs, did not differentiate the Wołochów, Morlachów and Montenegrins, considering them all Slavs. Boško
Desnica, after analyzing the documents of the Venetian Republic, believed that the Venetians also did not
differentiate the Slavic peoples in Dalmatia and defined their language as "Illirico" or "Servian".
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Why?
Morlaki was called the entire Slavic, Catholic and Orthodox, Dalmatian population living in the villages. Initially,
the Morlaki were called so Wołochów, shepherds living in the Balkans after the colonial colonization. Maybe
that's why, as well as Morlachach's accounts of the Wołochów document of the Republic of Weneckie on the
XIV w. W 1321 r. a local priest on the island of Krk, receiving the land for the Church, he wrote down: "on the
names of Knez, which is called Wołoch". The posting of the Morlachowie poświadczone was 1344 years after
the war against Knin and Krżava in the wake of the conflict between the natives of Kurjaković and Nelipić and
in 1352 in agreement,in which Zadar sold salt to the Venetian Republic. The "aliens", or Morowlachi - without
any nationality - were to leave the mountains as part of the restructuring of rural areas (1388, a statute written in
the form of a Glagolitic). There are many households located in the district where the district is located, and there
is a wide range of residential and commercial properties. Permanent disputes over felling of trees near roads and
conflicts with indigenous people.
After Croatia:
"They were waking up, and they were lying in the bush, and I was afraid of you, and the Vlahi went to the bush,
and they were glad to be able to correct them, so that they were good enough to live, and they did good earth ".
(Sandi Blagonić, Prilog etnohistoriji (sub) ethnic group Vlaha i Bezaka in Istria). The Vlachs complain that
("Bježali" uciekający przed Turkami) posed more quickly and more forests, and they had to take up the difficult
task of treating fields for cultivation. Ledwie has also had a good day.
In Italian, in the elaboration of the Venetian documents:
(...) through the work of the quondam messer Alvise Baduer, who was a general provitor in Dalmatia, not without
divine inspiration, all of a soul and will, we would lease our homes, vineyards and our nests with infinite expenses
and sweat our fathers et here et de subdued by Mr. Turco we become subjects of Your Serenity, who for the
privileged privilege of his most excellent Senate of the ditto thousandth of the 15th of March, I permit that we
may live in Istria and be treated like others who also live there "(ASV, 2) .
(...) Already in 1539 in Pula "two thousand houses of Morlacchi" settled in the countryside, to which the
Senate had granted exemption for two years from all seriousness and the right to graze livestock and to wait for
agriculture, providing them with money and tools, had been the subject of so many persecutions by the polis
oligarchy to force that strong contingent of settlers to move away from Istria, whipping as much as the Senate
expected from its establishment in the Senate Sea.(including Andrea Savio, the role of mediator): Venice among
autochthonous and foreigners: the morlacchi in the second sixteenth century in Istria, the role of the mediator
Venice between natives and strangers: the Morlachs in Istria during the second half of the sixteenth century;
Vloga of the agent. Venice among locals and foreigners: Morlaki in Istria in the second half of 16 Stoletja, Acta
Histriae, 22, 2014, 2).
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The Vlachs inhabited the territory of today's Croatia probably before the fourteenth century, were descendants of
the Illyrians and pre-Slavs. In the fourteenth century, numerous centers of the Morlachów were located on the
territory of the northern island of Krk, around Velebit and in the Dinaric Mountains, along the Krka and Cetina
rivers. Other communities in the mountains from southern Velebit and the area of Zadar have retained the
Shtokvski and Chakavian dialect with the Ikawian accent. The Chakavian dialect is used in western Croatia - in
Istria, in Kvarner, Gorski Kotar, in the Kupa valley above Karlovac, in the northern Lice, Kordūna and on the
coast and islands of Dalmatia. Croatia currently distinguishes three dialects: Chakavian, Kocawski and
Shtokavsk. In Chakawski, we also distinguish the variant: Ikawski, Ekawski and Jerzyk. Dialects were
distinguished on the basis of differences in pronunciation and the form of the pronoun asking what – ča in
Chakawa, kaj in što and in Štokaw. The characteristic feature of the Chakavian dialect is the archaic accent system
- free, movable and melodic, considered the closest to the accent in the Slavic language.
Many former inhabitants of the Croatian-Ottoman borderland fled northward or were captured by Ottoman
invaders. They served in Ottoman armies, as well as in Austrian and Venice. The Turkish-Venetian War broke
out in 1537. In 1579 several Moravian groups, understood as Serbian tribes in Dalmatia, demanded that the law
of military settlers be applied to them. In 1593, the overseer Cristoforo Valier named three groups of immigrants:
"natives of Senj, Croats and Morlachians from Turkish parts". "However, due to the progresive Slavicization,
Islamization and multiethnic settlement of the military border, the language and culture assimilation of the
Wołochów region with Serbs and Bosnians followed quite quickly," emphasizes Ilona Czamańska in the
publication of Wołosi - watchmen of the mountains.
In the sixteenth century, the term Morlachów changed its meaning, in most Venetian documents are called
immigrants, both Orthodox and Catholic, from Ottoman conquered territories in the Western Balkans (mainly
Bosnia

Compare the Wallachian, Moravian and contemporary highlander portals
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and Herzegovina). After the break-up of the Venetian Republic in 1797 and the loss of power in Dalmatia, the
term Morlach disappeared from general use, but not from literature. In the days of Enlightenment and
Romanticism, Morlachs were perceived as a "model of the original Slavdom", called the "spirits of the pastor
Arkadia Morlachia". Travelers wrote about them in the 17th century: Jacob Spon and George Wheler, and
eighteenth-century writers Johann Gottfried Herder and Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.
In 1793, the art of the Morlach The Ancient Slavs was written at the Venice carnival, in 1802 presented in the
form of the ballet The Wedding of the Morlacchi. Alice Moque, in the travel memoirs of Delightful Dalmatia,
highlighted the picturesque wildness in the Moravian eyes of men and women in folk costumes and regretted the
arrival of a new civilization.
Most of the Vlachs lived in the Velebit band in the Croatian territory, in Lice, on the Krk and Cetina rivers and
on the Bosnian border. They were called Maurovlachami here. We already know that Maurovlach lived in the
mountains and were a Roman-speaking population. Over time, this term was transferred to the Slavic-speaking
population, also leading a pastoral lifestyle. The Wołochów became famous. The newly formed (after Slavic)
ethnic group was defined in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as Morlaki. A small group of Wołochów,
inhabited on the Istrian peninsula, preserved its culture and language.
Where, however, did originate from ethnic Bezjaki group (Bezaki)? Importance? Origin? They do not
appear in previous documents. From the side of the language, Sandi Blagonić tries to light it up, write, among
others an attachment to the ethno-history (sub) ethnic groups of Vlaha and Bezaka in Istria. The first hypothesis
refers to the Second ("second ground orders" shows the opposite of Bezak as the significant other”).
Next - to those fleeing from someone, or here - from the Turks ("to run, to bake, to lie down. Therefore, the noun
beqak (read beziak = cakavism) signifies a man who runs before some - Znamo da su fleeing to the Turks in other
parts of the country where their natives could call it 'azerbaijan '.
Third option - they wore bize, or tight pants ("after Trstenjak and Tsar, the bizarre coming from a bizarre
marking a man who wears bangs, slovenian jugglers or trousers"). The boys had shapely lower limbs, they showed
them. The Croats themselves digress, multiply the possibilities! I will not mention that, even from "the devil" ...
it can be. But hesitant!
Opposition vlaško-bezačka in " Vlach identity is built most favorably in opposition and towards Bezak; by the
way - Bezaki, why - Vlahi, Bezaki speak, and Vlahi da"(sandiblagonic@hazu.hr).
Local scientists, analyzing the collected ethnological and linguistic material, through a socio-historical
reconstruction, examining the conditions that led to
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the rise and maintenance of the ethnic boundaries of Vlachs and Bearers in Istria, concluded that Slavic
colonization and culture had the most important influence in this area. Temporary differences in speech and other
elements of material culture, belonging to various state entities, had an impact on the formation of differences
between the Vlaha and Bezak groups. Later, there was an influence process that affected the erosion of ethnic
and agrarian boundaries.
Such a border, however, is determined. It is located between Barbani Kanfanar and Žminj and Svetvincenat. Frlin
- a village that lies on the main road between Barban and Svetvinčenat, it is the first Vlach village. The border
runs meridionally through Tinjan, somewhat to the north lies Livade, there Bazjaki among numerous Bezjes in
Istria, see map p. 176.
In rough texts in Croatian, Bosnian or Slovenian, we noticed a certain freedom, freedom, in the records of the
name of this ethnic group. The nonchalance of researchers, and maybe there is a reason, justification?
For 20 years Goran Filipi Koper collected material from dictionaries and lexicons for Istro-Romanian -chrononim
words (he adopted the nomenclature of particular colors as a basis), the aim adapted to the Latin alphabet. He
established, inter alia, the following:
Croatian with graphs, indicating Istro-Romanian phonological features:
å - miss a
ε - very wide e
ә - polglasnik - ustresza romunskomu ă
(half-voice - residual vowel responds)
ś - soft w
ź - soft f
Ý - the initial voice in it. very much
ğ - Breaks Sln. dž
γ - a masked sounding detainee, as in Šp. lago
å - roughly corresponds to Croatian lj
ń - approximately corresponds to Croatian nj
"The accent in multilingual words is recorded by underlining an accentuated vowel, except å, which is always
emphasized". (Goran Filipi, Istroromunski kromonimi, Jeziko Slownie Zapiski 13, 2007, pp. 1-2) Is this a clue?
Półә -Romanian?
The researcher's conclusions: Among the 14 names of colors in the Istro-Romanian language, six (42.8%) belong
to the vocabulary inherited from Latin and Old Slavonic. The second part is borrowed from the Chakavian
dialects, seven of them from Venice, and the eighth can be considered a relic of the previous layer.
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VILLAGE BAZJAKI
A family of Bazjak decided to return to the places of their ancestors, in a secluded place, located in the Mirna
river valley (Croatia), on a hill overlooking a landscape with a view of meadows. Within 50 km there are
numerous vine and olive plantations, and hence wineries and restaurants, hotels, night clubs and sports facilities.
Near the village of Bazjaki there are sources of healing sulfuric waters that offer biological regeneration
treatments. Nearby you can visit the artists' city - Grožnjan, then Momjan, Oprtalj, Livade and Motovun, and
around the world-famous habitat of black and white truffles.

Village Bazjaki and the surrounding area | Flickr - photo. Sharing
The village spread out clearly on the border between the ethnic groups Vlaha and Bezak. I am concerned about
this fact and the difference, although small, in the name record. It may prove to be fundamental for further
penetration. So let's search in Polish publications. In the university library in Torun, I found an overview of the
Slavic dialects of Istria by Mieczysław Małecki, published in Cracow by the Polish Academy of Sciences in
1930, the researcher was titled and credible, he studied Polish and Slavic philology and Roman studies at the
Jagiellonian University, junior high school graduate from Zolochiv, professor of the Slavic dialectology
department, director of Slavic studies at the Jagiellonian University, and - personally examined the area and the
dialects of Istria as an ethnographer.
We are interested in the Chakavian-Slovenian dialect, because it covers the valley of the upper bank of the Mirna
River, up to Livada. This group is divided into two dialectic types: buzecki and cicio-buzecki. If it were not for
the neighborhood of Chakavian dialects, the Buzecki and cicio buzecki type could be classified as archaic
Slovenian buzz, and boldly considered a category of Chakavian-Slovenian dialects, and Dalmatian-Istrian
chantavism as a result of the coexistence of the Venetian and Serbo-Croatian dialects. Almost all over the
area there are traces - typical of Chakawa - transition from e to a. And it remains unchanged throughout the entire
area, with the exception of the villages of Brest and Slum. In this group, there are also visible traces of the
universal past transition from e to a.
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The oldest Slavic people in Istria include the Chakavian and Chakavian-Slovenian populations near Buzet and
the southern part of Cicaria. For the first time, the mention of plucking into Istria was made by the Slavs in 600
in the letter of Pope Gregory W. to Archbishop Maksymus. The seizures were recorded in 601, 611, and 700. In
the year 804 a folk gathering took place in the fields near Riżana and the Slavs, there was also a problem there.
At that time, on behalf of Charles the Great, Istria was brutally managed by Prince Jan, who was accused of
bringing Slavonic settlers, and this threatened economically to the natives. As a result, they were left alone in
remote places. In the documents from 1030, 1058 and 1067 and 1102 there are records of Slavic place names. X
and XI century, the band of the spreading plague, the Roman population closed in the city walls, the land was
open to strangers. From the 13th-15th cent. Left-bank Istria belonged to the Republic of Venice, and the Senate
brought settlers and offered tax breaks. In the fourteenth century, the Slavs were deployed all over the peninsula,
and it is also the time of the arrival of Romanians to Lake Czepić.
Turkish attacks began: 1469-1470, 1472, 1476, 1477, 1478, 1482, 1493, 1498, 1499. The population was brutally
cut or taken prisoner, so flocked to the territory of the Venetian Republic. Before the Ottoman conquest, a small
part of Croatia and Slovenia survived. The deserted areas should have been populated, especially as more plagues
and earthquakes prevailed. In 1449, the first three families came from Bosnia, in 1463 several families from
Herzegovina. In the first half of the 16th century, another colonization action continued; crowds from Bosnia,
Herzegovina, Greece and Albania. Unfortunately, the Austrian-Venetian War, the attacks of the Uskoks, the
Gradyszyn war began, so it was necessary to encourage further "strangers" to the settlement. In 1579, a special
office for land distribution was set up, even money was offered, provided, however, that they would settle down
to family es and convert to Catholicism (if at any given time things were different).
Professor Małecki published in his book a short extract of the most important dates of arrival of the Morlaki (in
the footnote to explain that Morlacy is the Black Wołosi), start from 1506. I became more interested in the
information from 1540 that the Slavic (Moravian), Albanian and Greek population fleeing from under the Turkish
occupation, she settled in the vicinity of Nowe Gadu, Buje, and on the Kras, in the direction of the kim. The
settlers mostly came from Dalmatia. It is worth noting that the northern and eastern border of the Venetian
Istria coincides with the border of the Czakawska and Sztokawska groups.
Zrekapitulujmy. The Slavic population of Istria consisted of three great settlement waves: the first from the 7th
to the 14th century (the dialect of Slavic-Slavonic), the second (Czakawska dialect) and the third in the sixteenth
century (Sztokaw dialect). Many of the Morlaki considered themselves Serbs and Montenegrins, and only a few
spoke Romanian. The lands along the border of the Venetian Istria were divided between the Croats and
Morlaki in 1617
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And finally! In the last pages of the publication, we refer to Bazgonach (the population of Buzet area - neighbors
Cici call Bazgonami), identified with the Chakawsko-Slovenian dialect.
Other problems concern the distinction of the Roman-speaking population. Here from ancient times inhabited a
large population using the Latin language. The term Maurovlachii, originally meaning Romanesque-speaking
population living in the mountains, over time, in the colloquial sense, was used in relation to the population
leading such a lifestyle, as Wołosi, however, Slavic-speaking. In this area, we also meet the term Istrorumuni. In
the past, it meant the Romance-speaking population in the Balkans southwest of the Danube, currently it concerns
a small ethnic group living on the Istrian peninsula called Ćići.
I love the Balkans, I do not know - where is the old nest. Probably it has already disappeared without a trace.
Here and there the undecided heart beats stronger, many nests? Danube - Dunajec, the river of destination. And
before? It seems that the lack of answers to fundamental questions is the key to the mysterious door, something
from a matter that does not fit into the lock of metaphysics. That's why I miss watching the ground from the
flight, it is so helpless, tiny, the places are getting closer to each other, the farther the closer. Green-blue, bluegreen and white. White at the height of the cloud ceiling. In this white everything is possible and, in a moment,
to be forgotten and future. Man has invented time, he is temporal himself, that is why he suffers, limits, fears,
forgets, doubts, desires. I have already experienced the care of the impossible, it was impossible to another. I
answer - YES - to the spirit of matter. Continuum between Alpha and Omega, although it's only letters of the
alphabet, symbols, and I, and we were written under the letter B, with this key in blood to the pupil on the cloud,
dd, the study was to answer a lot of questions. It taught and still teaches the humility that seemed to be in my
luggage before, and yet. I am learning to love those people whom I have never met and maybe I will not be able
to meet them. Rhodium. Clan. The lack itself is the answer. Behind Augustine, I repeat "love and do what you
want". Saint Thomas, I greet you also and I appreciate the "evidence" for the existence of God. But ... Always,
but it suggests, examine everything again, your view is not final. The question marks and exclamation marks
indicate the vertical direction, but ... if you move the question mark 180 degrees, you will get something like an
infinity sign without a linear closure.
And Thomas the Infidel, thank you for your finger in the wound.
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LITTLE JOLA
Vol. 1 If the reader would like to know something about the author, please. She was born in Toruń, she lived at
ul. Podmurna, where an elderly gentleman lit a real gas lamp with a long pole.

With parents on the plants in Toruń, 1957; Toruń, at the church. Of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin
Mary, 1962

Grandparents, Monika and Władysław Szubryczyński with little Maria and her cousin Bogumiła,
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Grandparents, Monika and Władysław Szubryczyński, and the last prison letter of my grandfather

A streetcar rang along Szeroka Street. The smells of Weyna's confectionery smelled on Strumykowa, a bit closer
to school - Dulina. She studied playing the instrument privately, attended art classes at the Cultural Center at ul.
Podmurnej, for rhythm and ballet to the House of Artus, belonged to the choir of the Jesuits, to the sextet in
school, she poured flowers on the processions of Corpus Christi. With classmates, she played her leg on the pitch
below the Baj Pomorski theater, from where it descended down to the Vistula with an old chipped wall. She lived
with her beloved grandmother, Monika Szubryczyńska, whose husband Władysław, my mother's mom Maria,
did not return from work one day. He died in prison in Grudziądz. The Russians took him from the street roundup, after the liberation.
Only a letter written with a copy pencil came, breathes hope of release. For many years my mother did not know
her father's fate until publication in Gazeta electoral names of prisoners and deceased. He allegedly left in the
prison hospital. On the other hand, I found an old school notebook for my mother, and in it I worked out my war
experiences: "For several days there was a war operation. We did not know how they would end. Much was said
about the Polish Army, which in the ranks of the Red Army, he took part in several major battles and in the
defeats of the Germans. For several days there was panic in the city. From time to time, the city was shelled and
planes appeared. The Germans could see a complete confusion. (...) We've all been living for a few days in the
basement. I remember it was the last day of January. Mommy told me to go to bed, as usual at around nine
o'clock. Somehow that day I could not sleep. I was thinking about liberation, when at last it will be possible to
speak Polish and go to a Polish school. I do not even know when I fell asleep, I did not even hear the roar of the
bridge being planted. At night, shots woke me up. Daddy said something decisive about our fate would happen.
Either we will be liberated or we will die under the rubble of the house. I asked God to save us. The shooting
once increased, once it stopped.
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Daddy went out to find out something. He came back with a smile on his lips. We knew that we were liberated.
At noon it was possible to go out onto the street. I saw Russian soldiers for the first time, then I saw Poles. Real
Polish soldiers. They smiled despite the tiredness and for a long time with my mother they talked about Poland
and Poles. "
My parents later resided in Bydgoszcz, because there they were directed by work order. Toruń, despite the young
age of Jola, remained its conscious choice. From the window she watched the roofs of old tenements and towering
swallows. It had a large, antique piano, it occupied almost a third of the room in old buildings. Three gold medals
shone on the inside of his lid. She had a white mouse that often hid under the strings, which made her grandmother
dizzy. The cat, however, tangled all the balls of wool. Saved for pocket money, she went to the cinema once a
week, for example, for Aladdin’s Wonderful lamp or Captain Grant's Children. One day, my mother arrived with
the news "Yolly, my grandmother is dead."
She died after surgery in Bydgoszcz. The
childhood, running after the crash of the
still unregulated Vistula, on the walls of the
Teutonic castle was over. Edzia's "torn
stockings" ended up wearing her school
bag; his parents would fasten him with
women's garters, and the servile colleagues
would put their feet up to be detached. Jola
defended Edzia knightly, although she was
also adored by Darek, Grzesio and Romek.
In Bydgoszcz, she had a radio with a blue
eye on the M-2. He remembers the bells
that were proclaimed by the death of Pope
John XXIII. Transmission from the
Vatican. She cried like a few days earlier.
Here she had a squirrel from Kubuś, who
was biting furniture. She read one book
after another, not remembering the names
of heroes, until finally the library ran out of
titles. She came to the new school in the
middle of the sixth grade, but already on the
seventh she was elected chairman and had
a new admirer. She chose the secondary
school by drawing, from the Artistic,
Economic and General Secondary School.
In Ekonomik, she was socially active, and
how - in the municipal administration of the
Union of Socialist Youth and local
government, in the Council of School
Organizations, etc. She never joined the
party (of no color).
Labor order from 1953
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SOUTH OF SOUTH
The southern Slavs now include (from east to west): Macedonians, Serbs, Montenegrins, Bosnians, Croats and
Slovenes. They live in the northern and central parts of the Balkan Peninsula, south of the Danube, Drawa and
Eastern Alps, from the Adriatic Sea in the west to the Black Sea in the east. They speak naturally South Slavic
languages: Bulgarian, Macedonian, Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian. It does not belong to this group of nearby
Austrians, Hungarians, Romanians and Bulgarians, though the latter have Slavic culture and language.

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Słowia
nie_południow

The Slavs came from the north from the turn of the 5th and 6th centuries to the second half of the seventh century.
In the sixth century, the Slavs mention Martin of Braga in one of his poems In Basicica (Martinus Episcopus
Bracarensis, Poems). Slavic settlements overlapped with the indigenous population who lived here before:
Daków, Traków, Ilirów, largely Romanized or Hellenized, in a short time ice covered, which happened to
Protobułgarom at the end of the 7th century. In the 10th century in the Pannonian Basin, the Hungarians appeared
and their kingdom grew in strength. Walls Byzantines, Germans and Hungarians did not allow for the permanent
emergence of separate statehood, especially since internal struggles broke all agreements.
In the 15th century, the Slavs were flooded, along with non-Slavs, by the Ottoman Empire. In a telegraphic brief:
the rest was absorbed by the Kingdom of Hungary and the Habsburg Empire. The Dalmatian coast remained
under the influence of Venice. The Turks were expelled, the Austro-Hungarian monarchy disintegrated in 1918.
However, soon
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R1a – M420, L62
R1a1 – SRY10831.2
R1a1a – M17, M198
http://www.familytreedna.com/public/R1a/default.aspx?section=results

Slovenians, Croats, Serbs, Bosniaks, Montenegrins and Macedonians entered in the Yugoslavian state.
Subsequent antagonisms led to disintegration and this creation. The Balkan kettle was again closed. And the
Croatian-Bosnian-Serbian wars in Croatia and in Bosnia and Herzegovina became. Finally, independent states
arose, but ... Kosovo! Is silence now? Before the storm? And the poor refugees throwing themselves across the
sea?
About 6000-7000 years ago, probably in the Danube region of Europe, the M417 mutation appeared in the RM17 family, which gave birth to the great Euro-Asian family R1a1a1. From this, probably the Danubian or
Carpathian terrain, after about 3,500 years BC, migrations took place in various parts of Europe, west, north and
east. Time and direction of migration is recognized today by variants of haplotypes in STR in haplogroup R1a1a1,
encoded in Y-DNA of today's inhabitants of Europe or in found fossil remains of ancestors. (...) The result of
these migrations was the participation of R1a1a1 in the emergence of various archaeological cultures along the
Danube, probably for example, ribbon pottery and north and east of the Carpathians, e.g. a circle of corded
ceramics with cultures of graves and ballistic amphoras. (Http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki)
The culture of Bosnia and Herzegovina is a combination of Slavic and Turkish influences. Here is the old
European branch, i.e. "Old European branch" in full view, suggesting the region of the origin of the family R1a
(Mesopotamia?) And the migration route. We are naturally interested in the area marked in brown, including the
Balkans, where the brown peoples mainly travel north.
In 2009, S. Sharm and his team resumed the problem of haplogroup R1a and the great subgroup R1a1a and
R1a1a1. According to Indian researchers, it was until recently considered paternal for R1a1a haplogroup R1aM420, it would emerge in northern India in Kashmir; or in central India in the Sahara tribe about 18,400 years
ago (counting 25 years after generation). According
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www.eupedia.com › Genetics › Haplogroups

this research would also create another mutation, M17 and M198, giving rise to the haplogroup of R1a1a, Hindu
Indo-Europeans, the main Indian population. At present, about 100 million people belong to the Indo-European
population of R1a1a in India. 72% of priests-brahmins are distinguished by hg R1a1a. From the Hindu population
of R1a1a, a later population of Slavs would be derived. The authors give the dating of this haplogroup in the
Middle East and Europe - 11,200 years ago, and in Central Asia - about 8,600 years ago. On the Eupedia website
we read: "The priestly caste of the brahmanas consists almost exclusively of the haplogroup R1a1, R2 and J2a
(although R1a1a is two-thirds of the line), arrived as part of the Indo-Arian migration from outside in the Bronze
Age 3,500 years ago. " The Y-DNA genealogy seems to confirm the linguistic origin of the Indo-European Arias
from the Eastern Slavs.
Kłosow points to the cradle of R1a1a in southern Siberia, near China, near the Altai Mountains. According to
him, the mutation M420 was created among Turkish and Russian tribes. He calculated that R1a1a mutation M17M198 was created there 20,000 years ago, because for this time its haplotypes STR were indicated. According
to him, part of the population from southern Siberia emigrated through northeastern and central China to southern
India and Pakistan. In India, it is an old population among drawids with common ancestors from 7,000-12,000
years ago. The second part remained in place, and the third went west, reaching about 12,000 years ago to the
Balkans, after a few thousand years, about 5,000-4000 to divide Europe, the Pontian-Caspian steppes and the
Ural, creating a population of Aryans, which in northern India gave birth to the younger, Indo-European part of
R1a1a. Population with haplogroup R1a1a1-M17 we meet from the Urals in the east, after the Elbe and eastern
Alps in the west, moreover from the Baltic and the coasts of Norway and west Scotland in the north, to India,
Macedonia and the Black Sea in the south! The highest frequency was found in the belt between the Baltic and
the Black Sea, covering Poland and Ukraine. Ancestors (R-M17 probably in the Balkans,
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on the Danube) participated in the production of ceramics, animal husbandry (domesticated horses) and
agriculture as well as population migrations, moreover, the construction of a language, first Indo-Slavic, and after
the separation - Slavonian. (according to: http://www.historycy.org/historia/index.php/t134317.html)
The great atlas of genetic mixes (or credible?) Was based on genetic studies of 1490 inhabitants of the world
from 95 populations, 16 of them came from Poland. Analyzes showed "common genetic episodes" of Poles,
Lithuanians, Hungarians, Romanians, Bulgarians, Tatars. Admixtures come from the peoples of northeast Asia, about 440-1080. At the same time researchers also, date DNA admixtures from the inhabitants of
Western Asia and Mediterranean peoples in the genes of modern Greeks. Most likely, the mixing of groups
occurred during the invasion of steppe peoples in the first millennium and the expansion of the Slavs.

https://www.google.pl/search?q=r1a1a+m198&client=firefox

Response from the United States regarding the Baziak ftDNA test: The haplogroup path to YP415 goes from
M198> M512> M417> Z282> M458> L260> Y2905> YP415. There are only four YP415 confirmed so far. I
see your haplogroup is currently confirmed as M198 and because of the closet marker I would suspect you along
the haplogroup path above as well.
What ftDNA describes as close match with 12 markers is the probability of a common ancestor in the distant
past. With 12 markers, we gain 90% of the estimated knowledge, counting from 24 generations back, or around
600 years. Unfortunately, the 12-marker study does not yield more answers, so we gain about 90% of certainty my house, katań (katuna - extended families, so-called family clans), aule (aula - community, basic social unit
on the steppe, consisting of from 20 to 100 shepherds with families) - that we are Proto-Slavs? But ... 90% - until
or only?
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https://www.google.pl/search?q=r1a1a+m198&client=firefox
R1a1 (M17) - in the haplogroup genetics occurring in the male Y chromosome. Most often among inhabitants of
Northern India (48-73%) and Central Asia: Iranian-speaking Iszkaszim (68%), Tajiks (64%) and Pashtun (4045%), Turkish peoples: Kyrgyz (63%) and Altai (38-53%), Węgrów (20.4-60%) and the Slav peoples: Łużycki
Serbs (63%), Poles (56%), Ukrainians (41,5- 54%), Russians (47%) and Belarussians (39-46%).
Historically, no more than part of Europe was invaded a higher number of times by steppe peoples than the
Balkans. Chronologically, the first R1a invaders came with the westward expansion of the Yamna culture (from
4200 BCE), and the succession of steppe migrations that lasted about 2000 years. Then came the Thracians (1500
BCE), followed by Illyrians (around 1200 BCE), the Huns and the Alans (400 CE), the Avars, the Bulgars and
the Serbs (all around 600 CE), and the Magyars (900 CE ), among others. These peoples originate from different
parts of Eurasian steppes, anywhere between Eastern Europe and Central Asia, which is why the high STR
diversity is found within Balkanic R1a nowadays. It is not yet possible to determine the origin of R1a, apart from
the fact that R1a is associated with the Eurasian steppe. (www.eupedia.com> Genetics> Haplogroups).
In this context, I became interested in my own atypical blood group A2B (there is no specific relationship with
DNA testing, women do not have a Y chromosome). Only 2% of the population. This group appeared only about
17 - 12 centuries ago, from the mixture of races and blood, the crosses of the Caucasian group A and B appearing
in Japan, China, Tibet, came to Europe because of the Huns. Who has this blood group has potentially eastern,
Tatar roots.
A, it's contractually 'farmers', B - 'nomads'. Warning! For example, Andrzej from Nowy Sącz - blood group B,
Tomasz from Wierchomla - blood group A1B. I am against
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this domestic nomad (2 farmers and 1 nomad), and some ancestor to the latter 'wild' group had to boast of.
The root of the surname connects us with distant-great-rats, that is Baz and probably blood group.
Half-jokingly, half seriously (from the website): AB type - a witch with class.
They are people with immense charisma. They have unusual abilities, from artistic to paranormal and reliable
intuition. Many of them are soothsayers, astrologers, bio therapists. If you have this blood type, you also have a
big heart and an even bigger gesture. You will find yourself in medicine and professions related to looking after
children or animals. You do not allow yourself to be in a mood - you always behave with class.
You take care first of all for the good of your partner, or the witch ...
And BACA, can you be called a nomadic nomad? Baca was considered a magician, a white sorcerer. It is widely
believed that this word is derived from the Hungarian language. We've been discussing this topic before. But ...
In the south, from the Balkans, many shepherds were pulling and early Turkish borrowings reached them, which
refer mainly to tools, clothing, animals, such as: ram, shepherd, stung, hurd, watra. In Slovenia, the following
rivers flow: Soča, Sava Bohinjka, Sava Dolinjka, Baca, Idrijca, Tolminka, Trebuscica, Lepena, Radovna,
Radovljica, Tržiška Bistrica, Kokr, Sora, Krka, Kolpa, Savinja, Dreta, Unec, Rižana. We hear this word in the
old-Slavic Christmas carol Stand up shepherd. Perhaps the traces of ancient Dracula, Illyrian names? Most of
them insist on Hungarian origin.
I am not a linguist, but it is difficult not to notice many places with the core name "bac", "scared", even Bacău,
now in Romania (German Barchau, Bákó coal, Baka district). The name of the city appears in old church
documents, as Bako, Baková or Bakovia. Etymology is explained in two ways: from the Bakó or Bako family,
documented in medieval Transylvania and in the fifteenth-century Bulgaria, a family of Turkish origin, most
probably a Kuman one. Another theory suggests a Slavonic origin, from the Proto-Slavic word "bull", "ox", in
the Romanian alphabet written in bâc. In Dalmatian, this is what the "cow" is.
The dispute can hardly be decided definitively. It should be noted, however, that insisting on one source language
points to a misunderstanding that does not take into account the interpenetration of cultures and influences of
Hungarian or Turkish long-term expansion into the language of the conquered population, and transliterations in
the records. In today's Romania there are cities such as: Bazoş, Buziaş, Bacova, Bazoşu Nov, in Albania: RretrBazi, Bazi Diber, Baz, Baza, Bazë, Fushë Baz, Bazja, Bazjë, Bozüyük - this is a city in Turkey.
We can follow the map further with a positive research effect ...
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In search of the etymology of the name of the state of Bosnia, the following was used: БАСИ> БАСАНТИ>
БОСНА.
БАСИАНА - a city from the Roman period. In the Caracalla Empire, he was granted settlement rights. Written
sources (II-VII) show the following entries: Βασσβανα, Bassianis civitas, Bassianis, Bassianis, Civitas Bassianis,
Βαδζβανια, Basiana; АД БАСАНТЕ - station from Basante on the Siscia-Sirmium road, in the Boswell valley
and the right bank of the Sava river - at the mouth of the river Bosna; БАСАНТИ - a tribe mentioned in the
Paschal Chronicle (VII c.); BODY River - right tributary of Sawa. It flows from the mountains to the south of
today's Sarajevo and flows into Sava in Bogunskımakh, etc.
The name of the river with BAS cores served as a toponymic basis for the ancient settlement and road station,
moreover, the names of the Basiana tribe, Basanti along the Bosna River (BASA-ANA> BASANA> BOSANA>
BOSNA) and on the other side of Sava - Boswell river, trans - the Danube part of the tribal territory, mentioned
next to the Illyrians and Thracians. Many place names and some tribal ones are characteristic of the Proto-Slavic
language of the first half of the 7th century. BAS core has been preserved since the seventh century, despite the
influx of Celtic, Wendish and subsequent tribes, similarly throughout the entire part of the continent. Bosnians
(Bosanci, Bosanci, Bozites) - today is the term of a multifaceted nature, defining the citizens of Bosnia and
Herzegovina; more broadly, the general name of the society inhabiting or coming from Bosnia and Herzegovina.
In the 11th century, Bosnia was baptized in the Catholic rite. Before the conquest of Bosnia and Herzegovina by
the Ottomans in the fifteenth century, Hungarians and Serbs competed with each other. The end of the Turkish
rule in this region was brought only by the Balkan wars. The rich history, coexistence of many cultures and
religions led and still leads to conflicts, among others on the national background.
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MYSTERIOUS PLACE OF GRANDFATHER’S BIRTH
A photograph of Stanisława Baziak nee Rzepczyńska, who was found on the web, did not give me peace
in the context of my grandfather Adam's birth certificate in Rzeszów, especially since there are quite a few
Baziaks living near Rzeszów, which I did not reach directly. Unfortunately, none of the respondents in
Sądecczyzna knew the answer to the question why Adam was born there. Great-grandmother still looked
at me with a gentle reproach, as if calling: Keep my story. I tried to contact the man who posted these
pictures on My Heritage Family Trees. Unfortunately, A.M. I did not find Rygel at home, and I did not
know such a family connection. So I started searching for the Rzepczyński family. Stanisława was born
from Father Marcel (1832) and Maria (?) from the house of Osadzińska. One of Marcel's brothers - Wacław
(Venceslaus, born 1830) became a priest. Stanisława's father died at the age of 66 in Rzeszów. She had
three siblings, including sister Helena, who married Jan Zygmuntowicz. Helena was born in 1878 in
Kalwaria Zebrzydowska, died in Krosno in 1955. She wrapped her daughter Anna Magdalen in 1902.
Note: it is Anna Magdalena Rygiel. We already know why the photos of great-grandparents with her son
remained near Rzeszów at that time. I found a note that in 1892 Marcin Baziak worked as a tax advisor.
Adam was born in 1895 and although he has an entry in the metric - Rzeszów, he does figure it in the book
of baptisms of Russka Wieś 1879-1903. Currently, within the administrative borders of the city of Rzeszów.
Why there? It is a former village and seat of a village commune, annexed to Rzeszów in 1902 by a
resolution of the National Parliament of Galicia in Lviv as a result of the efforts of the then mayor of
Rzeszów, Stanisław Jabłoński (the area of today's Kochanowskiego and Siemieńskiego Streets).

Stanisława Baziak, née Rzepczyńska, great-grandmother; next to her husband Marcin and son Adam, Adam

In today's Labor Office at ul. Partyzantów was once called the so-called Popowe Jezioro (mentioned in
1499), which was at the beginning of the 20th century buried. The reason for joining was the numerous
perturbations that the neighboring hamlets made to the city: "All elements unfriendly to order and order
they have a shelter and a shelter in neighboring towns (...),
Note: perturbation = annoyance (Wiki)
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the craftsmen in Ruska Wieś or Staroniy live, supply their products only to the inhabitants of Rzeszów, so
they live exclusively, harming the same craftsmen in the city, who pay more and pay larger taxes, (...)
multiply in Ruska Wieś everything, as well as in Old-fashioned, small-sized plants of various products,
such as: Christmas, vinegar, candles, soaps, starch, chicory, artificial herrings and mussels, sweets. These
items are found in stalls in the city and the area because of cheapness (...). Even the average inhabitant of
the local city does not know that the railway station where the inscription Rzeszów is engraved is located
on the territory of Russka Wieś, just like the Jasielska railway station is located in Staroniwa ". (Quoted
above from Głos Rzeszowski from 1898-1901 and an anonymous booklet. The matter of connecting hamlets
(...) belonging to the area of gmina. Drabinianki, as well as the whole Gm. Ruskiejwsi to the commune of
the city of Rzeszów, ed. in 1898).
The border ran in the middle of ul. Zamkowa, where the inn was located opposite the c.k. Tax Directorate.
Probably there was tax advisor Marcin Baziak there.
Officials from Rzeszów complained about low salary. The hamlet had to be joined. In 1898, the matter was
considered at the meeting of the Poviat Council. In 1901, the National Department submitted a bill to the
Galician Sejm in Lviv about forced incarnation to Rzeszów: the commune of Ruska Wieś and nearby
hamlets. On Monday, June 24, 1901, a resolution was passed. The connection to Rzeszów Ruska Wieś,
Drabinianka and Staroniwy commemorates the marble plaque on the staircase of the town hall.
Marcin - apparently with the date 1902 - had to lose his job. It seems that my wife orphaned Adam's son,
because in 1903 Zosia was born in Wieliczka (she lived for two years) and other children Mieczysław
(1903) and Stanisław (1907) from the second wife - Zofia née Fałek. In 1910, let's remind: "... Mr. Marcin,
the youngest, is a tax manager in Wieliczka and the owner of a beautiful home with a garden "- recalled
Kurzeja.
Probably, I found everything I needed and explained. However, an open book remains the question of the
branch of the Baziak family near Rzeszów. I will go there soon.
Note: Gmina (Polish)=community; Kurzeja = Kurzawa (America [translator’s hypothesis])
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FINDING EWI
Ewi, daughter of Jan Mach, came to Poland with her Swiss family in June. She took her first steps to
Rzeszów - to her mother. Then on Sądecczyzna. There, an indefatigable guide and guardian was Andrzej
from Nowy Sącz and his wife Bożena. They visited together Wiela, Wierchomla, Łącko, Zabrzeż...
wonderful, hospitable people.
We planned the next longer stop in Bydgoszcz, to which they came from the night-time trip. I greeted Ewi,
Martin and Jonka with a set of white and red roses.

Wenecja Bydgoska, photo: Wojciech Woźniak

We visited my Wyczół, that is the collection of Leon Wyczółkowski and the Gallery Modern Art Museum
of the District Leon Wyczółkowski, Granaries with the collections of the Department of History. Ewi is an
excellent translator and poet, Martin is a painter, writer, author of four prose works with his own illustrations
and set designer, Jon studied languages, and also published a publication in prose. And how, we watched
Poland-Ukraine and Poland-Switzerland matches! At the latter, Jonek donned a white and red eagle shirt.
Countless fervent conversations about important topics and city tours, especially at night. They fell into
real admiration at the Old Market Square, walking around
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Passing through the river, against the background of historic granaries with the collections of the Bydgoszcz
Museum, photo by Wojciech Woźniak

Of Bydgoszcz in Bydgoszcz, lost during World War II and reconstructed - mainly social forces - with the
Potop fountain, in the park at the foot of the Pomeranian Philharmonic. Ewi contemplated the Art Nouveau
architecture in Bydgoszcz. Martina went to the museum, Jonka everywhere.
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Fountain Deluge, after reconstruction, middle fragment, photo by Wojciech Woźniak
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CONTRIBUTORS

Andrzej Baziak and the Border
Guard’s Representative Band in all its
glory

It was a help and advice of many esteemed persons, to whom I would like
to thank you, put in a different place.
I will add that I owe the many pages of the book to my close associates.
Photographs, documents, intuitions, support, acceptance. They showed
confidence from the first moment of our joint, how late and lasting bond. I
miss you when there is a time of short silence. Despite the feeling that we
know each other well and quite well, I must admit to incomplete knowledge
about them. Excuse me, therefore, that I will use a rundown.

Józefa Sądel, priceless "Archivist"
from Zabrzeży

Bożena and Tomek Baziak from Wierchomla Wielka, in places associated with their own passion
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I'm putting something on the Celts, not
accidental here. In the fourth century BC
these tribes settled in the Balkans, and this
community consisted of priesthood,
warriors and farmers. Among the priests
three groups were distinguished: bardspoets and singers, thus transferring
historical and moral messages, bardsexplorers of nature and teachers and druids
- with knowledge about the movements of
stars, the world, studying nature and
philosophy.

Spreading Celts (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celtowie)

Andrzej Baziak [Nowy Sącz], great spokesperson and organizer for blood donation, president of the
Honorary Blood Donors Club of the Border Guard, of course, and not only:
First there was music and blood, then a uniform
Interview given on the occasion of nominations for the court of the year 2012:
Border Guard officers with 24 years of service. Already in high school, he knew what he wanted to do in
life. He wanted to work in the orchestra. The dream came true, but he also found a second passion. He
devoted himself completely to the blood donation. We are presenting the first candidate for the title of the
court of the year 2012.
Andrzej Baziak has been a border guard for 21 years, currently he works as an ensign. He is a member of
the Border Guards Representative Band, where he plays the French horn. He is also the president of the
Club of Honorary Blood Donors of the Polish Red Cross at the SG Representative Orchestra. - I think I
have always dreamed of working in an orchestra. Everything by a bandmaster from the Tarnów Azoty, who
ran the orchestra in my home town of Lipnica Wielka, in the Korzenna commune. I started playing the
saxophone - says Ensign Baziak. - As in high school, they asked me what I would do next in my life, I said
that he played in the orchestra. Some laughed. And yet life has gone so far that I do what I want - he adds.
Baziak was called up for military service in October 1988. Before he donned uniform, he gave blood for
the first time. It was June 1988. Serving in the Border Protection Army, he was involved in blood donation
campaigns. Then, the services were reorganized and the Border Guard was established. In the Carpathian
Ward a club of blood donors was born, of which he became a member.
- I took over the club after the previous president. In the beginning, I did not really
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know what to do, but we slowly moved forward. We encouraged the blood donation of Border Guard
officers and then another uniformed services - says Baziak. - Currently, we organize up to four actions a
year in which we manage to obtain about 70 liters of this life-giving drug - he adds. The club's president
managed to engage uniformed services in selfless help by sharing blood with others. The model of the club
operating at the SG Representative Orchestra has created HDK clubs, among others at the Poviat Fire
Brigade Command and at the Criminal Institute in Nowy Sącz. He encourages students of the border guard
classes of high schools from Żegociny, Marcinkowice and Nowy Sącz to share blood. His activity goes
beyond the Sądecczyzna. Promotes blood donation in the Border Guard branches throughout Poland. An
example can be November blood donation campaign under the slogan "Our Blood - Our Homeland". It
managed to collect about 300 liters of blood during it. - Sam found out how important blood is. I do not
remember when it was a year, but certainly ten years ago, when I went to collect. It turned out that that day
I was the first patient who came to give blood - says Baziak. - And in the morning an ambulance waiting
for her was to take her to Krakow. Then it occurred to me that we can really save our lives in this way. And
it gave me incredible energy to act and encourage everyone to become a blood donor - he adds. Blood from
border guards and uniformed services (police, municipal guards, or prison service) that engage in actions
helps various people. Often, the PCK HDK Club at the SG Representative Band supports it with, among
others, children staying at the University Orthopedics and Rehabilitation Hospital in Zakopane. The
candidacy of Andrzej Baziak for the honorable title of the "Court of the Year 2012" was submitted by the
members of the Honorary Blood Donation Club of PCK at the Border Guards Representative Orchestra.
(Archiwum.sadeczanin.info/.../andrzej-baziak-najpierw-byla-muzyka-i-krew-potem-mundur)
Tomasz Baziak [Wierchomla], teacher, fireman OSP (1998-2010),
nature lover, avid ornithologist, social activist:

Nature Wierchomla
The natural and cultural richness of the region is indicated by the fact that the Poprad Landscape Park was
established in the Sądecki Beskids, covering Wierchomla in its entirety. In addition, the great natural values
of the natural environment are highlighted by the fact that the surrounding areas are included in the
European Natura 2000 network. The aim of the Network is to preserve endangered species of plants and
animals, and especially endangered and typical, still "still" commonly occurring natural habitats. As part of
Natura 2000, a special area of habitat protection (SAC) called Ostoja Popradzka was created on almost the
entire area of Beskid Sądecki.
Due to the fact that many bird species, valuable from the European point of view, nest in the Ostoja area,
the natural and scientific environment also intends to demarcate a special bird protection area in the Beskid
Sądecki area. Birds mentioned in the European Birds Directive, Wierchoml are inhabited, among others:
fishing in rivers - black stork and the largest and smallest European
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Owl - eagle owl and pygmy owl. From other interesting species of owls is large, seen also in the day - Ural
owl and similarly to the owl nesting in the hollows - the Boreal Owl. The eagle appears quite regularly. An
injured young person with a Slovak wedding ring was saved by a local forester in 1986, then many years
later saw adult and young birds, for example in 2010, a juvenile male and an adult female. Another
interesting bird is the honey buzzard, eating wild larvae and bumblebees scattered from larvae, and the
lesser spotted eagle hunting in meadows on rodents, amphibians and reptiles. The representation of
woodpeckers is complete. All 10-breeding species of our country are found here. Their names faithfully
reflect birds' behavior, anatomical details or coloration, for example: wrangle, woodpecker - white-backed
woodpecker - green-headed - black. The small, forest passerine birds that catch insects in flight should be
nested in the hollows of the flycatcher, the small and the white-headed flycatcher. The latter also eagerly
takes care of breeding boxes. The peculiar birds include a very rare flying bird hiding in the grass - a
corncrake that can hardly be seen but easily heard. His rattle, similar to the rhythmic dragging of the nail
on the teeth of the comb, is heard most often at night in the meadows.
The forests of Wierchomla and the surrounding area are mainly beech trees with an admixture of fir and
introduced as a result of forest management, other tree species. Lower parts are occupied by fragments of
oak-hornbeam forests with hornbeam domination, and along the streams there are marshy meadows with a
leading willow and alder bogs with gray alder. The highest parts of Mount Ruthenia are covered with
mountain spruce forest. In order to protect the parts of beech and fir forests close to the original appearance
of the Carpathian forest, a Lembark reserve was established in Wierchomla Wielka, and Wierchomla
reserve in Wierchomla Mała. Generally, the stands have enough natural features that among all the state
forests of the Regional Directorate of State Forests in Krakow, right here, in the area of the Piwniczna
Forest District (and the Forest Experimental Station) in Krynica), the Promotional Forest Complex "Lasy
Beskidu Sądeckiego" was established. There are only a dozen such complexes in Poland. The aim of LKP
is to promote sustainable forest management, protection of forest resources of nature and forest education
of society, addressed mainly to the youngest inhabitants of the village and the many "green classes" staying
here. Among other forms of nature protection, monuments of nature fall out, for example Strentury in the
Potasznia valley (good firs growing on a steep slope with sandstone outcrops), Wierchomla Pond (Poprad's
oxbow lake), a mineral spring type and sulphides in the valley of Izwora and small-leaved lime trees near
the chapel near the quarry, about which the legend circulates that they were planted by the knights of King
Jan III Sobieski returning to the country from the siege of Vienna. Noteworthy is also the ecological use of
"Bunior" at the elementary school, inhabited by mountain fire-bellies. These small amphibians have yellowand-black-stained bellies that they display at the moment of danger. This color warns predators against
toxins secreted by the skin glands. Other amphibian amphibians include common frogs, less and less
frequent due to the disappearance of small "ponds", in which they breed and large gray toads supporting
farmers in fighting Colorado. Both species are also killed on roads under the wheels of vehicles. A similar
color to the belly of a toad adorns the body of a salamander, which folds its larvae in small, mountain brook.
They complement the amphibian amphibians as opposed to salamanders who are willing to stay in the
stagnant water, the crested and - Carpathian newt. Their mating season falls on April. Then, the most
splendidly present in the underwater dance of the first male from above newts with an impressive crest on
the back and orange underbelly.
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Reptiles are represented by 3 species of snakes and 3 lizards. Useful and protected snakes, often hunting at
rodents, are unfortunately brutally exterminated by humans. An invisible smooth snake, with dark spots on
the body and grass snake with light spots on the back of the head, shares their fate with the persecuted snake
viper, which rarely bites people at the moment of feeling threatened. The sad fate does not bypass the
sometimes waste less, legless lizard, reminiscent of a snake, which because of the color of the body and the
metallic sheen, is also called copper. From this group, only the viviparous lizard, giving birth to live larvae
and oviparous pinewood appears to be safe, often found in gardens, where the spring male feels beautiful,
light green sides of the body.
The streams are inhabited by stream trout, with beautiful red dots. Below the kingdom of trout at the mouth
of Wierchomlanki and in Poprad is distinguished by the land of grayling, fish with a high, shimmering
dorsal fin. In Poprad, at the height of Wierchomla, there are also strong, marbled barbs and their smaller
cousins, barbs, also called "stoneworks". A frequent visitor is a chub, tasting summer in the fruit of cherries.
More than a dozen other species are found here, for example, the Danube salmon brought here from the
Danube, growing up to a meter in length.
Among the forests you can come across rarely the largest primeval predatory mammals, hunting for
herbivores: lynx - attacking mainly deer, wolf - and its most common sacrifices, deer, and even brown bear,
tasting in all carrion, honeycombs and fruits, e.g. raspberries and blueberries. Sometimes, otter can be seen
over the waters, and the big one must be lucky to meet the rare, nocturnal, nocturnal lifestyle that leads like
most forest mammals. It is easier to see its tropes and traces of foraging - narrow holes dig into the soil
after searching for delicacies, e.g. beetle larvae. Grubs, because that's what they call juvenile beetles, is also
a delicacy of wild boar, which by preying they plow them with their mouths from the fields or they overturn
entire sods of grass in the meadows, sometimes leaving a vast "bay".
It is impossible to omit several species of mammals flying, hibernating in the winter as well as bears and
badgers - bats. They usually spend the winter underground, in caves and caves, and often reproduce in
buildings erected by people, usually giving birth to 1 young. In the attic of the local church, the former
Greek Catholic church, there is a breeding colony of a lesser horseshoe batter from spring to autumn, in
some years exceeding a hundred females. They owe the name to the characteristic growth around the
nostrils, which brings together a bundle of ultrasound sent, resembling a horseshoe shape. Next to them,
there were also other, extremely rare, endangered females of ciliated worm. In contrast to the abovedescribed toddlers, easily fitted after rolling up a volatile film in a matchbox, the big bat is one of the largest
domestic bats. Measures up to 8 cm (not counting the tail), its mass exceeds sometimes 40 g, and the
wingspan reaches up to 40 cm. From other insecticides, which fly mainly at night, one can name the
affectionately named and noble colored silvery and gilded scots.
Interesting insects described in the Polish Red Book of endangered and threatened animals include beetles:
violet filet living in dying, hollow trees, Carpathian climber, relic of the pre-ice age, living only in the
Carpathians and large butterfly (nocturnal) krasopani hera, whose front wings are black with white and
yellow stripes, and rear orange-red with black spots. Also draws attention to another protected butterfly,
beautiful, yellow in the colorful spots of the queen's page, which is equally beautiful
Note: krasopani bera = butterfly genus?
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gradually changing the color of caterpillars, they liked fennel, carrots or caraway seeds. You can meet the
melanoma, which nourishes not with nectar but with wood juice or liquids contained in the feces. The blackbrown wings of a male of this species sparkle with a dark blue sheen. Insects also include dragonflies whose
flight resembles helicopters, for example a mountain glazier, whose striped color helps in masking against
vegetation.
Other invertebrates are attracting attention. Stately, even 16 cm long snails, Pomeranian blue, whose
individual individuals are differently colored, not only blue. In turn, it is not easy to see whitish or yellowish
spiders - flowerbeds, lurking for their sacrifices on similarly colored flowers. (...) (Tomasz Baziak,
http://www.wierchomla.diecezja.tarnow.pl/przyroda.php; Wierchomla Ma ł ai Wielka, explore the beauty
of Beskid Sądecki, a folder released from Town and Commune Office in Piwniczna Zdrój)
History of the OSP in Zabrzeż
The Volunteer Fire Brigade in Zabrzeża was laid in May 1941, and its first companions were: Jan Stanisz,
Kazimierz Gromala, Wawrzyniec Gałysa, Michał Gromala, Franciszek Huza, Stanisław Duda, Jan Kozicki,
Antoni Janczura, Józef Janczura, Władysław Ciężkowski, Stanisław Ciężkowski , Franciszek Pierzga, Jan
Adamczyk, Antoni Szmid, Wojciech Kwit and Stanisław Duda. The first CEO of the OSP was Władysław
Ciężkowski, and the head Jan Stanisz. Already during the occupation, the guards had a manual pump and
a Fiat 100 car, which Germans commandeered in 1944. This equipment was kept in a coach house in
Kałużna. After the occupation, the bridesmaids got down to work, and the fact that they brought back from
the western territories in their backpacks dismantled the motor pump testify to their enormous involvement.
During this period, many residents of our town joined the ranks of the TSO. The president of the OSP in
the years 1946-1962 was the long-term head of the primary school, Jan Bucyk, and the post of the head was
played by the younger brother Kazimierz Gromala. The activities of the TSO under his command lasted
from 1943 to 1982. The function of the commanders was also performed by Franciszek Adamczyk and
Roman Sądel.
Due to the lack of own building, the equipment - although it was not much - was held by the druid
Franciszek Stanisz and the druid Józef Janczura, who also held meetings and meetings. Druh Roman Sądel
appointed a fire service committee, and plots for this facility were handed over by Józef Janczura, Tadeusz
Adamczyk, Piotr Stanisz, Jan Baziak and Józef Marek. (Antoni Baran, Almanach Łącki, 2010)
Józefa Sądel [Zabrzeż], beloved Aunt-Archivist
Men, brave and selfless. But women are priests of every household. They take on challenges when the
drusen are busy with the affairs of the common good.
Aunt Józiu Sądel, I quoted an article from Łącki's Almanac in its entirety, so that the memory of those times
would not crumble or fade. During the children's and youthful times, school in Stary Sącz and home for
days off from school were "on the legs". Then you worked in a bank for your entire professional life. You
had to take out a loan for the public and leave a piece of your own land for the construction of a firehouse.
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My husband died of cancer, he was 40. During the construction of a new church and presbytery in Zabrzeży
he spent the night and probably fed with a youth priest, who, thanks to gratitude, still writes to you and
even calls from Africa. You brought up children alone, but you also traveled to Australia. You received 77
bright red roses on your 77th birthday, and it is symbolic and biblical 77.
Bożena Baziak [Wierchomla], mother of a Polish woman
She is extremely modest. She asked me not to mention her. However, I am not allowed to remain silent
about the obvious truth. Thanks to her extraordinary gift of intuition, I could go in the right directions of
searching, extract a lot of details, share and share my discoveries and now examine my own roots. She spent
this year's holiday in the archives, looking through the whole microfilms, taking notes. The similarities,
those at the first and second glance, appear quite originally in different generations and branches of the
family. Celtic memories of the Celtic spirit and appearance of her husband Tomek and sons and daughters
are mentioned by Bożena, while we talked about the wandering genes with Ewi, during the stay of the Swiss
in Bydgoszcz, while browsing family photographs. Ewi heard this aptly worded observation in Zabrzeż
from Stefan, brother of Józefa.
Bożena - Polka's overworked mother. It's amazing, hard, noble, and at the same time so feminine.
Can you dream of grander co-workers?
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LITTLE JOLA

Vol. 2. From the life of a father who was written in 1952 (IPN by 766/296 / K): He was born in Krakow, in
a working family. At that time, Adam's father worked for the seventeen years as a miner in the technical
department at the salt mine in Wieliczka.

Grandfather Adam and grandmother Helena née Chodorowska, from the Genowefa Baziak archive in Wieliczka

For many years of exemplary service,
he received, among others Bronze
Cross of Merit (1952). I will add from
another source: Adam "... served in 2
pp LP [2nd Infantry Regiment of the
Polish Legions], private, decorated
with the Cross of Independence
"(Jadwiga
Duda,
Wieliczan's
participation in the fight for
independence 1918-2008, in: the
Wielicka Library, z. 76, Wieliczka
2008).

http://img.iap.pl/s/295/206198/Edytor/File/DZIAL_REGIONALNY/
Biblioteczka_Wiel-165.pdf
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Genowefa Baziak, wife of Zbigniew, with
daughters, Elżbieta and Bogumiła

From the left: Zbigniew with his daughter Bogusia and
Kazimierz, Wieliczka, 1956

Until 1939, Włodzimierz graduated from three classes of elementary school in Wieliczka. During the
occupation, he worked for a gardener, he worked in bricklaying. The elder brother, Kazimierz, was deported
to Germany but returned after the war. The younger brother - Zbigniew - remained with his parents.
My father graduated from elementary school and began studying at the State Commercial High School in
Wieliczka in 1946. Because of the difficult material conditions at home he was sent by the Youth Struggle
Union, to which he joined, to the sailing school in Warsaw. He graduated in 1950 in Elbląg at the
Navigational Department of the Inland Navigation School. He was directed to the Regional Directorate
of Lower Vistula in Gdańsk for practice.
The parents met in Toruń on the Vistula on Midsummer night, while throwing wreaths on the water. In the
same year, Włodzimierz voluntarily joined the army. In the years 1950-1952 he was an assistant student of
the Officer School of Law, then from 1952 to 1955 he was the secretary of the court in the Military Court
of the 1st Mechanized Corps.
15.12.1955. He asked for a transfer to work "operative" and on the basis of an appropriate personal order
he was released from the military professional service, transferred to the reserve, directed to WKR in Toruń.
At the request of the Head of the Court
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Mama Maria, 1955; father of
Włodzimierz, around 1947; Jola with her
parents and grandmother Monica, d.
Szubryczyńska, around 1959
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POW in 1955 was appointed a lieutenant, in
January 1956, from POW Court delegated to the
Provincial Court in Bydgoszcz for the position
assessor. From 15 March 1956, he worked as a
judge District Court in Bydgoszcz. In 1958, the
father was reclassified from the personal corps of
the justice services No. S.W. 216 to the personal
justice service corps S.W. XVII-1, with the
possibility of creating a reserve for exercise and
active service. He graduated from the Faculty of
Law at the University of Warsaw in 1965. He
was promoted several times in the civil and
military hierarchy. Dying in the rank of
lieutenant colonel.
My dad passed away due to basal cell carcinoma
which is affectionately called "Baziak" by the
physicians, from the carcinoma basocellulare its Latin name.
The IPN's file also contains a short copy of the
birth certificate of the small Jola.

Włodzimierz Baziak at work, around 1963

IPN, Folder of Włodzimierz Baziak, Armed Forces, reference book No. 128993
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BEZJAKI AND BAZJAKI
I'm going back to Mieczysław Małecki's publication. Overview of the Slavic bustles of Istria. Let me remind
you that the Chakavian-Slovenian dialect is divided into two types: dialectic (near Buzet) and cicio-buzecki
(southern part of Cicaria). The border runs along the Lupignano-Rakitovac railway. The ChakavianSlovenian group is characterized by "a clear distinction between short and long vowels in the pre-stress
position". The researcher gives in this part of the work examples of occurring outcomes from e to a, z a na
e, o na (I do not mark accents here) only in the Buzek type. It is generally about the Slovenian pronunciation
of the Jers in the form reduced to the intermediate sound in Buzecka dialect, moreover in the valley of the
Mirna River, the form of the accusative is disappearing in favor of the denominator. In the other dialects
we do not find these changes. Therefore, the Buzek type - the researcher concludes - cannot be included
in the dialects of Czakaw.
This is important information. Another important signal is the analysis of the terrain of Istria and the
direction of possible migration; The Slovenians were moving along the route connecting the Sawa and
Soczy valleys, they did not wade through the chain of the Kraskie Mountains towards the Mirna valley.
The encounter of the Slovenian and Croatian population in the Istrian area dates back to the 11th century at
the latest, although the attacks of the Slavs were recorded in: 601, 611, 700. I will skip the time to XV in.
To underline the mass migration of Serbian tribes under the leadership of fishermen from Dalmatia, Bosnia,
Herzegovina, Montenegro, fleeing the oppression of Turkish troops (hereinafter referred to as Mieczysław
Małecki Morlaki). The Morlacks in Istria professed Orthodoxy and Mohammedanism. In 1652, the
Venetian Senate threatened to expel them from Istria, if they did not renounce the "Turkish faith", they
turned to Catholicism. The lands located along the border of the Venetian Istria were separated in 1617. To
sum up - from the 15th century Morlacy (in the sense of Małecki) settled the Kras and became the neighbors
of the Chakawa population.
"The border is so Bezjak or Bazgonów is identical to the border of the Chakavian-Slovenian type (in this
place the author added a footnote, which I quote below in its entirety) and Slovene dialects, and the area of
the Morlaki corresponds to the spread of the bourgeoisies of Scotland and Scotland and Scotland. "
Content of the footnote:
"These include the legendary Fućkowie, the name created - it seems - by Czoernig (Wien 1857), because
despite numerous questions, the Fuciks were always the same, as well as their neighbors agree that the
same name is heard for the first time [ext. J.B.]. The population of Buzet and Rocz is called by her
neighbors, especially Cici, Bazgonami. "
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Two important issues need to be clarified: are Bezjaki to Bazjaki / Bazgoni? and the concept of Morlak.
In terms of the first question I will first use the research of Chavdar Bonev, The Proto-Slavic Tribes, Part
Two (B-K), Sofia 2008. A Bulgarian researcher derives the Bezjak group from the Bessian tribe who came
to Europe from Asia in the second millennium BC. At 330 BC they were conquered by Alexander the Great.
The Bess joined the rebellion of the German Markomani against the Emperor Tiberius and they were
defeated. The last time about Bessy mentions Roman chronicles from the second century AD According to
some opinions, Bessowie inhabited the areas located along the Hemus Mountains (Stara Planina). Ptolemy
located Bessów in the Polish part of the Carpathians, south of the estuary to the Vistula Dunajec or San
River:
The huge peoples inhabiting Sarmatia: Wenedowie along the entire Venedic bay. (...) From smaller peoples,
Gytonowie are sitting near the Vistula river, below Wenedów; then Finns, then Sulonowie; Frugundions
below them, then Awarins near the Vistula River head; lower than Ombron, then Anartofrakt, then Burgion,
then Arsietów, then Sabokowie, then Pingitowie and Biessowie near Mount Karpathos. To the east, the
following are sitting east of the Wivenas: Galindians, Sudin and Stawanów, up to Alanów, Igulions lower
than them, then Kostoboków and Transmontans to the Peukiński Mountains.
Bess, however, is a priesthood caste of the Thracian Satra tribe. Guardians of the temple of Dionysus.
Ancient writers located it in the Pangajon mountains, today in Northern Greece. According to modern
researchers, we speak of Rhodopes, between Bulgaria and Greece, and other researchers place it in the
Falakro mountains. Of this temple, Herodotus wrote that "they live high in the mountains covered with
snow and forests and are perfect warriors. They wield the temple of Dionysus, which is on the high summit.
Between the Satres, the bessowie prophecies; the priestess gives the prophecies exactly as in Delphi; there
is no difference. "
In recent years, two hypotheses have emerged in the Bulgarian archaeologists' environment: the first is the
temple in Perperikon, the second in Belantasz, where the traces of the Thracian temple were also discovered.
Both hypotheses, however, do not match the ancient messages, including from the chronicler Alexander of
Macedon, who wrote that the mountain of Orbeli (present Pirin) was nearby. In later times, all the Thracian
tribes inhabiting the Rhodope Mountains were identified with the name Bessów.
Their most important city was supposedly Bespara situated on the Via Militaris road connecting Vindobona
(Vienna) with Bizantion (Constantinople) or the Serdica-Philopopol road. In the period of the Roman
Empire's expansion into Thrace, the Romans occupied the temples and handed them over to the Odry
family, this resulted in the creation of Bess
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Hypothetical location of Bessów (Bessoi) (https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bessowie)

against Rome in 15 BC. The second uprising of 11 BC. removed them from history, some escaped to today's
Dobrogea, some of them crossed the Danube.
During the Christianization of Thrace, the language of the priests of Dionysus was recognized by all the
Thracian tribes so much that the Bible was translated, known as the Bessica Bible.
Then the tribal name - besi, the Praga inhabitants were corrected by Bessaces BESAKA (BESAKI)
according to the principle (BES a) and the suffix ak: BES (a) -ak (a)> BESAK (a) or BESAK (i). As we
shall see later, claims Boneva, the tribal name Beska-BESKI (di) Bessie moved to the northern Carpathians
when they accidentally lived on the slopes of the Beskid. Another attention of the researcher concerns the
collection of toponymic traces in southern Poland: BES-, BIES-, BEŠ-, BIEŠ-, bis-, bis. In the early
Slavonic period there are variants of suffixes: -ANI (-ENI) -AKI, -ICI (-IČI): Besani, BESENI, BISENI,
BESAKI, BESICI, BESIČI. In Latin-Hungarian documents from this period they are marked as BISSENI.
Local names in Transylvania: 1. Bezeny (1181) - a village near Somes, 2. Beše (1322) - today V. Besha
(Besa). The areas inhabited by the Pieczyngów nomads (Wołoska lowland and partly Transylvania)
coincide with the Bessie residence in Dalmatia in the seventh century (Bies, BIESIKI). The fate of these
Bessie can be combined with the ethnographic group Bezjak in Croatia, which lives within the boundaries
of the dialect kajkawskiego and is considered one of the oldest. In the 18th-19th centuries, Bezjak (Bezjaci)
lived in Croatia and Slovenia in three areas: 1) peninsula
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Istria in the Slovenian Przymorze; 2) in Prigorie between Carlo-WAZ and Samobor; 3) in the western
Croatian part of Zagorje and the Sutla river where there is BEZYACHIYA (Bezjačija).
Name variants: 1) Bizyak (Bizjak); 2) BASIL (Bazjak); 3) in Italian documents: Bassiaco, Basiaco,
Bisiacchi, Biziacchi. Etymology, however, is not entirely clear. At this point, various hypotheses are cited:
1) from the Old German word "cunning"; 2) from Romanesqueistrijsko - bizgako ', plucha'; 3) from bize the names of white linen trousers; 4) from the Thracian tribe Bessi; 5) from the Celtic etymology, etc. The
first mentions of Bezjak (BEZYATSI) come from 1562.
"I think," continues Chavdar Bonev, "that the origin of the Croatian Bezjak group should be connected with
the North Carpathian Wends. The reasons are as follows. Bessie last resided on the northern slopes of the
Beskid Mountains. The core of their territory was located at the Raba river (tributary of the Vistula), which
flows out z Island Beskids. At the beginning of the 7th century, two groups of Wenedian tribes led by
Serbs and Croats [White Croats - J.B.] crossed the northern Carpathians and along the Tisza River they
reached the border of the Danube and the Roman Empire. Herakliusz (610-641) reports that they have
settled on the northern Adriatic coast, between Skadar Lake and the Istrian peninsula. Perhaps a group of
Croatians from Istria was their neighbors. In the early period Slavonic there was a suffix (I) AKI. On the
territory of Croatia there was an outcast BESIACKA> BEZIAKI z S> Z.
The tribal lands Bessie, who remained in Hebros, initially lay between Macedonia and Tracia until the end
of the third century, then in the Rhodopes. In the IV-VI century, the tribal name Bessie is used as a synonym
of Thrace, then served as the basis for the surname: 1) Βεσουλα (from βεσσος) [In Beshevliev, Names, 34];
2) Βεσσοδεντης (twice βεσσο-δεντης) [Detsch. Spr., 125]. The valley is in the city Beslan (Gotse Delchev).
An older form of the village name - BESLYANE ". (...).
I note that I tried to summarize only this part of the Bulgarian researcher's reflections on the subject of the
ethnic origin of Bezjaki-Bazjaki. The theory, in my opinion, pulled up, supporting the questioned
hypothesis about the original residence of the White Croats over the Upper Vistula. The problem is that
Bezjaki and Bazgoni (Bazjaki) are different subregional groups. In the small Istria, as a result of various
settlement waves, Wołosi, Bezaki / Bezjaki, Cici, Bazgoni, Fućkowie, etc. were the most disputable. The
most disputed is the distinction between the Wołochami (area under Venetian rule) and Bezjaki (formerly
part of Austria), but that was already the case speech: differences in speech, material culture, architecture,
customs and outfit (length of the outer garment). For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the Vlachs
live west of the Rasa River.
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We have already made it clear that Bazgoni / Bazjaki used a dialect of buzek type, different from
Czakawski, and even more so from the Scots. The most reliable in the message seems to be the Croatian
ethnographer Davor Šišović, who conducted field research and talked to specific residents in the area. I rely
on his recorded relationship: We, where we are from, what they call us: Wołosi, Bezaki, Cici, Bazgoni and
others ... Šišović emphasizes that the differences are most easily seen on the basis of local jokes, jokes and
anecdotes provided mutually and often maliciously, and even mockingly. Prikodrażani, people came from
different sides (aliens), but those to the north of Drage, aliens on the south side of the Drage call themselves
Kuntrażani. In the northern part of Istria, the most general division takes the names of Cicaria and Bazgonia.
Cicaria begins at the track that runs north and east of the Pula-Komen train route, at the border with Slovenia
(Socerga). Epicenter of Bazgonii - Roc and Hum, Dolny Porec, and people in Pazin no longer call
themselves Bazgonami.
The anecdote about the ingenious Cici and the deceived Bazgon presents a theft steal scene. To say, not
only that he had stolen the corner from Bazgon, he ostentatiously put it on his head. Bazgon screams - they
steal ... they steal. On it Cić: Yes, I can put your horn on my head, but I cannot steal it from you ...
Micro-identifications occur even in one village, whether large or small. Neighborly skirmishes take various
forms, for example "fighting for dancing" on the Mirna River. If the one from the northern bank of the river
comes to dance to Kastelir, it means that he lacks good manners. The answer will be punctured tires ...
Even the statement that the Serbo-Croatian jery, short and long, without distinction, has evolved into "a",
we must once again emphasize that Bezjak is not Bazjak (and period).
In the part of Dalmatia remaining under the rule of the Venetians, Wołochów was referred to as Morlak,
meaning "black Wołoch" - from the color of a traditional outfit. The Pragermansian "alien" variant clung
to all Celts at first - the name Wales, later transferred to the Romani Celts (Wallonia). The name was taken
over by the Slavs. They called Vlachs a population using Romance languages. In Croatia, the name Vlach
ceased to signify the Roman dialect, as they were becoming quite intense. They often migrated, preserved
the patriarchal pastoral culture. In turn, the name Bunjevac spread in the late sixteenth century among the
Vlachs arrived from Herzegovina to the continental Dalmatia. Petar Vuković from the University of Zagreb
published a study by Buniewiec z Bački - language and identity in Poznań Slavonic Studies No. 8/2015.
He emphasizes that in 1557 the Serbian patriarchate in Peci was renewed, and reforms were renewed. The
church designated a division into Catholics and Orthodox in the religious sphere, which implied changes in
customs and calendar.
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Bačka is a geographical and historical region whose borders are based on the Danube and Tisa. Until the
end of the First World War belonged to the Kingdom of Hungary, today its southern part belongs to Serbia.
The Buńki family inhabited the northern part, now belonging to Hungary. Buniewcy (from Buny, legend
transferred by the Franciscans) come from Dalmatia, then they migrated through the Croatian Przymorze
to the Danube area. They speak the Kavawk dialect of Kashmir. Vuković thinks that they come from
western Herzegovina. Buniewiec is a Catholic Wołoch. The Orthodox Wallach identified with belonging
to the Serbian people. The Vlachs of the Catholic religion united with the Croatians. The prevailing opinion
is that Bunjewac derives from the Wallachian name Bun, and this in turn from the Latin Bonifacius
(Bonafice). The footnote text follows an extremely interesting explanation regarding the evolution of
Wallachian names throughout the ages. At the end of the 17th century, to reduce the prejudices of the
indigenous people to Wołochów, Buniewiec was introduced into circulation, whose consciousness of the
Wallachian origin is negligible or none, similar to the Dalmatian and Western Slavic Serbs - Petar Vuković
concludes. The resettlement of 2 thousand of the Moravian families from the Shooder in the Danube area
in 1608.
The Bunynes belong to national minorities in Hungary and fight for their identity, and that they use the
dialect of Scotland, like some Serbs ... When the Bačka was divided into Serbian and Hungarian after the
First World War, many of the repressed Buniewiec from Hungary lived on the Serbian side. Why do I
mention this? - I'll explain.
Doctoral thesis of Krzysztof Feruga. Sociolinguistic determinants of the language of the Croats, including
about Croatian diasporas, it was created at the Faculty of Philology of the University of Silesia. The author
discusses the movement of population implied by the invasions of the Ottoman Turks and earlier anxieties
in the Balkans. According to this researcher, the population emigrated in several directions: through the
islands and the sea to the Adriatic Peninsula, along the Croatian quay to Istria, across the river Kupa and
Sutla to the areas of Slovenia and to the north.
From the west, Croats wandered to western Hungary and Lower Austria, Slovakia and Moravia. Southern
Slavs have been migrating since 1493 (battle in the field of Krbawski Pole). In 1515, the presence of
Croatian settlers in the Eisenstadt area was recorded. Burgenland Croats settled in 1533 in what was then
western Hungary. In 1578, border areas with the Ottomans were transformed into the Military Borderland.
The population using the Scottish dialects displaced settlers speaking Chakash and Kavawk to the west.
Croats in Hungary, depending on their place of residence, describe themselves as: and here a long list
follows, including Bunjevci. Some settlements are considered to be Czakawskie, others as Scottish, and
others as kajkawskie. From the 15th century, a group of Croatian emigrants, the largest in 1686, settled
Bačka into the Serbian border of Vojvodina.
Note: Bonafacius (Latin) = Boniface (Google translate)
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Leon Wyczółkowski, Szymon Tatar
from Zakopane, 1908, owner: Muzeum
Okręgowe im. Leon Wyczółkowski in
Bydgoszcz, photo: Wojciech Woźniak

Leon Wyczółkowski, Bust of the Highlander, 1904, owner: Muzeum Okręgowe im. Leon Wyczółkowski in
Bydgoszcz, photo: Wojciech Wożniak
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It seems that apart from dated documents, migration issues of the Balkan population, especially in the
latitudinal direction, from the east to the west and the reverse, remain in the sphere of more or less thoughtout hypotheses, for which language is a significant support.
However, the results of researcher analysis depend on national, ethnic and ideological affiliation.
Ethnocentrism, apparently, has long remained - as a "style" of historical science, although it sensitizes the
seeker to nuances, provokes independent research and perhaps revealing conclusions.
I temporarily suspend "Balkan" penetrations because it is hard to believe looking at the map of Europe with
the default arrangement of surnames - from Siberia to Istria - that Bazjak from Livade has nothing to do
with people named Bozar in Tatarstan or the Republic of Komi. In what moment of history to catch this
thread, this rope that winds in different directions, but breaks it off, as if it were a living and rational
creature.
Surname Базяк in the Ukrainian search engine: Kiev Oblast = 22, Kiev = 12, Lviv = 2, Luhansk = 2,
Zhytomyr = 2, Kherson = 1, Ternopil = 1, Zaporizhia = 1
Ukraine 458
Russia 73
Belarus 9

Базякова Наталья Васильевна, Родилась в 1885 г., Татарстан, Черемша нский р-н, с. Иваш кино;
кряшенка; середнячка .. Проживала: с. Аккиреево. Арестована 14 мая 1932 г., Проговорена: Особое
совещание коллегии ОГПУ ТАССР 7 февраля 1933 г., обв .: по ст. 58-11. («Член ИПЦ, религиозная
агитация»). Приговор: 3 года ссылки в Каза хстан. Реабилитирована 21 сентября 1989 г., Источник:
Книга памяти Республики Татарстан
Bazjakowa Natalia V., born in 1885, district of Tatarstan, Cheremshansky with Ivashkin; agricultural
middle-aged (under 10 ha), arrested on 14 May 1932, Special meeting of the College of the Tatpstan of
OGPU on February 7, 1933, pursuant to art. 58-11. ("IPC member, [True Orthodox Church], religious
agitation"). Sentenced: 3 years of exile in Kazakhstan. Rehabilitated September 21, 1989, Source: Book of
Remembrance of the Republic of Tatarstan
Иван Андреевич Базяк, Родился в 1885 г., г. Каза нь; ст. мастер турбинного за ла, з-г № 40 ..
Проживал: г. Каза нь.
Арестован 3 августа 1933 г.
Приговорен: Коллегией ОГПУ ТАССР 25 февраля 1934 г., обв .: по ст. 58-10.
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Приговор: 3 года ИТЛ # за менен на 3 года ссылки в Карелию. Реабилитирован
29 января 1963 г.
~ Источник: Книга памяти Республики Татарстан
Ivan Bazjak A., born in 1885, Kazan, master at the power plant, victim of the Soviet regime's repression,
Arrested on July 3, 1933.
Sentenced: The College of the Ogpu Tatarstan on February 25, 1934 on the basis of art. 58-10.
Sentence: 3 years of Gulag converted for 3 years of exile in Karelio (peninsula on the White Sea)
Rehabilitated: January 29, 1963.
Source: Book of Remembrance of the Republic of Tatarstan
Bazyak Evgenia Mikhailovna, born in 1932, Sentenced: Special Meeting at the USSR Ministry of the
Interior in 1945, Verdict: Sent to special settlement as part of a family, Source: Komi Republic Memory
Bazjak Eugenia M., born in 1932, Skazana: Special meeting at the Ministry of the Interior of the USSR in
1945, for prohibited religious agitation; Judgment: resocialization in a chosen family in Komi,
Source: Book of Remembrance of the Republic of Komi
The Republic of Komi. From the 1930s to the 1950s, the republic was an important point on the map of
the Soviet camp system - Gulags. Some of the camps of the time function today as prisons or penal colonies.
Autonomy was created on August 22, 1922, when the Komi-Zyrian Autonomous Oblast was organized.
The creation of autonomous territorial units for national minorities was part of the so-called conization, i.e.
granting autonomy to national minorities living in areas of the former Empire. The circuit existed until
December 5, 1936. At that time, the status of this autonomous administrative unit was changed - its rank
was increased and the scope of autonomy was broadened, creating the Komijka Autonomous Soviet
Socialist Republic. Komor's ASRR was liquidated in 1990 on the wave of changes related to the collapse
of the USSR. Its current continuation is the current Republic of Komi.
Tatarstan. The republic is located about 800 km to the south-east from Moscow, between Volga and Kama,
and in the east it reaches the Urals. About 70% of the population of Tatarstan was born on the territory of
the Republic, of which 53.2% were Tatars, and 39.7% Russians. [In earlier documents Idel-Ural, between
the rivers Volga (Idel, Itel) and Ural (Jaik).
The creation of the autonomous republic Idel-Ural with the capital in Kazan [later Tatarstan] was announced
December 12, 1917. It was proclaimed by the Second All-Russian Muslim Congress in Kazan. The
Republic was supranational in nature and initially exclusively Islamic. Within it, territories inhabited by
Tatars, Bashkir’s and other Muslim nations and ethnic groups of central Volga and Ural were to be found.
With time, independence tendencies grew in the republic. In April 1918, the Republic was taken over by
the Red Army, but in July the Bolsheviks displaced the Czechoslovak Corps. At the end of 1918, it was
again occupied by the Red Army, and in its place was proclaimed Tatarsko-Bashkirska Soviet.
Independence Committee of Idel-Urals, established in exile in 1928, put forward the concept of the
Confederation of Idei-Urals with Turkistan.
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Idel-Ural - autonomous Russian republic in Eastern Europe, existing in 1917-1918, in the initial period of
civil war in Russia. The name comes from the location between the rivers Volga - called by the Tatars Idel
- and the Ural. Despite strong independence trends, the republic never officially functioned as an
independent state. And the All-Russian Muslim Congress in Moscow proclaimed in 1917 the founding of
the National-Cultural Muslim-Turkish Tatar Autonomy in Inner Russia and Siberia. The 2nd All-Russian
Muslim Congress in Kazan proclaimed the creation of the autonomous republic of Idel-Ural, which is part
of Soviet Russia. The Republic was supranational in nature and initially exclusively Islamic. Within it,
territories inhabited by Tatars, Bashkir’s and other Muslim nations and ethnic groups of central Volga and
Ural were to be found. With time, independence tendencies grew in the republic. The willingness to cocreate the republic was also expressed by some representatives of the Volga Germans and a few Orthodox
Finno-Ugric nations. The founding of the republic was announced on December 12, 1917. Kazan became
its capital, and Sadrí Maqsudí Arsal became its sole president. In April 1918, the Republic was taken over
by the Red Army, but in July the Bolsheviks displaced the Czechoslovak Corps. At the end of 1918 the
republic was again occupied by the Red Army and in its place was proclaimed Tatarsko-Bashkir Soviet
Republic, later divided into Tatar and Bashkir ASSR.
During World War II Germany after the possible defeat of the USSR, were to create a satellite state IdelUral and extend its borders to territories inhabited by mostly Orthodox Finno-Ugric and Turkish peoples:
Udmurts, Czuwaszy and Maryjczyków.

https://www.google.pl/search?q=Idel+Ural&client
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PROMETHEISM AND "PROMETHEUS" IN WARSAW
Prometheism - is a political and intellectual movement in Europe in the interwar period (1921-1939)
politically directed against the USSR, aimed at bringing about the transformation of independence within
this state, carried out by nations, which in 1918-1921 imposed the Soviet system and in effect to bursting
the USSR into individual countries. The Promethean movement coordinated and supported materially in
1992-1939 the activities of some of the emigre governments and organizations of independence nations
conquered by the Soviet Union. It was created to a large extent thanks to the activities of the Government
of the Ukrainian People's Republic on Emigration in Warsaw and Paris. In 1926, the organization
"Prometheus" was founded in Paris. Activities in Warsaw: One of the institutions that supported this
movement and arose within its framework and for its needs was, inter alia, the Eastern Institute in Warsaw.
The Promethean movement also cooperated with the Eastern European Institute for Science and Research
in Vilnius, but there the cooperation was limited to the training of Branch II officers in exchange for
financial support of the Institute. (Http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prometeizm_(polityka)
The Promethean movement, although its first phase began during the war with the Bolsheviks, and
Marshal Józef Piłsudski conducted preparatory work even from Sulejówek, but he could only develop after
the May coup. (...) As Maj. Edmund Charaszkiewicz, head of the 2nd Division of the General Staff wrote:
"The basic content of the Promethean concept is to fight with every imperialist Russia to win the freedom
of the nations and set up ethnically non-Russian territories, including Baltic, Black Sea and Caspian basins,
a number of countries independent, forming a common defense against Russian aggression. " It was to serve
the support of national movements in the Soviet Union. In 1927, two centers were systematically involved
in the Promethean activity: in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Eastern Department, whose leadership
in 1930. Col. Tadeusz Schaetzel, the head of the Second Division of the General Staff (1926-1929), and
Branch 2 of that Department took over. After the conclusion of the nonaggression pact with the Soviets, all
activities, including administration and funds, were concentrated in Expander 2. It counted 40 employees
and almost all concerned with this issue, despite being formally entrusted with the "East" Section. Branch
2 was established in 1926 on the basis of the previous Subversive Action Division "U". Tasks similar to
Branch 2 in the Second Division of the General Staff were also met by: IIB Service - counterintelligence
(sections: B-r - Russia; B-u - Ukraine, Belarus, Dansk and Cuban Cossacks, Far East; B-k - Caucasus,
Tatars, Ugrofin, Middle East) and National Service - an interview in the Promethean milieu. (...) The
Promethean campaign developed on three levels: scientific-publishing, political and military-intelligence.
Political activity: The main Polish goal was to unite Caucasian emigres and establish an international
organization that would give political legitimization of military and propaganda action. Already in 19241926, Georgian politicians: Noe Ramiszwili, E. Gegeczkori and Nikola Czheidze and the leader of the
Crimean Tatars Cafer Seydahmet visited the Marshal in Sulejówek. The June 1925 report of Artur Knoll,
Ambassador of the Republic of Poland in Istanbul, well illustrates Piłsudski's political goals. It was planned
then: - establishing a cultural association that would select co-workers for the Promethean movement from
among Caucasian and Tatar activists; - obtaining support from the Azerbaijani Musawat party, Georgian
Mensheviks and Shamil Said's grandson; - the establishment of the Union of Caucasus Liberation,
Note: Prometheism = a Polish political project that intended to weaken the Russian Empire and its successor
states, including the Soviet Union, by supporting nationalist independence movements among the major nonRussian peoples that lived within the borders of Russia and the Soviet Union. (Wiki)
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connecting Georgian, Azeri and Gorce; - the principles of the Union should include: the creation of a
federation of the entire Caucasus, an alliance with Turkey and Persia, the support of the Republic, assistance
in the liberation of Ukraine; - The union would go into insurgent action, also in Ukraine and in Turkestan,
in the case of a coup in Moscow; - creation of a personnel organization cooperating with the Polish military
attaché in Istanbul and Tehran, and even in Moscow and the Turkish general staff. However, Knoll's efforts
failed because he could not attract representative activists, only political swindlers or people without the
support of emigration (Assatiani, Sultanov, Kantimirov). The main role in the unification action was played
by: Col. Tadeusz Schaetzel, second branch officer appointed in 1924, military attaché in Istanbul. At
Pilsudski's order he was to enter in contact with the leaders of the Caucasian, Crimean, Idel-Ural and
Turkestan emigrants; Tadeusz Hołówko sent in 1925 by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to Paris to start
negotiations with petlurowce and Georgians. In the summer of 1926, Schaetzel and Hołówko led to the
creation of a political body under the name of the Independence Committee of the Caucasus. The National
Union of Turkestan, which had its headquarters in Istanbul, cooperated with the Independence Committee
of the Caucasus. Its chairman Mustafa Czokaj kept in touch with the Polish Embassy in Tehran and became
the editor of the monthly Promethée. They also cooperated with the Idel-Ural Independence Committee
(Tatarzy i Baszkirzy between Wołga and Ural) established in 1928 in exile, which put forward the idea of
the Confederation of Idei-Ural with Turkistan. In 1927, the Prometheist League of Nations Tamed by Russia
was created. The League Center was officially in Warsaw. The League chose a Council composed of
representatives of the member nations and the Council - the Presidium. Ukrainian activist prof. Smal-Stocki,
and his deputies: Abkhaz L. Salakaja and Georgian Serge Mdivani and Giorgi Nakiszyga (in 1933), lecturer
at the Eastern Institute. The Presidium included: Osetyniec Barasbi Baytugan, Mehmed Rasulzade, Konrad
Imnadze, and the secretaries were Baziak and Balo Bilatti. Point 4 of the Statute of the League defined its
task: "To conduct preparatory work to create a common front of nations enslaved for future national
uprisings for liberation." In the Communique No. 2 of the Presidium of the League of April 1934, it was
claimed: "The goal of the Promethean movement is a joint uprising against Russia." In March 1933, prof.
Julian Makowski presented the project of establishing the Caucasus Confederation based on three national
centers: Georgian, Azeri and Gorce. The text of the Treaty was published in Brussels on July 14, 1934. It
provided for a common Constitution, a Tribunal, a customs and political border, an army made up of three
national armies, and a Council appointed by three national centers that would choose the Presidium.
Military and intelligence activities: In autumn 1922. in connection with the plans of help for the prepared
anti-Soviet uprising in Georgia, six generals, 36 officers and 48 cadets arrived in Poland. Some of them
were admitted to military schools. The Georgian military became the first contract officers in the Polish
Army. In 1926, 5 Azeri officers and 8 Gorce, i.e. Chechens and others, were accepted on the same terms.
In addition, contract officers were Ukrainians from the Symon Petlura camp. The purpose of this action
was to prepare personnel for future national armies. In total, 170 contract officers served in the Polish Army
during the interwar period. At the turn of 1938 and 1939, there were 51 Georgians, 40 Ukrainianspetlurowców, 8 Gorce and 5 Azeri in the Polish Army. Also, general staffs were created in the state of the
staff: Ukrainian and Caucasian. The first one was created in the years 1926-1936, as the Military Studies
Office. It consisted of three departments: organization and mobilization,
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intelligence and counterintelligence, propaganda in Ukraine and among
emigres (...). World War II put an end to the Promethean activity, and its
assets were largely taken over by Germany, especially after the outbreak
of the German-Soviet war in 1941 (Nowe Państwo 4 (62) / 2011
http://jozefdarski.pl/6674-ruch-prometejski)
The organizing committee of the "Prometheus" Club was established in
autumn in 1928 on the initiative of the Ukrainian emigrant Isaak Baziak,
who shortly before arrived in Warsaw from France, where he participated
in the organization of a similar club called "Independence". The
committee was composed of representatives of emigre groups from
Ukraine, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kuban, North Caucasus, Turkestan and
Turkish-Tatar nations from the Volga region. and from Crimea. The
chairman of the Committee was chosen by prof. Roman Smal-Stockiego.
Yuriy Kyrkychenko and the instigator of the case, Isaak Baziak, were still
II Rzeczpospolita on the
from the Ukrainians. The Committee developed the Statute of the
Promethean
movement,
"Prometheus Club Association in Warsaw", which was approved by the
Wojskowe Teki Archiwalne,
Government Commission of the Capital City of Warsaw on November
vol. 4, ed. Paweł Libera,
31, 1928. The direct founders of the Club were the Ukrainian emigres R.
Warsaw 2013, cover
Smal-Stocki, J. Kyrkyczenko Mykola Kovalevski. In May 1929, a change
was made to this statute - Don members were accepted as members. From that time, the collective members
of the Club were: Azerbaijan, Don, Georgia, Idel-Ural, Cuban, North Caucasus and Ukraine.
The first organizational meeting was held in Warsaw on December 7, 1928. The club's management board
was elected, to which, according to the statute, representatives of all these nations were included. The
president of the club was R. Smal-Stocki, deputies - Józef Sałakaja (Georgia) and Mustafa Bej Wekili
(Azerbaijan), secretary - Isaak Baziak, and the treasurer - Paweł Sulatycki (Kuban). The members of the
board were: Michał Frołow (Don), Ayaz Ischaki (Idel-Ural), prince Roston Kazbek (Georgia), Volodymyr
Salski (Ukraine) and Sulejman Metzuk (North Caucasus, three reserve members were also elected). The
audit committee included Barsabi Bajtuhan (North Caucasus), Józef Czeczełaszwili (Georgia) and Petro
Sikora (Kuban). In 1934, Smal-Stocki was re-elected president of "Prometheus", and Isaak Baziak and
Andriy Kryżanivski joined the board from the Ukrainians. (...) In 1929, the "Prometheus" Club had 27 real
members. Ukraine had 11 members; besides those mentioned, they represented at that time: Marko
Bezruczko, Iwan Inożarski, Mykoła Kowalski, Mykoła Myronowycz and Wsewołod Zmijenko. Other
nations had in the organization respectively: Azerbaijan - one member, Don - 1, Georgia - 6, Idel-Ural - 2,
Kuban - 3, and North Caucasus - 3. In addition, honorary members, especially meritorious for the
Association, were 17 outstanding personalities from Poles; among others Jan Baudouin de Courtenay,
Marceli Handelsman, Janusz Jędrzejewicz, Julian Kaden-Bandrowski, Adam Koc, Aleksander Lednicki,
Stanisław Siedlecki, Stanisław Stępowski, Andrzej Strug, Stanisław Thugutt, Leon Wasilewski, Julian
Wołoszynowski. The club's board had the right to accept the so-called permanent and non-permanent
guests. The Statute of "Prometheus" gave wide possibilities of action. The club used all the prerogatives of
the legal entity - he could
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own movable and immovable property and rotate it. In addition to the contributions, the funds for the
activity came from the proceeds from concerts and readings, voluntary victims and payments received from
various institutions. The entry fee for members and regular guests was 5 zlotys and an annual membership
fee. The club had the right to organize readings, performances, concerts, establishments, reading rooms,
libraries, charitable societies, publishing houses, open information offices, etc. The Warsaw Prometheus
business was its headquarters at Aleje Jerozolimskie 7 m. 11.
The basic method of work was the meetings of members and guests, for which readings were prepared on
the chosen topic. The collection took place on Thursdays, and the July-September summer season was
suspended. In the first season, which began only in January 1929, 12 lectures took place. (...)
In October 1929, the first lecture was given by prof. Alexander Latvian. He presented a paper entitled The
basics of Ukrainian state policy. At one of the November meetings Dr. P. Sulatycki delivered a lecture on
Kuban and his national-public aspiration. At the December meetings, Dr. M. Wekili delivered a lecture
entitled Azerbaijan's struggle for independence, and Dr. M. Kowaliewski spoke about the Political situation
in Ukraine. In January 1930, a lecture by M. Sajdamet about the National Movement of the Crimean Tatars
was held at the "Prometheus" Club. In February, Caucasus presented Kawtaradze, and the Liberation
Movement of Tatar Idel-Urals and panturanism - A. Ischaki. These were, understandably, subjects related
to independence movements, return to their homeland, and the construction of their own countries,
independent of Russia.
At the meetings, everyone had the opportunity to talk about matters that are important to them. For some
smaller emigre groups, it was the only possibility of organized life. For example, in May 1932, the highland
section of the North Caucasus organized the celebration of the anniversary of proclaiming its independence.
Some meetings were dedicated to the outstanding figures of these nations. (...)
In November 1936, the "Prometheus" League meeting was held in Warsaw, that is, representatives of all
Promethean nations - Azerbaijan, Don, Georgia, Idel-Urals, Ingria, Karelia, Komi, Crimea, Kuban, North
Caucasus, Turkestan and Ukraine, including Crimean and Volga Tatars. The above assembly gathered to
protest against the provisions of the new Soviet constitution. They also protested against systematic
Russification and forced denationalization, no recognition of the rights of the nations of Don, Ingria and
Kubania, against displacements of Karelów to Siberia, against fragmentation of territories of many nations
and bringing them to the level of administrative units. (Based on Emilian Wiszka, page of the Ukrainian
Historical Society in Poland).
I also refer to the aforementioned source: Major Charaszkiewicz Edmund, Paris, 12 February 1940 Paris
161 bis de la Convention Hotel "Ceres" Promethean issue (supplementary paper), Collection of documents
ppłk. Edmund
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Charaszkiewicza, elaboration, introduction and footnotes Andrzej Grzywacz, Marcin Kwiecień, Grzegorz
Mazur, Library of the Center for Documentation of the Independence Action, Krakow 2000.
The surprising, naive idealism of the "Promethees", but what the name of Prometheus itself obliges. The
movement was political in nature. Inclusion of Prometheism activities in the work of the military
intelligence and counterintelligence, the movement was both authenticity and independence.
Bazyak Isaak G., Isaak Baziak, was born in 1887 in
Kiev, d. February 28, 1967 in New York. As a
Ukrainian national activist, he belonged to the
emigrant Promethean movement.
He graduated from a school in Kiev. He worked in one
of the local hospitals as a paramedic. From 1910, he
was under the supervision of the tsarist services, he
was an activist of the Ukrainian Party of SocialistsRevolutionaries. He came to the Central Committee of
the Party. He co-wrote the illegal newspaper "Borob".
In the years 1917-1918 he was a member of the
Ukrainian Central Council in Kiev. At the same time,
he was active in the Galician-Bukowina Self-help
Committee. He also led a letter in the Ukrainian
Socialist Revolutionary International in the district of
Voronezh. He collaborated on the formation of
Ukrainian Sich Riflemen. In 1920 he emigrated to
Austria and then to Czechoslovakia. From 1923, he
lived in the USA. He was involved in the organization
of Ukrainian schools and help for refugees in Europe.
Then he came to France. In Paris he created the
"Independence" Club. He organized the funeral of
Semen Petlura. He moved to Warsaw. In the autumn of
1928, he headed the organizing committee, which
established the "Prometheus" Club. Until September 1,
1939, he was part of it. He spent the period of World
War II and the first post-war years in Germany. From
1957 [1950 - J.B.] he lived in the USA again.

Name: Isaak Baziak
Civil: 23 Jan 1950
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A response from the Ukrainian National Archives
about the lack of data in the resources on the family of
Isaak Baziak

U.S. Subject Index to Correspondence and Case Files of
the Immigration and Naturalization Service, 1903-1959

http://pilsudski.org.uk/archiwa/skan_powiekszenie.php?nrar=709&fondpath = 709-001 &
folderpath & pic = 709-001-011 = 709-001-011-006.jpg & title

Józef Piłsudski's appeal to all Ukrainians:
"On the orders of the Polish Army, my troops moved forward, entering deep into the lands of Ukraine. I
make the people of these lands aware that the Polish army will remove them from the territories, by the
Ukrainian people, inhabited, foreign invaders, against whom the Ukrainian people arose with weapons in
their hands, defending their farms against rape, robbery and plunder.
Polish troops will remain in Ukraine for the time needed for the authorities in these territories to be able to
take over the right Ukrainian government. The moment when the national government of the Ukrainian
Republic appoints state authorities, when the armed groups of the Ukrainian people will stand, able to save
this country from a new invasion, and the free nation alone will be strong - a Polish soldier will return to
the Polish Republic, having fulfilled the noble task of fighting for the freedom of peoples.
Together with the Polish army they return to Ukraine the ranks of her brave sons led by Ataman, the Main
Semen Petlura, who in the Polish Republic found shelter and help in the hardest days of trial for the
Ukrainian people.
I believe that the Ukrainian people will exert all their strength to fight their own freedom with the help of
the Republic of Poland and provide the fertile lands of their homeland with happiness and prosperity, which
they will enjoy after returning to work and peace.
All citizens of Ukraine, without distinction of state, origin and religion, provide defense and protection to
the army of the Republic of Poland.
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I am calling on the Ukrainian people and all the inhabitants of these lands to bear patiently the burdens that
the difficult time of war puts in place, helping their forces in the Republic of Poland in its bloody struggle
for their own lives and freedom. "
JÓZEF PIŁSUDSKI, Chief of the Polish Army.
April 26, 1920, Headquarters
Warsaw Agreement - a secret international agreement between the Republic of Poland (II RP) and the
Ukrainian People's Republic concluded in 1920 in Warsaw during the Polish-Bolshevik war. The Polish
government recognized the existence of the URL and resigned from claims to the land reaching the Polish
border from 1772. The URL government recognized the Polish-Ukrainian border on Zbrucz and intersect
Volhynia to the east from Zdolbunowo (leaving Równe and Krzemieniec on the Polish side) and further
north to the line Pripyat. This meant the relinquishment of areas west of the Ukraine by Ukraine in the
border line contract. Both countries have pledged not to conclude international agreements against
themselves and guarantee the rights of the Ukrainian population in Poland and Poland in Ukraine. On the
Polish side, the contract was signed by the head of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Jan Dąbski, on the
Ukrainian side, the head of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, chairman of the delegation of the URL for talks
with Poland turned out since autumn 1919 - Andriy Liwycki. Part of the contract was the military
convention from April 24, 1920, which began military cooperation of both countries against Bolshevik
troops in Ukraine. The agreement was secret, with the exception of the act of recognizing the state Ukrainian
People's Republic and the directorate of Symon Petlura as the government of Ukraine published in the
Polish Monitor. On October 12, 1920, in Riga, the Polish delegation signed a ceasefire in the PolishBolshevik war, recognizing as a party not only the RSFSR but also the USSR, which meant the withdrawal
of the diplomatic recognition of the Ukrainian People's Republic. The Treaty of Riga, concluded finally on
March 18, 1921, confirmed the recognition of the USSR as a Ukrainian state, and thus canceled the
provisions of the Warsaw Agreement.
It must be remembered that at the beginning of February 1921, in Poland, apart from Soviet prisoners, there
were about 30,000 interned soldiers from the Ukrainian People's Republic's offices ataman Symon Petlura
(15.3 thousand), Gen. Stanisław Bułak-Bałachowicz's units (6.7 thousand), Gen. Borys Peremykina (6.2
thousand) and Wadim S. Jakowlew's esaula (1.5 thousand) and a difficult to determine number of civilian
refugees, mainly of Ukrainian origin. A small number of internees have escaped from camps to
Czechoslovakia and Germany. Petlura, after withdrawing the international recognition of the Ukrainian
People's Republic, stayed in Poland, hidden by Henryk Józewski and Stanisław Stempowski, with the
knowledge of the Polish authorities. He was forced to leave our country on December 31, 1923. He was in
exile in Budapest, Vienna, Geneva and Paris. He was murdered there by the assassin Szolem Szwarcbard
on May 25, 1926. Symon Petlura was buried in the Paris cemetery of Montparnasse. The celebration of the
anniversary of Petlura's death in Lviv took place in May 1937, in the Łuhowy Ogrod. The emigrants
gathered in the UCC branch, the branch of the Union of Ukrainian Emigrants and the Club of Ukrainian
Emigrants took part in the preparations and celebrations. Isaak Baziak spoke about the achievements of the
deceased. After a few days - May 30 - at the church of Saint. Jura hosted a ceremonial masters for Petlura,
who was celebrated in Ukrainian by Father Major Siemaszko. In short words he presented Ataman's
characteristics.
Note: Ataman: A title of Cossack leaders of various kinds. In the Russian Empire, the term was the official title
of the supreme military commanders of the Cossack armies (Wikipedia).
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ON HORSE
The great melting pot, where modern nations crystallized, which played a historical role in the history of
Europe, were areas north and east of the Black Sea, and among them a significant people (Proto) Bulgarians.
In 481 (Proto) Bulgarians appear for the first time in Byzantine documents as mercenaries of Eastern
Emperor Zenon in the battles against Theodoric. In 488, Theodoric, the king of Ostrogoths, during the
invasion of Italy fought against Sirmium with the armies of the Bulgarians and the Gepids. In the battle, the
Bulgarian chief Bazan died. To defend the capital from the Bulgarians, Emperor Anastasius (491-518) built
long walls around Constantinople. In 499, the Bulgarians invaded Thrace for the first time, in 517 they
reached Termopil, in 529 they invaded Dobrudja, Mezja and the Balkans, in 530, Iliryla. In the years 539540 they came to Constantinople, invaded Greece and crossed to Asia Minor. Historian Zachariasz
Scholastyk, bishop of Mitylene (536-553), mentions the missions carried out in this area for the conversion
of Bulgarians and Huns and the conversion of the ruler of Kasunor, ruling the Crimean Crimea, and the
Latin secretary Theodoric wrote about them: Bulgari toto orbe terribiles [Bulgarians scare the entire
world]. The end of the Bulgarian invasions on Constantinople resulted in the appearance of the Avar Sea
in the following years. In the years 567-568, the areas were conquered by the Turks, who for two
generations created an empire from Turkestan to Don. In 569, Bajan's emergency kagan sent a Bulgarian
unit against the Romans in Dalmatia. The Byzantine General Petros suffered a defeat in 596 at Anasamus
on the Danube at the hands of 6,000 Bulgarians. Starting from the 6th century, in the areas inhabited by
Bulgarians, including the North Caucasus steppes, Kuban and significant areas of present-day Ukraine, the
first state organisms were established. In the Byzantine sources of Teofanes (752-828), author of
Chronografia and Nicefora (750-829), the countries of Bulgarians on the northern shores of the Black Sea
and Azov are called Great or Old Bulgaria.

Big Bulgaria around 650 (https://www.google.pl/search?q=wielka+bu%C5%82org&client)
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We will forget history from the first half of the 7th century, when the Avar state began to decline, the reign
of Orchana from the Dulo family, until the takeover of power by his nephew Kubrat. The namesake of the
Protobulgar Khan mentions one more ruler before joining the throne of Kubrat. In 635, Kubrat defeated the
Avars and extended the area of the country to the tribes dependent on Avars - Kutigurów. The state he
created covered the lands from Kuban to the Dnieper. After Kubric's death in about 660, under the Khazar
strike, the country broke up and the Bulgarians dispersed.

The range of the Khazar kaganate in the years 650-850 (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chazarowie)

According to the information of the Byzantine chroniclers Teofanes and Nicefora of the eighth century,
Kubrat had five sons. The Kubrat's sons were to leave the lands of Great Bulgaria. The name Kotrag is
attributed to the second son of Kubrat. At the end of the 7th century, his descendants reached the central
Volga in the place where the Kama River flows. They founded the state, Bulgaria Kamska, in the tenth
century, as the 9th century began the process of unification of the Proto-Bulgarian tribes. The capital of
Bulgaria Kamska, Bułgar Wielki, at the mouth of Kama to the Volga, about 160 km south of today's Kazan,
was in the 13th-14th centuries one of the most significant commercial centers in Europe. The Nikon
Chronicle and other Russian sources mention the numerous merchant colonies of Bulgarians. Due to the
lack of Bulgarian sources, most of the information
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comes from Arab, Persian, Hindu and Russian sources. The first written records of Bulgaria's VolgaKamska come from the 10th century, and among them is the account of Ibn Fadlan, a Caliph of the Baghdadi
Caliph, who visited Bulgaria in Volga-Kamska in 921-922.
The basic social unit of the Bulgarians was the multi-family patriarchal nomadic community. It had
common pastures, nomadic camps and common property of the herd. Initially, members were related to
each other. At the head of the family of steel, heads with power.
Proto-Bulgarians came to Europe, leading "mobile" breeding farms. The population of the family moved
with the herds from place to place throughout the year. Arriving at the Black Sea steppes, they changed
their lifestyle. Wandering in the steppe from spring to autumn, they returned to their homes for the winter.
The initial nomadic summer and winter camps, over time, replaced the halls inhabited by 20 to 30 families,
at the head of which was a rich family engaged in breeding. This situation lasted for centuries V and VI. At
the beginning of the VII century, agricultural settlements around the stone strongholds began to appear in
the river valleys. The power was exercised by the Khan.
During their history Bulgarians have developed a strong social structure of a military nature. The army
consisted of cavalry and archers, and the armed occupation

Terytorium Alanów, in the north, falls on the lands of Kipczaki
(https://www.google.pl/search?q=Alanowie+mapa&client=firefox-)
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spears, swords, bows, light armor, shields and helmets. The units were also divided into families and tribes.
Protobułgarzy were a nomadic people, engaged in steppe shepherding. They bred mainly horses, which
they used as a means of transport during numerous migrations and raids, but also cattle and small inventory
(steers, cows, sheep, pigs and goats). Agriculture developed more slowly and played an auxiliary role. In
close connection with the pastoral economy, blacksmithing, leather and bone processing, furriery, pottery,
iron processing, goldsmithing developed and construction. Ceramics were characterized by a wealth of
shapes, decorations and technical means. The stay of Prabulgary on the steps of the Black Sea and the
Transcaucasia was a breakthrough in development, thanks to the contact of nomadic tribes with the old
culture of the Sarmatian Alans.

Wędrówki Protobułgar at the end of the seventh century
(https://www.google.pl/search?q=wielka+bu%C5%82org&client)

The economy was primarily a natural one, however, they did trade with agricultural Slavic tribes, and
especially with Byzantine centers in the Crimea. The fragments of Byzantine amphorae found in the
Bulgarian settlements prove that the Protobułgarzy brought oil and wine.
The supreme deity of the Protobułgar was Tängra - the god of heaven and creator of the world, considered
the creator and master of the universe. The sun, moon, stars and names were worshiped.
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The oldest were totemistic beliefs, according to which individual families and species of animals came from
a common animal ancestor, who was the caretaker of the family. Totems were: wolf, dog, tiger. In close
connection with these beliefs, there was a cult of ghosts (tales) imagined in the form of animals or birds.
Recognition in 1206 of the rule of Genghis Khan by the aristocracy of all Mongol tribes began the era of
conquests. The war of Genghis Khan and his successors led to the creation of a huge empire over several
decades, the lands over the Selenga River were conquered, the Tanguts and Uyghurs ruled in Central Asia,
in the years 1211-1215 the choreographed state, in 1220, north-west Iran and the army entered Georgia.
Then, in the borders of the state of the Azerbaijani Ildegizdów dynasty, they invaded the Alanów estate on
the northern slopes of the Caucasus through Szyrwan, scattering the Alan and Kipchak armies.
Genghis Khan said in his last will to his sons: "I have conquered and mastered a vast state for you, my sons,
through the power of God and Heaven, from which the middle of the year in every direction. Now, with
my last will, I command you: be one sentence and one thought, both in the fight against enemies and in the
selection of friends - it will ensure you a prosperous and happy life and the joy of governing. " In addition,
each of the great Chans had a designated direction of expansion. All the expeditions were to be directed by
the great Khan, who resided in Karakorum. Before 1223, the following was written in the Ławrentego
journal: "There were signs in the sun in the month of August of the third week in the after-dinner period: it
was the four days that all seemed like the moon. That autumn, the impious Tatars came from the east to the
land of Bulgarians and captured the famous Bulgarian city of Great Gorod and beat them with weapons. "
(quoted by Boris Grekow, Aleksander Jakubowski, Złota Orda and its fall, translated by Władysław
Głuchowski, introduction and edited by Ananiasz Zajączkowski, Warsaw 1953, p. 170) Also, the Saxons
and the Polovtsians came to the Khan of the Lower Volga.
When Russian princes killed Mongol deputies, there was a retaliatory war and battle at Kałka in 1223. The
Russian army, although four times more numerous than Mongolian, lost. He was curious about the way the
Tatars kept their word: they promised Mścisławowi Kijowski, whose army was then in reserve, that they
would not spill a drop of blood of Russian princes and boyars if they gave in to you. And they kept their
word. They laid prisoners on the ground and crushed them with their breath during a happy feast of victory.
Indeed, it was without bloodshed.
The newly elected khan - Ugedej already in 1229 sent a thirty thousandth army to Eastern Europe. The
Mongols, having smashed the Bulgarians on the Jaik River, withdrew from Kipczacki Steppe. In the autumn
of 1236, they crossed the Volga and mastered the lands of Bulgaria Kamska. Ryazan gained after a sevenday siege, they went through Kolomna and Moscow to the Duchy of Vladimir and to the lands
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southwestern Rus. The troops were captured by Perejasław, Czernihów, Kiev, Halicz and Włodzimierz
Wołyński.

https://www.google.pl/search?q=z%C5%82ota+orda&client=firefox-

The conquest of eastern Europe in 1236-1242 significantly extended the Batu-chan estate (1227-1255),
which evolved into a state organism, called the Golden Horde by the Russian chroniclers. Batu-chan and
his descendants created favorable conditions for the peaceful cohabitation of Mongol conquerors and
defeated peoples by settling on the Kipczaki land. The aforementioned al-Omari's report indicates that the
Kipczacy was the dominant element. The Mongols were in the Golden Horde a faint layer of privileged
aristocracy, the remaining people of the Golden Horde, which arose as a result of the assimilation of
conquerors, were called in Europe, Tatars.
In 1431, the territory south of the Kama River became part of the Grand Duchy of Moscow, and in the
remaining area was built in 1438 Khanate Kazanski, which in 1552 joined Russia. After the fall of Bulgaria,
Kamska's residents succumbed to gradual assimilation and mixing with the Russian population and Tatar,
from which arose several nations with Altai roots, including Chuvash. Contemporary Kazakh Tatars owe a
lot of Bulgarian peoples in ethnic and cultural terms.
However, to avoid further terminological misunderstandings, let us explain that the word "Tatar" comes
from the Far East. In ancient times, the Chinese called such northern neighbors, barbarians, troubled by
attacks "state
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blue, "and their country was later called" Tatarja "or" Tartarja ". Against them, the Chinese in the ninth
century erected a great wall in the north. The names of the "Tatars" were called primary peoples: Goldów
and Gilaków, Oroczów and Ajnów. In the thirteenth century, Temuczyn, Czingis-Chan (a powerful Khan),
joined minor families in the south of Asia and then to the north, other Tatar hordes inhabited them and
organized an army of the Golden Horde, or the Golden Family, taking into account the Chinese tradition.
(orda means: nation - army). They took almost all of Asia and part of Europe. Then it in China, the word
"Mongol" replaced the name "tatara" for the northern neighbor and went over to the one created by Czingiskhan and his dynasty of chastisement: in Siberia, the Caucasus, the Crimea, on the Volga, on the Don. A
small number of Mongolians were absorbed and assimilated by the culturally more populations of the
Turkish and Finno-Ugric languages. In terms of ethnicity, it is a conglomerate of several nations, one can
not speak of a uniform anthropological type. Therefore, the pre-eminent Tatar is East Asia. In the first
centuries of our era, they settled in southern Siberia and thanks to the neighborhood with China reached
a significant level of culture. Individual Tatar tribes have entered the Ordine Kipczak.

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chanat_Kazański
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The wildest Mongol hordes destroyed the
cultural work of the Tartars, who were
expelled from their ancient settlements and
partially went north, west, or drowned in the
Mongolian sea. (...) to the Indians,
representing a conglomeration of the most
diverse tribes of Mongolian, Finnish and
Tunguska, mixed with Turks,
and the political members of Eastern Russia
were named Tatars to distinguish them from
the Turkish peoples, bearing separate names
of Kirgiz, Uzbeks, Sartów, Turkmen, Jakut
(...). Tatars are divided into three groups:
Siberian Tatars, Caucasian and European
groups. The last one is: Kazan Tatars,
descendants of the Golden Horde Kipczaki,
mixed with Botharami [bóthair - etymology:
from the old Irish Bothar, proto-Celtic bowitros ("the path of the cow"); related to the
Welsh beidr ("path, track, road, family"),
dop. J.B.], Finns and other peoples [e.g.
Alanami]. They are distinguished by low
growth, elongated face, flat nose, living eyes
and parallel chinks of the eyes, lips

slightly thickened and moderate facial hair. (Julian Talko-Hryncewicz, Muslins, or so-called Lithuanian
Tatars, in: Poland, land and people, Geographical Library "Orbis", p. III, vol. VII, Kraków 1924).
A distinction is also made according to certain dignities, in three groups, the second class are simple
soldiers, Zawisza Tartars, dawns of princes and begs, settled in Lithuania during Witold's time. They
entered as ordinary soldiers, but they gained the right of citizenship and nobility still in the time of the
Lithuanian state. The language was forgotten, but it remained rudimentary in the surnames and names of
the families. The Kipchatian language was a Persian, Arabic and non-Persian conglomerate, hence
numerous subranges (j goes into j or g), it also changes etymology. For example, the genesis of Dżansaba
comes from the name Dżansa + ba, and ba - we read in the footnote - Szynkiewicz translates this as "soul"
and sub "water", but Ananjasz Zajączkowski adds that the sub appears only in the records of the orchów,
and in Kipczacki as the stroke or sugh. (Ananjasz Zajączkowski, Turkish Elements on Polish Soil, Rocznik
Tatarski, vol. 2, 1935, p. 214). This "ba" interested me very much, but the topic with the explanation stops
here. Speculation: if the "b" of the sub transformed into "gh", maybe the reverse is also true? Then, for
example, would you take the form of a bachelor? (Ghazi - often used as the honorable title of a Muslim
warrior against non-Muslims, English translators). Uf, maybe this phrase plot it?
CHANÓW - DYNASTIE
In 1360, in the Tatar state, stretching between the Dnieper in the west and the Aral Lake and Chorezm in
the east, there was a murder that changed the history of Eastern Europe. The ruler of the Batuid dynasty,
Berdi-Beka (1357-1360), murdered the pretender to the throne, Kulna. Twenty-five khans prevailed
during the twenty-year crisis. This situation was interrupted only in 1380 by Tochtamysz-chan (Toktamysz,
Tuktamysz), the first ruler of the new Tukaid dynasty, which survived until 1783, when Catherine the Great
conquered Crimea and the last khan of this dynasty emigrated to the island of Rhodes. (Tukaidzi - a dynasty
from a common ancestor, Tuka - Temura, grandson of Genghis Khan, one of the fourteen sons of Joczikhan, the first ruler of the Golden Horde (In the subject literature, Deszit-i-Kipczak, Step Kipczacki, Syra
Orda are often used interchangeably) , Syr-Orda, Ułus Dżuczego, from the center on the Volga River). "In
ancient times, this country was Kipczaki (...) and they all became like Kipchaks (...) they made marriages
with them and remained permanently in their land" - noted al-Omari in Arabic, during the reign of Batuchan. Kipczacy, also called Połowcami, were initially adjacent to the Volga with Alans (Jasami) and
Bulgarians, creating a collection of families and tribes. The territory of the island of Tolla, i.e. yurt, was
divided between the Khan princes.
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The Feudals ran a nomadic economy - ajil. Ajil, to actually a large nomadic family, and on this was the
steppe economic system based in the thirteenth century. The Golden Horde included: Bulgaria with the
circuit (the most important agricultural and transit areas of trade, Crimea, North Caucasus, Chorezm and of
course the central and Lower Volga.
After the dissolution of the district, the descendants of Tochtamasz were in Khanate: Krymski until 1783,
as Girejowie, Kasimowski until 1678 and Kazanski until 1552. Tochtamysz-chan (1380-1395) had five
sons [apparently, however, 13] who subsequently sat on the throne of the Golden Horde. We will, after
Tochtamysz, only be interested in Dżel-al-Din (Jalalettin), and for a good reason - the participation of Tatars
subordinate to him at the Battle of Grunwald.
The invaders forced the Russian princes to recognize supremacy and pay tribute. The struggle for power in
the Horde lasted until 1391 battle in the town of Kunduzcza. Szarad ad-Din Ali talked about the expedition
and army of Tochtamysz consisting of: Rusów, Bułgarów, Kipczaki, Alanów, residents of Crimea with
Kaffa and Azak, Bashkirs and M.ks [Moksza] (see Złota Orda and its fall, p. 240 ). Timur attacked in 1387,
1391 and eventually won in 1395, then Tochtamysz fled to Lithuania. He came to Kiev in 1397. He settled
in Lida. Witold would then tell the khan Tochtamysz: "I will put you on the tsar in the tsar's army, and you
will plant me on a great wreath, in Moscow." Witold kept his word and went in 1398 with Tochtamysz to
the Crimea and Kaffa.
The right to the throne from the time of Genghis Khan had in the simple line the chasubles of the Golden
Horde. Totchamysz was again removed from power in 1398, and he asked Witold for help in regaining his
leadership. A war broke out between aristocratic families. In this war Tamerlan supported the claims to the
throne of the descendant Urus-chan, Timur - Kutługa. In 1399 there was a meeting of parties on Worskla.
Duke Witold was definitely on the scene, for he had great plans to conquer the Golden Horde and restore
the throne of the Tukaid dynasty. It is interesting that in 1399 Witold led a crusade against the pagans, but
together with Tochtamysz's allied troops. He had plans against Moscow and decided to become the ruler of
the great Lithuanian-Russian state. Witold's priests supported the Knights in this matter. They promised
help in exchange for Żmudź and Psków. Even the pope, at the instigation of Wojciech Jastrzębca (later
bishop, archbishop and primate) sent to Rome by Jagiełło, agreed and gave a blessing to organize this
surprising crusade. The Crusaders gathered in Kiev, but the main force was the Tatars (apparently 15,000)
led by Tochtamysz and the ride of Lithuanian boyars (almost 10,000), some Lithuanian-Russian infantry
and about a thousand Moldavians under the leadership of Governor Stefan, a Polish vassal. Unfortunately,
the battle ended with a total defeat. Witold and the allies were able to get sucked
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in three-day negotiations on surrendering Timur's army without a fight, giving the opponent time to collect
meals. Poles also took part in the battle, all died, and in addition, 74 Ruthenian knaves and Lithuanian
priests died.
Tamerlane's Tatars, a clever maneuver of a sham escape, led to a scattering of column-and-wedge formation
in the second phase of the battle. This strategy is called "Tatar dance". The Grand Prince of Lithuania and
Khan Tochtamysz fled and they returned to Lithuania. Since then, the permanent presence of princes from
the Tukaid dynasty in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania has been dated. Many of them received property in
exchange for horse-riding in the Lithuanian army, with their own banners. Chan Tochtamysz died in 1406
or 1407, in Siberia. Who is fighting with a saber ... His son Dżel-al-Din took over after him, who fought
for Witold in 1409, and in 1410 he took part in the battle of Grunwald on the side of the Grand Duchy of
Lithuania. They returned quickly, because in 1411 they were together in Kiev, and in 1412 Dżel-al-Din,
with the help of Witold, sat on the Kipchak throne. Eventually, the Golden Horde disintegrated. The
Crimean Khanate was established at its western end. The first ruler of the Crimean Khanate was Umed
Mehmed- Khan, probably the son of Dżel-al-Din. After many internal rallies Uług Muhammed in 1438
took Kazan, where he founded the Kazakh Orda. In 1455, his son Mahmutek-chan (1445-1466) helped
King Kazimierz Jagiellończek against Sejd-Achmed, who invaded the Lithuanian lands. In 1470 SejdAchmed, finally defeated by the army of the Crown, supported by the Crimean Khanate under the rule of
Khan Mengli Gireja, got together with his sons and army to Polish captivity and died in prison. Tsar Ivan
the Terrible, in turn, definitely surrendered the Kazakh Orda in 1552, winning after several attempts of
Kazan. When he conquered in 1570, Nowogród ordered to surround the city with a palisade. Welcoming
him on the bridge, Metropolitan Pimena accused of betrayal. However, together with him, he went to a
feast to the Council of Saint. Sophia. His army began to talk freely with the pops. And then Ivan shouted
in Tatar: "Hojda!". The five-week-long flank of the city residents has begun.
The second son of Uług Muhammed, Kasy, in 1446 in agreement with the Moscow prince Vasily II, took
over the so-called Kasim's tsar, also referred to as Kasim's Order dependent on Moscow until 1678 or 1681.
Khanate and Astrakhan in 1552-1556 were eventually annexed to the Duchy of Moscow.
The Tartars gradually transformed into landowners. For further detailed information about the Crimea
Crime and not only about it, I refer, among others, to an interesting article by Maciej Tukaj,
(http://ornatowski.com/lib/tatarzy-dynastiatukaidow.htm.)
You are probably wondering why the reader touches history, the form of Tochtamysz and Dżel-al-Dina?
Well, this knowledge will be useful soon.
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GRUNWALD - BAZIAŞ
(in Romanian, Baziaş, in Hungarian Báziás , German Baziasch, Serbian Bazbas, Bazjaš)
There are several surviving sources regarding the Battle of Grunwald; most of them in Polish sources. The
most important of them is the so-called Chronicle of the conflict (Latin Chronicle conflict with the Polish
King Wladyslaw crusaders year 1410), which was written by an eyewitness in the year in which the battle
took place. It is attributed to the sub-chancellor of the Polish Kingdom, Mikołaj Trąbie, later archbishop of
Gniezno, or to the royal secretary Zbigniew Oleśnicki, a future cardinal and bishop of Krakow. Another
source is the Chronicle Historiae Polonicae written down by Jan Długosz in the years (1415-1480), which
dedicated the battle of Grunwald to another work, a manuscript entitled Bandera Prutenorum containing
paintings and Latin descriptions of Teutonic flags gained at Grunwald. The German source is the Chronicle
of Johann von Posilga.
Surely add (no) figures out that Długosz's Chronicle was considered partly biased in writing.

Map of the Kingdom of Poland (bright red), the Grand Duchy of Lithuania (pink) and the Teutonic Order
(green) c. 1386-1434 (https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wielkie_Ksi%C4%99stwo_Litewskie)
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In 1397, Witold brought several thousand Tartars to Lithuania, who refused to submit to Timur. He gave
them land and provided freedom of religion, as we read in the Description of Sarmatia of the European pen
by Alexander Gwagnin. After his arrival in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, Witold placed near Lida and
Kiev and the other over the river Waka, he put two miles from Vilnius, "who live there to this day, good
from them and diligent hosts, and fight in ancient bravery. . (...) They live freely according to their rights,
and they know both Lithuania and the king of Poland. Their banner, under which they fight against the
crown enemy of both nations, have an Arabic script. " The enthronements of the Tatars protégées by Witold
followed on to the Khan's thrones. The pretenders to the Khan's dome came with the whole army, manors
and families.
Thanks to Witold, many Tatar settlements were created. He also performed in many Tatars' legends. In
return, they were to show up for a military expedition, protect Polish caravans on transit routes and
parliamentary cortege. On November 26, 1409, Witold stayed in Nowogródek, then he went to Brest
together with chan Dżel-al-Din. During the conference in Brest, Jagiełło supposedly decided to support
Dżel-al-Din as a pretender to the throne of the Golden Horde. Chan brought gifts, including silks, lions,
camels and horses from farms in the Valley of Fergana. King Jagiełło came to Brest on November 30, 1409.
The secret conference of Jagiełło at the castle in Brest, prince Witold and Khan Dżel-al-Din took nine days.
It was decided that the places of concentration of the troops will be Wolbórz and Bielsk Podlaski. The
troops will meet between Zakroczym and Czerwińsk after the Crown troops cross the Vistula. The
appointment was called "Krakow" and the "Vilnius" response, which were to apply during the decisive
battle with the Teutonic Knights and the support of the forces of Prince Witold by the Khan in the strength
of about 2 thousand. Tatars. After the conference, Jagiełło, Witold and Dżel-al-Din went to the Bialowieza
Forest for hunting, and then they went off. Prince Witold returned with a Khan to Lithuania. King Jagiełło
went to Krakow.
Witold appointed a grouping of Lithuanian army 70 km northwest of Kaunas. In the march on Grunwald
through Kaunas, these troops joined in Merecz with the troops from Vilnius. Moldovan and Wallachian
troops, in turn, had a designated place of concentration north-east of Drohiczyn. On June 29, the royal
army reached Kozłów on the Bzura, where Witold's messenger came to ask for sending several Polish
banners to cover the crossing of Lithuanian-Ruthenian troops across the river, because they are located at
the mouth of the Narew River from the Vistula. On July 7, the combined Lithuanian army moved north
with the Crown troops. On July 13, Tatars Dez-al-Dina, and thus Witold, captured Dąbrówno and robbed
them there. "Participation in the Lithuanian army of Tatar army, the amount of which was carefully
concealed, was on hand to King Jagiello and the great Lithuanian prince Witold. Tatar troops did what it
was not worth doing
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the crown troops "- says Jadwiga Siedlecka-Siwuda. And further: "Do not forget that the success of both
armies owed largely to the military talents of Witold, who during the few years of his stay in the heart of
the Teutonic Order possessed the secrets of running a war. This knowledge turned against the Order and
enriched with Eastern [Tatar] methods of struggle (including battle formation in the form of a triangle) gave
the Lithuanians an advantage on the battlefield at Grunwald on July 15, 1410. The joint victory was the
result of the artistry of the Polish and Lithuanian military forces, headed by eminent strategists. "
In the first phase of the battle Lithuanian and Tatar cavalry hit the artillery. The right Lithuanian-Tatar
wing, according to some, buckled under the Teutonic pressure and was escaping. Who writes in this way
makes a mistake of ignorance about the Tatar way of fighting, or "Tatar dance." The Teutonic Knights
rushed in and thus were surrounded by the returning army in the fourth phase of the battle. Tens of thousands
of people fought in the greatest battle of medieval Europe. According to Paweł Jasienica, 32 thousand
knights participated on the Teutonic side, 41 thousand on the Polish-Lithuanian side. According to Norman
Davies, 39 thousand Polish-Lithuanian-Russian troops were in front of the 27 thousand Teutonic soldiers,
in this Wallachian. Among the participants of the battle, on the side of the Kingdom, are mentioned, among
others knights: Zyndram of Maszkowice, Polish army commander and commander of the great banner of
the Krakow Land, Marcin from Wrocimowice, ensign of the banner of Cracow Land, Zawisza Czarny and
his brother Jan Farura from Garbowa, Cracow voivode Jan from Tarnów, Florian from Korytnica, Paweł
Złodziej from Biskupice, Mikołaj Powała from Taczewo, Jarand from Grabia, Dobiesław from Oleśnica,
Spytek I Jarosławski and Lingwen Olgierdowicz, Zygmunt Korybut, Jerzy Mścisławski, and Petulin from
Zimna Wódka.
Fragments of the poem by Maciej Stryjkowski
from Chronicle ...
describing the battle of Grunwald

Title page of Maciej
Stryjkowski's Chronicles
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(...)
Zawiszów, Garbowscy, Broglowski, and Kalski,
Puchała, Skarbek, Górski, and Nalenczyk Malski,
They send to the king despising the sentiments,
For the homeland of Poland inherent in love.
(...)
On that day, Witold with Lithuania and with Tatara,
Attracted, and with hordes of two Zawolskimi,
Zawolskimi whose year he spent his time,
They showed them to the king by dancing,
Lithuania also prepared its armed forces splendidly,
Cossacks splitting with troopers for troika.
Semowit Mazowieckie and Janusz xiążcta,

The Bishop Uffy next to them, and Polish braids;
They departed on the day of Peter and Paul the Saints.
They promised the king their homeland there.
From Czerwnia straight into Prussia they were dragging on,
Where the Tatars with Lithuania have no differences.
What happened to them was chopped and burned,
And the church with the sanctities in Ludberg was plundered.
Therefore, Witold and Jageło were soon grieving,
And two more Lithuanians from the
Who had to hang themselves on the tree,
The latter are already afraid to defend the others.
(...)
He welcomed the whole year of Zawoiskiceł Tatars in Lithuania
For this war
(...)
Zindram Maskowski, the army held the Crown,
Jan Żarnówski Czech, ruled by soldiers,
Lithuania, Ivan Zedziewit and Jan Gastołt,
Tatars side defense of the dwelling.
(...)
He made him so; but the holy king did not rise from prayer
Until after Mass, Dogu effect recommending battles.
In this Maskow Poles, Witold Lithuania made
And he set the right corner to trust.
(...)
It is God alone to give to you: we got from you,
You will remember, Lithuania, that she jumped with her ancestor
With the Talar, and a fierce battle with Germany fought.
The wounded bear trembles tremendously;
They even hack, Germans are arming,
The Tatars and Lithuania support their arches.
(...)
The Germans, like all of them, were mourned,
Others gave their hands voluntarily
To bind, and weapons from each other.
Unlike sheep, when in the pigsty niebog.
The wolf, hungry with hunger, persecutes harsh,
One of the other, cuddling quietly in a pile,
And towards this side where the wolf and get scared.
At that time, there was no dasticht and Poisz, nor
They called in the squeezing hands of the friar.
As before, when they wanted to sack ours completely.
But God wanted his fetters on their feet.
They were rushing them to the king. Witold also Tatary
(...)
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In several contemporary publications on the participation of the Tatars in the battle, information was
provided that the Crimean Tatars fought at Grunwald. Yes, Tochtamysz had the Golden Horde, but for a
short time. There is also talk about the so-called Tatars. Lithuanian. Yes, they came to Lithuania for Witold
at the end of the 13th century. However, his regular guard was the Tatars from Powołża, and in the majority
they were going to fight with Dżel-al-Za--Dinem allied with Witold. The Zawołżanscy later became part
of Khanate Kazanski, then Idel-Ural, today Tatarstan. It is worth noting here that when in the fifties of the
16th century Tsar Ivan IV the Terrible conquered the Khanate, he also incorporated Tatar lands into Rus,
and some Tartars were forcibly converted to Christianity, and all mosques were demolished (1593).
Currently, the Christian Tatars consider themselves a separate nation, and Ivan IV is still a hated figure in
many Tatar circles.
Returning to the Stryjkowski Chronicle, we have confirmation of the facts discussed there. The publication
had a significant impact on the Polish historical novel of the nineteenth century. Without it, there would not
be Astolda Mostowska, Pojat Bernatowicza, Grażyna, the second part of Dziady or Konrad Wallenrod
Mickiewicz By the way - recently a lot has been said about Mickiewicz's Tatar roots - on the distaff side.
What's more, on the distaff side, the mother from the Furs' family, Tadeusz Kosciuszko had a Tartar origin.
The revival of the Grunwald cult took place thanks to the painting of the Battle of Grunwald by Jan Matejko
and the novel Krzyżacy by Henryk Sienkiewicz, a writer of Tartar descent as well. Subsequent actions
resulted in the celebration of the 500th anniversary of the victory at Grunwald, which took place in 1910.
In 1960, the Grunwald Monument was unveiled, the Grunwald Battle Museum in Stębark was built, and
every anniversary of the victory, "knights" come to the Grunwald fields almost from all over the world to
take participation in historical reconstruction. In the Museum of the Battle of Grunwald, the "Tatars under
Grunwald" project was also created. Thanks to this project was published, among others book of the Tatars
at Grunwald. Her co-author, prof. Selim Chazbijewicz, descendant of the Polish-Lithuanian Tatars, points
out that there are no scientific studies on the participation of representatives of this community in the Battle
of Grunwald. - "Contrary to what many people think, the Tartars, who fought with the Poles and Lithuanians
at Grunwald, were not barbarians," emphasizes Chazbijewicz. But he also synthesizes the information there:
"One of the elements of the settlement system was the military colonization action - filling the Tartars both
in the outskirts and the center of the state, in settlements under castles and castles for permanent military
service and as soon as possible armed reaction. At that time, the Tartars were a kind of rapid reaction force,
for use in emergency situations, for any order of the ruler, without the need to collect money, council
resolutions, collect common uprisings, etc. They also had police functions for the ruler, and were also
something like special services
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used for intelligence purposes, making discreet executions on the orders of the prevailing, physical
dissolution of the opposition, etc. They were quick, efficient, disposable and completely faithful and loyal
to their sovereign, whom they considered Prince Witold. Internal fights and the practical break-up of the
Golden Horde made it possible that Witold's interference in Tartar affairs, his intense eastern policy, became
possible. Through Tatar emigrants from the Crimea and the Golden Horde, he also intended to implement
his far-reaching political plans in the east. The success of this policy was conditioned by geopolitical factors,
such as the disintegration of the Golden Horde state into Khanate: Crimea, Astrakhan, Kazakh and Siberian,
internal struggles, and thus economic problems, as well as the pressure of Lithuania and Moscow - two
nascent powers of fifteenth-century Eastern Europe. The Tatar settlements in the Duchy of Moscow and
the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, along with military motivation, were therefore economically and partly
political. In turn, the economic factor in this case was conditioned by the climatic factor, ie the lack of
rainfall and drought being a disaster for the nomadic population. The settlement area was the RuthenianLithuanian borderland, from the Eastern Carpathians to Ryazan and Wild Fields, where the Tatar population
went into settled life. (...) Tatar settlements in Lithuania increased during the armed conflict between the
Khan of the Golden Horde, Tochtamysz and Timur Lenek (Tamerlan), the actual ruler of the Throne of
Chagataja. In this connection, Jan Tyszkiewicz assumes that from the end of the 14th century until 1440,
mostly immigrants from the areas of Powołża [land] settled on Lithuanian lands. J.B.], which is connected
with the origin of supporters of Tochtamysz and his sons from Bulgaria, Volga. One of the first sources
confirming the existence of the Tatar settlement in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania is the relation of the
Flemish knight, traveler and diplomat Gilbert de Lannoy (1414). "
The first major Muslim settlements in Lithuania date back to 1410. Witold returned to the Tatars after the
Battle of Grunwald. He married them with the Lithuanians and settled in the vicinity of Vilnius and on the
banks of the Nemunas under the condition of further military service in the event of war. After Witold's
death, when Polish influence increased in Lithuania, and Świdrygiełło, the youngest brother of Jagiełło,
sought help in the Zawołżańsk state, Achmat from 30,000 came from there. army. In 1432, Svidrygiello sat
on the Lithuanian throne. Many of the arrived Tartars remained at his service and from them formed four
horse regiments. They did not have their own women, so they marry a Christian, and that was allowed.
After death, however, the spouses were buried separately.
"We hope that we will still be able to preserve our culture for our children and grandchildren, because there
are a lot of people who care about it" - says Dr. Adas Jakubauskas, entrepreneur, political scientist, social
activist and chairman of the Association of Lithuanian Tatars. "Among the eminent representatives of our
community were several dozen generals of various armies, former writers, dancers, poets, doctors and
lawyers. Soon, and in Poland, a book will be published on this subject. "
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I would like to add that it is worth to read the Annals Tatarskich, issued in Poland,
and as a curiosity, I will add that the name "Tatar" in Poland has 1643 people; the
largest cluster in Krakow - 75 people and in Wadowice - 62 people.
Excerpts from the literature in fragments:
And Chan came to the advice of the fortune-tellers to the Kizli, breaking the
cruelty before him, that he might eat with his court. Sukyman worshiped him with
great veneration and he fell loose on his face, for he is almost slain by the slaves,
who are celestial to the heavenly bodies. Horde was not near him, one manor and
Descendants of Tatars
one thousand Baskak and a bit of huts and agów in yellow tołubach, because they
in Poland
feared that in the great rewarding loose plague was not easy. She wandered in the
https://www.google.pl
Crimea, mainly in the part that Jenikalska called. There, when he threw himself at
/search?q=tatarzy&cli
a place, she took the top-dressing, and the other Ales passed completely, while the
ent=firefoxother went through, even there the fowl was raining. But to Kizlich, she came two
b&tbm=isch&imgil...
days closer. He thanked God Khan for saving and generously offered fortunetellers, and he freed many of the slaves for freedom. (Henryk Sienkiewicz,
Niewola tatarska, p. 14).

In addition to the construction of roads and organization of the best courier service in the world (within
three days they were able to travel over 400 kilometers), the Mongols carried out the first censuses for tax
purposes. Tax collectors permanently in dependent Ruthenian lands were an important element of power.
In many publications there is an interesting concept of baskak, baskai, written small, for determined
governors, governors, wielokrządców, more often donors, but also in the sense of military commanders.
The term corresponds to the Persian term dārughehi. (basqaq, also baskak)
and Daluhuachi', Daru, Flower Red in traditional Chinese characters Daru,
Flower Red in China.
They came, as we know, from northern Iran in 1223 (620 hijab), then up the
Volga to the estuary of Kama to the country of the Bugar, broken over Kałka,
they set off down the Volga. At that time, Deszit i-Kipczak did not control
the steppe, he only conquered the whole steppe of Batu in 1236, and Powołże
became the resort of Vulas Juche. The Bulgarians and the Polovts resisted
with all their strength. He was the Bulgarians' leaders at the time Bajan and
Dżiku, commander of Połowce Baczman from the tribe

Tomasz Święcki, Description
of Ancient Poland, vol. 2, ed.
II, Warsaw 1828, p. 92
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Alirlik, commander and Alan Kaczir Ukule. The horde made a lot of trouble. Batu organized the collection
of tributes with the help of the Darugas (Mongolian expressions) (baskaków, Turkish variations), the same
office, named not from pressing, but protecting, Baskak was a vizier, at the same time superior to the
proceeds of the treasury. The duties of the donors included a census, collection of tributes and handing over
to the court. The offices - the rugs were nominated with a jar; the official was also called bitikczi and it was
the honorable title. The carpet contained a special register of central the deft influence and separate at each
Viceroy. In 1240, the seat of Tatar overseers was Kaniów, Darugów, baskakowie and duwani (carpet) were
quite often recruited from the merchants, Chan Batu also organized a famous postal service, for example
on the section Karakorum-Pekin there were 37 stations (pits) every 25-30 km, in it crowded about 1,000
people, mastered the old routes leading from Bulgar, mainly the caravan trade route. Travelers and buyers
from around the world were protected even during the riot period with special pass-plates, called: pajzda,
basma, bajsa. Merchants from Goldord sold horses not cheaper than 100 denarii silver per piece. In the first
half of the 11th century, 4000 horses were sent to Iran from the area of Deszit i-Kipczak in one caravan.
The journey from Tana to Astrakhan lasted 25 days with carts drawn by oxen and 10-12 days with carts
drawn by horses, followed by the Volga River to Saraje one day. The tribal-tribal relations prevailed in the
steppe, at the same time a national mosaic of mixed-race
populations was created. Neighboring agricultural and nomadic
communities that maintained trade relations during the period of
peace. Created trot - districts as military units with one superior.
Women (chatun) had a high social position, flowing out of great
respect. The capital of Sarai-Batu, slightly above today's
Astrakhan, was established on a convenient location. There were
different nationalities in Sarai-Batu: Mongols (some were only
Muslims), Asas (Muslims), Kipczacy (practicing shamanism),
Cherkessi, Rus and Byzantines (Christians), each of the
nationalities in a different district, there were also many Slavs
there. In 1261, the Orthodox Sarajevo diocese was organized, the
first bishop was Mitrofan. The bazaars were sold by merchants
from Iraq, Egypt and Syria, and they also lived in another district.
Since we mentioned the shamanism of the Kipczaks, let us get to
the point, because it is interesting. They worshiped the sun,
moon, fire, water and earth, offering the first particles of food
and drops of the earth's drink. Above the head of the host in the
yurt was mounted a figure of a brother, over the bed of the
housekeeper - her figurine
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Tatar woman in costume from the
eighteenth century

brother, Marko Polo reported. For the newcomers, two fires were
lit, connected with a rope hooked on spears. People and animals
passed by; it was a magical purification of fire. Women at the
fireplaces refused spells, and the fire lifted all evil. Plano Carpini
noted that those who refused to switch between fires paid their lives.
The Kipchatas buried the dead in barrows and pyramids, soothsayers
were considered priests. Nomads gradually changed from kurenia to
nomadizing ajilami, that is from the economy of the primary
community to individual family farms. A great role, let us once
again emphasize, was the family, the patriarchal relationship with
the common pastures, the younger son had special rights. The
isolation of rich ajilów from kurenia was often done by the conquest
of
weaker tribes. Ajile had the duty of delivering fighters to the
Polish Army Museum in Warsaw,
aristocracy
commanders for a popular uprising. The hunting of the
wooden Tatar raid shield
Naganka was also famous, not only for supply, but as military
exercises. The promotion of Islam among the upper layers was taken mainly by Ozbeg-chan. He ordered to
murder shamans and Buddhist lamas in the second half of the XIII and at the beginning of the 14th century
Islam did not enjoy success among the Kipczaks. It was not until 1314 that Ozbeg-Chan reported about his
successes in promoting the sultan of Egypt.
From the early traveler's notes, we know what the yurts looked like and what they wore on the heads of the
woman. The houses were made of colorful bunting, sewn with ropes in such a way as to create guilty
bunnies, trees, birds and animals. The women's heads were decorated with a covering called a bokek, round,
covered with precious silk. On top, the quadrangle resembled a column head with stamens of feather stalks
or peacock feathers and precious stones. Stamens were often made of gold or silver. Fur caps applied to
such a structure.
In 1362 Timur (Tamerlan) conquered the Grand Bulgar, in 1395 he destroyed the flourishing and rich old
Sarai-Batu. Chan Berke built the new capital Saraj-Berke, now where Leninsk is located, and earlier Tsarev.
Ivan I Kalita (born 1304) strengthened the Muscovite principality in economic terms and, as his
predecessors, maintained good relations with the Horde. "By granting the Orthodox Church immunity, (...)
Tatars did not hinder the development of Christianity and maintained the previous privileged position of
the clergy. The Khans were exhibiting special vintages for the metropolitans and the clergy subordinate to
them, including exemptions from fees and taxes. The ruler of the Golden Horde, after leaving the church
autonomy, was in practice its superior. From metropolitans
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they were required to be recognized by the khan and to pay tribute to him personally in exchange for a jig
confirming the position. " (for: Jan Potulski, The Role and Importance of Tradition in the Functioning of
Contemporary Political Institutions in Russia, Torun 2005, p. 105). "Bili and only healed the rich" - these
are the words of the Arabic writer Ibn al-Asir.
By renouncing the khan from maintaining the baskets and leaseholders of the levy in Rus, Ivan was
authorized to collect Orda's debts and repatriate them at certain times, and hence had wide opportunities to
intervene in internal affairs of individual principalities. After the takeover of these areas by the Grand
Duchy of Lithuania, Prince Witold created a customs chamber in Kaniów. In 1569, following the Union of
Lublin, Kaniów moved to Lithuania from Lithuania.
For example, in the Polish, Lithuanian, Samogitian Chronicle and all of Rus Stryjkowski we read: "And
that the Tartars of Prekops and Crimeans at that time all the fields wild behind Kiev, and Podole laid
everything on the Lithuanian land, and Baskaki or Otomany their Russians in those they hid the living
regions, as if the starostas, who were always choosing dishes from them, and according to their opinions,
the Russians were commanded by Christians as subjects, and Olgierd was severely injured by frequent
invasions of the Lithuanian leases ... "
Region
Wologodskaja Oblast
Tulskaja Oblast
Permskaja Oblast
Jaroslawskaja Oblast
Jaroslawskaja Oblast
Jaroslawskaja Oblast
Smolenskaja Oblast
Twerskaja Oblast
Twerskaja Oblast
Tschuwaschskaja Republik
Wladimirskaja Oblast
Republik Baschkortostan
Republik Tatarstan

Stadt / Gebiet
Tscherepowezkij Rajon
Wolowskij Rajon
Beresniki Stadt
Danilowskij Rajon
Danilowskij Rajon
Danilowskij Rajon
Ugranskij Rajon
Konakowo Stadt
Wesegonskij Rajon
Schemurschinskij Rajon
Susdalskij Rajon
Ilischewskij Rajon
Alekseewskij Rajon

Strasse / Dorf
Baskakowo Dorf
Baskakowo Dorf
Baskakovo Dorf
Baskakowo (Seredskaja s / a) Dorf
Baskakowo (Semlowskaja s / a) Dorf
Baskakowo (Babaewskaja s / a) Dorf
Baskakovka Dorf
Baskakowa Dorf
Baskaki Dorf
Baskaki Dorf
Baskaki Dorf
Basitamak Dorf
Basjakowo Siedlung

(Https://www.google.pl/search?q=Wologodskaja+Oblast%09Tscherepowezkij+Rajon%09Baskakowo+Dorf+)

Traces of the presence of baskaków survived in the form of names of places and streams, where most
probably resided; these are Russian circuits: Smolensk, Tver, Yaroslavl (sediments along the Suchona,
Vologda and other rivers), Volgograd, Novgorod, Tula, Ryazan, Vladimir, Kostroma. "There are no
toponyms in the Halytskaya Land, in Wołyń, in the region of Vitebsk or Mogilev," says Janet Martin
(Treasure of the Land of Darkness: The Fur Trade and its Significance for Medieval Russia), for A.N.
Nasonovem and you can confirm this on the basis of even a modern map.
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Detailed composition of the tribes of Deszit i-Kipczak at the beginning of We know the XIV century from
the historian of the Egyptian an-Nuwajriego: "there are many tribes" and mentioned eleven, for example,
the Durut tribe is derived from Kipczaki, and Tatox from the Tatars, "these tribes are from many a family".
Mangici (Kongrats, Kungraci, Nogaje) began to consider themselves Turks. Persian sources of the
population of Ak Orda (Biala) are called Uzbeks. The Chans of the Ak Orda, the left wing of Vulas Juche,
were tempted to intervene in the affairs of the Golden Horde. Urus-Chan called a war curse, while Oglan
Tuj-chodża looked reluctantly at the conquest and was executed. His son Tochtamysz, after losing his
father, did not feel well in the White Horde. In 1376, he fled to Samarkand, to Timur. Timur sent
Tochtamysz to Ak Orda armed, but each time he was defeated, until the internal riots. Tochtamash won in
1378, and in 1377 he entered the Volga region, he mastered Saraj-Berke, part of the Mamaia horde. The
second battle over Kałka took place in 1380. Two Tatar armies of Tochtamysza and Mamaja clashed
bloodily. Tochtamysz won, and Mamaia priests went to him. There was a unification of the two ords and
the real golden age of the Golden Horde prevailed, albeit briefly. Callers from Hadzi Tarchanu (Astrakhan),
through Bulgar, the Caucasus Crimea and Chorezm, all of these lands belonged to Tochtamysh. He also
won Moscow, inflicting heavy wounds. Tochtamash's great-power policy turned against Timur and in the
winter of 1385 Azerbaijan was plundered. That same year, he was preparing an alliance with Egypt against
Timur. In 1393, the deputies of Tochtamysz were in Krakow, they went for not admitting an alliance
between Moscow and Lithuania. In 1395 Timur attacked Hadzi Tarchan and Saraj-Batu, Tochtamysz left
for Bulgar, in 1398 Temur Kutług finally defeated him. We still know. Tochtamash then fled to Kiev, to
Witold. Tochta, after turbulent years of fighting, died in 1405 on the steppe, according to the second-Sofiastyle journal - he left corpses in Siberian soil in 1406. On the stage remained the Gele-al-Din.
From the thirteenth and subsequent century, the memory of invasions to Lesser Poland remained, and in
many villages the settlements of Tatar prisoners (e.g. in Radziszów near Cracow or near Nowy Targ). The
Tatars had their roads, called routes, which
from the steppes, from the mouths of the
Dnieper and the Dniester, ventured deep
into Ukraine and Poland. "The Tartar trail
was known to everyone," says Alexander
Jabłonowski, but his phrases were not
known. Commonly extended in two, at the
distance of an arrow from a bow, but
sometimes, when the whole horde was
going, needing grass for horses, and for a
couple of miles. The graves were orientated
in the desert. There were main routes,
leading to populated areas, and side burial,
covering the whole country or some parts of
Juliusz Kossak, Tatar Dance, 1885
it ". Because
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the routes corresponded to the watersheds of the larger rivers, there were as many as the watershed: 1)
Black Trail between the tributaries of the Dnieper and Bohu (in the Tatra village of Djorna Islach) and the
Black Forest in the top of the Inguła river its name was worn, 2) The Kuchma trail between Bohem and
Dniester, leaving the Black Water Trail on the Dead Sea, he crossed the right bank of the Boh and Dniester
to the border of Podolia, ran towards Lwówek, avoiding Bar and Czarny Ostrów, 3) The Murowski Trail
between Dniepr and Don ran from Perokope along the eastern border of Zadnieprzańska Ukraine to Tula
and Moscow and 4) the Wołoska trail went south from the Dniester, leading from the seaside Besarabi to
Red Ruthenia.
By the way, we can briefly discuss what the general obligation of the planned trip looked like. Everyone
worked on their own during the room. The Tawaczijs summoned the army and collected a written obligation
(muczilka) to issue the necessary number of fighters, wrestling for the year from the vampires and tribes.
Everyone had to have 4 types of weapons, a spare horse for two, cords, skins, a boiler, awl and 100 needles.
In addition: saw, ax, sickle and shovel. The asl (initial) quotas and izafe (additional) quotas were collected
in a field, about 100 people. The shirts joined in 1000 etc. The battle array consisted of the right and left
wings and from the center, which usually did not have a reserve.
To refreshing hearts, or how good Tatar Tamur of the legend, it is in the Alleluia religious year, he saved
the camp of Christians:
Hey brothers! - shouted to the nearby Baskaki, nobles and Orda commanders - set up ranks, in half an hour
we will start the battle. Gloomy cheers, rather horrible howls, was heard all over the camp (...). Tamurbek mounted a charger, brave steppe pole, short, short, but his neck is strong, eye sparkling as if sensing
the blood of a close fight, legs barely touching the ground when he ran over the tide; the troops were already
okay, Tamur counted them, fifty counted. Terrible is strength, brave weapons. You looked in the eyes, the
thrill involuntarily passed you (...). After a half-hour review, he returned to his former position, from a
distant view, the entire Christian camp, his ramparts, crunches and walls, hence he will be able to give
orders, he will be able to encourage or punish. (...) Tamur avidly avoids, among the group of armed spirits
he has matured two people, wandering constantly and everywhere; one was an old man, steel, bright armor
covered, the other woman in white, could not see it, because she covered it with a thick, thick casing, a
kibic, he admired it, it was beautiful and alluring; but what does she want inside the crowd of knights?
which goal he leads and puts into danger of fighting, he soon met; she is preparing for counsel and
encouragement, she carries a silver cross in her hand, and he took her gestures from her, he says: "in the
Name of God! I adjure you, defend yourself, fight bravely, fight not only for yourself, but to save honor
and our life! (...) Tamur signaled, the first two companies of the Horde jumped galloping, the ground
became full under the hooves of their steeds, the swift broad shots, the arrows swayed by a cloud, the clouds
of dust rise high, the Christian camps no longer see; but in silence the silence was interrupted: Tamur listens,
a well-known song has reached his ear sounds, it is a song of the Lechites when they hurry to fight: "God's
Parent!" The battle lasted for a few minutes, sabers rattled, shots roared, armored noise raged in terrible
chaos, it fired and eye
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wild Tamura shined with anger (...). The pious song of the sieges joyfully sounded, looked up at the hill, as
many as before, unsettled as before, embedded walls and ramparts,
and among them the old man whom he saw before a few moments, a haughty oak; only then the watchful
eye of the commander noticed unusual movement and confusion in the rolling stock. (…) - What is this? he asked in a dangerous voice of one of his Tatar favorites - why this clamor, those gloomy screams of the
army? Tatar's arms crossed over his chest, and he replied grimly: "Bad, star of the faithful, confusion in the
camp; for a month in peace, he has grown tired, he has impatiently overwhelmed everyone, and for a long
time returning to Orde, Imani predicts a severe winter
and early; the soldiers demanding an assault on the Christian camp, blood, booty and the return to the sietch.
- Woe to this and that who dares to act against my will! - Tamur shouted dangerously - they will die, not in
the cold of winter, they will die, not in the steppes and the Orda, their bodies will find death in death! Call
me Iman and the commanders of the grave immediately. The Tartar ran away, Tamur lay on the sheepskin
of the bed, his blood cooled a little: he was thinking about his position and conduct; he shuddered, or he is
not guilty? For a month »The entire rolling stock, the clatter of sabers, the crowd of a hundred thousand
crowd, is heard in a wild chaos. He views: the ranks are preparing for a fight, the Baskaks are at the
forefront, the Imani are humming war songs, they excite the fire of rebellion; a multitude of crowds, even
a holy banner, is approaching his tent, so he cannot doubt: sask wants a battle; (...) - lead us to Christians!
- No! never! you know me - Tamur replies - I never go back in my word! The uproar has risen yet again to
this apathetic; the swords are buzzing, the cords are lit up for a long time, the Imanes are black by
Iman, they do not know the measure in their anger, shouts are rising from all sides, then weak, then stronger
all at once: - Death to him! Woe! Death! A dozen or so of the lower commanders, more attached to Tamura,
circled him with a wreath; some repel the crowd, scattered on all sides, others with tears beg for a change
of order. Tamur not moved, they want revenge! and black once more approaches, one and the other jatman
shined, one and the second arrow whistled, then the young Tartar falls down to his legs, his favorite and
calls: - Beku, have mercy! allow them to demand, otherwise your death is not necessary! - Child! Tamur
replies, not so many months of your life, how many battles I have seen, how many times I have participated,
how many times did the death of bony hands reach out to me, I was not afraid of it, and now I will not be
afraid; on my dead body impudents will go to the Christian camp; before they die, they must ask me! but
woe to them! heavy gods' mistreatment! a heavy mistake of Khalifa the Great our liana! (...) Tamur, based
on a saber, a dumn, keeps his eye on the insolent crowd; a mocking smile on his lips, a strong resolution in
his heart (...). No! no! I do not want a fight! I do not want their blood! they belong to me, they are my
brothers! Christians!
The baskets are surprised, Imani is angry, Tamur goes on: - Yes! Have you forgotten that I, your
commander, the viceroy of the great Han, the guard of Genghis the banner, that I am, a Christian, a Christian
child! Look at my face, look! do not you see it clearly? Do you want better proof? look! ... Woe to us! Woe
to him! - shouted the first of the Iman - he crazy! possessed from devil, he loses us and betrays us! (...) I
take command, take the banner of saints. Baskaki and the whole crowd, with a loud exclamation, praised
Iman's intention, he captured for copying the black banner. The pupil of Tamura strangely flashed, he could
not hear Iman's words, but he took the urge; in a moment, a big, powerful thought
in his soul she conceived and matured; if Czjngishan squadron breaks, destroys, breaks and destroys power,
will force them to step back, lose themselves, but Christians, confreres, save ... (Krzyz przy Głuszu, legend
of AD Kosinski, in: Alleluia, Rocznik religijny, Warsaw 1843, p. 165 -204:
rcin.org.pl/Content/987/WA248_6172_P-I-674_alleluja_vol3_o.pdf).
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ZAWISZA CZARNY (BLACK) WITH GRABOWA, HERU SULIMA
The legendary name Zawisza in the 14th and 15th centuries were quite common, and the nickname
"Czarny" appeared because of the appearance and lack of a personal name. The family therefore had to be
dark-haired and dark-haired, because Zawisza's brother was called "Kruczek". The father was Nicholas of
Garbowa, castellan of Konarsko-Sieradz, mother of Dorota. In Krakow, he was seen after 1390. In 1396,
queen Jadwiga and Władysław Jagiełło were paying homage to the Walachian hospodar. The knights'
tournaments were organized in Wawel. Zawisza received a belt on one of them and knights' spurs.
The first information about Długosz about Zawisza comes from 1403, when he asked for it with king
Władysław Jagiełło, release from prison of Jan Rogala. We know from another document that King
Sigismund of Luxembourg, King Sigismund of Luxembourg, released several Polish noblemen at the
request of Zawisza. Luxemburg liked to fight, and Zawisza in this game, what more was probably the
"language" of Władysław Jagiełło at the Hungarian court. Apparently, Zawisza Czarny did not take part in
the battle with the Turks at Nikopol, in which the Turks in 1396 defeated Zygmunt. Zygmunt
Luxembourczyk, under the guise of defending Christianity against the Turks in 1408, went to Bosnia and
Serbia with Zawisza and his brother, Jan Farura. Unfortunately, the Luxembourger traded against the
Teutonic Order against Poland. In the spring of 1410, a congress in Kezmarok, Slovakia, of the Hungarian
king with Jagiełło and prince Witold was scheduled. Jagiełło did not come, and Witold was tried to bribe
against Jagiello, but to no avail. Zawisza on 4 March 1410 in Nowy Korczyn met with the king.
Długosz recalls that Zawisza and his brother, "having learned that the king of Poland their real master
Wladyslaw intended an expedition against the Teutonic Knights, with the permission of King Zygmunt,
who with their generous gifts and promises wanted to dissuade him from intentions and keep him, leaving
Hungary in good and the property from the king obtained by his favors and generous promises, they left
him and came to Władysław the Polish king to fight against him against all the other Teutonic Knights and
all his enemies. " Meanwhile, on behalf of The Luxembourger was attacked to the Nowy Sącz land and
Stary Sacz burnt. After the victory over the Teutonic Knights at Grunwald on October 10, Polish troops
fought at Koronowo, in which Zawisza Czarny and his brother Jan Farura fought.
In March 1412, Zawisza led to a meeting between Jagiełło and the Luxembourger in Lubovla and forwarded
the proposals of both parties to the negotiations. The agreement contained Zygmunt Luxemburg's
confirmation of the peace of Torun, concluded with the Order on February 11, 1411, and that the Hungarian
king undertook to help Poland recover Pomorze.
In the years 1413-1414, Zawisza ran away on several trips to Hungary, to the Czech Republic and Moravia.
Then our knight became an envoy of King Jagiełło at the general council in Constance in 1414, where he
defended effectively slanderous allegations Teutonic Knights and the witnesses of Jan Falkenberg and took
part in the selection of a new
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Pope in 1418, because the Council lasted so long. The new Pope accused the Polish bishops of disobeying,
our appeals, even forcefully invaded the palace in Konstanz. The Polish delegation met with the king, queen
and court. Jan Dlugosz said: "[the King] who came before them, together with the queen received with great
reverence and comfort from a happy return", though the way of justice pronounced by the Council towards
the Teutonic Knights turned out to be unreliable. In the autumn of 1415, Zygmunt Luksemburgczyk went
to Pope Benedict XIII, then to Ferdinand the Righteous in Perpignan, and among the deputies was Zawisza
Czarny. Here he met at the knight tournament with the famous Jan of Aragón. Zawisza won. He was
supposed to say: "I swear to God, Virgin Mary, that I will always and everywhere honor the honor and
honor of my king and master, and honor and honor my homeland."
On January 1, 1418, Pope Martin V confirmed the privileges of the Teutonic Knights in the Prussian,
Lithuanian, Samogitian, Ruthenian and Livonian territories, under the pretense of converting Gentiles to
Christianity. He also forbade Jagiello and Witold to take advantage of the Order.
Zawisza accompanied Jagiello at the congress with the Luxembourger in Košice, in May 1419, later he
fought at Będzin and Wkra. Only in 1421 he sent on behalf of Jagiełło to Zygmunt 11 times. On January 2,
1422, as a member, he was taken prisoner. He was bought gold by King Jagiełło. After Grunwald, the
hunger war of 1414, the retaliation war of 1419, in July 1422, the fourth war expedition was made. Zawisza
was there, of course. The Teutonic Knights had to give Poland to Nieszawa and several other places, and
Lithuania regained Żmudź.
A large part of Zawisza's income were gifts and prizes from knights' tournaments as well as armor, horses
and weapons of defeated knights. From 1419, he started to buy landed estates: the Wiewiórka village for
600 florins, and Szymanowice was exchanged with Jan from Zasów on his villages of Zasów and Nagorzyn.
We know that in 1417 he became the starost of Kruszwice, and in 1420 he became the Spiš staroste. In
1424, Zawisza Czarny acquired Rożnów on the Dunajec River, became the owner of a castle and a dozen
or so villages: Bartkowa, Górowa, Glinnik, Jedlna (Jelna), Posadowa, Radajowice, Załęga, Przydonica.
and the now-defunct village of Zabagoszcz, he bought Gródek. He also bought villages, such as: Roztoka,
Brzeziny, Zalesie, Łaziska, Wiesiółka, Podole, Borowa, near Rożnów. In total, he owned 31 villages.
The act of acquiring the Różno estate took place in 1426:
the sale of half of the commune's estate by Piotr z Kurowa Zawiszy Czarnemu z Garbowa [pow. sand.],
among which no G. was mentioned (Mp 4, 1234, SP 2, 2054-5); the same Piotr testifies this sale. The village
of G., which belongs to the dystr. the castle of Różno, pledged by Piotr, Zawisza has a pr. to buy and have
a high price (SP 2, 2087). 1470-80 in G. łany, a farm (DLb. 2 p. 141); 1516 Barbara [c. Jana Zawiszyca]
from Rożnów, wid. [2 vote] after the chest. krak. Janie from Tarnów [POW] pilzn.] saves 40,000 fl. the
coal of St. Jan of Tarnów at the Rożnów castle and the villages belonging to it, among others on G. and
Górowa (Fastnacht Catalog 1, 35, GS 1 pp. 17-8); 1530 in G. consumption from the mill of the annual one
wheel (RP, 41) (Historical-Geographic Dictionary of the Polish Lands in the Middle Ages, part II, p. 85).
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Jan Matejko, Battle of Grunwald 1875-1878, fragment, Zawisza Czarny from Garbowa, https://en.wikipedia.org/

The Luxembourg war against the Turks was preparing. Knights from Hungary, Germany, the Czech
Republic, Serbia (Regnum Racie, Rascie) started their matches with their teams and Wołosi. He and Prince
Witold walked. Zawisza Czarny ran people from Poland and mercenary troops from other countries.
The Christian fleet on the Danube initially smashed the Turks and damaged the fortifications of the Golubac
fortress. Sultan Murad I came to the rescue, and successful negotiations on the evacuation of the
Luxembourg troops on the left bank of the Danube began, but the Turks rushed after the retreating. Some
of the troops crossed the Danube, and there Baziaş.
Sigismund of Luxemburg was in danger. Zawisza Czarny gave him a car with horses and a group of Polish
warriors, he remained under the fortress. The Luxembourger sent a boat for him. The reply to Zawisza was
to be as follows: "There is no boat that could carry Zawisza's honor." Jan Długosz noted: "Soon, surrounded
by Turks, who took him for the king or what prince for the armor of the shining and half of the black eagle
he had in the coat of arms on the coat, armor covering, he was taken prisoner "and his head was cut off. It
was taken to the Sultan, and the Serbs were buried in the rest of the body, but who knows certainly? The
funeral of Zawisza, of course symbolic, took place in Krakow in November 1428, in the church of
Franciscan.
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Let me remind you that the monastery in Baziaş is connected with the history of the settlement, today the
small towns that were located on the other side of the Danube. That's when the Luxembourg troops
withdrew. Historians believe that it is incorrectly repeated that the founder of the monastery in 1225 was
the first Serbian archbishop of St. Sava Nemanjić. Yes, among others we can read in the book of prof.
Borislava D. Krstić Istoricul aşezării Baziaş - Istoricul mănăstirii Baziaş [Baziaş history of the settlement
- Baziaş history of the monastery], published in 1998, published by the Union of Serbs in Romania. This
theory, or rather a legend, is controversial - emphasizes Dusan Baiski in Agenda No. 51 from December
18, 2004. The monastery was founded in the 15th century, which is widely accepted, because the Serbian
despots contributed to the establishment and maintenance of the monasteries on the left bank of the Danube.
Many believe that the creator of the monastery is Jovan Brancovici (1496-1502), but most of them that his
father - Stefan V (1420-1476). When the fate of the Luxembourg expedition was settled, the monastery was
probably under construction. People were settled around him. Perhaps buried in this holy place for the
Serbs, the place of our hero Zawisza Czarny?

LITTLE JOLA
______________________________________________________________________________
Vol. 3. I have experienced several small private miracles. In his lifetime, Karol Wojtyla, Saint. John Paul
II, in each year's date of death of the predecessor in the Krakow capital - Archbishop Baziak - celebrated
Mass. for his soul. And it consisted, that on June 15 he directed a word of grateful love to Eugeniusz. I
heard them always on the day of my name-day. One of the true miracles is the birth of Kacper, the son of
Kinga. All opinions of doctors in Poland and Norway claimed that this was impossible. I will avoid other
wonders, let them remain the secret that they really are. I will, however, talk about predestination and its
several cases, including making a decision about theological studies at UAM, along with a completed
doctoral seminar. In the first year, I heard information that there are still free places for pilgrimage to Egypt
and Israel.
We must, however, go back in time. Little Jola showed too much interest. It was not known in which
direction she would go. Before the choice of high school, she threw three fates into the hat: High School,
Fine Arts and Economic. Her dream was the first of these. Yes, she asked her manager Marian Turwid for
her chances. On the basis of watercolor paintings, she heard: "There seems to be something in this girl."
She was allowed to participate in the open class "Plastyka".
So, three lots ...
She pulled out a third. She went to "Ekonomika". The skill of posting was useful in professional work when
she was herself a helm, a sailor and a ship in ZPR and Estrady, as a team leader, and thus an accountant. She did not paint, wrote poems, gave birth to a
permanent journey, and traveled with her husband Henry-
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kiem, three wonderful children: Kamila, Olgierda and Kinga. She made her debut on Polish Radio before
graduation. Theological studies, heavily spiced up with philosophy in the UAM environment, provided the
opportunity for seminars with outstanding lecturers at the university and outside its walls. Today I can say
that I was taught by Archbishop Wojciech Polak - Metropolitan of Gniezno, Primate of Poland or
Archbishop Marek Jędraszewski - Metropolitan of Cracow, of course, before his honors.
The first oil painting was made on an old, re-primed canvas. The gray-sea sea emerged with the pass of the
isthmus - in red-gray. My Red Sea, she thought. The picture overtook her feet on that bank. From a
pilgrimage, thanks to the great "biblical" traveler, Fr. prof. Waldemar Chrostowski, a diary was created
Earth is always holy. From the hiking trails of St. Paul and Saint. Jana after Turkey - another - Earth of
Beginning.
The adventure with another image was comic but mysterious. Jola she watches faces, preferably women.
She painted them from memory, so they were not portraits in the strict sense, portraits without a model.
A work was created to show the face of a person with two clearly outlined noses and so it remained on the
canvas. At a time when it became fashionable to shoot on the so-called "Aura", she went to see it. Before
her, a blonde grew up in the queue with a man. They took a photo with a comment: "Honey, this is not your
picture". "And why do you think so?" - she asks - "Here you have two noses". I looked carefully and
electrified. Similar to my blonde from the picture. And here is the answer: "My, before I met, I gave up
plastic surgery, I did not like my long nose". I thought that her face may have less expression now?
After the liquidation of Estrada Bydgoska, and there Jola was the
head, among others Cabaret Klika during martial law (note! Or maybe
one day a separate book, caring for SB employees, censorship, etc.).
She ran a business activity for a long time, edited books and
Miesantnik Literacki Akant at Instytut Wydawniczy Świadectwo. On
the first page of the inaugural issue of Akantu, an unpublished poem
by Fr. Jan Twardowski, dictated by Jola on the phone. She published
further poetry volumes and even received prizes, decorations and
scholarships. To date, more than 20 compact publications have been
published, including popular science. Philosophical essays. Passions
and anxieties by Simone Weil and Nietzsche

Book cover Leon Wyczółkowski another life
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in the optics of philosophers, he owes
inspiration to a great man - priest prof.
Antoni Siemianowski, with whom she
graduated from the doctoral seminar. She
also taught, by chance, at various levels of
education, from kindergarten to male
technical school. He works on the boards of
several non-governmental organizations,
including the Polish Writers' Association,
Bydgoski Branch. In 2007, she started
working at the District Museum. Leon
Wyczółkowski. When she was dealing with
publishing houses, she became friends with
the master's works and became interested in
his
life.
The
publication
Leon
Wyczółkowski
was
created
another
life.
Museum Director - Michał F. Woźniak with the author and its
On the adventure lived in 2010, on the next
publication at the tomb of Leon Wyczółkowski in Wtelno, 2010,
photo: Jarosław Jakubowski
anniversary of the death of Patron in the
cemetery in Wtelno, next to the tomb, I
wrote more extensively in Akancie (Mr.
Leon, do you see that?) Akant 10, 2014, p. 9). Here, I only mention that "Wyczół" sensed us (sometimes
he signed works through open u), i.e. Michał F. Woźniak, Jarosław Jakubowski and the author. He lit a disc
of the sun with a wand or a magic brush sun disk, short presence of our presence there, in the air like
an unjustified incense smell. Before and after the visit with a gift-book (in the buffer zone before the
spring aura's chimeras), the snow-and-rain storm was raging unconsciously.
14.10. (2016) - 22/10 trip to Krynica. On Saturday, the Poetic Autumn "Krynica Poezji" in all its splendor
of ocher, all kinds of russet.
From the DW "Tryumf" terrace, where the SPP Main Board has debated among others how to translate
Hungarian poetry into Polish paper, I made a lot of photos of mountainside covered in autumn by
Wyczółkowski alley, then Poetical Gala in the ballroom in the Old Spa House. Before the gala dinner, I
made several calls to the Family to logically solve the program of further stay. Tomorrow, Andrzej Baziak
from Nowy Sącz takes me from here. Sunday, it's raining, but still the route of the wonderful Poprad Valley,
SMS incorrectly informs me that I am in Slovakia.
Ahead of us, Zabrze, and like Zabrzeż, it is, above all, a surprised visit by my beloved Aunt Jozia. Coffee,
cake, pie and emotions. I am asking for her ways, for her life, for completing the heard, in the part Coworkers.
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In Zabrzeży there is a place where a small signpost directs to "Zelij / Zelej". We
know about old and old mill from documents, today stripped down to shorts,
with a new capote, on the estate of Bronisław Stanisz. We're talking about his
Tatar roots and about Baziaks. Once an anthropologist, a professor at the
Jagiellonian University, greeted Mr. Bronisław with the words: "Oh, I see the
real Tatar".
Janczury, Baziaki and Stanisze (I mention in the order of locations along the
cross-section) used the river's water Kamienica. There were mills "lower" and
"upstream" and sawmill, in a way in the family, due to marriages. The pier,
today overgrown with vegetation, but still visible, was interrupted in the course
construction of the highway Zabrzeż - Kamienica.

Bronisław Stanisz

Baziaki from Przydonica, from the left: Aneta - wife of Robert, daughter of Nicola, Robert - son of Józef, father
Józef, before him Amelia - daughter of Aneta and Robert, Maria - wife of Józef, before Maria Kacper - son of
Mariusz's sister, Aneta - sister of Mariusz, Ewelina - Mariusz's wife, Mariusz, son Mateusz in front of them, photo
courtesy of Mariusz Baziak

We are coming back with Andrzej through Przydonice (currently the largest Baziak center) to Nowy Sącz
to meet the przydoniczanami on the birthday party of Mariusz Baziak in his home. A table, and around, as
it used to be, parents, children, parents-in-law, grandchildren.
Father - Józef - he enjoyed himself like a child from a large sanctuary. I am not surprised, I showed the
imported list of dates of annual baptisms from 1746, unfortunately not digitized in the network until 1933.
Józef remembers the messages,
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Przełęcz Jurgowska, http://hemli-w-gorach.blogspot.com/2013/07/zabi-szczyt-wyzni.html

that "ours" came from the mountains (he mentioned Białka Tatrzańska and Podolia-Górawa), and then
cyrhlili:
also, czyrhlenie, czerhlenie, cerhlenie, cerchlenie - a type of incandescent economy consisting in receiving
logs by burning a forest. Firing the forest was the easiest, effortless way to get a glade, but not as easy as it
might seem. It was necessary to do this in order to obtain a clearing only on a planned area suitable for this
purpose, and not burn the whole forest. Wołosi, who along with their herds of goats and sheep arrived at
the turn of the XIV-XVII centuries in the Carpathians,
they prepared the clearing on the mountain ridges for
grazing these herds just by cyrlene. They covered the
bark from trees (approximately to the height of a man)
in the area they looked at, while the undergrowth and
higher herbal plants were being cut or pulled out by the
trees. Trees stripped of bark died and they dried up,
undercut bushes, finer trees and herbaceous plants also
dried up. The next year the rest of the forest they set it
on fire at the right moment. The best trees were cut
down and used for building blocks of shacks. In this
way, the clearing was formed surrounded by forests on
all sides. Shepherds and cattle were grazed on it
between the trunks of dead trees, without their
grubbing. The dried trees were gradually fired for fuel
First on the left Jan Baziak - grandfather of
in huts (in the hut the fire burned constantly throughout
Mariusz and his brother Józef Baziak, photo from
the grazing period). The final appearance of the
family archives
clearing took only a few dozen years when the roots of
the trees grew and grazed as a result of grazing and a
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characteristic set of grazing vegetation was formed. Such clearing could already be mowed. This method
of obtaining glades by cyrlene is often found in the Carpathians, the name Cyrhla. In the Eastern
Carpathians, this activity was called czerteżeniem, and the resulting fields were called czerteż.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyrhlenie).
That is why in the family so many firefighters-volunteers.
With high probability, they passed through the pass-through Slovakia Jurgowską. On the Slovak side, the
Ždiar village was located on the Wallachian law. In 1595, Jurgów was located in this law, and in 1625
nearby Brzegi, similarly to Bobowa, Trybsz, Łapsze Wyżne, Nowa Białka, practically the entire Polish
Spisz. The ancestors then moved along Białka and Dunajec, then gradually separated, searching for the
right place, but on a small one relatively area.
On Sunday, Bożena Baziak took over me in Stary Sącz from Wierchomla. Together with Katarzyna and
her son, they return from Zakopane, where Eugeniusz is staying for a moment in the hospital. Just today
Katarzyna and Eugeniusz celebrate their wedding anniversary. Evening talk at the Christmas table.
On Monday, I was walking around Piwniczna. In Stary
Sącz, we visited graves in the cemetery. On returning,
Bożena showed me Wierchomla Mała, awaiting ski
tourists and the Lemko Orthodox church in Wierchomla
Wielka pw. St. Michał Archanioł, with a wooden carcass
construction, currently serving Roman Catholic
residents. There are about 40 Lemko graves on the
surrounding temple of the cemetery, systematically
restored by the faithful. Eugeniusz and his sons worked
on the renovation of this temple.
Lemkos were resettled from Wierchomla to the so-called
Western Territories and the Soviet Union during the
infamous action of "Wisła". Wodzchomla Wielka came
from Włodzimierz Chylak, a well-known writer of the
Lemkos region. This is where Michał Żrołka (19342004), author of Lemko's Tales was born. He was
displaced in 1947 with his father and four siblings.
In the book he recalled his own tragic history. He rests,
as he wished, in the parish cemetery. In Wierchomla,
mother Klemens Kus was born
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Tombs of Baziaks in Stary Sącz

Tombs of Lemkos in Wierchomla Wielka

the shaft of the Polemak church, two icons, placed at the top of the iconostasis.
By the way, I will mention Jerzy Nowosielski - an artist about Lemko's roots. In his sacred art, he referred
to a rich, multicultural heritage: the tradition of the Galician icon, Lemko art, and table painting, and also
to the tradition of the first centuries of Christianity and the culture of the Ancients Eastern Churches, the
Coptic, Syrian and Armenian rites. Nowosielski designed the decor of several dozen Roman Catholic,
Greek Catholic and Orthodox churches - including both polychromes, like iconostases, the Way of the
Cross, stained glass, and even furnishings or liturgical vestments. From Jerzy Necio I received a gift in the
form of a volume of Poetry under the sky Bartnego Lemko poetess - Melania Sobin (1920-1979), edited by
Maximilian Necio, the author's brother. A moving, bilingual collection. In one from the lyrics we read:

Wierchomla Wielka, among buildings the Baziak's house, the first visible from the right, photo by Bożena Baziak

Oh, Jaworzyna, Kiczera, Kornuta hummed
The entire Podkarpackie land drowned in sorrow
To the wide oceans and to San Francisco
The hosts were leaving their native land (...)
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At present in the Sądecki Ethnographic Park there
is an interesting abandoned Połemkowska cottage,
moved from Wierchomla Wielka, from which the
then neighbors heard the sounds of lamentation,
clatter, crackling, and the sound of windows. Set in
a new place, she still lived her life. After moving the
house and setting the equipment, the object was
closed. Workers of the open-air museum discovered
a few days later that they are standing in other
places, moreover - historically closer. The guard
saw one night on the threshold of this hut, loudly
groaning. When he approached, the figure melted
away, there was silence.
We continued the evening talks for two reasons at
the computer. Bożena presented impressive fruits of
her arduous investigations in the archives.
In a special program, she hosted a network of
genealogical ancestors from her own, her husband
and her parents-in-law. We watched white-andwhite movies Władysław Ślesicki (1927-2008),
filmed in the mountains, in Spartan for residents and
the performer of terms, m.in. Bend fields, a 1970s
instrumental film. Kadry this film is recorded,
among others highlander wedding; you can meet a
beautiful bride - buttermilk
Catherine, how similar to Catherine. Happy
birthdays. I say goodbye to bedtime with Bożena and
Tomek, they leave for work early. Andrzej will come
for me in the morning

Ryszard Baziak with his son Jarosław, 2016

Children - brothers Ryszard and Krzysztof, Antoni with
his wife Rozalia and Henryk (son of Antoni) with his wife
Zofia, 1971, from the family archive
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Golden jubilee of Henryk and Zofia Baziak, 2016, from the family archive of Ryszard Bazak
1st row from the left: Urszula - wife of Ryszard, Zofia - wife of Henryk, Henry - son of Antoni and Rozalia, Krzysztof
- son of Henryk and Zofia; 2nd row from the left: Ryszard - son of Henryk, Marcin - son of Ryszard, Aleksander daughter of Ryszard, Jolanta - wife of Krzysztof, Agnieszka - daughter of Krzysztof; in row 3: Rozalia - daughter of
Antoni, Stanisława - daughter of Antoni, Elżbieta - daughter of Antoni, Gabriel - daughter of Antoni; in row 4:
Wiktoria - Antoni's daughter, Maria - Antoni's daughter

from Sącz, however, we have a lot of good time with Katarzyna for herself at breakfast. The lookout
weathers. My guide, Andrzej, reveals half of the world in front of me, the Rożnowski Lagoon on the left,
on the right Tatry. I feel biblical, horses graze next to noble, racial shapes. Andrzej performs even here
telephones on further "uniformed" blood donation campaigns.
However, we must hurry. We have an appointment in Jelna with the school's director- Richard Baziak.
A short, fruitful conversation about the House, and also
about the patron of the school, priest Jerzy Popiełuszko.
After all, he celebrated his last priestly ministry in
Bydgoszcz from martyrdom. We stopped for a moment
in the village of Podole-Górawa, by the wooden temple
on the trail, at a nearby cemetery.

Rozalia's grandma with Marcin's rumors
and Jarosław, sons of Ryszard
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I thank Andrzej for the rare, but rich in content and emotions, meeting. I am leaving for Kraków from Nowy
Sącz. In the evening at the Center for Spiritual Culture "Sharing the Cross" them. St. Edith Stein of the
Carmelite Institute of Spirituality, I am going to add a few sentences to the documentary about Archbishop.
Eugeniusz Baziak, about His Sądecki roots. The film is made by Bogusław Stanowska--Cichoń for
Television Krakow, author and co-author of many documentaries on religious topics, depicting, among
others, figures of saints: Rafał Kalinowski, sister Faustyna, Urszula Ledóchowska, John Paul II.
As part of the "Cinema Małopolska" project, recently: The Pope of the White Seas and the Trustee of the
soul were founded. Cardinal Marian Jaworski. The director of the Center is Father Marian Zawada. Until
now, as part of the Center's activity, many projects in the field of culture and spirituality have been prepared,
thanks to Mr. Bogusław.

Beskidzka Autumn, photo by Tomasz Baziak

After a long journey, I am welcomed by a small rain in Bydgoszcz, smiling faces and unfamiliar faces, and
thoughts about it, that it is necessary to quickly check whether the catalog for the next exhibition in the
museum is running according to the schedule.
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BAZAAR
__________________________________________________________________
In the introduction we read: "A book founded by the tsar and
prince Alexius Mikhailovich [Romanov] for the district of Kazan,
writing down villages, lands and voids, nobles, children and
widows, minors and foreigners, and newly-educated, [wygr. J.B.,
forcibly in the Orthodox rite] murzów and Tatars and all in the
lands of the Kazan Metropolitan ..., drawn up by ... "
What we see on the historical Tatar website is an index of names
from the Census of the Kazan county from 1647-1656 [The
written book of Kazan County1647-1656].
On almost every page of this fat book ... meticulously recorded
villages and villages settled in Tatars (already in the tsar's service,
by force and obligation ready for every call), today difficult to
find on contemporary
Piscowaja kniga Kazanskogo ujezda 1647-1656, [Book of the Kazan
County from 1647-1656], cover http: //сувары.рф/ru/content/piscovayakniga-kazanskogo-uezda -1647-1656-godov

Index of surnames, among them Basaakov Frantzek, serve, Dad, (Bazjak Urmametko, service Tat.) Forum of the Tatar
Historical Archive - Main Page. forum.tatist.ru/index.php? action = register
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map due to the Russian-language naming change. The larger settlements remained Tarlashi. In the near
radius we will find Tatarskiye Saraly, Tatarskiy Yantyk, Tatarskoye Utyashkino, but amazingly close to
Alan Polyan, Alan and the like. I therefore verify the following sentence: My husband, we are not really
Slavs. Do not be afraid, however.
"... And the third field near the mud next to the great road has the
same measure as the previous one [11 tithes] and this fallow, this
emptiness is now devoted to the use of the village of Alderbysz
serving the Tartars Baiczik Tierieguł and Urmamietka Bazjak
"(translated from the Russian language marked in blue, p. 385 of
the Book ...).
In the case of Urmamietka Bazjakowa, I wrote to an outstanding
expert on the subject, prof. Henryk Jankowski, with a dramatic
request for help in solving the mystery of the sound and the record
of the name. Here's the second answer:

Page from the District census Kazan from
1647-1656

Madam,
If so, you can seriously take care of it. So, it is confirmed in the 17th century, moreover, we are sure that
the name of the village is solitary, that is, it was created from a personal name, like a pol. Janów from Jan.
The aforementioned Urmamet Bazjak carries one of the names that could be equated with what I gave.
The name Bayuzaq is etymologically clear <bay 'rich; rich '+ uzaq' far away; long'. This name is from the
genre of wishing, they are given to children, so that they can live long. As you probably know, the bay
member means turk. not only what I gave, but also 'possessing; having an abundance '(...). Apparently, the
name, also often used by the Kazakhs, is Ömür (u) literally "long life" (I give examples of Kazakh, because
the Kazakhs kept their customs very well, the Tartars often replaced them with Arabic-Persian forms). Oh,
they are both Polish Dlugosz, but not because they were tall ...
Everything would be clear and clarified if the name was Bajzak, and we unfortunately have Bazjak. Sure,
that would help. In Arabic (though not always, but it's probably a dream. Of course, Tatars have a lot of
genealogical books, but to investigate, you would have to sit there.
Best wishes, Henryk Jankowski
Department of Asian Studies, Uniwersytet im. A. Mickiewicz
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Checked Basiakovo, http://satelita.mapa.info.pl/

Almost where the Volga falls into the Kama River (Кама, Tatar, Çulman), or rather Kama to Volga (the
left tributary of it, in fact - in the place of joining the two rivers - bigger than the Volga itself) is located:
Basiakovo. Coordinates: 55.135569, 49.72621
Access: From Kazan on the P-239 Kazan-Orenburg
route. At the roundabout after the bridge over Kama
(significant narrowing of the river, almost a dirt) turn
right onto the P-240 (Samara) highway, after 5.5 km at
the intersection behind the village of Mokre Kurnaev
turn left along the main road to Samara. Visible is the
Orthodox church of Tikhvin Icon of the Mother of God
[Icons of the Mother of God Tichwińskiej].
The stone two-story Orthodox church was built in 1761.
The main altar was consecrated in honor of the Holy
Face of the Savior. A medium-sized temple is

http://sobory.ru/photo/140013
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clearly asymmetric because of the apical shroud protruding strongly towards east. A low belfry was placed
on the main lower axis - an octagon on a square. Architecture combines elements of Baroque, a peculiar
Russian style and additional details that do not belong to any particular style. The church was probably built
at the expense of the owners of Alexei Vasilyevich and Nikolai Milgonunov. The parishioners worshiped
the wonderful icon of Tikhvin’s Mother of God. The church in the photos looks decidedly abandoned,
falling into ruin.
And in this place, as in the Baziaki hamlet in the Sącz region, and in this place, there are, but there are
none. They probably went to another battles, to the steppes or to cities, to universities ...
It is worth noting that the icon of Our Lady of Kazan accompanied the Polish Pope for ten years. As reported
by Electoral on August 25, 2004, found in 1579 at the Kazan fireside, after the Bolshevik revolution it
found itself in the West. She came to Fatima from the Vatican.
John Paul II admitted: "she found a place with me and accompanied her motherly look at my daily ministry
to the Church." He assured me that he always wanted the picture to come back to Russia. " He dreamed of
coming to Moscow and personally handing over the relic. However, the opposition of the church prevented
this trip. The icon was handed over to Alexander II by the chairman of the Pontifical Council for the
Promotion of Christian Unity, Cardinal Walter Kasper.
Nogajskie roads, or "Extract from Senate documents in Kazan, Office the Tatar Mosques "were prepared
for publication by F. Icelyev and R. Gellamow,
candidates of historical sciences. From this record
it appears that in the village of Jamkino there was
once a mosque, destroyed (broken), and it is three
miles from Baziaków. Interesting topic, for
separate historical research, because the original
document contained a list of over 500 mosques,
destroyed before the construction of the church
and the new owners took the land. (Piotr I, reign
1689-1725, established a senate depended on
The photographs come from the cemetery in Bazjaków, the
himself instead of "pride." The Senate had
tombstones on the plates contain information about the
authority over the entire administration of the
burial of the Orthodox owners named Gruber, the governor
country, prepared bills, acted as the Supreme
of the school (1793-1823) and the woman (1846-1878) and
Court, the Patriarchate of the Orthodox Church
the man (boy) who died in 1880.
was abolished, and the Holy Synod was
established, headed by car).
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I also like confronting even the most credible scientific theses with eye-witness accounts, enlightened and
illustrious witnesses of their time, and if they are lush written ... pure joy:
With such inaccurate information about the former Volgory Bollops, found
in the ruins of Bołgarya, coins and gemstones are important monuments for the history of this people. Coins
sometimes have inscriptions that are Arabic; the greater part of the coins is Mongolian, from the thirteenth,
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Very rarely were found older ones. A beautiful and numerous collection
of coins found in Bołgarya, which Humboldt guilty of Professor Fuchs in Kazan, was incorporated into the
royal museum in Berlin.
Piotr Wielki wrote the grave inscriptions, when wr. 1722 he visited the ruins of Bołgarya, took copies of it,
and translated it and thus preserved the posterity of 50 inscriptions; because later the burial stones were
almost used to build the church of the village of Bołgarya. Between subtitles there are 27 in Turkish, 20 in
Arabic and 3 in Armenian. They contain all the poems of the Koran, such as: he is alive, who does not die
and p. P., The name of the deceased, his origin, usually a blessing for him, and the year of death. (...)
For a long time, swimming along the western side of the Urals, it takes in a greater part of the rivers flowing
out of it and acquires a considerable width. At that time, even though the spring water was flowing back to
the rear, it had to be digested for seven hours before getting to Laiszewo, a county town on the opposite
bank. This town, which has about 2,900 inhabitants, is inhabited by the Tatars, who constitute a major part
of the population of neighboring villages. It runs a significant trade because the salt from Solikamska and
Ural fetuses, which go down Kama, must be unloaded here and transferred to ships going up the Volga.
Travelers were in the very clean apartment of one Tatara, just as much time as they needed to eat breakfast
and dinner together, and then they went through a 58th verse to Kazan in a short unbelievable time; because
the Tatars have many and good horses, and usually they drive faster than Rossyans. (...) However, the
travelers saw Tatar, who defeated three wrestlers one after the other, and he passed by the fourth. After
quite a long period of running these stocks, the races started, as fast as on foot. The prisoners were sent a
few sevens from there, and they were heading to the marked end; here also the winners were rewarded with
small gifts. There was also a lack of women at these games, as they remained at a certain distance from
men. The richer Tartars pitched
their tents there and enticed
travelers with various sweets,
dried apricots with Bochara,
linbowemi nuts (with Pinus
Gembra), as a tea and kumysem,
fermented with milk mackerel,
which travelers drank here for the
first time. (...).
Kazan Tatars, as to the
construction of the body and
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/F
mental abilities belong to the
ile:PL_Aleksandra_Humboldta_Podr
%C3%B3%C5%BCe_po_Rossyi
nobler peoples.
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Their face is oval, their eyes are black and alive, their nose is usually eagle, their mouth is small, their teeth
are white (...). Usually slender, rarely obese. All their movements are clever, decent, often noble. Their
women are of small size. The Tartars have uncommon mental abilities, but Islamism is only allowed to
educate them to a degree. Their schools are well-decorated, almost everyone can read, write and count on
Russian brushes, they have some kind of literature, and they explore the Koran with eagerness. There are
also several universities, where Arabic and Persian languages are taught. Młyły them teach especially in
Gargala, two miles from Orenburg, where is famous Tatar school. Many of them also goes to Buckary,
where, according to their claim, there is to be a place of great learning. With Buchara, they have particularly
numerous relationships, already commercial, already religious. The Rossini government tried to cut these
Ostatuas by establishing the central point of the Mohammedan spiritual authority in Ufa by establishing
Mufti. (...) Tatar language has such significance in the East as French in the West. (...)
Tatars have many qualities; they are calm, honorable, polite, full of trust, decent, clean. Against the
Rossyans, hatred and great disbelief have long been deceiving, but the government is devoted and obedient.
With foreigners, especially Germans, they are open, honest and polite, full of attachment in the family
circle, and give a very careful upbringing to their children. Their conduct in general is moral. The moons
exert close supervision in this respect, which extends so far that, with commonly known crimes, they refuse
to honor the funeral: a punishment that the Tatars are extremely afraid of. In Tatar villages, it is rare for a
man to have more than one wife. (...) The Tatars in the village are very diligent and peasants and bearded
beekeepers. They are almost everyone free. There are only some Murzow among them, it is from the
national princes that Tsar Ivan Wasilewicz gave the villages. The inhabitants of these villages are
subordinates, but this subordination is, according to the usual custom, very limited and gentle. The frontrow drink a lot of tea, and because in their hand there is a larger part of the tea trade, you can drink the most
exquisite species. On the proper meaning of the word Tatar, Humboldt makes the following remarks:
In the Rossyjski family, the term Tatar usually refers to a tribe in which there are no facial features of a
Mongol tribe. The Crimean Tatars, the Governorate of Kazański and Tobolskiy belong to the so-called
Caucasus tribe. (...) Tatarowie Kazania and Tobolska bynajmnia do not look Tatar, they are, they are not
similar to Mongolian tribes, Kalmyks, Zungar, Torgut and Buryat. (...)
On June 9, Humboldt and his companions went on a further journey. The closest destination of their journey
was the city of Perm, 574 wasted from Kazania. The road on the first stages from Kazan is not unpleasant
and leads in a significant part through the beautiful forest of poplars, oaks and limes; but it is extremely
sallow. At Arsk, the second route from Kazan, they rode on a burly, fertile clayey soil that ran all day long,
and after which the Tartars, living in neighboring villages, carried passengers at regular speed. In this way,
for the first time, they saw the transport of exiles led by Syberia. It consisted of married kobićt and girls,
from 60 to 80 people. (...) During the night, travelers at Ochańskie [the river] Kama ...
[Aleksandra Humboldta Travels, vol. I, ch. II, Travels in European and Asian Russia, excerpts with
German: Michał Bohusz Szyszki Wilno, issued by Maurycy Orgelbrand, Księgarz, Biblioteka Narodowa
Warszawa. Allow to print, with the obligation to submit in the Censorship Committee, with the right to the
number of exceptions marked. 12 March 1859].
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HORSES - WIND
They drank dew with the wind ...
Julius Ruggieri wrote (1568): "with unspeakable speed"; "They run fast and long on horseback, and running
a considerable space, each of them has a causal horse in hand, so that when one of them gets tired he changes
himself"; "Tatars like to ride fast and long." Ewelia Czelebi reported (1641) that they needed only two days
to cover the distance from Azów to the Mołocza River (about 300 km). In one march they traveled
continuously 21 hours, and in the second hour 8. In turn, Paul from Aleppo testified (1654): "When they
embark on an expedition (...) in one day they cover the distance of five or six days of a (other) horse cavalry.
Each of them leads four or five horses on rope, when one of them stops, rides the next. " They moved in
full speed, well, Tatar and his horse were one ... with the wind.
Maybe a longer space in the text, breath, anecdotes? There are also real ones.
The two-year-old grandson Kacper, son of the younger daughter of Kinga and Paweł, currently living in
Norway, unable to express the name Kamila / Kama, gave her the name Kamen. What does the new name
mean?
In Roman mythology: the Arkadia nymph, the prophet. The Romans worshiped her as goddess of water,
children and fertility. Patron of poetry and art. Matron of dance and science, one of the nine daughters of
Zeus and Mnemosyne (bosom). The number of daughters was established by Homer and Hesiod. They were
considered to be goddesses sending poetic inspiration, divine knowledge and cleansing power to music and
dance.

Kamena in dance and her paintings
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Our Kamena, older daughter. she is the godmother of Kacper, one of three Eastern magicians from the
Christian midrash.

Wanderers - Kinia and Kacperek, Bydgoszcz station

Jolanta and Kinga were sisters, the first was blessed, the other a saint and patron of Stary Sącz and the entire
Sądecczyźnie. Son Olgierd also has his share in the work. As a man and a warrior. His namesake chased
away the Tartars in his time, but he soon allied himself with them, as did the Lithuanian princes and Russian
Ruthenians demanding power.
And maybe with amusement, I will add that the ancient Jolkos is
now Volos - a city in ancient Tessalia near the Pagasetic Gulf,
which according to mythology was ruled by Ajzon, son of Tyro
and Cretus. In this city, Jazon and the Argonauts began and
ended the expedition to the golden fleece. The golden fleece is
the skin with the fur of a mythical, winged, golden ram
Chrysomallosa. Sheep skins were used to catch gold particles
from the river. The fleece was dried in the sun, and the golden
dust was blown away. The first coins, both gold and silver, used
in antiquity in the Black Sea region, they had the shape of
miniaturized animal skin. Nevertheless, ram is the oldest cult
symbol of the incorporation of good and a sign of abundance.

Ol and his son Sebastian
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Are we approaching the end of the expedition to the mythical-symbolic "golden fleece"?
A few longer steps ... in mile shoes, for a moment to Kazakhstan and Hajda! to Hungary. But but…
We must stop for a very important reason. It should be planted, that this is decisive in the matter of
"bazioche" ethnogenesis because a list of princes, tarkhans and duvans from 1681 has been preserved,
prepared by the then Governor Peter Dmitrievich Skuratov, for the years 1679-1681: The list of the nominal
Ufa district princes, Tarkhans and Duvan at Okolnich and voivode under Peter Dmitrievich Skuratov of the
current RPF (189), i.e., 1681Gorod [List of surnames of district princes Ufa, Tarhan and Duvanov, RPF
(189), vol. E. 1681].
The list lists names and surnames without any division into the type of privileges:
Kopchatskie parish [t. e. Kipchakskie]
Кусап-Пердей
Бекбулатов,
...Токмометев,
Ишмамет Девлетбаев,
Амонай Кутюков,
Девеней Девлетбаев,
Базид Карасеев,
Кулук Бабашев,
Курас Чурин,
Козмекей Юмаев,
Бугкок Чувашев,
Кизик Бишев,
Тегибердей Башаев,

Сабин Балбулатов,
Хождавлет Утемышев,
КозказДевлетбаев,
КозкяльдаКишев,
Кудаизль Конеин,
ЧураБеккулов,
Сулук Бабашев,
Мышай Чурин,
Салтанай Такалов,
Актонай Тешмаов,
Утек Бишев,
Деревни Томьяк Юманей

... Кутюков
Бозюк Кочикаев
Бакы Качанаев
Мряс Кусюкеев
Сенеен Аккузеев
Танатар Тлеков
Акейкаль Икасов
Янгул Базяков
Аизекул Тешметов
Иткиня Ателеев
Ивел Юшуров
Козебердеев

http://kitaptar.bashkort.org/files

The source was developed in 2006 in the city of Ufa. The matter
concerns the areas inhabited by Bashkires (?), And in the case of the
above-mentioned fragment it was clearly stated that the census
concerns the Kipczow property on the river Ik. Who were the princes
of the district rather need not explain, however, other functions dignity should be illuminated, because the record in this form appears
in this particular case at Bashkirs: Bashkir Research Institute of
Language, Literature and History named after M. Gafuri (av 4).

http://kitaptar.bashkort.org/book/bash
kirskie_tarhany
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In the control system of the Golden Horde an important place was occupied by the office - sofas. However,
as A. Yakubovsky notes, we cannot say exactly how many were there, just as we do not know the time
when they were entered. “There were secretaries in the sofas called bitchiki (scribes). In their hands was
often the actual leadership. The most important was the sofa, in charge of all income and expenses. There
was a special list on the couch, a list of receipts from certain regions and cities, which was called “deftar”.
(...) In the Armenian sources there is a certain indication of the sofas during the period of the Golden Horde
khanate. Stefan Orbeliani writes: “Gathering together with his like-minded people in Tiflis, Argun, Baskak
and Vizier, whom the Great Khan called the head of our country and head of the treasury
in the year) made a census in all possessions (Tatars) "
Crowd: In the control system of the Golden Horde occupied an important place in the office. However, as
Aleksander Jakubowski noted, we cannot say exactly how many of them were, just as we do not know the
time when they were introduced. "In the offices there were secretaries, officials (scribes). Their real
leadership often rested in their hands. The most important was the office responsible for all income and
expenses. The office created a special list of receipts from particular regions and cities, called deftar. " (...)
Armenian sources clearly indicate that the offices existed (...). Stefan Orbeliani wrote: "Together with his
followers in Tbilisi in Arguna, the baskak and vizier, whom the Grand Khan appointed the supreme ruler
of the country, the head of the tax treasury and the great" Dvana ", the same man who in the year) made a
list of all property (Tatar) ".
During this period, Duvan, apparently enjoying the same rights as Bash Kirk Tarkhans and princes,
appeared in Bashkiria. Significant is the fact that some of the Bashkir aimaks were separated from the main
genus under the command of the Duvan. For example, the aimak, which was called “Duvan-Tabynsky”,
separated from the Tabyntsi, from the Kudei clan - “Duvan-Kudeisky”, from the Aylinians - “Duvan” and
“Taz-Duvan” aimaks. There are also aimaks bearing the name "Duvaneyshev", "Ajeev-Duvani". A
confirmation of this is the preserved list of “princes, tarkhans and duvanov”, compiled in 1621 (...) Yangul
Bazyakov ...
The children's names were usually given "wishfully". And so our Yangul is a "gift of God", something
precious, a soul.
In this epoch, the title of tarchana and the aforementioned duvana appears, apparently using similar laws
as princes. The Tarchans were not always feudal. Receiving the tarchana title freed him from taxes and
taxes and took responsibility for the first nine offenses. They were free people, based on a written jarłku.
Three original documents from the fourteenth century have survived (except for the Persian and Arabic
archives): the famous jariy, or the Khan's letter from Tochtamysz to Władysław Jagiełło from 1393
(monument in Uyghur alphabet, issued for the first time by
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Oboleńskiego, currently in the Central Archives of Historical Records) and two privileges so-called tarchan
by the kings of the Golden Horde, Tochtamish from 1391 and Timur-Kutukka from 1397. The first jarerman
Tochtamysz to Jagięłło, then still a Lithuanian prince, was lost.
We know the content of the document of May 20, 1393. Tochtamysz sends to Jagiełło, then the king of the
Polish letter, the so-called "Jarlig." Tatar deputies bring him to Krakow and submit him to the king. In the
letter written in Tatar and in Russian (the Russian text is slightly different), Tochtamysz Jagielle reports
that he was defeated by Timur thanks to traitors, but God took pity on him and allowed him to return to his
native throne. It also reminds you Jagielle, that Lithuania is obliged to pay him tribute ("outcrop") from
Russian lands, once belonging to the Golden Horde. However, these reminders are expressed in an
extremely gentle tone. No wonder: the sly Tatars did not want to offend Jagiełło, because he expected. that
he could have an ally in his future fight, and on the other hand, he wanted to let the king know that he was
obliged to show submission due to the Russian lands that once belonged to the Tartars. It reminds
Tochtamysz in Jarlyek Jagiello that there was friendship between their ancestors, so he would like this
friendship to last and between them. In view of the danger posed by Timur, Tochtamysz wanted to acquire
the king of the Polish ally in the person of the king. He clearly says, "When you are in trouble and hostile

the right map marked blue river Kama and the network of
its tributaries (https://www.google.pl/search?q=rzeka+
Kama +mapa&client=firefox-), on the left map borders of
the Khanates (https://www.tatarzy .tkb.pl)
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he will know yours, threaten you, turn to us. we will help you, if we are threatened with danger, give us
help. (quoted in: Michał Żdan, Lithuanian-Tatar relations during Witold's time, in Fr. Lithuania,
Athenaeum Wileńskie R. VII, n. 3-4, Vilnius 1930, p. 539).
The text of the Temura of the Service has also been preserved, in prekł. Radlowa: Let the duties of the
vineyards not be charged ... the tax on granaries, the payment for rubber, jasmine from the aryks, tax and
expenses called Kalawa ... Let them not take their livestock from them, do not set stations, do not demand
from them a trough or a feed, let them be free and protected from all oppression, tributes and extraordinary
taxes. (quoted after: Borys Grekow, Aleksander Jakubowski, Złota Orda and its fall, translated by
Władysław Głuchowski, introduction and edited by Ananiasz Zajączkowski, Warsaw 1953, p. 97).
For the counterweight of exemptions and reliefs, the term "tobacco" means war booty, and "duvanow" treasurer of revenues and expenditures; these are the counterparts of the baskaks in tax offices also known
as duvan, divan or dyvan.
Tribal-tribal clans gradually separated, forming aimaki (ajile) also called "unlarami", or tens. In each family
there were several separate 'aimants'. Aimag is also a yurt, then treated as a territorial unit, for example
"Duvan-Tabynsk", "Duvan-Kudeysky", "Duvaneysheva", "Adzheevo-Duvanov". The proof of this is the
list cited here (deftar-list) of "princes, tarhanes and duvans" - representatives of the upper layer - from 1621,
on which Yangul Bazjak is already mentioned. A map of the aiming system of camping was also preserved.
Part of the family then adopted a kind of toponymic protonazwiska depending on the place of the main
territory, e.g. Tabiński.

ADVENTURE BATTLE ADVENTURE
In 1897, Astrakhan leaflet reported that Bazjak and Kondratiew, the owners of the "Krasnoyarsk" steamer,
decided to become monopolists. They offered and paid 1,300 rubles to the owner of the steamboat "Prince
Wiaziemski" in order not to encounter competition on the Astrakhan route - Krasnyj Jar. The rival of the
steamer has stopped swimming, but only for a short renovation. When "Prince of Wiaziemski", shimmering
with fresh paint, he began to run again, then he was disappointed with Bazjak and Kondratieff heard from
the former owner that the ship had to pay for the debts and he cannot help it.
Steamboat "Krasnoyarsk" transported goods on the Turkish-Tatar route from Astrakhan to Krasny Jar, the
rivers Volga, Kama and her right tributary - White.
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Krasnyj Jar is marked, below is the source the
river Baza (http://satelita.mapa.info.pl)

The left tributary of White is the river Baza. (Base, head. Baҙy, left tributary of the Belaya River (Agidel),
Volga basin). Fundamental information, even a discovery to determine the origin of the surname.
Its length is 123 km, the basin area - 1590 square kilometers, the total drop - 150 m, mainly fed with snow.
The source is located in a small forest, 2.5 km east of the village of Michałowka. The base flows from the
south to the north, flows into the White river (Agidel), 110 km from its mouth. The valley of the river forms
a forest-steppe zone, in the western part covered with deciduous forests on gray forest soils. If we follow
the course of the river, we will notice that the source approaches White at the height of Krasny Jar,
surrounding the south-eastern area from its mouth to White in the north. White is on this stretch of river
now! border between Tatarstan and Bashkortostan, while the Kama riverbed clearly wraps on the map
towards the north, leaving the area.

BETWEEN TATARSTAN AND BASZKORTOSTAN (BASZKIRIA)
Good to know: It was rightly said by historian Dmitry Gorenburg that by the end of the 19th century, the
name "Baszkirzy" meant the state, a group of people owning the land, because already in the 16th century
Bashkirs obtained the right to own it. Although ethnic Bashkirs were indeed among the members of this
state, we also find Tatars, Teptärs and others among them.
(...) It is obvious that the creation of Bashkortostan in 1919 and Tatarstan a year later was directed against
the efforts of the Tartars to create their own state under the name "Idel-Ural". In 1917-1918, the Tatar
national movement tried to unite everyone in this project (...). Although the name Tartar was avoided and
consistently talked about not the Tatars, but about Muslims, it can be said that it was essentially a national
movement, because the Tartars were the actual majority of them. Taking into account the number (...), the
Bolsheviks saw in the Tatar national movement a great threat to their plans. In later years, particular care
was taken to ensure that the ethnic Tatars were not a majority in any territorial unit in the territory of Russia.
In the Republic
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Tatarstan lived only about one third of all Tatars, while a large number of them lived and still live within
Bashkiria. For example, in the capital of the Republic, Ufa, mainly Tatars lived, not Bashkirs. These moves
led to the fact that in the Bashkortostan, the Bashkirs themselves, although they were and are the titular
nation, were only number three in the Russians and, importantly, in the Tatars.
(...) The identity of the so-called north-western [wygr. J.B.] inhabitants, i.e. Tartars living in the northwestern part of Bashkortostan and the people speaking in Tatar, despite Bashkir self-identification, has been
a bone of contention until today. The dialect of the inhabitants of this part of Bashkiria is very close to Tatar
literary language and therefore a large part use Tatar as the language of the literature, but in census after
World War II, these people appear as Bashkirs, not as Tatars, which resulted in an increase in the number
of Bashkirs in censuses. One can see here a departure from the principles of the Stalinist definition of a
nation in which the relationship between national and linguistic identity was extremely important. This
departure was not a coincidence, because in the instructions to the Soviet census of 1959, we read that they
were consciously asked not for their mother tongue, but for self-identification. Like Dmitry Gorenburg, I
see in this step the tendency to strengthen the titular nationality of the republic: the split between national
identity was accepted and linguistic in order to increase the number of representatives of the titular nation.
(...).
At the latest after the evacuations of Western Russia during World War II, the Russians made up the
majority in the Bashkortostan Republic. The attempts to gradually Russify Bashkiria should be considered
a heritage of the Stalinist era.
(...) The 1989 census gives us a good orientation on language matters: it follows that about 20% of Bashkirs
consider Tatar to be their native language, while about 10% of Bashkires consider their mother tongue to
be Russian (Baskakov 2000). (...) As mentioned above, the so-called the Tatar factor plays a special role in
the language situation of Bashkiria. From the Tatar point of view (under the word "Tatar" here is the point
of view of the Tartars and Bashkir and Tatarstan) the language policy of the Republic of Bashkortostan is
clearly a policy of oppression. For example, this year, Bashkiria discussed the introduction of compulsory
learning of Bashkir language in schools for all students, regardless of nationality. Although the Tatars' right
to learn in their native language is guaranteed - in the north-western part of the Republic, schooling is also
conducted in Tatar - Tatars suspect and accuse the Bashkires that they are trying to assimilate them. The
Tatar viewpoint is clearly depicted by the Tatar writer Ajdar Halim, a former Bashkiria citizen who in his
book The New Book of Sorrow (Halim 2002) claims that the Bashkirs of Tatars never had any problems
with Bashkir's literary language, because he is 96% Tatar.
(...) However, (if you believe Halim's claims) during the census in 1979, powerful campaigns of
bashkisification were conducted, during which at least 270 Tatar villages were studied, i.e. residents were
registered as Bashkires. There is no reason to disbelieve Halim ... (Sebasian Cwiklinski, between hammers
and the anvil, that is, the language situation in Bashkiria, the article is the text of the lecture delivered at
the Central Asian Language and Siberia Institute of Oriental Philology, 05.11.2007).
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I would add that, on the basis of currently conducted on-site comparative studies, the percentage of language
in Tatarstan and Bashkortostan is set to 95, when, for example, Kyrgyz and Kazakh into 92, and Turkish
for and Azerbaijan at 86.
From cosmic curiosities: Alexander Czuwyrow found in the archives a note from Governor General Ufa
dated to the 18th century. In it, there were twelve mysterious white stone slabs covered with strange signs.
Czuwarow found one record in the village of Czandar, then the next. It's a map. The whole region was
photographed from space, the area covered by the map measures about 150 on 100 square kilometers, record
1: 100,000.

A stone plate depicting a map of
parts of Bashkiria

Russian media wrote about aliens who visited Bashkiria, and the album began to be called the map of god.
Originally, the age of the find was estimated about 420 million years, the authors had to have amazing
technology. The first, 14-centimeter shell is a dolomite. Then there appears a 1.5-2 cm thick layer of
diopside glass with tiny grains. The third layer with a millimeter thickness is white porcelain ... A fragment
of the old map was examined by mathematicians, geologists, geographers and chemists at various
universities. Scientists are of the opinion that a different civilization was flourishing here. On this map is
engraved, among others the White river and its tributaries. Information based on:
(http://infra.org.pl/historia-/paleoastronautyka/694- stone-map-from-Bashkiria)

IWANOWKA, KAZAKHSTAN
The first wave of immigrants from Ukraine and Russia to Kazakhstan started in the middle of the 19th
century. The policy of the tsarist government was aimed at locating the population in sparsely populated
and developed areas. In the State Central Archives of the Republic of Kazakhstan, information on the
history of resettlement from the areas of Kiev, Chernihiv and others is preserved.
This Ivanovka is located in the Akmola district. From the memories of the former residents of the village,
it appears that farmers from around Kiev have collected their modest funds
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and sent two representatives to the central part of
Kazakhstan. After viewing the current area of
Kiewka Nura, they decided that this place is
exactly what they were looking for. They
wrapped a handful of earth in a cloth and returned
with it to Ukraine. Soon, 20-30 families were
pulling to Kazakhstan. In the wake of the first
settlers from the Kiev region in 1893-1903, the
farmers from Poltava set off. The first
information about the village of Ivanovka can be
found in the book List of resettlement sites,
formed from 1893 to 1903 in the steppe region
[List of displaced parcels delineated in the years forum.vgd.ru/post/352/44862/p1671424.htm
1893-1903 in the steppe area].
There is information that the village was planned for this place in 1899. Farmers were to receive 3940 acres
of land for the settlement of 209 men's souls. And
they began to settle in 1900. The first inhabitants
of Ivanovka were displaced people from the
central regions of Ukraine, mainly from the
Tauride area. Among the first: Ivanishin Alexey,
Goloshchuk Kondrat, Chernyshov Vasily,
Bazyak Peter, Kravchuk Dmitry, Starcheva
Saveliy Efimovich ...Their relatives and
grandchildren live in Ivanovka.
In 1900, they were given the right to selfmanagement. They chose a place on the bank of
the small lake Oksbow, by the river Nura. The
neighborhood was not happy for the pioneers.
Upland, clay, treeless steppe, modest yields. In
1901, 148 people were registered in 16
households. What's next? In the following
generations, "collectives" were established. The
village was growing. Losses during the Second
World War, they amounted to 2,477 soldiers.
Memory it remains about them. These are
Vadim Bazjak, grandson of Piotr, Astana, 2016, photo.
"Bazjakowych dynasty", as we read on the thanks to Andrzej Baziaks efforts
Russian blog.
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Bazyak
Anisim
Petrovich

(1903)
Karaganda region.

headquarters
84
Nurinsky
Kazakh
Karaganda
Nurinsky
Nurinsky RVK
Bazyak
(?)
Kazakh
Ivan
Karaganda region.,
Karaganda
Anisimovich
Нуринский р-н
Nurinsky
09/01/1941
Taldy-Kurgansky
RVK
Bazyak
(1922) ?
Kazakh
Ivan
Taldy-Kurganskaya
Tikhonovich
region
Piazza
(1920)
Nurinsky
Nicholas
Karaganda
region Kazakh
Kalistratovich Nurinsky
ph Karaganda
with. Ivanovka
Nurinsky district
Bazyak
(1924) (?)
Nurinsky
Peter
Karaganda region.,
Kazakh SSR,
Kolistratovich Nurinsky district
Bazyak Yakov (1905)
(1941)
Evdokimovich Karaganda
region -Kazakhstan
Mankovsky rn
Kazakh
South
-Kazakhstan region

Gu. private
RVK,
SSR,
region,
district

killed by
1945

SSR, ml.
region, lieutenant
district

killed by
1944

SSR, cadet

RVK, Red Army man
SSR,
region,

gone
without a trace
1942
killed
by
1942

RVK, Red Army man

killed
1942

by

South Red Army man
OVK,
SSR,

died
from wounds
1945

A fragment of the list of the dead and the missing

In the 1940s, the chairman of the "Trudowik" kolkhoz was (here the surname) and the chairman of the
village council (the surname here). In 1974, the structure of the farm covered three settlements, in 1977 a
Cultural Center with an auditorium for 300 people was opened in Iwanowce, a television tower was built,
and a recreational district was built. Since 1992. he became the head of the farm ... and deputy Nikolai
Bazjak. The combine has been renamed the PC of the "Quantum" Farm, whose chairman was Nikolai
Bazjak, an energetic man ...
We can add that the compliant Internet (in a jellyfish) shows the addresses of Bazjak and estimated
attendance (2014): Ukraine 234; Russia 50; Kazakhstan 33; Belarus 4; Moldova 4 ... is on the right border
...

ON THE SOUTH
In a telephone conversation with Andrzej from Nowy Sącz, I compared the currently written story to the
puzzle from the puzzles, which I place territorially and temporarily from significant and significant. It's
enough to fill them up one by one, color them with their personal ones
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road. This is not a sophisticated comparison, but in the light of the previously provided information we
have obtained sufficient data to try to interpret, formulate conclusions, a kind of "baziaczą" the Book of
Exodus - a hypothesis.
Name
Event Type
Event Date
Event Place

Gender
Father’s Name
Mother’s Name

Name
Event Type
Event Date
Event Place

Gender
Father’s Name
Mother’s Name

Name:
Spouse:
Name:
Spouse:
Name:
Spouse:
Name:
Spouse:
Name:
Baptism:
Name:
Baptism:
Name:
Baptism:

Borbala Kovacs
Baptism
29 Dec 1875
Szilágy,
Pest-Pilis-Solt-Kis-Kun,
Hungary
Female
Istvan Kovacs
Krisztina Bazjak

Pal Bazjak
Baptism
02 Jan 1881
Sarlós Boldogasszony,
Kiskunfélegyháza,
Pest-Pilis-Solt-Kis-Kun,
Hungary
Male
Pal Bazjak
Veron Remos

Andreas Baziak
Barbara Recsan
Andras Baziak
Magdolna Steger
Andreas Baziak
Magdalena
Juli Baziak
Josef Halasz
Nicolaus Baziak
date - location
Karolina Baziak
date - location
Magdalena Baziak
date - location

„Hungary, Catholic Church Records, 16361895,” database, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:XKG5-34P :
26 December 2014), Krisztina Bajzak in entry
for Borbala Kovacs, 29 Dec 1875, Baptism;
citing Szilágy, Pest-Pilis-Solt-Kis¬-Kun,
Hungary, Tolna Megyei Leveltar, Bu¬dapest
(National Archives, Budapest); FHL
microfilm 722,446.

„Hungary, Catholic Church Records, 16361895,” database, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:X8MS-4RV :
26 December 2014), Pal Bajzak in entry for
Szilvester Bajzak, 02 Jan 1881, Baptism;
citing Sarlós Boldogasszony, Kiskunfélegyháza, Pest-Pilis-Solt-Kis-Kun, Hungary,
Tolna Megyei Leveltar, Budapest (National
Archives, Budapest); FHL microfilm
688,242.

Hungary, Select Catholic Church
Records, 1636-1895 (in Hungarian)
Birth, Baptism & Christening

Add to the previously collected births still those in California (numerous), Nevada, the states of Illinois,
Connecticut, nay, Florida wrapped in the waters of the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean, Australia ...
There Polish old-known names, such as Rozalia ...
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BATTLE AT MOHACZ, 29 AUGUST 1526
The Kingdom of Hungary against the Ottoman Empire. Hungarian troops commanded by King Ludwik
Jagiellończyk were defeated by the Ottoman army under the command of Sultan Suleyman the Magnificent.
In 1521, the Turks conquered Belgrade, in 1522 they occupied Rhodes. The next expedition began in 1526.
Suleiman demanded a high tribute from the Hungarians. They rejected the demands. The Sultan with the
army moved north. Neither the Habsburgs nor the Polish Jagiellonians came to the rescue.
The Turkish army numbered around 80,000 soldiers (including 35,000 cavalry and 15,000 Janissaries) and
300 guns. The Hungarian army was estimated at 25,000 (including 12,000 rides) and 20 guns. In the battle,
besides 12,000 Hungarian knights, 1600 volunteers also took part - Polish knights commanded by Captain
Lenart Gnoinski - which is commemorated by the monument dedicated to them. The losses on the Christian
side amounted to 15,000 killed (wounded and prisoners of Turks were cut off). King Ludwik II
Jagiellończyk, forced by Suleiman's quick march, not waiting for meals from Croatia and Transylvania
(5,000 Krst Frankopan and 8,000 Jan Zápolyi) set off from Buda on meeting the opponent. The king's death
soon caused the lands of the Czech Republic and north-western Hungary to fall under the Habsburg rule.
Gentlemen's assemblies chose Jan Zápolya as king. In 1528 Jan Zápolya considered himself a lynnik of the
Ottomans and asked the sultan for help.
A year later, the Turks conquered Buda and announced Jan the ruler. The Turkish-Austrian war for power
broke out in Hungary (in 1529, the Turks stood for the first time in Vienna), and finally in 1538 the
arrangement was made in Grand Waradana. He predicted the succession of the Habsburgs after the death
of Jan Zápolyi, but the Hungarian nobility broke the contract and chose Jan's son, Jan II Zygmunt, as the
successor of Jan. This was caused by the Austrian invasion, followed by the Turkish counterattack, which
ended with the expulsion of the imperial forces from under the walls of Buda and the division of Hungary
by the Sultan. In 1541, the Hungarian lands were divided into three parts. The middle of the country with
Buda and Pest have become a Turkish province. In the east, under the rule of Jan II Zápolyi, a principality
called Transylvania was established, and the western part with today's Slovenia and Croatia was ruled by
Habsburg Hungarian kings. Over the next few years, battles continued at the borders.
(Https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitwa_pod_Mohaczem).
The fate of Christian Europe was settled. Laconic news from Wikipedia is enough to expand and deepen
individual threads. I have consciously cited the
abbreviation of the abbreviations of this great story,
which shows clearly vague priorities. Only the twisted
interests of individuals from the ruling dynastic families
were counted. There was no immeasurable space for
honor. Look, where is this Mohacz?
Danube, Sawa and Drawa. Drawa partly forms today's
Hungarian-Croatian border. It flows into the Danube
below the city of Osijek. Sawa - the third-longest rightbank tributary of the Danube - until 1918 was the border
between Austro
https://www.viamichelin.pl/web/Mapyplany/Mapa_plan-Mohacs
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The partition of Hungary in 1541, (https://www.google.pl/search?q=mapa+Mohacz&client=firefox)

Hungary and Serbia. It flows through the current territories of Slovenia, Croatia and Serbia, and in the
middle reaches the northern border of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The Mohacz is located above the Danube and Drava catchment, thus a strategic and unique place. The
Dunaj-Drawa National Park looks stunning in floodplains, it occupies 49 thousand. ha.
Today fabulously. Maybe there to make a movie about the good and bad stories of the grandma's story, but
how do you pick out the good ones and what kind of costumes to dress up? Worry.

GENERATIONS
Twelve Tribes of Israel (Hebrew I will be impressed Shevthe Yisrael - Tribes of Israel, also Twelve
Generations of Israel) - traditional, geographical and genealogical division of Israel from biblical times.
The people of Israel were divided into tribes whose names came from the names of the sons of Jakub. In
the text of the Hebrew Bible, it was written that Jacob (called Israel) had twelve sons with four different
women. One of his daughters named Dina was also mentioned by name. From twelve sons of Jacob, twelve
tribes of Israel originated, among which the land of Israel in the time of Joshua was divided. Only the tribe
of Levi, whose members were priests (see the Levites), did not receive their own territory. In addition, when
comparing the list of tribes from the times of the division of land and from the time of the forty-year
wandering in the desert, the tribe of Józef was replaced by the tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh (both sons
of Józef and his Egyptian wife Asenat), whose descendants Jacob raised to the rank of full-fledged tribes).
(Https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dwana%C5%9Bcie_Plemion_Izraela).
Generations were then understood as tribes and were referred to interchangeably, i.e. not in vertical and
horizontal versions. Such biblical comprehension concerns us here
and is interested in many ways.
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THREADS FROM THE KŁĘBKA, OR FROM THE BASE
From the years of my life, I was convinced that Baziaki is one of the family members. I do not remember
who spoke and under what circumstances. I remember, however, the meeting in Wieliczka at Uncle Kazek,
when the boy, not growing up to the table, was asked - who are you? - he answered seriously and proudly
- Baziak small. Then many years passed, too many years, to meet with Uncle Wojciech in Gostyń, who
greeted me "on a bear", cheerfully stating - you are my family. We set the place in a row, of course, from
the archbishop, this anchor point. The correspondence that had subsided began.
In the belief that people with the name belong to the family resumed searching after years in different
countries, on different continents, at different times - I found. I recognized this fact as significant, to assume
that the name etymologically must contain a supranational core. Family, ethnicity, origin, nation ... If this
is not the case, how is Bazjakowo located on the Kama river, Basil Bazjaki on the Istrian peninsula, and
Baziaki hamlet in Zalesie on the Sącz region?
It is known that the toponyms are the oldest and most persistent in language; mountains, rivers, but also the
name of the town. The first track we meet is Baziaş, today in Romania. Basia Bazjaki, currently in Croatia,
on her way of birth in today's Serbia, Hungary. All Balkans. Vlachs? They wandered, but not only them.
Slavs South? In which direction did my people travel? From east to west, maybe in the opposite direction?
It was necessary to refresh the historical knowledge, moreover, to reach for specialist studies in various
fields. The multiplicity of hypotheses was shocking, the researchers were confused. The deeper the time,
the harder it came to deduce, who to trust, who is not mistaken, only contradictions and sometimes
compilation of applications. Paradoxically, the more read volumes, footnotes, the less my own knowledge,
panic, and terror. I reached for the oldest correspondence, and there it was noted that the brothers (how
many?) Arrived in Podhale (from Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, the Czech Republic, Moravia, Ukraine?),
The generational memory did not reach so far. Those who have previously found out the roots have gone,
their archives are missing.
I searched the internet dramatically. I found new contacts, Staszek Kuliga, who was looking for his greatgrandfather, Andrzej of Nowy Sącz, a media figure, Tomek from Wierchomla Wielka, who appeared on
the school's website as a teacher. They succeeded! they replied! moreover, they began to support, help. True
joy and preparation for personal contact, finally I could see the place where our great-grandparents were
born, described in the book Kurzei. Emotions, open arms of Aunt Józia with brother Stefan, who came from
Rytro, Maria and Jadwiga, Teresa Chmielak née Baziak, Władysław, Stanisław, his wife Maria and son
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Andrzej "Pychotka" (runs a pastry company together with his wife Monika) in Zabrze. In Zabrze, talks with
Władysław Pierzga, a historian, with Bronisław Stanisz, who emphasizes that he is a Tatar. An invaluable,
unexpected present in the form of drawings of the old Baziaków mill, received from Stanisław Nowak.
Exploration (field research) in the Baziaki hamlet in Zalesie and the house with number 1 in Kamienica. A
visit to the Baziaconka of Kunegund in Ochotnica Dolna. Wonderful surprises in Maszkowice at Uncle
Tomek's family and his sister Janina. Do you remember a little lamb who was born for my welcome? A
visit to Wola Kosnowa with the daughter of Rozalia, née Duda, in Czerniec, at Janina, daughter of a rafter,
in Jasło, where Staś, Henryk and Ola reside, at Ryszard in Jelna. Joseph, I met my son Przy Mariusz from
my son Mariusz in Nowy Sacz. Naturally Andrzej was the host of the trip. I met Bożena and Tomasz from
Wierchomla Wielka in Bozena and Andrzej's Nowy Sącz house. In all these places I filled out "surveys",
wrote down data, contacts, leaving at the same time "records from nature", i.e. all births of ours, which we
managed to reach thanks to the digitization of baptism records, and that was already a lot. I camped in the
library in Bydgoszcz for a few days at the Judicial Records of the Rural Key Łącki, gaining some
information to build a "tree". I have made abundant hunts in both archives in Krakow, in "Baziak", thanks
to the kindness of the archivist p. Artur Kinasz and in the Archives of the Metropolitan Curia, courtesy of
Fr. prof. Dr. hab. Jacek Urbana. I corresponded passionately with Fr. dr. Jacek Waligóra, priest dr. Stanisław
Kowalik, with Jerzy Necio .... Aunt Józia sent the results of her research. It began to light up, to arrange.
Unfortunately, fundamental questions remained open. Signals, signs, pebbles, stones ...

A visit of Eugeniusz from Wierchomla to Tomasz on Wiela, photo: Tomasz z Wierchomli
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I started writing. It's good that you have been following the
reader with me since my ignorance, if I started today, there
would be a barely synthetic brochure. Unfortunately, I am a
poet willing to avoid a large one. Publication would not
make sense, if it were not personal and not just mine Meetings.
From head to.
I'm lucky on the borderland. I had to learn the language in
many foreign language publications, mainly Croatian,
Bulgarian and Slovenian. After the hardships, it was possible
to determine that Bezjaki was not Baziaki, and by the way I
examined the causes and directions of population migration
in the Balkans. An interesting history of the Republic
Venetian, escape from the Turkish turmoil, the Military
Frontier, the adventures of the rulers, the dependence of the
thrones, religions, denominations, and complex language
issues. Julian Kornhauser describes this diversity as
"Conflict of cultures. A community of separateness "in the
following way:" the Balkan South, abounding in
unparalleled elsewhere in Europe, various, in the words of
Edward Hall - culture diacritics, has retained in the history
of its literary languages belonging to the South Slavic group
a complete picture of its extremely complicated past.
Visit of Eugeniusz from Wierchomla (higher)
at Tomasz on Wiela (lower), photo: Tomasz z
Especially, I mean Serbian-Croatian or Croatian-Serbian
Wierchomli
language, shaped only in the nineteenth century. into a
homogeneous language system. Its sources lie in the deep
past, marked by coexistence or the conflict of two, and then three spaces of cultures: Greek (Byzantine),
Latin (Roman) and Oriental (Ottoman), manifesting mainly in the acceptance of different religions:
Orthodoxy, Catholicism and Islam, and also an important heresy of the Christian Middle Ages – the Gods.
The first literary language of the southern Slavs was an old-church Slavonic language, externally, also
called old-Bulgarian, developed by the brothers Cyril and Methodius from Saint Thessaloniki in the ninth
century.
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based on the Macedonian dialect spoken by the
Macedonians from the vicinity of Thessaloniki, and
the signs of the alphabet of the Apostles of the
Slavs, who went to the Balkans with the mission of
spreading the Christian faith in the Greek rite, on
Greek capital letters. The history of the Serbian and
Croatian language, attested by historical
monuments, begins in the twelfth century, when the
main dialects emerge (...).
These dialects, as well as their varieties, served until
the nineteenth century as literary languages,
initially written in Glagolitic, then Cyrillic and
Latin in parallel, depending on the cultural area.
(...).

http://rosyjskieabc.blogspot.com/2015/08/rosyjskialphabet-samodzielnie.html

The relatively early dependence of Croatian territories on Hungary, Austria and Venice caused the crowding
out of the Old Church Slavonic language (...). After the fall of the Serbian Kingdom in the fifteenth century,
when almost 500 years of Ottoman rule begins, the Serbian literature in both variants is continued only in
Austria (today's Wojwodin), where the Serbian diaspora was found (the migration movements after the
Ottomans took control of Serbia were very large and they also contributed to blurring the old dialectal
borders (...). Serbian migrations contributed to the change of Serbian and Croatian ethnic character

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Donau_Einzugsgebiet.png
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language area. Belts of mixed populations were created, as in the late 16th century, the Military
Borderlands, with the cities of Karlovac and Varazdin, separating the Hapsburg Monarchy from Turkey,
where refugees were forced to fight with 'infidels'. (...) Turkish conquests have caused a change in the
proportion of ethnic groups in the sociological sphere. "
Natural maps are an extremely valuable source of analysis. How many times have I traveled, mainly along
the Danube, which travels miles of Europe and travels to many countries along with many tributaries.
Apparently, the water remembers; Oh, Danube, tell me about "my" who touched you even at Baziaş, in
Újvidék (today's Novi Sad), then at the mouth of the Drawa, cross-cultural beauty!

IMPORTANT FOR NARRATION DATE AND FACTS:
1223
1257
1377-137
1391, 1395
1395

1399

1410
1426
1438-1552
1502
1526

The fishermen reported to Russian dukes about the Mongols invasion
to their country, battle over Kałka
The total power of the invader over Ruthenia
(Ławrente's journal, Novgorod journal, census)
Tochtamysh of the White Horde, in the years 1380-1395
Khan of the Golden Horde
Battles of Tochtamash with Tamerlane (losses)
Tatars of Tochtamysz in the area of Volga (Kamagia Kamska)
(Pools, areas on the right and left of the middle
and the lower reaches of the Volga, in the basins of the Volga and Kama,
in most cases the area coincides with Idel-Ural)
Battle of Worskla - army of the Grand Duke of Lithuania,
Witold, they led the Tochtamysh army with them,
intending to give him lost power over the Golden Horde
(lost battle)
Battle of Grunwald, participation of the Tatars under the leadership
son of Tochtamysz - Dżel-al-Din
Expedition of Zawisza Czarny with Zygmunt Luxemburg
against the Turks, death of the hero
Khanate of Kazan
Disintegration of the Golden Horde
Battle of Mohacz, the fall of Hungary
(lands along the border of the Venetian Istria were separated in 1617)

Documents regarding Bazjakowe - 1647-1656 in present Tatarstan; 1679-1681 in present Bashkortostan,
formerly these lands were within limits Kazan Khanate.
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The formation of the Russian state, the late sixth - early XVI century, (see map p. 299)

1416

1424
1597
1629
1670 1280 1698 13
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Dawid Wołoch received the location privilege from Władysław
Jagiełły in Ochotnica Dolna, location of Tylmanowa in 1336,
the document was lost, a copy from 1581
27 villages near Czorsztyn owned by Zawisza Czarny
The first recorded sale of the Słabaszów hamlet
In Kadczy, the number of cattle increases three times
Code of Poor Clares for the population in monastic estates;
Kinga Foundation, wife of Bolesław V the Chaste, for the Poor Clares
13 gags were registered in Zalesie

Numbering of houses (fumes) from around 1698
1621, 1662
1668, 1690
1698, 1713
1736, 1743
1756
1813
1731
1772
1776
1782
1785-1789
1784
1786
1787

1792
1793
1795
1820-1824
1824
1844-1861
1872

}

Elemental disasters; floods (floods of
the Dunajec and Kamienica)
Tylmanowa, church fire
Ochotnica Dolna, church fire
Ioannis Baziak sworn in Zbludza and Zalesie
(1770 annexation) First partition of Poland (Austria, Russia, Prussia)
The shopping mill in Zabrze belongs to the Słabaszewski family
Kasata of monastery goods, Kamienieckie State,
lands put into lease by magnates
Kataster Josephine
Ochotnica Dolna or Tylmanowa, in the house No. 8 lives
Mathias and Jozephus Baziak
Introduction of compulsory record books
(parish priests) and mandatory names (Austria)
Kamienica or Szczawa; Simon Baziak is born in house number 13
(other house numbers residing in the Baziak family:
1, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 14, 32, 47, 54, 82 to 1867;
in 1661, the house has 55 fires
Antonius Baziak lives in Maszkowice with his wife Regina Slabazsowska
Second partition of Poland (Russia, Prussia)
III partition of Poland (Austria, Russia, Prussia)
Franciscan monastery
Ioannis Baziak, the son of Mathias, is born in Słabaszowa (Zabrzeż 13); Wojciech the son of Mathias is still born in Maszkowice in 1822
Galician monastery
Purchase of land from the owner of Jewish origin
and land parcels (Kurzeja, Cebula, Huza)

The Galician monastery (1844-1861) in the second part of it consisted of cadastral maps written in German.
The Office for Triangulation and Calculations was replaced in 1827 by the Central Directorate of
Measurements. The work was coordinated by the State Commission for the Regulation of Land Tax,
existing until 1827. In the years 1827-1848 matters related to measurement and tax were at the discretion
of the combined court office, and after 1848 they were finally subordinated to the Ministry of Finance. In
1818, the Lithographic Institute dealing with the development was also established and publishing copies
of cadastral maps. The originals have been deposited in Vienna.
I placed a copy of the map of the Galician cadastre, prepared in Polish by the Austrians. It applies to Zalesia.
In the face of the data found, one should note the discrepancy between the maps from 1845 and the
peculiarity,
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which would not be astonishing if the documents written in the years 1698 and 1731, which were not so far
apart, were not a mystery.

A copy of the cadastral map from 1845
(http://szukajwarchiwach.pl/29/280/0/10.1/2040/skan/full/Pbz5cHU5JC5H0rQrJHRig), photo by
Bożena Baziak

On the next page, the same fragment of the Zalesia area is shown today. Today's Baziaki hamlet overlaps
territorially with Baszakowski and let us be pity, let us treat it jokingly.
In Polish, it means the same as food, but in Turkish [sic!], These two words have different meanings. Sasha
from the word bash - head, means the same as the head or lord, and is added even to the lowest military
titles in the meaning of: Jmci Pan (Zygmunt Gloger, Old Polish Encyclopedia, vol. I).
It is surprising that the recordings from 1784 (about 70 years earlier) show the name in the correct wording.
Only in two cases by the end of the eighteenth century, small typos appeared, though - let's take a look
below in the Appendix (I have kept the original records) - there are many distortions. Similarly, on a copy
of a cadastral map, today's Sopata is Słoputa, etc. I will remind you: Anna Domini 1731 (in item 686 of the
Court Register of the Rural Key in Łąck) has been mentioned
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Przysiółki in Zalesie (https://mapa.targeo.pl/)

sworn Iohannis Baziak of Zbludza and Zalesie. According to the record books, houses No. 5, 8, 9, 10,
12, 13, 16 in Zalesie lived in succession according to the number: Wojciech, Jan, Andrzej, Maciej and Józef
as well as Szymon and Józef. So why among 13 gags in 1698 (the numbering of houses clearly suggests
this) does not mention Baziak? Perhaps he has not settled in Zalesie yet, reaching the clearing from Zbludza.
Please also pay attention to the provisions of the Poor Clares Code from 1670 and 1679. The points of the
earlier law were confirmed, increasing the penalties by reading the content of the entries. Items of usury
and due commissions have been added for sowing somebody else's role and cattle rentals. The most
interesting seems to be the new point 21, which speaks of the grazing of sheep in the convention woods,
that from every hovel twenty sheep twenty rams, or zloty three from each hut, a pair of rowan or a pair of
capons, from forty sheep to milk cheese, which would One hundred groszy stood, cloths should be donated
from every booth of the kozda should the lambs be given away by all who have sheep, except for
Kamienice, Zbluga and Zalesia [free?]. And that it is often betrayed in the display of sheep, because they
do not exactly show them to them and they are killing them, thanks to which the Lord's convention is lost,
therefore, he carries the Walachian law".
I joined the Tarnów archive with a passage check Kamienica, the first dozen or so years (1787-1804),
because it allowed me enough time. I reviewed the books of weddings, baptisms and deaths. What did I
find? From interesting observations: Piotr Ba-
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ziak from Maszkowice was a witness in 1798 at Marianna Baziak's wedding in Zalesie (32 years old) and
Maciej Franczyk, and the oldest from Baziaków in Zalesie, house number 9 - Andrzej Baziak, d. in 1801
(1970s). House No. 1 - Szczawa (Florian Baziak, Jan Baziak); house No. 6 - Zasadne (Szymon Baziak);
house number 54, 73 - Kamienica (Piotr Baziak, Wojciech Baziak).
cuddly
Bozena
The fact that houses were scattered over valleys and hillsides (numbering of houses from about 1698) is
evidence of the distant time of location of the village and town. This type of village is characteristic of the
oldest towns in the Sącz region, but not only there. In 1624, during the reign of Zygmunt III Waza, the socalled a constitution that sought to coerce the last unoccupied Wallachians to acquire land and settle in the
mountains: "... Many harmful things are happening in our countries, for keeping the Wołochów and Serbs
unassociated and loose", forbade "that no one from any status, did not weigh store people like that ... ". The
constitution determined the fate of formerly herding shepherds, e.g. Buczkowice (http://towarzystwozagroda.pl/buczkowice-2/rodowod-buczkowian-i-poczatki-osadnictwa/).
Twigs, which were transformed into hamlets, were called depending on the location in the area, nation,
name or profession of residents. The wooded mountains of the Low Beskids were burned and cleared by
the descendants of the Wallachian shepherds from the southern Carpathians. They assimilated with a small
indigenous population, they created a kind of highlander culture.

National Archives in Krakow, Branch in Tarnów, documents, photo by Bożena Baziak
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Recall it is significant that Ochotnica Dolna was
the location charter in 1416. obtained from
Władysław Jagiełło, specifically this privilege
was given to David Wołoch (Krakow, March 20,
1416, on Friday after the dry Sunday) and in the
event of a castle in Czorsztyn threatened to
put up with his people " The inhabitants of the
town aforesaid moneß Valachi ".
In surveys 1616-1620 and 1627-1629 the village
was called Volunteer, while in 1652-1664
lustration there is no longer an adjective
Wołoska and an abstract of the act from 1416.
Another important reminder: Zyndram z
Maszkowic (around 1350 - c. 1414), as
Władysław Semkowicz established it, he was a
descendant of the Maszkowice village mayors in
the monastery properties of the Order of Poor
Clares (see Przegląd Historyczny 11/3, 1910, pp.
261-287). At the battle of Grunwald, Zyndram
served as a Polish militia, checked the battle
ranks on the royal side, like Witold on the
Lithuanian wing.
After the battle, the track of Zyndram's
"military" activity breaks off.

National Archives in Krakow. Branch in Tarnów, documents,
photo. Bożena Baziak
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"Exile"
February 26, 2017 in Krakow at the Center for Spiritual Culture Community Crucis St. Edyta Stein at ul.
Rakowicka 18a took place the premiere of the documentary directed by Bogusława Stanowska-Cichoń
titled "Exile", o. Archbishop. Eugeniusz Baziak, born of the father of the highlander, metropolitan of Lviv
and Krakow (production of TVP 3 and Cinematheque Małopolska).
In the solemn presentation, they participated, among others Cardinal. Marian Jaworski, metropolitan senior
of the Archdiocese of Lviv, former secretary of the Archbishop Baziak and Archbishop Marek
Jędraszewski, current metropolitan of Krakow. A deep, moving movie.

.

Cadres from the movie "Exile"
Bogusława Stanowska-Cichoń
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In the column of honorary guests at the premiere of the movie:
Archbishop Marek Jędraszewski, cardinal Marian Jaworski,
Bogusława Stanowska-Cichoń, (http://krakow.gosc.pl)

But Lubaczów did not forget his pastor. To commemorate the 70th anniversary of the establishment of the
"Lviv Archdiocese with headquarters in Lubaczów", the 25th anniversary of the visit of the Holy Father
John Paul II in Lubaczów and the 1050th anniversary of the baptism of Poland, the entry in the Book of
Honor of the city of Lubaczów was awarded, among others Archbishop of Wygnanie Eugeniusz Baziak.
Both the film and the publication appear in the 55th anniversary of death of Eugeniusz Baziak.
I hope, the reader, that you are still with me and you feel like traveling in the footsteps of the great Baziak
journey through time and space, all the way to Sądecczyzna.
First note: rare surname, without clear etymology, in Poland included in the category "Sącz court". He
performs on the territory of contemporary orders of the Order of Poor Clares, for example Szczawa, but
also royal ones, like Ochotnica Dolna. Behind the southern border found in today's Serbia, Hungary,
Slovakia or Croatia, not counting economic emigration to many states of North America.
Both Ochotnica and Szczawa belong to the Wallachian settlement area. And so, the Vlachs' ethnos, and
here I am inclined to conclude the researchers that they were nomadic shepherds of the Carpathians, without
specifying a specific nationality.
However, it should be noted with all seriousness that the surname in the Баз як (ов) notation appears
numerously on our eastern border, found mainly in Kazan and Kiev. Therefore, the second remark: the first
documents uncovered up to now (1647-1656) and (1679-1681) concern Tatars from the Kama River basin,
today's Republics of the Russian Federation Tatarstan and Bashkortostan, (north-west borderland, areas
along the river Ik, as given in the publication The list of the nominal Ufa district princes, Tarkhan and
Duvan at Okolnich and voivode under Peter Dmitrievich Skuratov nowadays) You can probably guess
where in the map we start the adventure? - from Volga.
What can the Tatars combine with the Volga with our homeland? The answer is simple, if we have
discovered the right facts and linked them together. The Volga Tatars took part - thanks to Prince Witold,
along with the chambul under the leadership of Dżel-al-Din (son of Tochtamysz) in the battle in the fields
near Grunwald. In this battle on the Polish side also fought a Vlachkar from Moldavia.
Zawisza Czarny was a conspiracy chief at that time. At the end of the 14th century Jagiełło created a nonGrodno conspiracy in Czorsztyn, he set up Zawisza at the castle in Czorsztyn. It will not be a mistake to
think that he took the battle Tatars with him into the empties of the Nowy Sącz land. Both Wołosi
(Ochotnica Dolna, located in 1416) and Tatars were to be the king's command for his team in time
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estuary of the river to White
the mouth of the Ik River to Kama

Compare the map p. 291
http://www.mapy-satelitarne.pl/

threats, they went on a bench. Only Muslins, leaving in Poland, constitute a typical Tatar enclave, the others
were assimilated, and in the case of Baziaks We still have an admixture of "Balkan" blood in Sądecki.
A landmark observation for the author was the fact that in 1324 Zawisza Czarny bought the neighboring
villages, because in 5 out of 31, up to now, members of the family live. Unfortunately, in 1426 Zawisza
went with Zygmunt Luxemburg on a military expedition against the Turks. We will not make a mistake in
the conclusion that he took with him the adherents, faithful people from the areas he purchased, naturally
men capable of fighting. He died heroically in the Golubac fortress. In the Zawisza Czarny z Grabowa
chapter, the Sulima coat of arms, I described the details of the battle. The Luxembourger, along with the
allies, fled in panic across the Danube. Orphaned by Zaiwsza people, not belonging to Zygmuntowego
army, probably stayed in Baziaş (the record looks and sounds familiar?), Where he was recruited to build
a monastery and in exchange for work was offered land. Let us note that history applies to one generation
- it is accompanied by Zawisza, remembering where they came from.
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The times were restless. The Ottoman Turks were troubled by the local population, which began to move
radically westwards to the Istrian Peninsula, blurring the borders of individual nations. They finally won
the final victory at Mohacz in 1526 - see chapter Újvidék, where did you come from? (Novi Sad, Serbia)
and the next Selo Bazjaki (Peninsula Istria, Croatia).
The name Bazjak in Croatia mainly from Buzet, today about 80 in 30 households. In the middle of the last
century there were about 70, but this number increased to 10 percent. They occur in three Croatian counties,
in seven cities and ten small settlements, mainly in Meadows near Buzet (25), (15) Buje, Buzet (<10 ),
Lozari (<10) and Zagreb (<5). The name Bazjak (including: Bazyak, Baziak) is present in 13 countries on
three continents. "Baziak" about 100 people in Poland, a small number in America ... https:
//actacroatica.com/hr/surname/Bazjak/
However, Eksodus did not end at Mohacz. The striking defeat of Christian troops, as a result of which the
Kingdom of Hungary lost its sovereignty, forced further wanderings of the population, this time to the
north. In the heat of battle and the pogrom, I conclude, the members of our family were dispersed and from
1526 began, in an unspecified part - a concrete branch - return to the former lands (generational memory),
to Sądecczyzna, where the former offspring were most likely to remain. They found themselves in a wide
mainstream of colonization of the Wallachian tribes (see the chapters of the Danube River from the
Danube over Dunajec, maybe from Mirna ... and Wołoski ethnos, that is music comes from heaven,
it invokes our father).
We are not worried about the lack of early record documents (elementary defeats, floods, including the
Dunajec and Kamienica River floods: 1621, 1662, 1668, 1690, 1698, 1713, 1736, 1743, church fires - 1756
Tylmanowa, 1813 - Ochotnica Dolna), because current research shows that generations of Baziaks had to
be many; generations understood in a biblical way - from the names of sons. Let's call the place of early
settlement - nests (see Map 1, p. 36 and Map 2, p. 69 and Appendix).
Researchers do not agree on the time for the first claws to form. It is certain that in 1597 the first sale of the
Słabaszów hamlet was registered, in 1629, the number of cattle increased three times in the Kadcza, and in
1698 in Zalesie, 13 zawratniki were registered. The numbering of houses (fumes) was introduced from
around 1698. The year 1731 - Ioannis Baziak appears in documents as a sworn in Zbludza and Zalesiu.
Reported in the Rural Court Book ... Piotr Baziak was born in Maszkowice around 1760 and from Piotr, I
led some of the lines of an ancestral tree in more detail.
You have rightly noticed that I am referring to the first available data from the Volga region from 16471656.
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The observation point, the lower located, seems more certain. Rising up we see from a faraway perspective,
but less in detail. The problem is to find a point of view adapted to the needs of such visibility. Well, thanks
to the aforementioned method of close-ups and distances data from the Kama River basin they allowed to
bring closer the links between the processes and the facts, and moreover, determine the etymology of the
surname. Yangul Bazjakov was saved at that time as Tatar (in Tatarstan), likewise Urmamietko (duvan or
tarchan in Bashkortostan). Formerly, these were the grounds of the Kazan Khanate, earlier the Golden
Horde, which spilled mainly in the Kipczaki area. What's more, the tribes of Bulgarians, Alans, Bashkires,
and assimilated timber co-existed in the Kipchat steppe with influential Finno-Ugric and Indo-European
populations. We located Bazjakowo at the mouth of Kama to Volga. We were left to associate the location
of the river Ik, which is the left tributary of Kama, with the nearest to the base, Biała, a tributary of Biała.
Our aimak Bazjakowych therefore adopted a topographic surname - from the river Baza. They set off
and partly returned with Dżel-al-Din to the original grounds, as well as more documented in the sources of
Lithuanian Tatars. On the Volga uprising Kazan Khanate will soon be built, with the center in Kazan
(numerous later occurrence of the name, which eventually lost the Russian ending). They have moved the
name of the wandering and religions for centuries.
Religions. Three monotheistic. Ecumenism is the first step. Maybe it's better to talk about the children of
One God. At the Sinai Mount, multilingual crowds in Jerusalem "touch" the place of worship in various
temples.
The genetic processes of the anthropological differences in the Central Asian steppes began when the first
tourists mingled with the Indo-European population with blue eyes and significant growth. Research by
Julian Talko-Hryniweicz, anthropologist, professor at the Jagiellonian University, shows low Tatar Tatars
(up to 160 cm) - 62.9%, high - 37.1%; dark skin tone - 65.7%, dark hair predominated; dark eyes in the
majority - 67.1%; narrow faces - 62.7%, the ratio of the length to the width of the head - 82.1%. All this
puts them in the intermediate type. The mixed type is 61.4% and there is a significant Finnish transfer.
All the characteristics of the Volk-Tatar Tartars are close to the Tatar characteristics of the so-called
Lithuanian settlements, whose settlements in Lithuania consisted of three tribesmen from Zawołżańskie
and Zadar, in addition to the Eastern Finns from the Volga. The blood from the steppes of Central Asia
"melted into the local element." Research, very detailed, professor led in representative groups about 1,600
people, for comparative purposes with Muslins, they were published in the work Muslins or so-called
Lithuanian Tatars, Krakow 1924. I give him the voice: "I am combining my research with the research
done by me over the Volga Tatars (Kazanskaya and Ufimska Gubernji), the Volga Chuvashia (the Kazan
region),
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Grunwald 1410

ok. 1398
Sądecczyzna

Mohacz 1526
Mohács
Buzet
po 1526
Baziaș 1426
Базјаш
Based on: https://www.google.pl/maps/@55.8565022,39.027481,3196927m/data=!3m1!1e3

presenting the Finns' meeting with the Tatars, the Lithuanian nobles and the natives next to them:
Belarussians, Lithuanians-Latvians and Ukrainians. "
In the vicinity of Kiev, they voluntarily settled - as was said earlier - Tatars, whom Prince Witold promised
to the quays, tempted by earthly goods and riches (before and after the battle of Grunwald). Of these, equally
numerous, an independence activist will come - Isaak Baziak, who is interested in the issues of the liberation
of Idel-Ural (see Prometheism and Prometheus chapter) in Warsaw), cooperating with Józef Piłsudski.
"Life is not a dot, it's a comma - as metaphorically put in the final speech by outgoing US President Barack
Obama - maybe an ellipsis".
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Базяково

Peregrination hypothesis, hiking routes:
Powołże
Baziaș
Słowację na

Kijów
Grunwald
Sądecczyzna
Mohacz
powrót przez Węgry,
Sądecczyznę

Kijów
Powołże
i na Powołże
Kijowa
teren Chanatu Kazańskiego
Powołże
Baziaș
przez Serbię

Kijów
Mohacz

Grunwald; powrót do
oraz na
Grunwald
Istria

Sądecczyzna
( Chorwacja)

The Tartars spread in huge areas, giving origin to the Kazakhs, Nogajcom, Bashkir. They also mixed with
Poles, Finns and Lithuanians and Slovaks. So, it's safe to say that they contributed to the middle and Eastern
European ethnogenesis, such ot genetic supply of other nations. Julian Talko-Hryniewicz in another
publication, from 1927, contemporary Cracovians He did not rule out the influence of many
anthropological Tatar traits on the appearance of okołokrakowskich highlanders (see portraits of Leon
Wyczółkowski Szymon Tatar from Zakopane and Bust of the Highlander, p. 219 and Baca p. 59).
Characteristic eagle nose and ta the disarming growth difference (see the cover) clearly suggests that today's
highlanders have participated in many genetic adventures. I'm here, of course also mean "my" wonderful
Baziaks.
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I invite you back to the beautiful Podhale.
Numerous arguments indicate that before 1731 Baziaks in this area had to be at least 5 and so also the
family legend preaches. We know the most about Piotr through his father-in-law Kwita and his records in
the court books. He appears as a dynamic, energetic and brave man, since Mr. Kwiatkowski disallowed in
his favor his own son "who was useless". Piotr was also spiteful, because he became the father of 8 children,
including 4 sons. For example, Marcin (1799) had 6 children, and his son Wojciech (1822) - 11. Among
this eleven we find Józef (1854), the father of Archbishop Eugeniusz and my great-grandfather Marcin
(1862). If we once again mention the archbishop, notice and emphasize his strong relationship with Karol
Wojtyła. Who knows if he relied on something not fully understood. And yet the Pope was mentioned in
the memory of the Holy Father - we have a pope, spoken by Baziak many years before his fulfillment.
Recall the memories of Nicolae Mareş: "When in February 1993 I had the pleasure of being received in the
Vatican by Pope John Paul II to give him a book of his Poetry, which I translated and published in Romanian
shortly after the events of 1989, I decided to ask him without a big garden if it was not a case of Romanian
origin. (...)
I was too moved by the extraordinary atmosphere that the Pope gave to the audience, who, in his great and
overwhelming goodness, sincerely happy that we could talk in Mickiewicz's language, became interested
in the motif that prompted me to translate it into Romanian. He showed particular interest when he learned
that I translated into Romanian not only the volume he was holding, but also a drama close to His heart: In
front of the jeweler's shop. I told him that the play was broadcast by the Romania Cultural radio station, in
the solemn direction of the artist Constantin Dinischiot. I will always be happy to think that the touching
conversation has considerably extended beyond the limits granted by Stanisław Dziwi, because I had to
answer the Holy Father to the question he posed: - What's up in our Romania?
The phrase formulated in this way pierced me, because the question itself in itself it contained the answer
to the issue that has been bothering me since 1979-1980. At that time, he was a counselor for cultural
problems and the press at the Embassy of Romania in Warsaw, I hosted a Polish historian, a venerable
person whose name I do not want to reveal, and who told me then that she had been working for almost
two years on the family tree of the Holy Father. This man came to me to find out what Romanian could
mean in the name of a former Cardinal from Krakow: Wojtyla. At the same time, I learned that in their
research, following step by step the links of some old highlander families living for centuries in the Polish
Beskids, all these families had their roots in the old tribes of Romanian [Wallachian] shepherds. "
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(Nicolae Mareş, John Paul II, Pope of the Third Millennium, Bucharest 1999).
Nicolae Mareş refers to the Dakorumuni theory, but it is a fact that the Vlachs reached the area of Wadowice
at the end of the 15th century.
The sense of freedom of the Wallachians, also called by local Praciacy, was still alive, a different genotype.
Rebellious. They supported peasants, defended against exploitation, were heroes. The memory of them
persists in legends. One of them is a fairy tale about the lame violinist. The robbers took a companion to
play with them. After a few years, when he was unable to walk, he was taken home, until one day he finally
put the instrument on the table, and when he left the world, the violin lived, vibrated. Interesting is literature
about highland robbery, which cannot be equated with ordinary dredging. The robbers enjoyed respect in
the eyes of the rural population. They were the embodiment of freedom. An important center of robbery in
the 16th century it was our Volunteer. They felt safe here, stuck on the winter lies to wait out the raid, and
the volunteers themselves fed the robbers' ranks. The woman is also mentioned among them. The town
chronicles, such as Muszyna, Żywiec or Nowy Sącz, recorded the accounts of processes. At the end of the
16th century, a certain Kląb from Ochotnica and Bródka from Tylmanowa were part of the Vasilii group
from Łabowa. At the beginning of the 17th century, the robber Balcer, son of the mayor, Maciej Ochotnicki,
took part in the robbery of a wealthy peasant in the village of Stopnica. Around 1620. with Grzegorz from
Zagórska Wola, the brothers of Chlipawczyki (sons of the volunteer head) and Błażej Janczura and Marcin
Rusnak from Ochotnica were staying. In 1626 and 1629 in the robbery rallies participated the volunteer
reeve, Foltyn, along with a volunteer Janczura. The robber Andrzej Sawka from Ochotnica was saved in
1651 from the execution on the gallows through Kostek Napierski in Nowy Targ. In the eighteenth century
Ochotnica became famous thanks to the hetman of Gorczański - Józef Baczyński, until he was executed in
1736 at the castle in Lanckorona. Baczyński testified: "In Saint James at night, where my wife was there,
we were having fun (...) everyone in the other house, Sunday seven. Afterwards, I went to Spiš with my
wife (...), while the others in Ochotnica stayed, while others went to Hungary (...). " (Władysław Ochman,
Highland robbery, Warsaw 1950).
The nest was also Babia Góra and villages: Kamienica, Kasina Wielka, Mszana Górna, Słopnice, Rupniów.
People's messages speak about robbers' treasures, chapels and churches. On Babia Góra, such treasures are
to rest, among others in Zbójnicki Wąwóz. Bacowie pod Jasieniem says that on the slopes descending
towards the valley of the Kamienica river you can find a buried cauldron with thalers and robber weapons.
The penalties were used extremely strict, and their performance was a public spectacle. Death by hanging
was one of the mildest ones. More sophisticated torment was tearing with an iron hook, while glory brought
hanging on the hook behind the rib. Freedom and honor, here is a high-class banner.
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Father Józef Tischner, in one of the many and witty sermons, talked about the history of the old temple in
Podhale, that he has traditions of robbers. "It is said that some participation in their building they had
robbers; they had the honor of putting God in church. And then the church arose from the spirit of penance:
first there were sins, then there was repentance, and then the church was taken from it. You can see that
these churches were built more like human beings than human virtues. Because, as it was said at the
beginning of this Holy Mass, highlanders of special talent did not have any virtue. On the contrary, it cost
them more as others. But they had a talent for penance. "
In another place, during the homily, the following words were spoken: "I am reminded of a highlander's
joke, as the confessor asks the sinner how many times. And he hears: "Jo, he came here to hear confession,
and not to brag." The talent probably had to have Franciszek Baziak (1917-1966), who married Zofia née
Tischner as a wife. I will not mention other affinities, for example with Długoszmi, Bulandami or
Janczurami.
In the family the advantage: talented musicians, sportsmen, foresters, attached to the teaching of teachers
and lawyers, devoted to the service of firefighters. Young people promise to be very interesting. Some of
them are currently looking for, although it seems - temporarily - places abroad (universities, work). It is
impossible to list all, even very young, laureates of various inter-school and national competitions.
Wojtek has recently joined the team of associates. He graduated from a noncommissioned officer's course, he possessed 3 different types of military
specialties, studying in Krakow in the field of law, hobby playing in the band
on the guitar, participate in rallies. Significant sporting success in heavy weight
(MMA 8-2) is given by Dawid, born in Kamienna Góra, who trains at the
German club. Not only boys shine. For example, Karolina Baziak is a graduate
of the Academy of Physical Education in Krakow and a ski instructor. The
Baziacons kept their name out of sentiment, complementing them with possible
husbands.
The part of the family with which I did not manage to establish a closer contact,
including because of the old age (resulting in the famine of the land that failed
to feed) and the subsequent dispersion between World War I and II.
Then, in the years 1921-1922, the migration wave from the Sądecczyzna region started many times, mainly
to the United States. Migration movements in People's Poland for bread and better conditions from villages
and small towns were associated with the settlement of the Regained Territories after World War II. In this
situation, there was a small cluster of Baziaks, which was swimming in a wide radius of Kamienna Góra
(see the chapter Wielowątkowo). Posts from correspondences
Wojciech Baziak
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Celinka and Władek from Wałcz
together with sons
From the left: Jacek, Marcin,
Robert,
Zbigniew

(rich matter of difficult fates), where I placed short reports of the authors of letters, colored with a large
dose of facts and emotions. A little later - in the period of intense industrialization of the country - single,
young daredevils decided to leave the family home, that I would mention, among others, Jana, who went
to Brzozów or Wladek, who eventually settled in Wałcz.
A few of them still manage on the ground, where mummy and daddy are invariably referred to as parents.
Everyone has a rich and unique story. I regret that I cannot describe it. Moreover, all the lines attached at
the end of the Tree are not routed. (not applicable to the entire circulation). Those who are - marked in
separate colors, and in the case of remarriage - a different tone of the same color.
My cognitive fever, a type of disease, lasted two years from the first to last page. I trust that the effort made
to establish a reliable hypothesis, based on historical facts and documents, on selected sources and their
interpretation, thought out many times, but subjective, can serve other people looking for roots and fill
white spots in this publication. Existence as a mystery of being and an anthropological task. Yes, ellipsis ...
Initial reconstruction of existing arrangements obliges you to further queries
and travel, maybe also to the sources of the river Bas?
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APPENDIX
Ochotnica Dolna / Tylmanowa
(zapisy z Ochotnicy Dolnej i Tylmanowej znajdują się na jednym mikrofilmie)

(records from Ochotnica Dolna and Tylmanowa are on one microfilm)
1784 dom nr 8
1788 dom nr 8

Mathias Baziak + Margaritha Harlaconka, syn Josephus (?)
Nicolaus Baziak + Teresa Tomasko, córka Rozalia

Tylmanowa / Ochotnica Dolna
1784 dom nr 8
Mathias Baziak + Margaritha Harlaconka, syn Josephus (?)
1785 dom nr 8
Mathias Baziak + Margaritha Harlaconka, syn Josephus
1786 dom nr 72
Mathias Baziak + Margaritha Harlaconka, córka Marianna
1788 dom nr 72
Hiacy Baziak + Margaritha Havlak, syn Stanislaus
1790 dom nr 72
Hiacy Baziak + Margaritha Havlak, syn Stanislaus
1792 dom nr 72
Hiacy Baziak + Margaritha Havlak, syn Bartolomeus
1839 dom nr 55
Marianna Baziak + Michael Klag, córka Zofia Klag
1841 dom nr 55
Marianna Baziak + Michael Klag, syn Thomas Klag
1859
Regina Baziak + ?, córka Katharina Baziak
1862
Regina Baziak + Antoni Stachowiak, córka Marianna Stachowiak
1874 dom nr 8
Józefa Baziak + Mikołaj Tomasko, córka Marianna Tomasko
1874 dom nr 48 Marianna Baziak + Antoni Gazdziak, córka Marianna Gazdziak
1876 dom nr 48
Marianna Baziak + Antoni Gazdziak, syn Thomas Gazdziak
1880 dom nr 48
Marianna Baziak + Antoni Gazdziak, syn Joannes Gazdziak
1890 dom nr 48 Marianna Baziak + Antoni Gazdziak, syn Franciszek Gazdziak
Roztoka k. Łukowicy
1785 dom nr 12
Adalbertus Baziak + Brygida Piszczek, syn Andreas
1789 dom nr 16
Paulus Baziak + Cunegundis Odrobina, córka Thekla
1792 dom nr 19
Paulus Baziak + Catharina Sikon, syn Michael
1791 dom nr 79
Joannes Odrobina + Catharina Baziak, syn Petrus Odrobina
1793 dom nr 19
Joannes Odrobina + Catharina Baziak, córka Teresia Odrobina
1796 dom nr 100 Joannes Odrobina + Catharina Baziak, syn Michael Odrobina
1799 dom nr 79
Joannes Odrobina + Catharina Baziak, córka Marianna Odrobina
1799 dom nr 50
Paulus Baziak + Catharina Sikon, córka Agnes
1802 dom nr 70
Joannes Odrobina + Catharina Baziak, syn Bartolomeus Odrobina
1806 dom nr 40
Joannes Odrobina + Catharina Baziak, córka Eva Odrobina
1810 dom nr 40
Joannes Odrobina + Catharina Baziak, syn Valentinus Odrobina
Zagorzyn
1786 dom nr 9
1789 dom nr 54
1792 dom nr 54
1792 dom nr 35
1796 dom nr 51
1797 dom nr 42
1799 dom nr 53
1807 dom nr 1
1809 dom nr 2
1822 dom nr 26
1828 dom nr 26
1827 dom nr 45
1850 dom nr 19
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Franciscus Baziak + Agnes Rusnarczyk, córka Agatha
Bartholomeus Trela + Catharina Baziak córka Thekla Trela
Bartholomeus Trela + Catharina Baziak córka Eva Trela
Helena Baziaconka, syn Adalbertum
Bartholomeus Trela + Catharina Baziak syn Andreas Trela
Stanislaus Jawor +Elisabeth Baziak, syn Mathias Jawor
Bartholomeus Trela + Catharina Baziak syn Michael Trela
Mathias Turek +Anthonina Baziak, córka Cunegundis Turek
Anna Baziak, córka Sophia
Joannis Baziak + Elisabetha Kyrezka, syn Franciscus Xaver
Joannes Baziak + Elisabeth Kyrc, syn Michael
Joannes Baziak + Helena
, córka Anna
Joannaes Baziak + Agatha Sopata, córka Sophia

Key to pages 308-317
Ochotnica Dolna: Village name
1784: Year of birth
Dom nr 8: House number 8
syn: son
córka: daughter

1858 dom nr 25
1859 dom nr 25
1861 dom nr 25
1863 dom nr 25
1865 dom nr 25
1867 dom nr 25
1869 dom nr 25
1871 dom nr 25
1872 dom nr 25
1875 dom nr 25
1875 dom nr 33
1876 dom nr 25
1879 dom nr 25
1879 dom nr 33
1881 dom nr 33
1883 dom nr 25
1884 dom nr 77
1886 dom nr 77

Josephus Domek + Ludovica Baziak, córka Regina Domek
Josephus Domek + Ludovica Baziak, syn Thomas Domek
Josephus Domek + Ludovica Baziak, syn Michael Domek
Josephus Domek + Ludovica Baziak, córka Marianna Domek
Josephus Domek + Ludovica Baziak, córka Anna Domek
Josephus Domek + Ludovica Baziak, córka Josepha Domek
Josephus Domek + Ludovica Baziak, syn Josephus Domek
Josephus Domek + Ludovica Baziak, córka Regina Domek
Josephus Domek + Ludovica Baziak, córka Marianna Domek
Josephus Domek + Ludovica Baziak, syn Adalbertus Domek
Antonius Szmid + Marianna Baziak, syn Antonius Szmid
Josephus Domek + Ludovica Baziak, syn Franciscus Domek
Josephus Domek + Ludovica Baziak, syn Antonius Domek
Antonius Szmid + Marianna Baziak, córka Cunegundis Szmid
Antonius Szmid + Marianna Baziak, córka Francisca Marianna Szmid
Josephus Domek + Ludovica Baziak, syn Joannes Domek
Mathias Grzybek + Regina Baziak, córka Anna Grzybek
Mathias Grzybek + Regina Baziak, córka Marianna Grzybek

Kamienica / Szczawa (zapisy z Kamienicy i Szczawy znajdują się na jednym mikrofilmie)
1787 dom nr 8
Simon Baziak + Ewa Migacz, syn Adalbertus
1790 dom nr 1
Florianus Baziak + Sophia Franczyk, córka Regina
1795 dom nr 27
Katharina Baziak + Stanislaus Kornela, syn Błażej Kornela
1796 dom nr 7
Simon Baziak + Francisca Bulanda, córka Magdalena
1799 dom nr 1
Florianus Baziak + Cunigundis Mikotay, syn Joannes
1799 dom nr 27
Katharina Baziak + Stanislaus Kornela, syn Joannes Kornela
1799 dom nr 14
Sophia Baziak + Michael Rusnarczyk, córka Marianna Rusnarczyk
1802 dom nr 10
Mathias Baziak + Marianna Duda, córka Regina
1802 dom nr 54
?, Dorotha Baziak, córka Marianna
1802 dom nr 1
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Kurzeja, córka Marianna
1803 dom nr 1
Florianus Baziak + Cunigundis Mikotay, syn Adalbertus
1805 dom nr 1
Florianus Baziak + Cunigundis Mikotay, syn Josephus
1805 dom nr 7
Simon Baziak + Francisca Bulanda, córka Francisca
1805 dom nr 82
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Kurzeja, syn Michael
1814 dom nr 1
Joannes Baziak + Agnes Wierzyeki, córka Marianna
1814 dom nr 6
Cunegunda Baziak + Adalbertus Mikołajczyk, córka Agnes Mikołajczyk
1814 dom nr 11
Agnes Baziak + Bartholomeus Karoz, córka Regina Karoz
1814 dom nr 17
Elisabeth Baziak + Josephus Karczyk, córka Marianna Karczyk
1819 dom nr 6
Cunegunda Baziak + Adalbertus Mikołajczyk, córka Agnes Mikołajczyk
1819 dom nr 7
Elisabeth Baziak + Josephus Karczyk, syn Bartholomeus
1819 dom nr 12
Josephus Baziak + Theresia Gorczowski, syn Casimirus
1819 dom nr 88
Petrus Baziak + Magdalena Noworolnik, córka Catharina
1827 dom nr 1
Florianus Baziak + Cunegundis Mikotajczyk, syn Bartholomeus
1827dom nr 77
Katharina Baziak + Jacobus Iwardowski, córka Marianna
1827 dom nr 1
Joannes Baziak + Catharina Mazunczaka, syn Bartholomeus
1830 dom nr 1
Thomas Baziak + Catharina Mazunczaka, córka Marianna
1830 dom nr 54
Marianna Baziak + Antonius Brzeczek, syn Adalbertus
1839 dom nr 1
Regina Baziak + Jacobus Mazur, córka Katharina Mazur
1842 dom nr 54
Marianna Baziak + Antonius Brzeczek, córka Regina
1842 dom nr 9
Joannes Baziak + Elisabeth Gromala, córka Marianna
1842 dom nr 6
Thomas Baziak + Katharina Ciemol, córka Katharina
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1842 dom nr 1
1843 dom nr 54
1844 dom nr 1
1844 dom nr 32
1853 dom nr 47
1853 dom nr 6
1853 dom nr 19
1855 dom nr 47
1864 dom nr 19
1867 dom nr 14
1868 dom nr 18
1869 dom nr 48
1872 dom nr 16
1874 dom nr 16
1874 dom nr 16

Marianna Baziak + Walenty Zygmunt, syn Petrus Zygmunt
Marianna Baziak + Antonius Brzeczek, syn Joannes
Joannes Baziak + Margaretha Majchrzak, córka Marianna
Joannes Baziak + Anna Mauasyk, syn Martinus
Adalbertus Baziak + Cunegunda Siemakcu, córki Catharina, Sophia
Catharina Baziak + Joannes Purichata (Putzchata), córki Catharina, Francisca Putzchata
Marianna Baziak + Thomas Franczek, córka Marianna Franczek
Adalbertus Baziak + Cunegunda Mazur, córka Catharina
Marianna Baziak + Thomas Franczek, córka Regina Franczek
Michael Baziak + Marianna Gorczowski, córka Anna
Andreas Syjud + Agnes Baziak, córka Sophia Syjud
Andreas Maciuszak + Agnes Baziak, córka Marianna Maciuszak
Andreas Syjud + Agnes Baziak, syn Josephus Syjud
Andreas Syjud + Agnes Baziak, syn Adalbertys Syjud
Andreas Syjud + Agnes Baziak, syn Mathias Syjud

Maszkowice
1788 dom nr 15
1790 dom nr 15
1792 dom nr 17
1792 dom nr 15
1792 dom nr 15
1795 dom nr 14
1795 dom nr 17
1796 dom nr 15
1799 dom nr 15
1799 dom nr 15
1801 dom nr 15
1805 dom nr 15
1806 dom nr 11
1808 dom nr 18
1809 dom nr 13
1810 dom nr 13
1812 dom nr 18
1813 dom nr 18
1814 dom nr 13
1815 dom nr 18
1817 dom nr 18
1817 dom nr 26
1818 dom nr 13
1818 dom nr 19
1819 dom nr 18
1820 dom nr 13
1820 dom nr 18
1820 dom nr 20
1821 dom nr 19
1822 dom nr 18
1822 dom nr 14
1823 dom nr 18
1823 dom nr 15
1823 dom nr 13

Petrus Baziak + Sophia Kwicionka, córka Magdalena
Petrus Baziak + Sophia Kwicionka, syn Adalbert
Antonius Baziak + Regina Slabazsowka, syn Jacobus
Antonius Baziak + Regina Slabazsowka, syn Josephus Benediktus
Petrus Baziak + Sophia Kwicionka, syn Martinus
Petrus Baziak + Sophia Kwicionka, córka Catharina
Antonius Baziak + Regina Slabazsowka, córka Hedvigis
Petrus Baziak + Sophia Kwicionka, syn Jacobus
Petrus Baziak + Sophia Kusicionka, syn Mathias
Antonius Baziak + Regina Slabazsowka, córka Magdalena i Regina
Petrus Baziak + Sophia Kwicionka, córka Marianna
Petrus Baziak + Sophia Kwicionka, córka Catharina
Simeon Mrówka + Magdalena Baziak, syn Mathias Mrówka
Petrus Baziak + Sophia Kwicionka, córka Barbara
Simeon Mrówka + Magdalena Baziak, córka Marianna Mrówka
Simeon Mrówka + Magdalena Baziak, córka Marianna Mrówka
Antonius Baziak + Rosalia Naidusonka, córka Agnes
Antonius Baziak + Rosalia Nayduszoska, córka Angira
Simeon Mrówka + Magdalena Baziak, córka Regina Mrowka
Antonius Baziak + Rosalia Nayduszka, syn Martinus
Antonius Baziak + Rosalia Naidusonka, córka Catharina
Josephus Baziak + Catharina Rozmus, syn Andreas
Simeon Mrówka + Magdalena Baziak, syn Adalbertus Mrówka
Martinus Baziak + Clara Sztec, córka Thekla
Antonius Baziok + Rosalia Naydachchowa, córka Maria Baziok
Simeon Mrówka + Magdalena Baziak, córka Margaritta Mrówka
Josephus Baziak + Marianna Kozictis, syn Joannes, zmarł 1820
Martinus Baziak + Catharina Bartholicz, syn Nicolau, zmarł 1820
Martinus Baziak + Clara Sztec, córka Catharina
Josephus Baziak + Marianna Kozictis, syn Joannes
Mathio Baziak + Agnes Kozielec, syn Adalbertus
Antonius Baziak + Rosa Nayduch, córka Regina, zmarła 1823
Adalbertus Baziak + Rosalia Majchrzak, córka Marianna
Simeon Mrówka + Magdalena Baziak, córka Agnes Mrówka
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1824 dom nr 13
1824 dom nr 18
1826 dom nr 18
1826 dom nr 18
1827 dom nr 19
1827 dom nr 13
1828 dom nr 19
1829 dom nr 18
1830 dom nr 19
1832 dom nr 19
1832 dom nr 18
1832 dom nr 18
1833 dom nr 19
1834 dom nr 18
1835 dom nr 18
1836 dom nr 19
1836 dom nr 18
1839 dom nr 19
1840 dom nr 3
1840 dom nr 18
1841 dom nr 19
1841 dom nr 1
1841 dom nr 19
1842 dom nr 6
1842 dom nr 18
1843 dom nr 18
1843 dom nr 19
1846 dom nr 19
1846 dom nr 18
1847 dom nr 1
1846 dom nr 3
1848 dom nr 3
1846 dom nr 15
1848 dom nr 19
1849 dom nr 1
1852 dom nr 18
1852 dom nr 3
1853 dom nr 18
1853 dom nr 3
1854 dom nr 18
1855 dom nr 3
1856 dom nr 18
1856 dom nr 7
1857 dom nr 5
1858 dom nr 18
1860 dom nr 3
1860 dom nr 18
1862 dom nr 3
1862 dom nr 19
1862 dom nr 84
1864 dom nr 3
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Martinus Baziak + Clara Sztec, córka Marianna
Josephus Baziak + Marianna Kozictis, syn Andreas
Josephus Baziak + Marianna Koziek, syn Josephus
Adalbertus Baziak + Rosalia Majchrzak, córka Agnes
Martinus Baziak + Clara Sztec, córka Petronilla
Simeon Mrówka + Magdalena Baziak, syn Joannes Mrówka
Marthinus Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, córka Hedvigis
Josephus Baziak + Marianna Koziek, córka Marianna
Marthinus Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, syn Josephus
Marthinus Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, córka Regina
Josephus Baziak + Catharina Kurzeja, syn Adalbertus
Antonius Baziak + Rosalia Naidusonka, syn Franciscus, zmarł 1832
Marthinus Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, córka Anna
Josephus Baziak + Catharina Kurzeja, córka Catharina
Josephus Baziak + Marianna Matusiewicz, córka Francisca
Marthinus Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, córka Sophia
Josephus Baziak + Catharina Kurzeja, córka Marianna
Martinus Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, córka Ludovica
Jacobus Zbozeń + Marianna Baziak, córka Hedvigis Zbozeń
Jacobus Baziak + Catharina Kurzyas, córka Agnes
Martinus Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, syn Michael
Thomas Babik + Agnes Baziak, syn Franciscus Xaver Babik
Josephus Baziak + Thekla Rychlec, Thekla
Jacobus Zbozeń + Marianna Baziak, syn Adalbertus Zbozeń
Josephus Baziak + Catharina Kurzeja, syn Joannes
Josephus Baziak + Thekla Rychlec, córka Catharina
Martinus Baziak + Marianna Kurecgiel, syn Martinus
Marthinus Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, córka Josepha Marianna
Joannes Baziak + Maryanna Majorsak, syn Martinus
Thomas Babik + Agnes Baziak, córka Marianna Babik
Jacobus Zbozeń + Marianna Baziak, syn Josephus Zbozeń
Jacobus Zbozeń + Marianna Baziak, syn Joannes Nepomucen Zbozeń
Joannes Baziak + Maryanna Majorsak, córka Catharina
Martinus Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, syn Simeon
Joannes Baziak + Maryanna Majorsak, córka Catharina (ze Sienny)
Joannes Baziak + Hedvigis Pasiud, córka Marianna
Jacobus Zbozeń + Marianna Baziak, syn Joannes Zbozeń
Joannes Baziak + Hedvigis Pasiud, syn Josephus
Jacobus Zbozeń + Marianna Baziak, syn Joannes Zbozeń
Joannes Baziak + Hedvigis Pasiud, córka Marianna
Jacobus Zbozeń + Marianna Baziak, syn Martinus Zbozeń
Joannes Baziak + Hedvigis Pasiud, syn Michael
Michael Baziak + Sophia Pasiud, córka Marianna
Jacobus Zbozeń + Marianna Baziak, córka Catharina Zbozeń
Joannes Baziak + Hedvigis Pasiud, syn Joannes
Jacobus Zbozeń + Marianna Baziak, córka Marianna Zbozeń
Joannes Baziak + Hedvigis Pasiud, syn Petrus
Jacobus Zbozeń + Marianna Baziak, syn Mathias Zbozeń
Michael Baziak + Catharina Faron, syn Antonius
Maria Baziak, syn Joannes
Jacobus Zbozeń + Marianna Baziak, córka Catharina Zbozeń

1865 dom nr 19
1866 dom nr 19
1867 dom nr 19
1869 dom nr 18
1870 dom nr 83
1870 dom nr 27
1871 dom nr 18
1871 dom nr 6
1872 dom nr 31
1872 dom nr 85
1873 dom nr 19
1874 dom nr 85
1874 dom nr 6
1874 dom nr 33
1874 dom nr 18
1876 dom nr 19
1876 dom nr 31
1876 dom nr 85
1878 dom nr 14
1878 dom nr 33
1879 dom nr 33
1879 dom nr 83
1879 dom nr 19
1880 dom nr 18
1880 dom nr 83
1882 dom nr 83
1882 dom nr 19
1882 dom nr 18
1883 dom nr 83
1883 dom nr 31
1884 dom nr 8
1885 dom nr 31
1885 dom nr 85
1886 dom nr 9
1886 dom nr 2
1887 dom nr 4
1887 dom nr 85
1888 dom nr 4
1888 dom nr 19
1888 dom nr 12
1889 dom nr 2
1890 dom nr 43
1890 dom nr 2
1890 dom nr 85
1891 dom nr 27
1892 dom nr 23
1893 dom nr 2
1893 dom nr 85
1893 dom nr 27
1894 dom nr 2
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Michael Baziak + Catharina Faron, syn Adalbertus
Michael Baziak + Catharina Faron, córka Anna
Michael Baziak + Catharina Faron, syn Joannes
Martinus Baziak + Apolonia Koza, syn Joannes
Martinus Baziak + Anna Pierzga, córka Marianna
Thomas Leszko + Marianna Baziak, syn Martinus Leszko
Martinus Baziak + Apolonia Koza, córka Marianna
Antonius Gromala + Catharina Baziak, córka Marianna Gromala
Joannes Zwoliński + Thekla Baziak, córka Catharina Zwolińska
Martinus Baziak + Anna Pierenejcon, syn Petrus
Michael Baziak + Catharina Faron, syn Petrus
Martinus Baziak + Anna Pierzga, syn Michael
Antonius Gromala + Catharina Baziak, syn Adalbertus Gromala
Joannes Zwoliński + Thekla Baziak, syn Joannes Zwoliński
Martinus Baziak + Apolonia Koza, syn Adalbert
Michael Baziak + Catharina Faron, córka Anna
Joannes Zwoliński + Thekla Baziak, córka Lucja Zwolińska
Martinus Baziak + Anna Pierzga, syn Vladislaus
Antonius Gromala + Catharina Baziak, syn Martinus Gromala
Joannes Zwoliński + Thekla Baziak, córka Catharina Zwolińska
Joannes Zwoliński + Thekla Baziak, córka Sophia Zwolińska
Martinus Baziak + Anna Pierzga, syn Anthonius
Michael Baziak + Catharina Faron, syn Josephus
Marianna Baziak, syn Hyacinthus
Martinus Baziak + Anna Pierzga, syn Joannes
Martinus Baziak + Anna Pierzga, syn Joannes
Michael Baziak + Catharina Faron, syn Jacobus
Marianna Baziak, córka Hedvigis
Martinus Baziak + Anna Pierzga, córka Marianna
Joannes Zwoliński + Thecia Baziak, syn Petrus Zwoliński
Hyacinthus Cebula + Marianna Baziak, syn Martinus Cebula
Joannes Zwoliński + Thekla Baziak, syn Mathias Zwoliński
Martinus Baziak + Anna Pierzga, syn Thomas
Hyacinthus Cebula + Marianna Baziak, córka Maria Cebula
Joannes Baziak + Francisca Rams, córka Catharina
Michael Baziak + Maria Banach, córka Maria
Martinus Baziak + Anna Pierzga, syn Antonius
Michael Baziak + Maria Banach, syn Jacobus
Michael Baziak + Catharina Faron, córka Sophia
Antonius Gromala + Catharina Baziak, córka Anna Gromala
Joannes Baziak + Francisca Rams, syn Josephus
Hyacinthus Cebula + Marianna Baziak, córka Catharina Cebula
Joannes Baziak + Francisca Rams, córka Sophia
Martinus Baziak + Anna Pierzga, syn Martinus
Michael Baziak + Maria Banach, córka Anna
Hyacinthus Cebula + Marianna Baziak, syn Antonius Cebula
Joannes Baziak + Francisca Rams, córka Marianna
Martinus Baziak + Anna Pierzga, córka Marianna
Michael Baziak + Maria Banach, córka Hedvigis
Joannes Baziak + Francisca Rams, córka Anna

1895 dom nr 36
1895 dom nr 85
1895 dom nr 27
1896 dom nr 2
1897 dom nr 2
1898 dom nr 83
1899 dom nr 19
1899 dom nr 73
1900 dom nr 70
1910 dom nr 85
1912 dom nr 85
1916 dom nr 85
1917 dom nr 85
1918 dom nr 85
1921 dom nr 85
1922 dom nr 85
1923 dom nr 85
1924 dom nr 85
1926 dom nr 85
1927 dom nr 85
1933 dom nr 85

Hyacinthus Cebula + Marianna Baziak, syn Adalbert Cebula
Martinus Baziak + Anna Pierzga, córka Hedvigis
Michael Baziak + Maria Banach, córka Marianna
Joannes Baziak + Marianna Sejud, córka Hedvigis
Joannes Baziak + Marianna Sejud, córka Victoria
Martinus Baziak + Anna Pierzga, córka Rosalia
Thomas Baziak + Anna Domek, córka Catharina
Petrus Baziak + Anastasia Turek, ?
Petrus Baziak + Anastasia Turek, córka Hedvigis
Michael Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, syn Josephus
Michael Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, syn Antonius
Michael Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, syn Stanislaus
Michael Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, córka Josepha
Michael Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, córka Stefania
Michael Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, córka Victoria
Michael Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, córka Stanisława
Michael Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, syn Joannes
Michael Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, syn Franciscus
Michael Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, syn Thomas
Michael Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, syn Michael
Michael Baziak + Marianna Kurzeja, syn Thaddeus

Młyńczyska
1800 dom nr 34
1803 dom nr 14
1805 dom nr 14
1807 dom nr 14
1809 dom nr 12
1813 dom nr 12

Joannes Tokarz + Catharina Baziak, córka Elisabetha Tokarz
Joannes Tokarz + Catharina Baziak, syn Josephus Tokarz
Joannes Tokarz + Catharina Baziak, córka Marianna Tokarz
Joannes Tokarz + Catharina Baziak, córka Anna Tokarz
Joannes Tokarz + Catharina Baziak, córka Marianna Tokarz
Joannes Tokarz + Catharina Baziak, córka Joannes Tokarz

Czerniec (zdygitalizowane zapisy z Czerńca i Zabrzeży znajdują się na jednym mikrofilmie)
1812 dom nr 11
Sebastianus Duda + Anna Baziak, syn Joannes Duda
1813 dom nr 13
Simon Menka + Magdalene Boziaconka, córka Regina Menka
1812 dom nr 12
Sebastianus Duda + Anna Baziaconka, córka Marianna Duda
1816 dom nr 11
Sebastianus Duda + Anna Baziaconka, córka Catharina Duda
1835 dom nr 5
Joannes Gębacz + Sophia Baziak, córka Theresia Gębacz
1855 dom nr 39
Rosalia Baziak, syn Sebastianus
Zabrzeż
1824 dom nr13
1827 dom nr 13
1830 dom nr 13
1831 dom nr 44
1833 dom nr 13
1834 dom nr 37
1835 dom nr 13
1838 dom nr 11
1840 dom nr 11
1842 dom nr 11
1843 dom nr 11
1845 dom nr 9
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Mathias Baziak + Agnes Kozielet, syn Joannes, zmarł w 1827
Mathias Baziak + Agnes Kozielet, córka Catharina
Mathias Baziak + Agnes Kozielet, córka Marianna
?, Valentinus Baziak + Hedvigis Kuzionka, córka Rosalia
Mathias Baziak + Agnes Kozielet, córka Agnes
Joannes Slabaszewski + Maria Zablocki, córka Catharina Slabaszewski
Mathias Baziak + Agnes Kozielet, córka Justyna
Sebastianus Duda + Marianna Baziak, córka Brigidha Duda
Sebastianus Duda + Marianna Baziak, syn Michael Duda
Sebastianus Duda + Marianna Baziak, córka Rosalia, syn Simeon Duda
Sebastianus Duda + Marianna Baziak, córka Anastasia Duda
Antonius Kurzeja + Marianna Baziak, syn Adalbertus Kurzeja

1846 dom nr 11
1848 dom nr 17
1848 dom nr 9
1849 dom nr 13
1850 dom nr 13
1850 dom nr 11
1850 dom nr 12
1850 dom nr 22
1851 dom nr 42
1851 dom nr 12
1851 dom nr 9
1852 dom nr 13
1853 dom nr 12
1853 dom nr 42
1854 dom nr 9
1854 dom nr 11
1854 dom nr 13
1855 dom nr 13
1855 dom nr 12
1855 dom nr 42
1856 dom nr 9
1857 dom nr 13
1857 dom nr 13
1857 dom nr 42
1858 dom nr 11
1859 dom nr 13
1859 dom nr 42
1859 dom nr 9
1860 dom nr 9
1861 dom nr 42
1861 dom nr 11
1861 dom nr 13
1862 dom nr 13
1862 dom nr 42
1863 dom nr 9
1863 dom nr 44
1864 dom nr 13
1864 dom nr 42
1866 dom nr 42
1866 dom nr 13
1866 dom nr 9
1867 dom nr 29
1868 dom nr 13
1868 dom nr 42
1869 dom 13
1871 dom 13
1873 dom nr 37
1875 dom nr 37
1878 dom nr 37
1879 dom nr 37
1879
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Sebastianus Duda + Marianna Baziak, syn Adalbertus Duda
Sebastianus Duda + Marianna Baziak, syn Mathias Duda
Antonius Kurzeja + Marianna Baziak, syn Joannes Kurzeja
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, syn Adalbertus
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, syn Mathias
Sebastianus Duda + Marianna Baziak, syn Anthonius Duda
Franciscus Wietrzak + Catharina Baziak, córka Catharina Wietrzak
Jacobus Soputa + Hedvigis Baziak, córka Marianna Sopata
Jacobus Soputa + Hedvigis Baziak, córka Catharina Sopata
Franciscus Wietrzak + Catharina Baziak, córka Catharina Wietrzak
Antonius Kurzeja + Marianna Baziak, syn Andreas Kurzeja
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Kotayczyk, córka Anna
Franciscus Wietrzak + Catharina Baziak, córka Agatha Wietrzak
Jacobus Soputa + Hedvigis Baziak, córka Marianna Sopata
Antonius Kurzeja + Baziak ?, syn Symeon Kurzeja
Sebastianus Duda + Marianna Baziak, Bartholomeus Duda
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, syn Josephus
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczik, córka Marianna
Franciscus Wietrzak + Catharina Baziak, córka Francisca Wietrzak
Jacobus Soputa + Hedvigis Baziak, córka Anna Sopata
Anthonius Kurzeja + Marianna Baziak, syn Petrus Paulus Kurzeja
(25)? Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, syn Stanislaus
Marianna Baziak, syn Stanislaus
Jacobus Sopata + Hedvigis Baziak, córka Rosalia Sopata
Sebastianus Duda + Marianna Baziak, córka Catharina Duda
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, syn Joannes
Hedvigis Baziak + Jacobus Soputa, córka Agatha Soputa
Anthonius Kurzeja + Marianna Baziak, córka Agatha Kurzeja
Anthonius Kurzeja + Marianna Baziak, syn Mathias Kurzeja
Jacobus Sopata + Hedvigis Baziak, syn Michael Sopata
Josephus Baziak + Regina Manicyron, syn Joannes Nepom
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, syn Mathias
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, syn Mathias
Jacobus Sopata + Hedvigis Baziak, syn Thomas Sopata
Anthonius Kurzeja + Marianna Baziak, córka Hedvigis Kurzeja
Marianna Baziak, córka Cunegundis
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, syn Petrus
Jacobus Sopata + Hedvigis Baziak, córka Anna Sopata
Jacobus Sopata + Hedvigis Baziak, córka Agnes Sopata
Adalbertus Baziak + Catharina Mikotajczyk, córka Agnes
Anthonius Kurzeja + Marianna Baziak, córka Ludvica Kurzeja
Marianna Baziak, córka Sophia
Justyna Baziak, córka Anna
Jacobus Sopata + Hedvigis Baziak, córka Apolonia Sopata
Jacobus Piksa + Catharina Mikołajczyk, syn Jacobus Piksa
Jacobus Piksa + Catharina Mikołajczyk, syn Thomas Piksa
Petrus Marek + Josepha Baziak, córka Helena Marek
Petrus Marek + Josepha Baziak, córka Sophia Marek
Petrus Marek + Josepha Baziak, syn Caspar Marek
Petrus Marek + Josepha Baziak, córka Apolonia Marek
Regina Baziak, syn Wincenty

1882 dom nr 37
1883 dom nr 37
1883 dom nr 60
1885 dom nr 37
1887 dom nr 37
1889 dom nr 37
1890 dom nr 37
1890 dom nr 13
1890 dom nr 24
1891 dom nr 24
1891 dom nr 37
1891 dom nr 27
1892 dom nr 13
1892 dom nr 193
1893 dom nr 37
1893 dom nr 24
1894 dom nr 13
1895 dom nr 24
1895 dom nr 37
1896 dom nr 13
1896 dom nr 24
1897 dom nr 37
1897 dom nr 24
1898 dom nr 13
1899 dom nr 24
1900 dom nr 37
1901 dom nr 37
1902 dom nr 37
1904 dom nr 37
1904 dom nr 24
1906 dom nr 37
1907 dom nr 37
1909 dom nr 37
1911 dom nr 37
1912 dom nr 37
1914 dom nr 37
1916 dom nr 37

Petrus Marek + Josepha Baziak, córka Anna Marek
Petrus Marek + Josepha Baziak, syn Thomas Marek
Bartholomeus Duda + Elisabeth Baziak, córka Julianna
Petrus Marek + Josepha Baziak, syn Joannes Marek
Petrus Marek + Josepha Baziak, syn Michael Marek
Petrus Marek + Josepha Baziak, córka Marianna Marek
Petrus Marek + Josepha Baziak, syn Antonius Marek
Antonius Smidt + Marianna Baziak, syn Joannes Szmidt
Joannes Baziak + Marianna Gosz, syn Jacobus
Joannes Baziak + Marianna Gosz, córka Hedvigis
Petrus Baziak + Catharina Marek, córka Margarita
Joannes Baziak + Marianna Gosz, syn Henryk
Antonius Smidt + Marianna Baziak, syn Petrus Szmidt
Anthonius Baziak + Anna Faron, syn Josephus
Petrus Baziak + Catharina Marek, córka Marianna
Joannes Baziak + Marianna Gosz, córka Agatha
Antonius Smidt + Marianna Baziak, syn Adalbertus Szmidt
Joannes Baziak + Marianna Gosz, córka Cunegundis
Petrus Baziak + Catharina Marek, syn Stanislaus
Antonius Smidt + Marianna Baziak, córka Sophia Szmidt
Joannes Baziak + Marianna Gron, syn Carolus
Petrus Baziak + Catharina Marek, syn Antonius
Joannes Baziak + Marianna Gron, córka Sophia
Antonius Smidt + Marianna Baziak, syn Alojsius Szmidt
Joannes Baziak + Marianna Gron, córka Catharina
Petrus Baziak + Bronislava Baziak, syn Michael
Petrus Baziak + Bronislava Baziak, Rozalia i Catharina
Petrus Baziak + Bronislava Baziak, syn Francis
Petrus Baziak + Bronislava Baziak, córka Cunegundis
Joannes Baziak + Marianna Gron, córka Sophia i Ignatius
Petrus Baziak + Bronislava Baziak, syn Adalbertus
Petrus Baziak + Bronislava Baziak, syn Joannes
Petrus Baziak + Bronislava Baziak, syn Laurentius
Petrus Baziak + Bronislava Baziak, córka Sophia
Petrus Baziak + Bronislava Baziak, syn Petrus
Petrus Baziak + Bronislava Baziak, córka Carolina
Petrus Baziak + Barbara (?), córka Agnes

Jazowsko
1843 dom nr 25
1843 dom nr 25
1845 dom nr 25
1847 dom nr 25
1848 dom nr 25
1850 dom nr 25
1851 dom nr 25
1853 dom nr 25
1857 dom nr 25
1863 dom nr 34
1865 dom nr 34

Adalbertus Biel + Tekla Baziak, syn Simeon Biel
Adalbertus Biel + Tekla Baziak, syn Juda Biel
Adalbertus Biel + Tekla Baziak, córka Marianna Biel
Adalbertus Biel + Tekla Baziak, syn Joannes Biel
Adalbertus Biel + Tekla Baziak, syn Joannes Biel
Adalbertus Biel + Tekla Baziak, córka Sophia Biel
Adalbertus Biel + Tekla Baziak, córka Hedvigis Biel
Adalbertus Biel + Tekla Baziak, córka Catharina Biel
Adalbertus Biel + Tekla Baziak, córka Lodovica Biel
Petrus Rzepiel + Dorotea Baziak, syn Adalbertus Rzepiel
Petrus Rzepiel + Dorotea Baziak, córka Sophia Rzepiel
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1867 dom nr 34
1884 dom nr 77

Petrus Rzepiel + Dorotea Baziak, córka Anna Rzepiel
Mathias Grzybek + Regina Baziak, córka Marianna Grzybek

Łącko
1848 dom nr 24
1849 dom nr 7
1850 dom nr 24
1851 dom nr 12
1853 dom 163
1853 dom nr 24
1855 dom nr 24
1856 dom nr 17
1856 dom nr 191
1857 dom nr 192
1858 dom 196
1857 dom nr 24
1860 dom nr 24
1860 dom 196
1861 dom nr 26
1862 dom 196
1862 dom nr 24
1863 dom nr 26
1865 dom 193
1865 dom 193
1867 dom 193
1867 dom nr 26
1868 dom nr 67
1869 dom nr 190
1871 dom 193
1873 dom nr 193
1878 dom nr 144
1879 dom nr 198
1880 dom nr 194
1883 dom nr 194
1880 dom nr 194
1886 dom nr 194
1886 dom nr193
1888 dom nr193
1890 dom nr 194
1892 dom nr 194
1892 dom nr 193
1892 dom nr 193
1892 dom nr 193
1893 dom nr 193
1893 dom nr 194
1895 dom nr 193
1896 dom nr 193
1896 dom nr 194
1899 dom nr 193

Antonius Świnka + Karharina Baziak, syn Joannes Świnka
Joannes Kulpa + Marianna Baziak, syn Joannes Kulpa
Antonius Świnka + Karharina Baziak, syn Simeon Świnka
Joannes Kulpa + Marianna Baziak, syn Michael Kulpa
Simon Baziak + Marianna Cedzidlo, córka Katharina
Antonius Świnka + Karharina Baziak, corka Elizabeth Świnka
Antonius Świnka + Karharina Baziak, syn Caspar Świnka
Joannes Kulpa + Marianna Baziak, córka Rosalia Kulpa
Simon Baziak + Maria Cedzidla, córka Regina
Simon Baziak + Maria Ceszidto, córka Elisabetha
Simon Baziak + Marianna Cedzidlo, córka Barbara
Antonius Świnka + Karharina Baziak, córka Rosalia Świnka
Antonius Świnka + Karharina Baziak, córka Marianna Świnka
Simon Baziak + Marianna Cedzidlo, syn Michael
Joannes Kulpa + Marianna Baziak, córka Barbara Kulpa
Simon Baziak + Marianna Cedzidlo, córka Katharina
Antonius Świnka + Karharina Baziak, syn Bhartolomeus Świnka
Joannes Kulpa + Marianna Baziak, syn Andreas Kulpa
Simon Baziak + Marianna Cedzidlo, syn Josephus
Simon Baziak + Marianna Cedzidlo, syn Joannes
Simon Baziak + Marianna Cedzidlo, córka Anastasia
Joannes Kulpa + Marianna Baziak, corka Anna Kulpa
Katharina Baziak, córka Anna
Simon Baziak + Marianna Ledzidlo, córka Anna
Simon Baziak + Marianna Cedzidlo, córka Marianna
Catharina Baziak, córka Anna
Anthonius Opoka + Barbara Baziak, córka Bronislava Opoka
Catharina Baziak, syn Michael
Anthonius Opoka + Barbara Baziak, córka Anna Opoka
Anthonius Opoka + Barbara Baziak, syn Bronislav Opoka
Anthonius Opoka + Barbara Baziak, córka Anna Opoka
Anthonius Opoka + Barbara Baziak, syn Franciscus Lucius Opoka
Joannes Baziak + Marianna Opyd, córka Anna
Joannes Baziak + Marianna Opyd, córka Regina
Anthonius Opoka + Barbara Baziak, syn Joannes Opoka
Anthonius Opoka + Barbara Baziak, syn Josephus Opoka
Joannes Baziak + Marianna Opyd, syn Josephus
Joannes Baziak + Marianna Opyd, syn Joannes
Anthonius Baziak + Anna Jaron, syn Josephus
Anthonius Baziak + Anna Jaron, córka Marianna
Anthonius Opoka + Barbara Baziak, córka Catharina Opoka
Anthonius Baziak + Anna Jaron, córka Catharina
Anthonius Baziak + Anna Faron, córka Rosalia
Anthonius Opoka + Barbara Baziak, córka Rosalia Opoka
Anthonius Baziak + Anna Faron, corka Rosalia
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Wola Piskulina
1876 dom nr 19
1879 dom nr 19
1881 dom nr 19
1884 dom nr 19
1886 dom nr 19
1887 dom nr 19
1889 dom nr 19
1892 dom nr 19
1894 dom nr 19
1897 dom nr 19

Mathias Baziak + Marianna Duda, córka Victoria
Mathias Baziak + Marianna Duda, syn Joannes
Mathias Baziak + Marianna Duda, syn Josephus
Mathias Baziak + Marianna Duda, córka Catharina
Mathias Baziak + Marianna Duda, syn Petrus
Mathias Baziak + Marianna Duda, córka Sophia
Mathias Baziak + Marianna Duda, córka Regina
Mathias Baziak + Marianna Duda, syn Antoni
Mathias Baziak + Marianna Duda, syn Władysław
Mathias Baziak + Marianna Duda, córka Rosalia

Stary Sącz
1890
1893
1896 dom nr 355

Józef Stefański + Ewa Baziak, córka Maria Bronisława Stefański
Józef Stefański + Ewa Baziak, syn Franciszek Wincenty Stefański
Józef Stefański + Ewa Baziak, córka Antonina Stefański

Szczereż
1893 dom nr3
1895 dom nr 3
1897 dom nr 3
1899 dom nr 3
1902 dom nr 3

Adalbertus Baziak + Rosalia Shurowski, córka Sophia
Adalbertus Baziak + Rosalia Kurowski, syn Stanislaus
Adalbertus Baziak + Rosalia Shurowski, córka Rosalia
Adalbertus Baziak + Rosalia Kurolowski, córka Marianna
Adalbertus Baziak + Rosalia Shurowski, córka Marianna
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Return from the trip
my All
Return from the steppes and halls
from battlefields
they are with you
now they come from the stars
or give a hand from the valley of the well
hug their fate
he gave you so much
you are rich in family
baranko

not so important that Piotr Jana does not agree
Wojciechy or Marcin in the crowns of trees
fathers were dying of sorrows
they wandered hard for bread
they had several wives
legions of sperm
and now you are leaving the unborn

born pilgrimage on
- on the slopes of difficult love
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Leon Wyczółkowski, Świerk in the Sun, 1931, property of the District Museum. Leon Wyczółkowski in
Bydgoszcz, photo: Wojciech Woźniak
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